Technology Offer

First holistic solar cadastre method calculates solar
potential of facades and roofs of urban landscapes
Summary
The proposed technology of an Austrian SME calculates large coverage solar cadastres of facades
and roofs of buildings in urban landscapes. The results allow the localisation of parts of facades and
roofs with high insolation values or high sun duration. Cooperation with companies engaged in the
energy and construction sector as well as the real estate market is sought for joint ventures, financial
agreements or commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 February 2015
16 March 2015
15 March 2016
TOAT20150225001

Details
Description
An Austrian SME has developed a solar cadastre software for analysing roof and facades of
buildings. Solar cadastre is a well-known planning tool in the renewable energy market and one
of the most popular Geographic Information System (GIS) using digital surface models. So far,
solar cadastre is focused solely on roofs and open spaces, excluding the insolation on building
facades. The innovative software calculates both the solar potential of the roof and the facades,
which are of high importance within the energy planning process of buildings.
Innovative method to calculate solar potential of whole buildings
The developed method is a new technical solution to derive the solar potential of the complete
building hull (facades plus roofs). The geodata used for the shadow analysis consists of highresolution digital surface models or city models. The algorithms are designed in a way that their
results are available as 3D graphical views and can be used statistically. The tool profits from
the usage of free Open Source Software and is ready for Geographic Information Systems
(GIS), HTML5-Browser and statistical analysis.
Application from single buildings to city sun duration analysis
The results are used for planning and assessing yields of photovoltaic and solar thermal
systems as well as the positioning of "blind" or "fake" modules (no energy production because of
low insolation) in the shadow areas of building facades. Because of the large coverage
applicability of the innovative method to communes, cities or whole provinces the results build a
valuable basis for energy development plans. Another software asset is that on 3D city models
new thematic layers of solar insolation and sun duration per square meter can be added.
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Reference project
A first project was done in 2014 when the company analysed 160,000 buildings with 328 mio m²
of building facades plus 52 square kilometres of building roofs of a European city. The whole
calculation was done in 3 months and required the use of eight servers for data processing.
Outcome: Yearly insolation values in kWh per m², average yearly sun duration per year.
The Austrian company seeks Joint Venture Cooperation’s, commercial or financial agreements
with technical assistance with SMEs active in the field of renewable energy, energy efficient
construction and the real estate and architecture/urban planning market.

Advantages and Innovations
The new technology is the first holistic solar cadastre for whole building hulls available on the
market. New aspects and advantages of solar cadastre of buildings results from the innovative
method to calculate the solar potential from both the roof and the facades of buildings.
Furthermore, the software allows a large-scale coverage so that is possible to analyse the
insolation capacity and sun duration of large urban landscapes. So far, solar potential for whole
cities has never been analysed before.
To ensure realistic calculations every shadow source is respected during the simulation process,
summing up shadows caused by topography (far range shadows from hills, mountains),
vegetation and buildings (near range shadows). Finally, the insolation values in kWh per m² are
weather corrected to derive value ranges closer than 3% to real measured insolation values.
The results of the innovative solar cadastre method are of high importance for urban planner
(energy planning process) as well as the real estate market where insolation capacity and sun
duration are value added information for potential clients.
The main advantages of the technology are:
- Solar cadastre for the whole building hull
- Economic and ecological effects for energy planning processes of buildings
- Calculation of solar potential of cities, communes and provinces
- Localisation of parts of facades and roofs with high insolation values or high sun duration for
solar heating and cooling
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Proven service for a European city with 160,000 buildings and 328 mio square meters of
building facades. The company is developing a web-based version for private clients too.
IPR Status
Exclusive Rights
Comment Regarding IPR status
Consortial contract with a partner company
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme
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Keywords
Technology
001002007
001002016
001003007
004008
009003

Computer Technology/Graphics, Meta Computing
Simulation
GIS Geographical Information Systems
Energy efficiency
Electronic measurement systems

Market
002007024
003007003
006005012

Consulting services
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Solar/thermal energy

NACE
J.62.0.9

Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Sustainable Construction

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Italian
Client Country
Austria

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The partner should be active in the field of renewable energies or energy efficient constructions
and have access to local authorities. Special interests are requested regarding the setup of
energy autarky plans and planning and/or installation of photovoltaic and solar thermal plants.
Other partner groups comprise companies and institutions within the real estate and
architecture market willing to use sun duration calculations of building hulls to detect the "sunny"
places in cities or communes.
Task to be performed by the partner:
- Establishment of contacts to regional and local authorities of provinces, cities or communes
(i.e. energy departments, spatial planning dept., geoinformation dept.).
- Collaborative task in energy autarky plans, where solar potential calculations are used as
concrete planning tool.
- Collaborative tasks with companies and institutions in the real estate and architecture market,
who can use sun duration analysis of buildings as information layer.
- The SME is looking for a joint venture or a commercial agreement with technical assistance or
a financial agreement with technical consultant and adaption of a solution to the specific needs
of the partner.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Advanced diagnostic system for condition monitoring of
rotating machines in non-stationary events
Summary
A Czech university has developed a new diagnostic system for condition monitoring of rotating
machines (mainly turbines) in non-stationary events. Developed system provides monitoring of nonstationary events in machine operation which can help improve its durability and maintenance
management. The university is looking for manufacturers or operators of power equipment or
rotating machines interested in technical cooperation and diagnostic services agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 January 2015
17 March 2015
16 March 2016
TOCZ20150112001

Details
Description
There are many non-stationary events in rotating machines (steam turbines, rotary pumps,
compressors, etc.) such as partial rotor-stator rubbing during the operation of a turbine,
vibrations in rotating components (blades), motion of loose parts in rotating machines, etc.
Some of non-stationary events may deteriorate rapidly and even cause the catastrophic
breakdown of the rotating machine. Currently used diagnostic systems of non-stationary events
are focused on the processing of vibration signals. The behaviour of the machine is evaluated
from time values of received signals which indicate a change in machine health (long-term and
relatively slow changes). The sampling possibilities of current systems can not sufficiently early
detect impending damage. Suitable system or technology for special event (such as online rub
diagnostic) is not currently available on the market at all.
On the basis of long-term cooperation with industrial partners from power engineering sector,
the Czech university has developed new advanced diagnostic system for condition monitoring of
rotating machines in non-stationary events. Developed system is based on stochastic
normalization of time-frequency spectrograms of the signals. Non-stationary events are
monitored as follows:
- detection – deciding which event has occurred, triggering response and storing data before
and after the event,
- location – determining the location of the event through its physical properties,
- specification – detailed description of other quantitative properties related to non-stationary
event (weight, momentum, energy, etc.).
Early stage diagnosis of non-stationary events in rotating machines helps to improve their
durability and maintenance management. Therefore advanced diagnostic system is suitable for
operators but also for manufacturers of rotating machines.
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Advantages and Innovations
In comparison with other existing diagnostic systems of non-stationary events in rotating
machines based on the processing of measured machine vibrations, the newly developed
diagnostic system provides:
- higher accuracy of technical evaluation of the rotating machine state,
- accuracy of fault localization depending on dimensions of the rotating machine in the order of
centimetres,
- short-term changes in the behaviour of the rotating machine are monitored.
Other advantages and key innovations are:
- identifying the cause of malfunction and determination of residual life of the machine or its
components,
- highly sampled data processed in time-frequency domain,
- different malfunctions in early stage of formation can be detected and accurately localized.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Advanced diagnostic system was tested on a range of steam turbines from tens of MW up to
1000 MW.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Czech patent
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
004002004
004005003
006001006

Generators, electric engines and power converters
Hydropower
Diagnostics, Diagnosis

Market
006010004
008003006

Power grid and distribution
Power transmission equipment (including generators and motors)

NACE
P.85.4.2
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1991
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
French
Client Country
Czech Republic

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial partners sought could be manufacturers or also operators of power equipment and
rotating machines (gas or steam turbines, etc.).
Partners sought should have a need to improve durability or to decrease maintenance cost of
their power equipment and rotating machines.
The Czech university is offering complete diagnostic services cooperation in the field of nonstationary events (detection, evaluation). It is also possible to suggest recommendations for
improvement of operation of power equipment and rotating machines in the framework of
technical cooperation.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Technological system for protection of cutting fluids
based on photodynamic inactivation of microorganisms
Summary
A Czech university has developed a new technological system for the protection of cutting fluids
which can purify the microbial contamination of such fluids without the use of biocidal products. The
university is looking for cutting fluid or machine tool manufacturers or engineering companies
interested in a license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 January 2015
02 February 2015
02 February 2016
TOCZ20150126001

Details
Description
A cutting fluid is special type of coolant or lubricant designed specifically for metalworking and
machining processes. These fluids are very often polluted by microorganisms (mainly bacteria)
which can present potential risk of infection in machine operators (local infections on the hands,
bronchitis, bronchopneumonia, etc.). Currently the most common way of purifying cutting fluids
is to add biocides. Due to the fact that biocides are intended to destroy living organisms, many
biocides products are toxic and pose significant risk to human health (allergic reactions, etc.).
The research team at the Czech university has developed new technological system for
purifying of cutting fluids based on the ability of photosensitizer (suitable additive) to generate
reactive forms of oxygen with antimicrobial effects and destroy undesirable microorganisms.
The developed system eliminates the need to use purification systems with bacterial cultures or
bactericides whose presence and concentration in the liquid has side effects. This method
eliminates the health risks of machine operators and the risk of bacterial resistance and
toxicological hazards.
The offered system is composed of suitable additive (photosensitizer) and photoreactor with
microprocessor-controlled light source. The photoreactor can be integrated to the machine as
an independent circuit with its own pump or can be inserted directly to the cooling circuit of the
machine behind the pump.
The developed additive is mixed with the cutting fluid prior its application to machine in the
volume concentration equal or below 1 ‰. The properties of the additive are as follows:
- odourless, toxic-free, water soluble, stable during freezing and thawing and is not flammable.
- it can be used in all kinds of machining: stretching, deep drilling, reaming, cutting, milling,
turning, grinding, stamping and other activities.
- it does not reduce the effect of the operating fluid in any way (cooling ability, lubrication, pH,
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viscosity, foamability, corrosivity).
- the colour of the additive is deep blue, mixture of cutting fluid with the additive produces light
blue liquid.
Speed of initial elimination of pathogenic microorganisms in cutting fluids (1‰ additive
concentration) is 24 hours with antimicrobial effect quality 100 %.
Advantages and Innovations
Totally new solution for the antimicrobial protection of cutting fluids without the use of biocidal
products in compliance with existing regulations.
The advantage is the minimization of adverse effects on the health of the operating personnel
using the equipment, the elimination of toxicological hazard and elimination of bacterial
resistance.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The technological system for photodynamic inactivation of microorganisms was laboratory
tested. Further development will include technical verification and preparation of a functional
sample of the initiating system for the protection of cutting fluids, testing its effectiveness in a
real environment, inhibition technology verification and implementation of microbial tests to
prove the effectiveness of the system.
The Czech university is offering a pilot testing device which should be tested in a real
environment on different types of cutting fluids.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Czech utility model and patent pending
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001006010
002002001
002002010
002002011

Printed circuits and integrated circuits
Cleaning (sandblasting, brushing)
Machining (turning, drilling, moulding, milling, planning, cutting)
Machining, fine (grinding, lapping)

Market
008003007
008005

Other industrial equipment and machinery
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
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NACE
P.85.4.2

Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Automotive, Transport and Logistics

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1991
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
French
Client Country
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Czech Republic

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Engineering companies, machine tool manufacturers or manufacturers of cutting fluids
interested in license agreement.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

High-precision ultrasonic flow measuring unit
Summary
A Czech university has developed a precise ultrasonic flow measuring unit based on digital signal
processing (DSP) techniques of ultrasonic signal which suppresses the influence of noise on the
measurement results. The developed unit is applicable to a wide variety of ultrasonic flow meters of
different flow rates. The university is looking for flow meter manufacturers interested in license
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

25 February 2015
05 March 2015
04 March 2016
TOCZ20150223001

Details
Description
An ultrasonic flow meter is a type of flow meter that measures the velocity of a fluid (water, gas,
etc.) by using the principle of ultrasound to calculate volume flow. In comparison with other
commonly used types of flow meters (mechanical or magnetic inductive), the ultrasonic flow
meter can be also applied for flow measurement of non-conductive or aggressive liquids such
as petrol or acid. Currently produced ultrasonic flow meters use partially analog signal
processing which causes difficult calibration and it is difficult to achieve long-term stability of the
measurement.
The Czech university has developed a new type of ultrasonic flow measuring unit intended for
measuring the flow of liquids and based on a comprehensive examination of the entire
ultrasonic waves. The implementation of the unit based on new method of digital signal
processing of ultrasonic probes is supported by the use of field programmable gate arrays
(FPGA). Developed method enables to suppress substantially the effects of noise on the
measurement results and achieve high-precision measurement with long-term stability. The
offered unit is applicable to a wide variety of flow meters of different flow rates.
Advantages and Innovations
In comparison with commercially available ultrasonic flow meters based on analog signal
processing, the developed unit provides:
- high precision of the measurement.
- suppression of the influence of noise on the measurement results.
- long-term stability of the measurement.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Ref: TOCZ20150223001
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Secret Know-how
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent application is under preparation
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001005009
001006002
005011

Signal Processing
Electronic engineering
Micro- and Nanotechnology

Market
008003007
008005

Other industrial equipment and machinery
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
P.85.4.2

Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Nano- and Microtechnologies
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1991
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Czech Republic

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of the partner sought: Flow meter manufacturers
Role of the partner sought: Licensing of the ultrasonic flow measuring unit.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Imaging and analysis of disperse multiphase systems /
bubble or particle size distribution measurement up to
6µm
Summary
A German research institute in the sector energy, health and matter has developed a process
microscope for the detection and analysis of small particles and micro bubbles in fluid flows. The
method enables high-resolution images even at high flow velocities. The system is suitable wherever
stock flows exist with small bubbles or particles. Industrial partners and research institutes are
sought for manufacturing, research cooperation and technical cooperation agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TODE20141202001

Details
Description
A German research institute in the field of energy, health and matter has developed a process
microscope for the detection and analysis of small particles and micro bubbles in fluid flows.
The system is suitable wherever stock flows exist with small bubbles or particles (pipelines and
tanks regardless of the branch).
The process microscope gives an optical access into the process and process fluids. It has
been particularly optimized for the analysis of particles, gas bubbles, cells, solids and aerosols.
The process microscope works according to the optical shadography principle. That is, is
consists of an illumination unit and a camera unit, which oppose each other, for instance, in a
pipe or process vessel. Short exposure times of down to 1 µs give sharp and high-resolution
images even at high flow rates in the process. The maximum frame rate is 120 Hz at a
resolution of 6 µm.
• Operating temperature: 0...45 °C*
• Max. pressure load: 4 bar (customization for higher conditions possible)
• Measurement range (object size): 6 µm to 3 mm
• Max. flow rate: 3.25 m/s
• Frame rate: 120 fps
• Resolution: 656 x 494 Pixel / b/w
• Supply voltage: 9..36 V DC
• Communication: Ethernet network
• Measuring span: 5..10 mm (distance between camera and illumination)
Industrial partner and research institutes are sought for manufacturing, research cooperation
Ref: TODE20141202001
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and technical cooperation agreements for the advancement of technology and new applications.
Advantages and Innovations
Thanks to its fast flash exposure it can provide sharp shadowgraph images of the flow within a
given measurement slit even at highest flow velocities. From the photographic images gas and
particle holdups as well as particle or bubble size distributions can be extracted by image
processing algorithms implemented in the process microscope software. Such parameters are
essential, for instance to assess residual gas fractions in processes with gas dissolution, for the
characterization of gas injectors, analysis of cavitating flows, emulsions, suspensions,
crystallization or precipitation processes.
For the detection and analysis of small particles and micro-bubbles in fluid flows the process
microscope is well suited. The system allows investigating bubbles and particles up to 6µm. In
combination with a proprietary cooling concept the system microscope is suited for harsh
process conditions up to 250°C and 10 MPa pressure.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The process microscope could already be successfully employed in oil hydraulic systems and
wet gas pipelines.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
009001007

Optical Technology related to measurements

Market
006001006
006013
008006001

Production services
Energy Distribution
Process control and logistics

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1992
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Searches for users of the system for their own industrial themes, and also for research tasks.
The system is suitable wherever there is stock flows in pipes and tanks contains small bubbles
or particles.
Fields of Application
• Power plants
• Chemical and petrochemical industry
• Process engineering
• Particle technology
• Pharmacy
• Engineering and automotive industry (oil pipes)
SMEs are prevered.
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Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for the production of deep-drawable
molybdenum foil for the production of dimming shields
with the quality H4 and of foils
Summary
A small German research organisation for manufacturing engineering has developed a technology
for the production of molybdenum-cap strip with natural edge, which allows ensuring appropriate
technical and technological measures excellent geometric, material specific and surface-related
characteristics, used as starting material for the production of dimming shields with the quality of H4
and foils. Industrial and research partner sought for license, research and technical cooperation
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TODE20141211003

Details
Description
A small German research and development institution is specialized in several service areas on
the production-ready implementation of technologies, processes and the development of
equipment and instrumentation for the production of hot-rolled wire, rod and special profiles as
well as seamless tubes of low and high alloy steels and non-ferrous metal alloys. So a
technology for the production of molybdenum-cap strip with natural edge was developed, that
makes it possible to ensure appropriate technical and technological measures excellent
geometric, material specific and surface-related characteristics.
Basis of this technology is a combination of hot and cold forming stages of the wire, coupled
with defined heat and intermediate treatments of the intermediate products to special plants for
the finished tape with natural edge. Thereby, the required material-characteristic values and
deep drawability is ensured.
An essential condition for attaining the stated quality parameters is the use of ductile wire with a
defined structure (axially directed error with partial high length) and largely error-free surface.
The most important parameters of the manufacturing technology are:
• Core Material: molybdenum wire
• Operating weight> 3 kg
Molybdenum finished strip: with natural edge
• Thickness 0.14 mm and 0.15 mm
Ref: TODE20141211003
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• Width 12 mm
• Width tolerance 0.05 to 0.07 mm
• Length up to 160 m
• for deep drawing, stamping capable
The institution is looking for research partner and manufacturer of lighting and medical
technology in the context of a research cooperation, technical cooperation and/or on the basis
of a license agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantages from this manufacturing technology of molybdenum ribbon with natural
edge made from wire compared to the molybdenum strip gap manufacture of narrow-strip are:
- Production of large molybdenum-cap strip lengths through the use of wire
- wrestle over a weight of 3 kg
- Technological losses below 10%
- Largely reliable statement about the workability of the material just after a few technology
levels
- Low investment costs due to small systems engineering
- Low operating and maintenance costs of technical equipment
- Continuous development of technology by coupling of work
levels
- Feasibility studies for manufacturing technology confirmed good profitability
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
By a well-known lamp manufacturer (market leader) the use of molybdenum band, that was
produced by this manufacturing technology, was successfully tested for the production of
embossed caps under production conditions.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002005
002002009

Forming (rolling, forging, pressing, drawing)
Machine Tools

Market
008001012
008003001

Speciality metals (including processes for working with metals)
Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)

NACE
C.24.3.2
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M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1993
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
The institute is looking for:
- Manufacturers of parts for the light and Medical engineering
- Interested parties to acquire the know-how in the context of a research cooperation, technical
cooperation or on the basis of a license agreement
- interested parties for joint development, testing and market launch
- launch of new, specific or order-related applications
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Mobile data logging, wireless transmission, registration
and evaluation system
Summary
A small German research organization for manufacturing engineering has developed a mobile data
logging, wireless transmission, registration and evaluation system that can be used to measure
physical process variables on plant and machinery, especially in harsh conditions like in the field of
metallurgy. Industrial partner sought for license, services, research and technical cooperation
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TODE20141212001

Details
Description
A small German research institution in the field of manufacturing engineering has developed a
mobile data acquisition, wireless transmission, registration and evaluation system with medium
to high sampling rate. It is used to monitor compliance with investment limits such as stress in
metal-forming plants and other large facilities. This means that both measures for plant-specific
optimization and process optimization can be derived. The system is composed of the following
components are included more than once in the system individually depending on the
measuring task, or:
1) Torque flange
with mobile measurement and radio transmission electronics components, measuring amplifier
system, transceiver and battery power supply with the features: extremely short version; high
permissible dynamic loading, shear forces and bending moments; without bearing and slip-ring.
Technical data:
- Nominal torque MN 15 kNm
- Max. Torque MNmax 25 kNm
- Rated speed nN 70 min-1
- Max. Speed 200 min-1
There is an automatic compensation of the sensor-detected disturbances (bending moments
and tensile and compressive forces). Fully shielded version.
2) Amplifier as a decentralized system
Technical data:
- 4.8 kHz carrier frequency
- RS-232 interfaces
- Sample rate up to 1200s-1
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- Measurement resolution to 20 bit
- Nominal temperature range -10 ... + 60 ° C
3) Data radio modem for bidirectional data transfer between mobile measurement transducer
and stationary PC measurement
Technical data:
- Wireless data rate of 19.2 kbit / s
- Radio frequency 433.525 MHz + 2.5 kHz
- Transmit power 200 mW
- Receiver Sensitivity <-108 dBm
- Interface RS-232
The power supply of mobile devices is done with 10 V NiMH batteries. All components are
housed in EMC-resistant aluminium die-cast enclosures.
4) Stationary Measurement System
The collection of all data occurs in a measuring PC connected via an RS 323 / RS 485 interface
converter with the radio modem base station (Mini Tower).
5) Measurement Software
There the measurement software "Catman" for MS Windows was used, which freely definable
layouts for imaging the measurement processes and corresponding modules allows a flexible
measurement process control of several different measurement systems.
32 coupled via a wireless data network measuring channels allow a measurable process
persecution in spatially extended systems.
Be sought industrial partners in the field of measurement or mechanical engineering for the
transfer of know-how or to develop the scheme and to adjust for other industrial applications in
the context of a technical cooperation, research cooperation or service agreement. Also
licensing are welcome.
Advantages and Innovations
Innovative aspects of the system:
• Wireless bus system with bidirectional data transfer, which works to ensure a high sampling
only on one frequency.
• The decentralized arranged transducer electronics components treat the signals supplied by
the transducers (sensors) to digital and network them busable. The components include digital
amplifier motherboards, basic devices with RS-485 interface, intelligent sensors with integrated
signal processing, bus couplers, transceivers and interface converter.
• The PC serial port is connected to a converter with a radio modem base station. So you can
quickly and with little effort to build up to 32 wireless measurement chains to locally distributed
transducers.
• It is a completely turnkey system for the user to automatically control the measuring process
and data analysis.
• On principle, the developed mobile data logging, wireless transmission, registration and
evaluation system is applicable for all machines and systems regardless of the measured
physical process variables.
Advantages
• No cabling required for the field bus connection
• Wireless bus system at a frequency of up to 32 participants
• Radio transmission path from the transducer location to the control system (PC) up to several
kilometer
• In conjunction with the battery operating this complex measuring system provides a strong
mobility and versatility.
• The transducer with rotational and translational motions of the entire measurement and radio
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transmission electronics integrated (sensor and all electronic components form a compact unit,
e.g. torque measuring shaft).
• The complex measurement system is 100% computer controlled with comfortable command
syntax.
• It allows a numerical and graphical highly flexible data
• Different types of modules designed to capture all process-relevant variables
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The measurement system is developed and tested. Extensive documentation is available.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
009003

Electronic measurement systems

Market
008002002
008003007

Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Other industrial equipment and machinery

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1993
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
Industrial companies in the sectors of industrial measurement and metallurgical machinery and
plant engineering
Activity of the partner:
Production and distribution of the measurement system
Tasks to be performed:
Transfer of know-how and, where appropriate, further development or adaptation for other
industrial applications.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for the production of copper hollow bodies
with high quality parameters using cross-rolling process
for further processing in cold pilger mills into finished
tubes in small size ranges
Summary
A small German research organisation for manufacturing engineering has developed a technology
that makes it possible to produce thick-walled hollow body made of copper instead of costly and
associated with high material losses extrusion process through a defined cross-rolling process. The
institution is looking for research and industrial partners such as equipment manufacturers of rolling
mill equipment and pipe producers for license, research and technical cooperation agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TODE20141212004

Details
Description
A small German R&D institution specializing in several service areas on the production-ready
implementation of technologies, processes and the development of equipment and
instrumentation for the production of seamless tubes of carbon steels and non-ferrous metal
alloys.
The institution has developed a technology that makes it possible to produce thick-walled hollow
body made of copper instead of costly and associated with high material losses extrusion
process through a defined cross-rolling process. These blooms have after hot working on rotary
mill excellent quality parameters and therefore allow further processing by cold forming into
finished tubes with variable outside diameters and wall thicknesses in the small size range.
Development of the technology was carried out on the basis of experimental rolling with
predetermined variations of the technical and technological rolling parameters, which are crucial
for achieving the desired quality characteristics.
In a large number of trials, the influence of the order-form degree, the rolling temperature and
rolling speed and the heat-up, transport and cooling regime were determined. Also the plug has
been rolled to achieve comprehensive statements forming process itself and subjected to
complex analysis.
The Rolling trials were performed on a universal cross-rolling mill in two- and three-roller
Ref: TODE20141212004
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assembly. The rolled blooms were then further processed industrially with different degrees of
cold forming on cold pilger- and drawing plants.
The thereby achieved quality parameters were interspersed with metallographic examinations,
especially the grain size.
Based on the results achieved Rolling trials, the optimal rolling parameters and the subsequent
cold forming were derived.
The main technical and technological data of the universal rolling mill used are:
Roll diameter: 340 ... 420 mm
Roll barrel length: 350 mm
Feed angle,
2-roller assembly: 0...17 degrees
3-roller assembly: 0...15 degrees
Splay angles, divergent or convergent
2-roller assembly: 0 ... 5 degrees
3-roller assembly: 0 ... 7.5 degrees
Motor power DC motors: 2 x 280 kW
Rolling force: max. 650 kN per roll
Torque: max. 45 kNm per spindle
Roll speed: 72 ... 225 min-1
Insert length: 550 ... 1000 mm
Max. roll length: 2700 mm
Core Material: continuous cast copper blocks, outer diameter of 89 mm and 115 mm
Bloom diameter: outer diameter of 90 to 110 mm, wall thickness 10 mm
The institution is looking for research partner and plant manufacturer of complete pipe
production lines and individual rolling mill components or producer of copper tubes in the
context of a research cooperation, technical cooperation and/or on the basis of a license
agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
- Possibility to optimize existing cross-rolling technology for producing copper tubes of small
size range in pipe manufacturing company
- Increasing material and energy efficiency throughout the production process while optimum
surface quality and dimensional accuracy close the blooms.
- With respect to the extrusion process no rework the blooms before further processing the
finished tube are required.
- Thus saving on production costs overall.
This technology ensures the optimization of the production of copper hollow bodies with high
quality parameters using 2-roll cross-rolling process under production conditions.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The technology is underpinned by a variety of rolling trails with different combinations of the
most important process parameters.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
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Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
002002005
002002009
002007011

Forming (rolling, forging, pressing, drawing)
Machine Tools
Non-ferrous Metals

Market
008001012
008003001

Speciality metals (including processes for working with metals)
Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)

NACE
C.24.4.4
C.28.9.1

Copper production
Manufacture of machinery for metallurgy

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
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1993
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
- Research organisations in the field of manufacturing engineering
- Manufacturer of rolling mills for seamless tube
- Manufacturing companies of copper tubes
- Consulting engineers for automation of tube manufacturing plants
By the partner Tasks:
- Joint development, testing and launch of new, specific or job-related applications
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Mini channel evaporator for the use of propane in small
refrigeration circuits
Summary
A German research enterprise active in the fields of air handling and refrigeration technologies has
developed a mini channel evaporator, which enables easy and trouble-free use of propane as
refrigerant in heat pump tumble dryers. Industrial partners are sought for license and/or technical
cooperation agreement. Manufacturers of tumble dryers, building dryers, small air-conditioning units
or similar products are especially welcome.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TODE20141218001

Details
Description
A German independent and free research enterprise with the legal status of a non-profit limited
liability company developed a mini channel evaporator with the aim to use propane as
refrigerant in small cycles. The enterprise has long-standing experience in the fields of air
handling and refrigeration technologies and their applications.
The natural refrigerant propane has a low GWP and is so much more environmentally friendly
than today frequently used synthetic materials. However, propane is a flammable KM security
group A3, so that very restrictive installation requirements for propane refrigeration systems and
heat pumps are established. However, there are up to a capacity of not more than 150g
flammable refrigerant in hermetically sealed systems are no particular restrictions to be
observed. The aim of the project was to find ways in which the refrigerant charge can be
minimized to a maximum of 150g, without having to accept limitations on performance. On that
condition a widespread use of propane as refrigerant would be possible, e.g. as refrigerant in
heat pump tumble dryers.
Since the heat exchanger (evaporator and condenser) contain the bulk of the refrigerant-filling in
the refrigeration cycle, it was mainly there to work on the reduction. Therefore, a new
evaporators based on the mini-channel technology has been developed.
Mini-channel heat exchanger in themselves are nothing new. So you can use a manufactured
product as a condenser. But when running as an evaporator there have been problems with a
uniform distribution of refrigerant. This problem was solved with the new developed mini
channel evaporator. The sequence (every 2 seconds) of thermographic pictures shows the
evenly distribution of refrigerant in the evaporator during the commissioning of the refrigeration
circuit. . The change of colours reveals the well balanced cooling down of the evaporator from
the inside outwardly.
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The company is looking for industrial partners who are interested in the use of propane as
refrigerant in applications with circular cross-sections like tumble or building dryer and small airconditioning units. The objective is a licensing or joint search for new applications in the context
of a technical cooperation agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
The mini channel evaporator allows the use of propane as a refrigerant. Previous issues of the
uniform distribution of the refrigerant were able to be solved. Moreover, the evaporator has a
good performance of heat exchange, a small inside volume and thereby only low charge of
refrigerant.
The construction depth is small and the perfectly circular geometrical form of the evaporator
corresponds possibly to a drum of a tumble dryer. In measurement tests the drying performance
necessary for tumble dryers was proved.
The developed evaporator is also very well suitable for installation in round air ducts or others
like them.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
A test rig for examining and measuring of the evaporator prototype was constructed. It works
with refrigerant propane. The test rig is similar in size and composition like the refrigeration
cycle of a merchantable heat pump tumble dryer. The refrigerant charge of the test rig is about
140 gram propane.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002003
004002005
004002014
004002018

Drying
Heat exchangers
Heat pump
Cooling technologies

Market
006008003
006009001
007004010
008005

Heat recovery
Other energy production
Other consumer products
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.28.2.5
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D.35.3.0
M.72.1.9

Steam and air conditioning supply
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1990
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
Languages Spoken
English
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German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Companies and manufacturers interested in use of propane as refrigerant in tumble dryers,
building dryers, small air-conditioning units or similar products.
The company is looking for partners for licensing or the development of other applications.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A software tool for validation of emissions data
Summary
A Spanish university developed a new web-based technology for evaluating emissions reported to
the regional authorities through the Pollutants Release and Transfer Register (PRTR). This
technology is based on the comparison with an inventory which is updated annually and that allows
the emissions to be incorporated to the register with a greater guarantee. It is available in English
and can be easily adapted to the needs of other regions. The university would like to sign a license
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 February 2015
02 March 2015
01 March 2016
TOES20150211002

Details
Description
A significant amount of emissions comes from industrial facilities and include acid gases, photooxidants, heavy metals, etc. It is necessary to set a register of these substances to characterize
emissions from a given region.
Companies that emit some pollutants into the atmosphere must notify to the national and/or
regional authorities the parameters associated with these emissions. The quality of the data
obtained can be scarce and often not reflect reality, because there are no standards to collect
data and extract relevant and accurate information from these tools.
This new web-based technology evaluates the emissions reported to the Pollutants Release &
Transfer Register (PRTR, former EPER), allowing a greater guarantee as it is based on the
comparison with an inventory which is updated annually.
In many cases, due to the characteristics of the emissions reported in the PRTR, they cannot be
compared to measurements, that is why the validation methodology included in this technology
is based on the consistency between the emission sources and their reported information.
All reported emissions are accepted, amended or rejected before being including in the register,
or even later, as a verification procedure prior to the use of emissions with other, scientific or
environmental, management purposes.
The software has been implemented for the Regional Government, but it can be easily adapted
for other regions and/or authorities. Currently, it is available also in English.
Advantages and Innovations
The software:
• improves the validation of industrial pollutants emissions by the authorities.
• compares the emissions with reference emission inventory.
• improves process activity statement of the companies.
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Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
There is a fully functional version which is currently being used by the regional government.
IPR Status
Copyright
Comment Regarding IPR status
Copyrighted software
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001003006

Environment Management Systems & Documental Management
Systems

Market
002007022

Software services

NACE
E.39.0.0

Remediation activities and other waste management services

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
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Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The university would like to find ICT partner interested in licensing the technology.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

New digital system for cooling tower water treatment
without toxic chemicals
Summary
A Spanish SME offers a new digital technology for cooling tower water treatment that completely
eliminates the use of toxic chemicals. Thanks to the generation of electrodynamic fields in the
flowing water this technology prevents mineral scale, inhibits corrosion and keeps pathogens, biofilm
and bacteria (eg Legionella) under control. The company would like to find companies dedicated to
water cooling towers maintenance interested in signing a commercial agreement with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 March 2015
18 March 2015
17 March 2016
TOES20150310002

Details
Description
The circulating cooling water in large industrial cooling tower systems has to be treated with
toxic chemicals to avoid scaling and fouling and to prevent growths of microorganisms such as
bacteria, fungi and algae, that can reduce the heat transfer efficiency of the cooling tower.
Another important reason for using biocides in water cooling systems is to impede the growth of
Legionella as its common sources are precisely cooling towers used in open recirculating
evaporative cooling water systems.
This new technology avoids the creation of all these problems by means of a digital processors
that create powerful electrodynamic fields without using any kind of toxic chemicals.
On one hand, thanks to the alternating polarity of the fields, the CaCO3 ( that in normal
conditions forms scale on the surface of the equipment) will cover the suspended particles
floating in the water and create a harmless limestone powder that is easily eliminated by
centrifugal separation.
On the other hand, due to the electroporation and encapsulation, the system also provides a
reliable biological control, exceeding that of toxic biocides. In the process of electroporation a
very strong electric signal avoids bacteria to be reproduced. Afterwards, the bacteria are
attracted and encapsulated into the forming powder where the access to nutrients is limited.
By using this technology there is no need to add hazardous chemicals to the cooling systems
and afterwards treat toxic waste before it is discharged to the environment.
Advantages and Innovations
-Excellent biological control
-Elimination of the use of toxic chemicals
-No exposure of employees to hazardous chemicals
Ref: TOES20150310002
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-Possibility of re-using the discharged water for other purposes such as landscaping or toilet
flushing
-Substantial savings
-Environmentally friendly technology
-Easy installation
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004002018
010004005

Cooling technologies
Industrial Water Treatment

Market
006010003
008004003

Nuclear
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems

NACE
E.39.0.0

Remediation activities and other waste management services

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
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Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
French
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company would like to find an industrial partner dedicated to water cooling tower
maintenance that would like to sign a commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative street lighting poles with LED strip
Summary
A French company has developed innovative lighting poles fitted with a small LED strip. This
innovation in street lighting enables to switch off the main light at a certain time of the night and still
benefit from a less powerful light. Its consumption is only 3W of electricity during off-peak hours
instead of approximately 100W. License agreements are offered to manufacturers of lighting
columns as well as manufacturers of street lanterns willing to add this product to their range.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 February 2015
11 February 2015
11 February 2016
TOFR20150205001

Details
Description
A French company has developed and patented innovative lighting poles including a small LED
strip.
Streets are usually illuminated by conventional lamps all night long and so induce energy
consumption.
For some streets, lamps are completely switched off during night.
The French company proposes street lights that illuminate according to the needs of users, less
at night than during the evening.
The French innovation is a lighting pole in which a collar made up of small bulbs LED (Light
Emitting Diodes) is integrated.
The collar is placed at 1.50m and produces around a luminous halo over 360°. At night, when
the main light is turned off, the small LED strip diffuses light with an energy consumption
approximately reduced from 100W down to 3W .
Advantages and Innovations
This new functionality added to the conventional lighting poles gives many advantages.
When the street lamps are turned off and the light comes only from the small LED strip:
- It reduces energy consumption by 50%.
- It increases the lifespan of the lamps.
- It adds greater comfort for both humans and animals.
Indeed, it reduces intrusive lighting for the population and also light disturbing for fauna and
flora.
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This innovation has other features:
- The small LED strips create a signal lighting system all along the street and thus provide
safety.
- It can be seen from 200m away.
- It has an attractive design and is aesthetically pleasing.
The lighting pole can be adapted to all kinds of lamps.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006019
004006007
004008
010002004

Installations related to construction (energy, lighting, …)
Lighting, illumination
Energy efficiency
Environmental Engineering / Technology

Market
006012003
009007008
009008001

Energy for the community/public sector
Manufacture of construction materials, components and systems
Electric companies

NACE
D.35.1.2

Transmission of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The French company offers licence to partners willing to produce and sell the lighting columns
in their own country.
Area of activity of searched partners:
- Manufacture of electrical machinery and apparatus
- Manufacture of lighting colums or street lanterns
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Joint Research collaboration to develop a scientific
model to estimate sustainable energy usage.
Summary
A reputed Indian academic institution wants joint research collaboration with universities in EU to
develop a scientific model that will be designed to estimate sustainable energy usages and will also
represent an integrated approach to energy and policy analysis at the national level.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 November 2014
05 February 2015
05 February 2016
TOIN20141103001

Details
Description
The Indian academic institution is working on a research project that is aimed to design a
scientific model to estimate sustainable energy usages and will represent an integrated
approach to energy and policy analysis at the national level. The research is aimed to define a
Corporate Energy Sustainability Index (CESI) to help further energy policy preparation with a set
of sustainable energy indicators.
It is expected that corporates will be directly benefited with this Index by knowing their position
in the industry with respect to energy sustainability. The index will also be useful for corporate to
assess their energy systems for long term interest of business and to track their progress
towards nationally defined sustainable development goals and help them to develop further
energy policy accordingly. With this tool energy intensive industries may significantly reduce the
impact of industrial operations upon the energy use while exploring the opportunities and
operational risks represented by climatic change and global warming. This will also help to
improve corporate use of renewable energy share and enhance international cooperation to
facilitate access to clean energy technologies, including advanced and cleaner fossil fuel
technologies, and promote public and private investment in energy infrastructure.
The Indian academic institution is looking for a joint collaboration in the form of Research and
Development with universities of EU.
Advantages and Innovations
The advantage is that corporates will directly get benefited with this Index . They will know their
position in the industry with respect to energy sustainability. The index will also be useful for
corporate to assess their energy systems for long term interest of business and to track their
progress towards nationally defined sustainable development goals and help them to develop
further energy policy accordingly. With this tool energy intensive industries may significantly
reduce the impact of industrial operations upon the energy use while exploring the opportunities
Ref: TOIN20141103001
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and operational risks represented by climatic change and global warming. This will also help to
improve corporate use of renewable energy share and enhance international cooperation to
facilitate access to clean energy technologies, including advanced and cleaner fossil fuel
technologies, and promote public and private investment in energy infrastructure.
Stage of Development
Concept stage
IPR Status
Other
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004006008

Energy management

Market
006008001

Metering and monitoring

NACE
P.85.4.2

Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
India, Republic of

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type: A reputed university of EU having experience in doing research and development works
in the field of energy sustainability
Role: Joint collaboration to perform research and development activities to design a scientific
model that will estimate sustainable energy usages
Type and Size of Partner Sought
R&D Institution
Type of Partnership Considered
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

nnovative numerical simulation methodology for
industrial and civil applications
Summary
An Italian company providing expertise in numerical simulations, mathematical modelling and
applied statistics is willing to promote its technology consisting in an innovative numerical simulation
methodology. The company looks for commercial agreements or technical cooperation with industrial
partners and scientific/consultancy organizations interested in technical and commercial
partnerships.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 December 2013
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TOIT20131205006

Details
Description
Numerical simulations are useful to investigate the complex physical phenomena underlying
industrial and civil applications.
Their use allows us to virtually reproduce the phenomenon under investigation, with the
possibility of:
• displaying it in the case it is not directly observable;
• easily varying parameters that regulate it;
? observing and quantifying output information when they are hardly or not otherwise available;
• having the repeatability of experiments;
• contracting or accelerating the development time;
• reducing experimental costs.
By the use of the technology offered, solutions are provided with respect to:
1.application problems of industrial production;
2.support in the optimization of manufacturing processes, engineering, prototyping and design
of products;
3.simplification of decision-making and implementation of strategic choices;
4.analysis, rationalization and processing of large data.

Advantages and Innovations
The technology offered guarantees an accurate analysis of production/management or
administrative/economic requirements of SMEs, service companies and public offices.
Throughout a process of analysis, rationalization and engineering of focal issues, an organic
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action can contribute effectively to the following objectives:
• Optimization of production processes: saving cost and time of production; minimization of
waste and energy consumption; optimization of processing steps.
• Increased reliability and best performance of industrial processes or products: solutions to
technical problems or applications; determination of the parameters that impact on product
performance or processes robustness.
• Design support: evaluation of alternatives regarding used materials, products configurations
and characteristics; studies of trade-offs between different attributes that characterize the
product; development of tools and utilities to support design.
• Realization of feasibility studies: development of new ideas for products or production
processes; simulations of new urban scenarios; functional characterization of new technologies
or systems.
• Checks before or after production of the product characteristics: functionality, reliability,
performance, compliance with specifications and sector standards, etc..
• Support in decision-making and management: control of population, social or economic
dynamics; environmental forecasts; maximization of targets with limited resources; identification
and analysis of quantitative information useful for strategic decisions; processing of large data.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002001
005004001
005007001

Design and Modelling / Prototypes
Algorithms and Complexity
Micro-Mechanics

Market
008002003

Process control equipment and systems

NACE
M.74.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is interested in technical and commercial cooperation with industrial companies
and with consulting firms. Industrial partner is expected to participate collaboratively, by
providing technical data and specification of processes and products. In case of cooperation
with research bodies, the company looks for testing for new applications and further
developments of the technology proposed.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Total Solution of AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure)
Summary
A Korean SME has developed a total Solution of Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) system. It
measures, collects and analyses electric energy usage of office buildings or private houses. Using
this technology, you can collect electricity meter information within 15 minutes from a remote
location. The system enables users to keep monitoring their energy consumption and is able to
reduce the energy usage. The company is looking for partners for commercial agreement with
technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

02 March 2015
14 March 2015
13 March 2016
TOKR20150302001

Details
Description
Compared to the competitor’s solution, this innovative technology is much more credible since it
uses Qualcomm’s PLC chip. By using this chip, the data transmission is more stable.
This AMI system consists of hardware, Meter Data Management System (MDMS)/Energy
Management System(EMS) server and user interfaces containing display screen for consumer
and system operator. By installing this system into the office building and other private houses,
within 15 minutes, it can receive electricity meter information at a remote place. Also, it enables
users to check their energy consumption level in real time. On the other hand, operators and
utility companies will be able to prospect the demand response, so they will be able to
effectively control the energy supply. In addition, it will reduce the labor cost since the system
will automatically read and collect usage of the electricity meters. This solution will help to save
energy operation in the national level.
This company’s AMI system meets the standard of KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Corp) which
is the sole power operator in Korea. And their AMI system for a subterranean line passed the
BMT(Benchmark test) of KEPCO in 2015. The company has experience installing this AMI
system at 7600 households in Korea. Also, in 2013, the company has experience installing
similar solution in Jamaica adapting to the local environment and demander’s specific needs.
Government agencies and utilities are turning toward advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
systems as part of larger “Smart Grid” initiatives. AMI extends current advanced meter reading
(AMR) technology by providing two way meter communications, allowing commands to be sent
toward the home for multiple purposes, including “time-of-use” pricing information, demandresponse actions, or remote service disconnects.
Advantages and Innovations
-Able to monitor and control the energy consumption level in real time
-Operators and utility companies can prospect the demand response so they will be effectively
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control the energy supply
-Operators and utility companies can reduce the labor costs
-Highly stable solution due to the usage of Qualcomm’s PLC chip
-2 ways of remote control
-Possibility of adopting the different price rate based on the different time band
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
CIP

Keywords
Technology
001002010
001002020
001005005
001006003
004008

Databases, Database Management, Data Mining
Building Automation Software
Network Technology, Network Security
Embedded Systems and Real Time Systems
Energy efficiency

Market
001004001
001004002
001004005
001004006
009004008

Local area networks (including voice/data PBX systems)
Data communication components
Modems and multiplexers
Other data communication components
Other manufacturing (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.27.1.2
M.71.1.2

Manufacture of electricity distribution and control apparatus
Engineering activities and related technical consultancy

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Ref: TOKR20150302001
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
South Korea

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Companies, public institutes
- Specific area of activity of the partner: operators, electricity suppliers
- Task to be performed: Commercial Agreement with technical assistance for assembly,
engineering, technical consultancy, quality control and maintenance.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative air nozzle for use in power plants.
Summary
A Polish research institute from the field of advanced power technologies developed an air nozzle for
use in power units with high-power coal-fired fluidised bed boilers used in power plants (for hard coal
and lignite). The Polish institute seeks industrial partners for a technical co-operation or a
commercial agreement with technical assistance such as: adaptation to specific needs, engineering
and technical consultancy.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 July 2013
27 March 2015
26 March 2016
TOPL20130722001

Details
Description
Polish Research institute offering the expertise and know-how in advanced energy technologies
and clean industrial technologies and, in particular, the combustion technology, developed an air
nozzle for use in power plants.
The primary air nozzle developed by the Institute is an inseparable part of the air distributor of a
fluidised bed circulation power boiler for solid fuels. The role of the air nozzles is to provide
unified air dispersion in the cross-section of the bottom part of the furnace chamber resulting in
high combustion effectiveness and low levels of nitrogen oxides and carbon oxides emissions.
The device ensures maximum abrasibility of the bed material and long-term operation without
sinters and blocking the air holes.
The basic challenge when designing air nozzles is to be able to form a shape that provides
optimal protection against back flow of the bed material into the compressed air boxes with a
simultaneous low drop in pressure. The new nozzle geometry efficiently integrates two opposing
requirements for these devices: low drop in pressure, which made it possible to reduce the
internal load of an electrical power unit, and high resistance to the back flow of the bed material,
which enables the unit to work without the need of having costly operational downtime.
The proposed solution is intended for power plants using fluidised bed boilers in the heat and
electricity production process.
The Polish institute seeks industrial partners for a Technical co-operation or a Commercial
agreement with Technical assistance such as: adaptation to specific needs, engineering and
technical consultancy.
Advantages and Innovations
The most innovative feature of the nozzle, is the optimal shape.The innovative nature of this
solution consists in combining the advantages of nozzles with high and low pressure drops, i.e.
providing an effective barrier against the back flow of loose materials into the compressed air
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boxes of fluidised bed boilers, while retaining a relative low drop in the nozzle pressure.
This provides following advantages:
- significantly reduce the back flow of inert material, which causes expensive power unit
downtime,
- reduce power plant’s internal load thanks to an insignificant drop in pressure, and
- evenly distribute oxygen in the cross-section of the boiler furnace chamber.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted on 2009/09/21. Country of protection: Poland.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
004002003
004002008

Furnace technology, construction of heating boilers
Turbines, fluid machinery, reciprocating engines, combined heat and
power

Market
006007002

Coal related equipment

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Experience Comments
Polish Research institute from the field of advanced power technologies.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The Polish institute seeks industrial partners from energy sector dealing with high-power coalfired fluisised bed boilers willing to improve the operation of the boiler in energy blocks. The
Polish institute seeks industrial partners for a Technical co-operation or a Commercial
agreement with Technical assistance such as: adaptation to specific needs, engineering and
technical consultancy.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Traffic and signalling control system for low-traffic rail
lines
Summary
The company from South Poland has developed a control system for low-traffic rail lines. The
solution enables an increase in capacity without the need to modernize the existing track system, as
well as ensuring a higher level of reliability and safety. The company is looking for users or holders of
rail infrastructure in order to sign a license, manufacturing or commercial agreement with technical
assistance. Technical cooperation agreement is also possible.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 July 2013
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOPL20130722002

Details
Description
The company from south Poland has developed a rail traffic and signalling control system
dedicated for small and medium-size rail stations, junction posts and sidings. The system also
incorporates the functionality of single interval block signalling allowing traffic control on the
routes adjacent to the routes controlled by the junction posts system.
The developed solution results in higher traffic frequency as well as improved safety and
communication control for low-traffic rail lines. It enables the increase of the capacity as it
provides efficiency of main processes:
(1) automatization of traffic control,
(2) centralization of line steering (with the use of radio transmission technology),
(3) visualization of traffic situation,
(4) communication.
Advantages and Innovations
The solution characterizes with the following advantages:
- increased capacity without the need to modernise the existing track system (the concrete data
will be possible to estimate after system's implementation in specific conditions),
- adapted to remote and local control,
- distributed control architecture ensures high flexibility of system configuration (adjusting the
system to local conditions and individual expectations and needs of the customer),
- ensures the required level of reliability and safety with reduced costs of operation and
maintenance.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
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IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001003003
002003
002008004
002008006

Applications for Transport and Logistics
Process control and logistics
Railway Transport
Traffic Engineering / Control Systems

Market
009001007

Other transportation

NACE
C.30.2.0
C.30.9.9

Manufacture of railway locomotives and rolling stock
Manufacture of other transport equipment n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
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Industry 250-499
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
The solution may be used for revitalizing of low-traffic rail lines.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Company is searching for industrial partners who are users and/or holders of railway
infrastructure to implement and jointly develop the system into new solutions for rail traffic
control within license, manufacturing (new way to use an existing production line, change in the
partner sought's currently used installations, process, facilities), or commercial agreement with
technical assistance (such as assembly, engineering, technical consultancy, quality control,
maintenance). Technical cooperation agreement (joint further development, testing of new
applications, adaptation to specific needs) is also possible.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Targeted anti-cancer drug delivery system
Summary
A Slovenian research institution has developed a molecular system for delivery of anti-cancer drugs
specifically to target sites, by using cathepsin inhibitors as guides towards cathepsins released by
tumor cells. The system prevents toxic side effects, reduces the dosage, and treatment costs. The
researchers seek investment, technical cooperation, and/or joint venture partnership, with partners
with the capacity to fund and/or carry out pre-clinical studies and to scale up the production.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

07 January 2015
12 January 2015
12 January 2016
TOSI20150107001

Details
Description
One of the characteristics of tumor cells is their secretion of the enzymes cathepsins, which
actively promote tumor growth and are therefore amenable as targets for targeted delivery of
anti-cancer drugs. In the invention, a specific cathepsin inhibitor is linked to a liposome via a
lipid tail. The system is then used for specifically targeting cathepsins in the tumor
microenvironment, and therefore bringing the liposome containing the drug (eg. doxorubicin), to
the target site. Successful functioning of the system has been demonstrated both in cell cultures
and in vivo (on mouse tumor models).
The technology is applicable for targeted delivery of both anti-tumor and anti-inflammatory
drugs. Apart from treatment, the technology is also applicable for detection purposes (for
example, by specific delivery of a fluorescent marker to a tumor site).
The researchers are among the leading scientists in their respective departments, and have,
among them, published over a hundred articles in high-impact scientific journals. They are
among the world's leading experts in the field of proteases (primarily cysteine cathepsins) and
their regulation of physiological processes in normal and pathological conditions, including
cancer, and inflammation associated diseases.
Advantages and Innovations
A number of drugs exhibit major harmful side effects or are inefficient because of low
bioavailability. The invention solves this problem by safely and accurately delivering the drug to
its target. Drug toxicity is reduced using a liposome-based delivery system. The drug is guided
directly to the tumor tissue using liposomes with bound inhibitors of cathepsins, which are
characteristically secreted by tumor cells.
The use of liposomes as drug delivery systems is safe as liposomes are biologically inert,
natural occurring particles in the human body; use of liposomes as drug carriers is common,
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and approved by the U. S. Food and Drug Administration. Using targeted delivery, therapy is
made more efficient, thereby reducing the required dosage. This, in turn, leads to reduced
treatment costs. Compared to passive drug delivery, the system has a 20-fold higher tumor cell
killing capacity (i.e. requires 20-fold lower drug quantity for the same effect). Since liposomes
are inert, side effects are minimized and the drug is delivered exclusively to tumor cells,
increasing drug efficiency and patients' survival.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001003
006001004
006001006
006001016
006002005

Clinical Research, Trials
Cytology, Cancerology, Oncology
Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
In vitro Testing, Trials

Market
005001002
005002004
005003002

Medical imaging
Drug delivery and other equipment (including kidney dialysis machines)
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
Ref: TOSI20150107001
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nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Slovenian
Client Country
Slovenia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
Industry and/or financial partners for a joint venture; investors / investment organisations.
Specific area of activity of the partner:
Biotechnology, pharmaceutical industry, with manufacturing capacities, and investment; venture
capital.
Task to be performed of the partner sought:
The partners are expected to be able to fund and/or have the know-how, the capacity, and
accreditation to carry out pre-clinical studies, including, for example, laboratory animal tests
(mice, primates), and ultimately scale up the manufacturing to the industrial scale.
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Platform for tracking and improving fermentation during
the process of wine production.
Summary
A Slovenian SME has developed a platform that brings new methods to very traditional industry of
wine producing. The internet connected platform for wine production control is focusing on wine
fermentation process. The core of the platform consists of sugar measuring sensor, which was
developed by the company. The company is interested in technical cooperation agreement with a
partner that will work with them on joint further development of the platform.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 February 2015
04 March 2015
03 March 2016
TOSI20150218001

Details
Description
The platform for tracking and improving fermentation during the process of wine producing
consists of 3 main modules:
- sugar measuring sensor,
- station for processing of measurements and relay of information,
- the software that enables the user to check the parameters from their phone, tablet or pc via
internet connection.
Platform helps users to obtain sugar measurements online. The platform saves time and
collects all the data instead of the user and sends it to the cloud, so it can be accessed via
internet. I case of unintended deviations or errors in the fermentation process the alerting
service alerts the user by the means of SMS (Short Message Service). All the modules utilize
the plug and play principle. The user needs just the basic knowledge of computers and internet.
The interactive sugar measuring sensor is able to measure sugar and temperature. It can be
easily mounted on wine-making reservoir through standard valves. The sensor measures wine
parameters in real time and sends them to the station for processing of measurement and relay
of information.
The sensor is the main innovative feature of the platform, because the company developed
unique method for measuring sugar.
The station for processing of measurements and relay of information is a device that collects the
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data from sugar measuring sensors and sends it to the server. Its aim is to verify if sugar
measuring sensors work correctly and reports their modes (active, sleep mode, measuring,
turned off ... ) to the user. The station also takes care of user authentication and has integrated
temperature and humidity sensors, which enables the user to monitor cellar conditions.
The accompanying software is s a web-based application that runs on companies servers and
enables users to communicate with the hardware. It includes the following features:
- fermentation monitoring,
- past seasons analysis,
- sugar measuring sensor and station for processing of measurement and relay of information
settings,
- fermentation reports,
- key event alarms.
The company is interested in technical cooperation agreement and joint further development of
the platform.
Advantages and Innovations
Platform introduces the following advantages to the largely traditional field of wine producing:
- The platform enables tracking of sugar measurements online.
- The platform aids time effectiveness, collects all the data and saves it in a cloud, so it can be
accessed via internet.
- The platform incorporates an alerting service, which notifies the responsible person of the
troubles by means of a SMS (Short Message Service).
- All the devices are plug and play. The user does not require specialized knowledge.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The platform is available for demonstration. The platform is in operational testing with several
Slovenian winemakers and additional improvements on both the software and hardware are
being made with the help of knowledge gained from the operational tests.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
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Technology
001002013
001002022
001002024
001002025
007001001

Information Technology/Informatics
Smart Appliances
Environmental and Biometrics Sensors, Actuators
Cloud Technologies
Agriculture Machinery / Technology

Market
002007006
002007007
007003001

Other system software
Applications software
Wine and liquors

NACE
C.26.4.0

Manufacture of consumer electronics

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
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Year Established
2013
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Slovenia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for wine producers or wine cellars interested in helping in further
development of the platform. Enquiries from IT companies with know-how in sensor and
applications for agriculture are also welcomed by the company.
The role of the partner is joint further development of the device with mutual benefits, through
technical cooperation agreement.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Unique touchless replaceable switches
Summary
A Slovenian SME specialized in switches and control systems developed touchless replaceable
switches. The switch cover plates are held in place with magnets and can be replaced with different
cover plates or removed for cleaning. The main advantage of touchless switches technology is the
ability to make controls and switches nearly invisible, sterile and trendy. Slovenian SME is looking for
partners interested in commercial agreement with technical assistance, licensing and joint venture.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 March 2015
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOSI20150303001

Details
Description
A Slovenian SME specialized in development of switches, dimmers and low voltage buttons
developed touchless easy replaceable switches. The switches are based on a proximity sensor
that detects a hand through various materials at up to 10 cm distance. The switch cover plates
are held in place with magnets and can easily be replaced with cover plates of different design
or removed for cleaning.
The replaceable switches cover plates are designed in natural materials such as wood, glass,
stone and ceramics. The touchless switches can replace any lighting switch, dimmer and control
of blinds, shutters, door automation system, etc. The designed replaceable cover plates can be
design for each project with exclusive materials, inlays, engravings and inscriptions with logos
and company names.
The main advantage of touchless switch technology compared with other available on the
market is the ability to make controls, switches and buttons for home, companies, medical
institutions, nearly invisible, sterile and enhanced in accordance with the current trends and
interior design set by architects, interior designers and end-users. The Slovenian company
received European, USA, JP patents for the developed touchless switches technology.
The Slovenian SME is looking for partners interested in using and selling the technology
through commercial agreement with technical assistance or a licensing agreement. The SME is
also seeking partners that would be interested in a joint venture agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
The advantages of the touchless replaceable switches are:
• Switches can be mounted into a round European or British Standard wallbox. They can
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replace any existing switch while offering superior and modern design options.
• Switch cover plates are attached to the base unit via magnets and easily exchanged.
• The replaceable switch cover plates can be design for each project with exclusive materials,
inlays, engravings and inscriptions with logos and company names.
• Touchless sensors can be built into a wall, behind drywall or panelling for true invisible switch.
• The switches reduce portability of infections and are especially applicable for organisations
that need a sterile environment (for example Hospitals).
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001006002
004006007
004006008

Electronic engineering
Lighting, illumination
Energy management

Market
003008004
007004003
007004004

Other electronics related (including alarm systems)
Home furnishing and housewares
Housewares

NACE
C.27.4.0

Manufacture of electric lighting equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2011
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Slovenia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Companies working in the lighting equipment and accessories sector.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Manufacturers, producers, distributors, wholesalers of
switches, lighting equipment and accessories.
- Type of Partnership Considered: The Slovenian SME is looking for partners interested in using
and selling the technology through commercial agreement with technical assistance or a
licensing agreement. The SME is also seeking partners that would be interested in a joint
venture agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Video analytic software for indoor customer behaviour
Summary
A Turkish SME with expertise in image processing, computer vision and pattern recognition, has
developed a video analytic software for indoor customer behaviour. The software works in real time
and does not require any additional hardware except the camera it is running on. The reasoning is
based on advanced computer vision and pattern recognition algorithms. The SME is interested in
finding companies interested in licensing the software.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 March 2015
14 March 2015
13 March 2016
TOTR20150226001

Details
Description
A Turkish SME offers a video analytic software for indoor customer behaviour. The algorithm
used in the software provides analyzing video frames in accordance with changing complexity of
the environment. In other words, this video analytic engine is automatically adapts itself to
variation in the environment. By this way, it remains accurate even in crowded environments.
The software works in real time and does not require any additional hardware except the
camera it is running on. The heatmap analytic device (the camera) can be easily connected to
an existing local area network, and web based user interfaces are accessible through a
standard web browser.The heatmaps are colored and presented to the user through its web
based user interface.
Software helps retailers to understand their stores' traffic patterns. It is able to sense
movements in the scene, and it keeps track of the motion in a historical manner. By this way, it
detects number of people passing from a location in addition to total and average dwell times of
the corresponding region. The video analytic engine is reliable and accurate even under
uncontrolled store and shopping mall environments. The heatmaps generated by device contain
essential metrics for retail strategy planning. For example, the flaws in store design are easily
identifiable in the generated heatmaps. Furthermore, the retail managers can easily improve
marketing, personnel management and resource allocation activities by the help of the metrics
generated by the software.
The SME is looking for companies interested in licensing the software.
Advantages and Innovations
*The software does not require any other hardware in order to operate, it is fully embedded into
the camera. This feature lowers hardware costs as well as increasing scalability of the software.
*Axis compatible application with outstanding tracking accuracy.
*Built-in reporting interface presenting daily/weekly/monthly/yearly heatmaps.
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*Advanced statistics for user defined zones.
*Works in real time.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The company has sold this licence to 2 companies in Turkey.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002012
001002013
001003011

Computer Software
Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Information Technology/Informatics
Operation Planning and Scheduler System

Market
002007006
002007008
002007022

Other system software
Business and office
Software services

NACE
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.9

Computer programming activities
Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
Ref: TOTR20150226001
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
Turkish
English
Client Country
Turkey

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type: industrial, commercial
Activity: shopping malls, stores, retailers or companies working with these institutions.
Role: Licence agreement is the type of partnership sought by the company.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

An eco-friendly technology for leather manufacturing
Summary
Ukrainian scientists specialized in leather tannery and tanning process developed an eco-friendly
technology for animal (cattle) skin and hide processing that allows to produce a set of high-quality
products (wet blue, wet white, crust) as well as leather for footwear (working/sports/running shoes)
and furniture. The developers are looking for industrial partners for licensing as well as R&D
institutions for technical/research cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 December 2014
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOUA20141203001

Details
Description
The leather production processes have a high environmental impact, most notably due to
-the heavy use of polluting chemicals in the tanning process,
-air pollution due to the transformation process.
The Ukrainian scientists specialized in leather tannery and tanning process developed an
environmentally friendly technology for animal skin and rawhide processing. The technology
provides the usage of highly refined natural aluminum silicates and vegetable substances in the
tanning process that allows to obtain a set of ecologically friendly products:
-wet blue, wet white, crust,
-high-quality leather for footwear manufacturing (work/military/running/sport etc.),
-high-quality leather for accessories manufacturing.
The technology can be adapted to the specific needs/tasks and production requirements
The developers have a significant experience in developing and implementing the technologies
for leather manufacturing. They are looking for partners for a licensing and joint
research,including technical co-operation in new markets and further development

Advantages and Innovations
Half-finished products can be reprocessed.
The different types of leather can be produced as following:
-elastic leather (furniture),
-hydrophobic leather (military/working shoes),
-leather for special purposes (belt/harness leather)
The technology is characterized by high ecological compatibility and low production costs of
half-finished products.
They are 25 to 30% below that of similar products existing on the EU market.
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Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The technology has applications on the Ukrainian market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
8 patents (Ukraine)
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002007005
003004002
003004006
003006001
003006003

Composite materials
Anorganic Substances
Organic Substances
Dry filling related to Footwear / Leather Technology
Tanned leather process related to Footwear / Leather Technology

Market
008001009
008005

Speciality/performance materials: producers and fabricators
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.15.1.1
M.72.1.9

Tanning and dressing of leather; dressing and dyeing of fur
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
Ref: TOUA20141203001
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nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1930
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Russian
Client Country
Ukraine

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: Industry, University, R&D centre/ Laboratory
Specific area of activity of the partner:
-leather/fur manufacturing,
-research in the field of colloid chemistry
Task to be performed by the partner sought:
-licensing,
-further development and joint implementation in new markets under a technical cooperation
agreement,
-study of colloid-chemical processes related to the animal skin/rawhide processing
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Substation automation for Smart Grid
Summary
Croatian SME has developed substation automation for Smart Grid. Smart Grid comprises unified
communications and control system on the existing power delivery infrastructure to provide the right
information to the right entity at the right time to take the right action. System optimizes power supply
& delivery, minimizes losses, is self-healing and enables energy efficiency. Technical cooperation &
commercial agreement with technical assistance with contractors and industry investors is sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 January 2015
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
10 HR 89GJ 3JY8

Details
Description
Croatian SME is a full service engineering and consulting company providing services in energy
automation. SME has developed substation automation for Smart Grid and is still investing
resources in integration of modern technologies for development and implementation of Smart
Grid vision. Taking the right information to the right entity at the right time to take the right action
is crucial to make the whole system function and our expertise makes us experts in this area. It
is a system that optimizes power supply and delivery, minimizes losses, is self-healing and
enables next-generation energy efficiency and demand response applications. It is using
seamless communication through Industrial Ethernet and IEC 61850 (standard for the design of
electrical substation automation).
Through the following projects company is saving resources and increase effectiveness of it’s
partners:
• Developing an energy automation business cases
• Evaluating existing systems and develop strategies for migration to new applications and
technologies
• Designing an overall solutions to integrate substation equipment with communication systems
and software applications
• Configuration, integration, and testing of the solutions
• Presenting and leading workshops to educate on a technology or address a new solutions
involving energy automation.
Technical cooperation and commercial agreement with technical assistance with contractors
and industry investors is sought.
References:
Worldwide designed and commissioned transmission substations of all voltage levels (110 kV –
400 kV).
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Current and Potential Domain of Application: Substation Automation, Energy Automation, Smart
Grid
Advantages and Innovations
Benefits of substation automation for Smart Grid are:
• Lower Installation Cost.
• Lower Transducer Costs
• Lower Commissioning Costs
• Lower Equipment Migration Costs
• Lower Extension Costs
• Lower Integration Costs
• Implement New Capabilities
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001005013
003004004
004001004
004005003
004006001

Communications Protocols, Interoperability
Electrical Engineering and Technology / Electrical Equipment
Transmission of electricity
Hydropower
Energy management

Market
008002001
008002003
008006
009003001

Energy management
Process control equipment and systems
Industrial Services
Engineering services

NACE
D.35.1.2

Transmission of electricity

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Croatian
Client Country
Croatia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:Utilities, Contractors, Industry investors with their own power plants
(renewable energy sources)
- Specific area of activity of the partner:Electricity generation, transmission, distribution. Original
equipment manufacturer (OEM)
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Contracting, Project Management
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Measuring device for the determination of the effects of
cavitation
Summary
A German research institute has developed a measuring system for the determination of the effects
of cavitation. Ultrasonic cleaning system is used in increasing extent in the last years for several
applications like cleaning of cast parts, injection needles and surgical instruments. The newly
developed measuring device offers a novel system to determine quantitatively the cleaning efficiency
of those systems. The research institute is searching for licensees.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 November 2013
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
11 DE 1592 3N4U

Details
Description
The German research institute offers a measuring device which enables a quantitatively
determination of the cleaning efficiency of ultrasonic cleaning equipment. Yet there is no
approved process or norm for this determination available, whereas ultrasonic cleaning
processes gain importance in cleaning processes of cast parts, injection needles, surgical
instruments and even domestic applications.
For the determination of the erosion effect the newly developed process determines the
abrasion of mass on an oscillating crystal by the shift of the resonant frequency. The surface of
the oscillating crystal is prepared with a defined contamination, which is removed later in the
cleaning process. Removal of the contamination, as the cleaning process itself, is measured
hereby in a direct way.
The essential know-how is the preparation of the surface with appropriate coatings, which
simulate the contamination. The coatings should not loose the contact without any external
impact, but has to be removable in a suitable time period. Different material systems are
available.
The advantage of the process is the measurement of the material removal as direct measured
variable. Hereby measuring data is gained in a fast and effective way. Even very small changes
of mass can be determined to test modern, so called gentle ultrasonic cleaning systems.
The system offers an increase in quality assurance in the processing of ultrasonic cleaning.
Industrial ultrasonic cleaning systems can be tested during operation. In the case of sensitive
applications, e.g. medical technology, the risk of contamination can be decreased.
Advantages and Innovations
The technology:
Ref: 11 DE 1592 3N4U
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- offers an uncomplicated processing.
- can be standardised.
- delivers measuring values without weighing.
- is applicable during operation.
- defines abrasion as change of mass.
- does not need any drying processes.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
003001001
009001
009001005
009001008

Cleaning Technology
Measurement Tools
Mechanical Technology related to measurements
Other Non Destructive Testing

Market
005002002
008003
008006

Surgical instrumentation and equipment
Industrial Equipment and Machinery
Industrial Services

NACE
C.24.5.2
C.32.5.0
M.72.1.9

Casting of steel
Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: company which uses or tests ultrasonic cleaning
equipment
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
use of the offered solution as licensee
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

The development and production of medical and
healthcare instruments based on the processing of
physiological signals
Summary
A Dutch company is specialized in the development and production of special medical instruments
that are processing physiological signals. Customized and complementary to the need of the partner
the company offers development expertise, co-engineering, production and testing activities and
service for those medical instruments. The Dutch company is interested in commercial agreements
supported by development, production and technical assistance with SME’s and start-ups in the
medical sector.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 November 2013
12 March 2015
11 March 2016
10 NL 60AH 3JZE

Details
Description
A Dutch company is specialized in the development and production of high quality products for
the health and life science and industrial market, based on long-term business agreements.
Especially for the health and life science sector the company has much experience and a long
history with the co-development, redesign and production of medical instruments based on the
signal processing of:
• Optical signals;
• Electro – physiological signals;
• Pressure signals.
Further other important characteristics of the Dutch company are related to quality, lean
manufacturing, supply chain optimization and the support to realize a business concept. Each
characteristic is elaborated below:
Quality:
The company is ISO 13485 certified and the system is open to cooperation processes with
partners or clients. This gives the advantage to partners to realize a medical valorization
programme with minimal costs without obtaining directly beforehand needed ISO certification for
the partner. Also the production department is IPC-A-610D class 2 certified.
Lean manufacturing:
The production facilities of the company can handle both small series and big series. The
production employees are used to work in flexible workstations with the concepts of lean
manufacturing and rapid tool setting.
Supply chain optimization:
To realize a complete product the company works with a network of partners with
Ref: 10 NL 60AH 3JZE
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complementary expertise and production capacities. During the process of up-scaling the
production from prototyping, pilot production, small series production to bigger series production
the supply chain optimization is continuously in the focus of the attention of the company. The
ultimate goal is to design and produce high quality products in the most economical way.
Support to realize the business concept:
The company has a strong desire to establish sustainable (long term) win-win relations with
partners. They understand that support is needed to realize business concepts. Important
advantages of the company are the full commitment and the complementary facilities and knowhow to the needs of SME’s and start-up companies in the medical sector. Concerning the profile
of start-up companies the Dutch partner is especially interested in companies that firstly have
developed a functional prototype and secondly have access to a launching customer or a good
entrance to the market.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: The objective of the company is to develop,
redesign and manufacture high-quality products for the health and life science market and the
industrial market based on long-term business agreements. This may involve the realization of a
completely new concept, but also the modification and optimization of existing products. In
cooperation with partners the focus will be to organize a complete business case with a win-win
relation.
The current domain of application of the medical instruments are instruments for dentistry,
diagnostics (detection of tumors), anesthesia and cardiac functions. Examples of the medical
instruments are:
• High-end medical cosmetic equipment.
• Inspection systems to get an image of the perfusion of tissue based on differential pathlength
spectroscopy (DPS).
• Acoustic puncture assist devices.
• Professional portable, fast and accurate blood pressure and heart beat measurement (based
on a sensor in a finger cuff).

Advantages and Innovations
The innovative features of the medical instruments produced by the company are based on the
latest state of the art of the technology of the signal processing of:
• Optical signals;
• Electro – physiological signals;
• Pressure signals.
The advantages of the offer are:
• complementary facilities and know-how tailored to the needs of SME’s and start-ups that
possess a functional prototype and a first access to the market;
• ISO certified production capacity;
• Lean manufacturing;
• Supply chain optimization that will adapt to the current phase of the product life cycle;
• Support to realize the business concept of SME’s and start-ups.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other
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Keywords
Technology
001003001
001003003
003003
006001
009003

Applications for Health
Applications for Transport and Logistics
Apparatus Engineering
Medicine, Human Health
Electronic measurement systems

Market
003004
005001
005003004
005003006

Electronics Related Equipment
Diagnostic
Monitoring equipment
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.28.9.9

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1990
Turnover
20 - 50M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Certification Standards
ISO 1
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought:
- Type of partner sought:
Industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
SME’s and start-ups with a first functional prototype of a medical or healthcare instrument and
access to launching customer or the first market. The Dutch partner is also interested in
contacts with longer existing companies that want to make redesigns of medical and healthcare
instruments.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Co-development of the instrument and the further co-development of the market in the frame of
a commercial agreement with technical assistance, manufacturing agreement or technical
cooperation agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Industry grade process control computer
Summary
A Serbian company offers delivery and/or development of modern multifunction industry grade
process control computer used in various systems as: Supervisory Control And Data AdquisitionSCADA, RTU- Remote Terminal Unit, PLC-Programmable Logic Controller. The main advantage is
capability of available experts to design & develop special custom design equipment based on
international industry standards. The company seeks industrial partners interested in technical
cooperation agreement .
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

29 January 2015
09 February 2015
09 February 2016
10 RB 1B1M 3HHU

Details
Description
The offer includes design, development and/or delivery of a standard or special purpose
industrial grade process computer based on PC architecture, used in SCADA Systems as RTU
(Remote Terminal Unit) and PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), designed for supervision
and control in various technology process systems. Special system knowledge in design,
development, manufacturing and implementation of a dedicated RTU for use in electric power
systems, management of potable water production & supply, waste water treatment systems,
and other process industries. This equipment is capable to work as a stand alone unit, as well
as, a part of a complex integrated network. This devices can be of very large capacity,
accommodated in one or several cabinets, depending on the capacity and connections to a
process, or a small capacity unit housed in a single 19" rack.
SCADA Systems are used in Electric Power Systems, Water Supply Management systems,
Waste Water Treatment & Sewage facilities, Irrigation Systems, Cement factories, Foodprocessing industry, and other process industries.
The company is looking for partners interested in establishing technical cooperation agreement.
Potential partner would participate in design and development of the remote control system
(description & specifications), including design and delivery of equipment, implementation,
testing on site and putting into operation the automation and remote control systems
responsible for running the technology process.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantage of the offer is capability of available experts to design & develop special
custom design equipment based on international industry standards, dedicated for application in
a special vertical industry sectors (electric power system, water supply and waste water
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treatment, Irrigation systems, etc). Device can be used as Remote Terminal Unit as well as
Programmable Logic Controller depending on system topology and process requirements.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Copyright
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002005
001002006
001002008

Computer Hardware
Computer Software
Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware

Market
001001
001002
001003
001004
001005

Commercial Communications
Telephone Related
Facsimile Transmission
Data Communications
Satellite Microwave Communications

NACE
J.61.9.0
J.62.0.1

Other telecommunications activities
Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Serbian
Client Country
Serbia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: partner active in the field of process control design with knowledge of
specific technology and with necessity to provide adequate equipment (RTUs and PLCs) which
they do not manufacture themselves, but acquire on the market.
Potential partner should be from the field of design, delivery and/or management of technology
based systems, such as Electric Power System utilities (remote control of transformer stations,
dispatching of electrical energy, production of electrical energy / thermal and hydro electric
power plans) or Water Supply Management Systems management.
Role of partner sought: participation in design and development of the remote control system
(description & specifications), including design and delivery of equipment, implementation,
testing on site and putting into operation the automation and remote control systems
responsible for running the technology process.
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Experimental test bed station for control design of
heterogeneous robot-sensor networks
Summary
Serbian firm has built an advanced research platform for development, testing and verification of
control and spatial navigation algorithms for wireless, multi-agent robot-sensor networked systems,
applicable indoor - in industry, at home, medical institutions. The main advantage of using these test
bed station is the ability to connect and harness physically-removed assets. The company is
interested in Technical cooperation and Commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
10 RB 1B1M 3K4M

Details
Description
The offer is an advanced research platform for development, testing and verification of control
and spatial navigation algorithms for wireless, multi-agent robot-sensor networked systems.
Concept of the corresponding experimental test-bed system (with hierarchy-distributed
structure) adapted for laboratory (indoor) conditions was builed. Additionally, corresponding
software simulator (virtual system) is developed to enable control synthesis, system analysis
and preliminary tests and control verification. Both of them, laboratory experimental setup as
well software simulator, should provide useful R&D tool for design and development of different
multi-agent robotic systems and applications to be employed in industry, at home, medical
institutions (clinics), etc., as service and people assisting robots in our everyday life.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Technology was laboratory tested available for
demonstration. Potential domain of application are indoor service for disabled people, other
home or industry people assistance.
The Serbian company is offering its technology and technical expertise to potential partner
preferably from medical industry through a Technical Cooperation Agreement and Commercial
Agreement including Technical Assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
The biggest advantage of using these network to connect robots is the ability to connect and
harness physically-removed assets. Mobile robots can react to information sensed by other
mobile robots in the next room. Human users can use machines that are remotely located via
the network. Autonomous motion of robots within the considered workspace is enabled by
development of advanced cognitive algorithms of AI regarding robot spatial navigation, path
planning and trajectory prediction, obstacle and collision avoidance.
Stage of Development
Ref: 10 RB 1B1M 3K4M
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Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001001001

Automation, Robotics Control Systems

Market
001004
005003
005003003

Data Communications
Other Medical/Health Related
Handicap aids

NACE
J.61.9.0
J.63.1.1

Other telecommunications activities
Data processing, hosting and related activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Ref: 10 RB 1B1M 3K4M
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Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Serbian
Client Country
Serbia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
-Type of partner sought: industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Medical equipment for disable people.
- Task to be performed:
It is expected from the partner to exploit commercially innovative technology thought and to
provide custom design application of the software through Commercial agreement with technical
assistance and Technical cooperation Agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Wireless home automation
Summary
A Serbian company is developing system in the field of wireless home automation. The main
purpose is to monitor and control light intensity, air temperature and humidity in homes, offices,
warehouses etc. System includes GSM module which enables the user to monitor and control
parameters of interest using mobile phone. Modularity and scalability are the main system features.
The company seeks partners for Technical cooperation and Commercial agreement with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
10 RB 1B1M 3K4O

Details
Description
System has one main user interface (controle station) in form of 5.5” LCD touch display. This
device includes a GSM module for communication with the users over the mobile phone and RF
module which works at 868 Mhz and is used for communication with wireless sensors and
switches. System also has a set of wireless temperature/humidity sensors, switches and
dimmers for lighting control. Sensors and actuators communicate with main control station over
RF channel and are fitted inside the European standard brunch enclosure with a 55 mm
diameter.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: System can be applied in offices, warehouses,
home and as well as in agriculture for measuring temperature and humidity of air, soil moisture
and for automatic irrigation control according to measured data.
The Serbian company is offering its technology and technical expertise to potential partner
through a Technical Cooperation Agreement and Commercial Agreement including Technical
Assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
Complete wireless solution, no need for cables, breaking walls and new electrical installation.
Simple, DIY, installation of a system. Modularity and scalability are the main system features.
This enables a user to gradually improve home automation capabilities and services. Relatively
small investment compared to other solutions in this area.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status

Ref: 10 RB 1B1M 3K4O
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Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002020
001002021

Building Automation Software
Remote Control

Market
001004

Data Communications

NACE
J.61.9.0
J.62.0.1

Other telecommunications activities
Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
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Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Serbian
Client Country
Serbia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: individuals, companies, industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Intelligent network system. System can be used in
agriculture for measuring temperature and humidity of air, soil moisture and for automatic
irrigation control according to measured data.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: The company is interested in technical
cooperation in terms of tuning the tool to the specific needs of the potential partner.Also, it is
expected from the partner to exploit commercially innovative technology and to provide custom
design application of the software.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A novel synthesis process of zeolite from fly ash at low
temperature
Summary
A relevant Italian research centre has developed an innovative process of zeolite synthesis from fly
ash at very low temperature by using seawater. The process represents a concrete potential
application to obtain industrial products from waste material with economical advantages. The centre
is looking for support in scientific research and in practical application. The partners sought are
industries and research organisations in the field of: environmental monitoring; cement; nanomaterials.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
12 IT 53U1 3O04

Details
Description
Fly ash is a by-product of thermal power plants partly used in concrete and cement
manufacturing. More than half of it is disposed in landfills because it finds no other useful
applications. Fly ash is composed by minerals such as quartz and mullite, subordinately
hematite and magnetite, carbon, and a prevalent phase of amorphous aluminosilicate. The
prevalent reactive phase due to the abundance of amorphous aluminosilicate glass makes fly
ash an important source of material in zeolite synthesis. Zeolites are hydrated aluminosilicate
minerals with a three-dimensional open structure making them very useful for solving the
mobility of toxic elements in several environmental applications. The zeolites ability to exchange
cations, their large surface area and typical structural characteristics (such as porosity) facilitate
the pollutant absorption and encapsulation.
Over the last few decades, the research and methods on the synthesis of zeolite from fly have
been implemented. They are different from each other in alkaline solution, the molarity of
alkaline agents, the solution/solid ratio, temperature, time of reaction, pressure and the type of
incubation.
The research centre propose a new zeolite synthesis process by direct conversion method after
a pre-treatment fusion of fly ash with NaOH utilizing seawater and low incubation temperatures
(from 25 to 60 °C). It permits the formation of higher amount of A and X-type zeolite comparing
with the same minerals formed by using distilled water as crystallization media. In particular, the
use of seawater allows (in the incubation temperature range of 35-40 °C) zeolite X formation
with yields up to 8 times greater compared to the same process with distilled or tap water.
The process and the zeolites synthesized with this process could have many industrial and
environmental applications and in particular it could be used in concrete and cement
manufacturing and ceramic manufacturing, pharmaceutical products, soil and water remediation
(in order to reduce organic and/or inorganic toxic elements bioavailability) or general water
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treatment.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
The advantages of the process are:
- increased production of A and X-type zeolite;
- total o partial drastic reduction of incubation temperature costs, as sea water zeolites need a
lower temperature than the one needed by using distilled water;
- elimination of costs for large-scale use of distilled or tap water;
- as zeolites formed at low temperatures with seawater, the out flowing seawater used to cool
the turbine in thermal power, plants can be employed directly in this process. Actually most
thermal power plants are situated near the coast and a lot of seawater containing waste heat is
eliminated. The use of hot waste seawater in artificial zeolite synthesis could reduce the heating
energy and the cost of water. The seawater used to cool the turbines of electric power plants
can be recycled for the zeolites synthesis without employing any other type of energy, or with a
reduced energy input to further increase in incubation temperature in the zeolite production
process;
- reduction in the quantity of fly ash to be disposed in landfill.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002007
006001016
010001004
010002
010003

Materials Technology
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Hazardous Materials
Environment
Waste Management

Market
006005
008004
009007
009007002

Alternative Energy
Pollution and Recycling Related
Construction and Building Products
Manufacture of building materials

NACE
F.41.1.0
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
industry, academy and research organisation
- the specific area of activity of the partner: environmental monitoring and soil-water
remediation; medical geology, concrete and cement manufacturer, nano-material manufacturer.
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- the tasks to be performed of the partner: support in scientific research, support in practical
application and experimentation at plant scale.
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Cost efficient and environmental friendly structure for
dual axis solar tracking, suitable for photovoltaic and
solar thermal panels
Summary
An Italian company, operating in the field of solar installations for the production of energy, has
realized an a high precision dual-axis tracker technology structures on which able to support
installed panels (photovoltaic or solar thermal) efficiently and with high precision. The company is
looking for manufacturers of steel structure or wood structures and companies operating in
renewables to evaluate possibilities of license agreements and technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
12 IT 53U1 3OKE

Details
Description
The technology offered represents an innovation in solar tracking design, characterized by
efficiency, simplicity and ease of maintenance.
It is a modular support structure and unique cable/counter-weight system together with an on
board PLC controller, whereby our system is in a class by itself with respect to other dual-axis
systems.
The PLC controller (whose software is developed by the company) is based on solar ephemeris
tables and guarantees accurate panel orientation, throughout the cycle of the whole year, with a
margin of error of <1%.
For ground installations, the modular support structure can be easily adapted to terrain
conditions. Either a wire mesh base or fixed anchor points can be used depending on the type
of maintenance access desired.
For rooftop installations no fixed anchoring is required. The system is stable and secure using
appropriate weights.
The system's flexibility allows to adapt it easily to different kind of installation, including, for
example, above greenhouses, sheds of wood in residential, parking areas, etc.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Renewables are renewing their appeal and closed
2011 with more than 40% in the trend of annual investments on a global level. Data is the new
report released by the tax consulting network that monitors annually the performance of the
main international markets. The analysis has revealed that investments in technologies of the
'new generation' - including solar, wind and biomass - have jumped from $ 38.2 billion in 2010 to
a record 53.5 billion last year.
Ref: 12 IT 53U1 3OKE
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Advantages and Innovations
Usually the superior efficiency of a dual-axis solar tracker results in up to a 40% increase in
output compared to a traditional fixed system.
• The most significant innovation aspect regarding the technology offered (by comparison with
prevailing other products on the market) is the fact that, also in the case of installations in plants
with hundreds of modules, the system can be operated using just two low power consumption
motors (rather than dozens of motors and/or actuators).The handling system is constituted by
“winch and counterweight”.
The drive of the two winches and the ensuing pulling (and releasing) action exerted on the
ropes, on which specific counterweights are applied to the edges, induce double swiveling
kinematic motion and the subsequent positioning of the modules (photovoltaic or solar thermal)
on the North-South (altitude rotation) and East-West (azimuth rotation) axis. This enables
modules to perfectly track the path of the sun and orient perpendicularly to the sun rays
throughout the day.
• The need for pair of motors at each axis point have been eliminated, cutting countless hours,
and relative costs of maintenance.The larger the system the greater the savings with respect to
current dual-axis systems.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Italy
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002022
004005005
004005006

Smart Appliances
Photovoltaics
Solar/Thermal energy

Market
006005001
006005002

Solar energy
Photovoltaic solar

NACE
D.35.1.1
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• manufacturer of steel structure or wood structures.
• companies operating in renewables.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
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• cooperation in industralization.
• marketing under licence agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Energy saving technology enabling a smart management
of artificial lighting.
Summary
An Italian company has designed and produced an innovative energy saving tool for the automatic
management of artificial lighting. Based on a microprocessor hardware topology, the technology
offered is able to independently manage any kind of lamp, resulting in the energy efficiency
maximization in any application environment. The company is interested in commercial agreements
with technical assistance with energy management companies and sales representative companies.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
12 IT 53U1 3OPQ

Details
Description
The technology offered is a low-cost universal electronic device for the automatic management
of artificial lighting.
Based on a microprocessor hardware topology, is able to independently manage any kind of
lamp, resulting in the energy efficiency maximization in any application environment.
The innovative device can be connected to the large majority of types of lamps: halogen,
fluorescent, incandescent, CFL, LED, etc. but it is also universal in terms of installation
environments: homes, offices, factories, warehouses, garages, hotels, schools, apartment
buildings, stairways, porches, corridors, railcars. To control the lamps, the device captures
information from the external environment through highly selective sensors, that make its
operation very stable, error free, affordable and energy efficient.
By installing the technology offered, achieved energy savings reach 85% in some cases,
independently from the type of the pre-installed lamp.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
• The versatility guaranteed by the technology is maximal from the point of view of the supply
voltage ranging from 110Vac to 230Vac, making its use possible in all countries of the world;
• The savings achieved by the use of this solution is not only energetic, since with the offered
device can be obtained a saving also in terms of maintenance and spare parts for lamps, both
for its prerogative to leave the lights burning only when really need (for this only obtained a
quadrupling of the useful life of the lamps) but also for its surge suppression functionality for
impulsive and slow transient overvoltage phenomena, that has been subject of recent studies
Ref: 12 IT 53U1 3OPQ
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for which they are the main reason of failure both for discharge lamps and for filament lamps;
• The high maximum load (up to 750 W) and the compatibility with any type of electrical system
make its use more flexible, simple and convenient;
• payback of 12-14 months.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002020
001002022
003004004
004006001
004006002

Building Automation Software
Smart Appliances
Electrical Engineering and Technology / Electrical Equipment
Energy management
Lighting, illumination

Market
003001
006008
006009

Electronic Components
Energy Conservation Related
Other Energy

NACE
D.35.1.3

Distribution of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought : electrical installers, plant specialists, energy management companies
and sales representative companies.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: energy saving, electrical installations.
- Tasks to be performed: sale and installation of the energy saving device.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

3D sheet metal forming for prototypes and small series,
an alternative technology for deepdrawing
Summary
A Dutch SME is specialized in designing, engineering and forming sheet metal for prototypes and
small series with rubber pad press forming. This technology, in combination with smart engineering,
enables creative and lightweight 3-D constructions. Most important advantages are low tooling costs,
short time to market, a broad scope and no surface damages. The SME offers partnerships in the
frame of commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 November 2013
12 March 2015
11 March 2016
12 NL 60AH 3R2N

Details
Description
A Dutch SME is specialized in 3D sheet metal forming for prototypes and small series in Ferro
and non-Ferro metals. The company developed specific expertise and capabilities in the field of
the rubber pad press technology and offers its partnership from first idea of the customer to
prototype and/or serial production of the final product.
Different technologies and production equipment are used to realize the desired 3D forms for
the products and moulds, while also using CAD, CAD/CAM and simulation software. The main
activity of the company is metal forming with rubber pad press technology. This is supported by
additional operations such as 3D laser cutting, (robot)bending and (robot)welding. With the laser
scan equipment products are measured up to an accuracy of 0,05 mm. The laser scan
equipment is used for quality aspects as well as making reproducibility provable.
What makes this SME very special is the international technological leadership in rubber pad
forming press technology. In forming metal parts with this technology it is possible to choose for
positive pressing, negative pressing or a combination of positive and negative pressing
depending the requested form. Complex double curved parts against low tooling costs because
of a one-sided mould is one of the advantages of this technology and therefore suitable for
prototyping and small series. The advanced 3D laser cutting operation in this process is not
always needed but can be seen as an advantage in creating a special design or functionality.
Negative pressing can be compared with deep drawing. The rubber pad forming press is the
best alternative for deep drawing in smaller series. Complex moulds and demanding shapes are
possible. Well-thought-out enhancements enable to apply thinner sheet metal yet keeping
strength into the product.
The used types of sheet metal are:
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• Steel (50%)
• Stainless steel (40%)
• Several aluminum grades
• Brass
• Copper
• Zinc
• Titanium alloy
• Wire mesh
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Examples of field of applications are:
• Architecture: Parts with 3D features, building skins, exterior parts
• High End sculptures and art objects.
• Exclusive interior parts (on customer demand).
• Exclusive life style products or parts: espresso machines, kitchen devices, lighting fixtures, ….
• Industrial parts for various sectors of industry: Agriculture, health care, automotive, aircraft,
equipment/machinery, et cetera.
Advantages and Innovations
The most important innovation is the expertise regarding the rubber press technology and
lightweight constructions. Another important innovation with respect to forming metal in a 3
dimensional form with the rubber pad press, is the specific developed simulation software for
this technology, realized in close cooperation with a Dutch research institute.
Advantages
The advantages of rubber pad forming are:
• Short time to market.
• Low tooling costs: Suitable for prototypes and small series. Field of application is unlimited.
• It is possible to press several small products in one mould.
• Large variety in designs (double curved, organic. …..).
• No surface damages, different types of surface structures possible.
• Enables lightweight constructions.
• Cost saving.
• Compact design.
• Usage of less materials.
• Less process steps to realize the final product.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
002001
002002
Ref: 12 NL 60AH 3R2N
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Market
008003001
008005
008006

Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
Industrial Services

NACE
C.25.9.9

Manufacture of other fabricated metal products n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1990
Turnover
20 - 50M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
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No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
An engineering company or industrial company that apply products based on sheet metal (or
even non ferro sheets).
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Technical cooperation and joint development to realize new products based on sheet metal.
In case of a manufacturing or commercial agreement the Dutch SME will provide technical
assistance.
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Simple new infusion MICROPUMP designed to replace
volumetric and syringe pumps
Summary
A Swiss company developed a new infusion MICROPUMP technology designed to replace
volumetric and syringe pumps by one single device. This low cost device covers all health care
situations. The same technology in a smaller scale can be integrated in an electronic patch as an
insulin or pain management device. Multinational group active in infusion field are sought for license
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 June 2013
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
13 CH 84FB 3SR9

Details
Description
The membrane micropump developed by the Swiss company is designed to replace volumetric
and syringe pumps. It’s very simple, with very few component parts and only one disposable
moving part. The low cost of the disposable competes with the current gravity IV sets.
This membrane pump is very easy to use anywhere, from emergency, operating room, intensive
care unit, ambulatory to home care.
The same technology in a smaller scale can be integrated in an electronic patch as an insulin or
pain management device to allow a precise fluid dosing. Further medical applications can be
envisaged in ambulatory care (oncology, antibiotics) or for blood anticoagulation (Dialysis, blood
separation, autotransfusion).
The system offers a high safety thanks its:
- High precision at any situation through its extreme low pressure-sensitivity
- Integrated anti free flow
- Integrated fast alarms when bubble/air in line, bag empty or upstream and downstream
occlusions
It is ergonomic:
- Fast and easy loading with automatic priming
- Extremely simple to use (no training needed)
Due to simplicity:
- High quality at low production cost for devices and disposables
- Only one device and only one disposable for all situations
- Lowest discard
- Low consummation
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Technology transfer to a worldwide, multinational group, active in infusion as a complementary
product or to replace obsolete technology
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
- Simplicity: only one moving part
- Will reduce the general size and weight by up to 66%
- Easy disposable loading, self-priming
- Cost reduction
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
14 European Patent(s) applied, some of them granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001012
006001014
006001018
006001023
006001025

Electromedical and Medical Equipment
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Surgery
Single Use Products and Consumer Goods
Medical Furniture

Market
005002001
005002004
005003001
005003006

Therapeutic services
Drug delivery and other equipment (including kidney dialysis machines)
Disposable products
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Switzerland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Worldwide multinational group, large industrial groups
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Worldwide multinational group active in infusion,
interested in complementary product or replacing an obsolete technology
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Acquisition of the technology for its
implementation in their products
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Methodology of statistical analysis of the use of
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) by
SMEs and citizens
Summary
A Spanish research center has designed and implemented a methodology for statistical analysis of
the use of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) by SMEs and citizens. It can be
used to compare the degree of digital literacy before implementing new technological developments.
The company offers to public or private sector partners to implement this methodology in their area
or region through Joint further development, testing of new applications, and adaptation to specific
needs.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 May 2013
12 January 2015
10 July 2016
13 ES 732H 3SFD

Details
Description
A Spanish research center has designed and implemented a methodology for statistical analysis
of the use of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) by SMEs and citizens. It can
be used to compare the degree of digital literacy before implementing new technological
developments. The company offers to public or private sector partners to implement this
methodology in their area or region through Joint further development, testing of new
applications, and adaptation to specific needs.
The research centre department has the mission to help foster the use of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in various areas of society and businesses to interact, work,
communicate, do business, build trust and share knowledge, in the Balearic Islands region. The
department has more than 10 years experience implementing it. Their know-how includes being
aware about the emerging technological innovations, its applications and uses that the society
and companies give them, as well as disseminate and propose to implement them in different
sectors.
The methodology consists of:
- A panel of continuously updated indicators to analyze the use of ICT by SMEs and the
citizenship of a region and compare their level of use regarding their country and Europe.
- Analysis techniques to analyze the results.
- Group dynamics to compare the results with the authorities and dynamic agents in the region,
and propose policies for action to improve the indicators in the context of the European Digital
Agenda.
Ref: 13 ES 732H 3SFD
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-Analysis of the use of ICT in SMEs differentiating region, citizenship and digital administration,
cooperating with the government or local agents in your area to define the study population, to
select the sample and interpret the results.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Analysis of the state of the information society in a
region or a market, to compare the degree of digital literacy before implementing new
technological developments that may fail if the market is not prepared to absorb.
Advantages and Innovations
National statistics fail to disaggregate the detail the uses of ICT in the region. The organization
has a methodology that analyzes the use of ICT at regional level and proposes policies and
actions to improve access to the Information Society to the regional governments.
In comparison with other technologies, the research centre proposes a comprehensive
methodology.
Novel analysis techniques included in the methodology:
• Profiles of Internet users by region, based on the analysis of secondary sources
• Penetration by region and localities in Twitter
• Panel of indicators on the use of ICT in SMEs in a region
• Panel of indicators on the constitution of the websites of SMEs in a region
• Panel of indicators on the use of ICT by citizens of a region
• Panel of indicators on the implementation of on line procedures by different levels of eGovernment administration in a region
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002013
011002
011003
011004
011006

Information Technology/Informatics
Education and Training
Information and media, society
Technology, Society and Employment
Citizens participation

Market
009003005

Consulting services

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of Partner Sought:
Public or private entities responsible for the implementation of innovation policies,
implementation, of the R & D & I strategies within a region through technological development
and entrepreneurship promotion, create a conducive business environment for innovation.
The type of cooperation: the research centre offers to public or private sector partners to
implement this methodology in their area or region through Joint further development, testing of
new applications, and adaptation to specific needs, and is open to other types of collaboration.
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- Specific area of ??activity of the partner: R & D Implementation of strategies
- Task to be performed: implementation of the methodology in their region / local area / target
specific group of users
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Brand Tracking Tool for Tourist Destinations
Summary
Spanish public body with 12 years of experience in collaboration with the tourism industry has
developed an innovative tool for brand tracking, used to evaluate the opinion of travelers about the
accommodation offer of a tourist destination. Company is interested in joint development to adapt
the tools to the specific needs of clients, licensing agreements, technical cooperation and financial
resources.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

06 May 2013
12 January 2015
10 July 2016
13 ES 732H 3SFE

Details
Description
Spanish research centre, dependent of the Spanish Public Administration, specialized in ICT
innovation is currently developing a modular monitoring tool for Destination Management
Organizations (DMOs). New modules will monitor different aspects of the perception of a brand
or product by traveler and resident.
A first prototype collected hotel reviews, segmented and analyzed them by tourist profile and
topics, using for that both textual opinions and numerical scores obtained from different usergenerated travel review sites.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
The experience achieved by the company in research areas as text mining, sentiment analysis
and social network analysis is currently being applied to bring innovation to DMOs (Destination
Management Organizations). Contents generated by Internet users can be automatically
retrieved from different sources (travel review sites, social networks, blogs, online news, etc),
homogenized in format and processed to give support in decision making procedures.
The prototype can evolve in the short term to a fully-operative monitoring tool that can increase
its functionality via modules. New modules could be combined or used independently by tourist
destination managers to track:
• Traveler reviews about companies, brands, products and resources related with tourism.
• In-destination activity of tourists and residents extracted from mobile Apps and Social
Networks
• Opinions and suggestions from tourists and residents obtained via Surveys
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Modules can be developed on demand to fit the requirements of tourist destination managers.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002008
001002013
001002015
001003002

Computer Software
Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware
Information Technology/Informatics
Knowledge Management, Process Management
Applications for Tourism

Market
002006
002007
007001008
007006

Computer Services
Computer Software
Other leisure and recreational products and services
Other Consumer Related (not elsewhere classified)

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Destination Management Organizations (DMOs) willing to participate proactively in the project.
Companies interested in the testing, evolution and commercialization of the product.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Organization involved in decision making processes that will affect to the fate of a Tourist
Destination. The adoption of sustainable practices for the area should be in their strategic plans
to become a good candidate to participate in the project. Their desire is to provide a service to
tourist areas that consider social, economical and environmental equilibrium the key for a stable
development.
Supplier established in the tourism sector with a demonstrable experience in the
commercialization of innovative software solutions.
- Task to be performed:
DMOs: participate in the definition of requirements for new modules and testing of prototypes.
Companies: identify potential customers of the product and bring it to market. It will be also
interesting that they get involved in the definition, design, development or testing phases of new
modules adapted to their potential clients needs.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

E-Government Platform allowing internal and
relationships with citizens, businesses and other
administrations management
Summary
Spanish public research centre has developed an open and scalable platform for e-Government,
which allows the public administration to take control on the reuse of applications and developments,
to improve both internal management and the relationship with citizens, businesses and
administrations. This offer seeks to form a consortium for sharing, further development, adapting and
reusing the platform. Also looking for financial resources.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 May 2013
12 January 2015
12 January 2016
13 ES 732H 3SFJ

Details
Description
The research centre offers its technology for technical cooperation and commercial cooperation
with assistance, and seeking financial resources for the further development of the platform. It is
also interested in forming a consortium for sharing, continue developing, adapting and reusing
the platform. Also looking for financial resources for new developments.
Public authorities are making an effort to improve both internal management and the
relationship with citizens, businesses and administrations themselves through ICT.
The comprehensive e-Government technology platform consists of 4 components: a check in /
out register, a record manager, a processing system related to citizens information and a
content management system oriented to e-Government.
Various regional public administrations are currently using the platform. The research centre
seeks to expand its use to administrations of other European regions and to continue their
development.
Regarding the experience of the public research centre in this eGovernment area, it provides
support to public administrations in the adoption of new technologies and to develop IT projects
promoting public on-line services and interoperability among administrations. Therefore helps
transforming the public sector, changing its relations with citizens and businesses and gaining in
efficiency and effectiveness.
The research centre is carrying out its projects in three thematic areas:
Ref: 13 ES 732H 3SFJ
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Interoperability. It promotes, coordinates and executes projects enabling citizens and
businesses to benefit from secure and interoperable authenticated access to public services.
Digital content. It offers advice and technological support in processes of digitizing content and
making it available to citizens.
Open government. Its aim is to foster a change in public administrations of the region to
establish tools for transparency, public participation, and collaboration with citizens.
The research centre has more than 10 years of experience implementing and deploying an
action plan to achieve electronic access of citizens to public services in the Balearic Islands, as
recognized in national and regional legislation. This plan has, as principal objective, to
coordinate efforts of different level public administrations on bringing e-Government to the
Spanish region, under technology re-use and knowledge sharing premises.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
The platform is based on open source software which allows the public administration to take
control on the reuse of applications and developments, that can be implemented in other
administrations within a framework of community development.
It should be noted that this product is very attractive for the public administration because, from
one hand, it does not generate dependency and, from another hand, providers can take
advantage of the developments in various other administrations.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Other
Comment Regarding IPR status
ERDF: European Regional Development Fund (partially)
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002
001003005
011006

Information Processing, Information System, Workflow Management
e-Government
Citizens participation

Market
002007
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: public administrations; providers of technology for public administration
- Specific area of activity of the partner: eGovernment
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- Task to be performed: take up the technology and/or adaptat to client’s specific needs. Provide
financial assistance for new developments.
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Internet channel manager for tourism accommodation
sales.
Summary
Spanish research centre is developing an Internet sales channel manager that allows to publish
rates in different sale channels to accommodation tourism companies, such as hotels, improving
their sales in different Internet channels. The platform is independent of the channel and
concentrates various sales management functionalities, offering also business intelligence
capabilities. The company offers its technology and technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

30 May 2013
12 January 2015
12 January 2016
13 ES 732H 3SFM

Details
Description
The internet channel manager is a software tool for helping accommodation tourism companies,
such as hotels, to improve their sales in different Internet channels (Booking, Expedia...). It is an
scalable technology that permits to add new distribution channels automatically.
This tool concentrates some sales management functionalities in one single place, therefore
allows to check bookings, set room rates, inventory, minimum stay, etc. and some business
intelligence capabilities.
In comparison to other analogue technologies, the platform is independent from channels - each
sales channel can be linked to the platform individually by using a tourism standard for XML
integrations created, and each user can only use the contracted channels.
The base technologies are SOAP-based Web Services, Python using Django framework and
Bootstrap design.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
The main innovation is that it offers a modular distribution channel integration method, based on
a XML standard, namely, in comparison to other analogue technologies, the platform is
independent from channels - each sales channel can be linked to the platform individually by
using a tourism standard for XML integrations created, and each user can only use the
contracted channels.
Ref: 13 ES 732H 3SFM
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For the implementation of new channels it is not needed specific knowledge of information
technologies, allowing the user to update all the sale channels from a single platform, instead of
accessing the channels one by one.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002008
001002011
001003002
009006002

Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware
Electronic Commerce, Electronic Payment
Applications for Tourism
Technical Standards

Market
002006004
002006006
002007015

Data processing, analysis and input services
Databases and on-line information services
Integrated software

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
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Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: tour operators, software companies willing to implement the
technology
- Specific area of activity of the partner: tourism
- Task to be performed:
The tool requires collaboration in two ways, in order to adapt to client needs:
- Developing new functionalities for the channel manager platform, such as new business
intelligence capabilities or internal processes optimization
- New integrations with accommodation sales providers
A part from this, the platform is offered to accommodations providers for testing and taking up
the technology, with the benefit of improving its Internet sales.
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Assessment methodology, technology consulting and
custom training of the use of Information and
Communication Technologies.
Summary
A Spanish research centre has designed and implemented a methodology for evaluation, technology
consulting and custom training aimed at businesses and entrepreneurs to improve the degree of use
of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs). The company seeks public or private sector
partners interested in implementing this methodology in their area or region for technical cooperation
and commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

07 May 2013
12 January 2015
10 July 2016
13 ES 732H 3SGH

Details
Description
A Spanish research centre has implemented and tested a methodology for assessment,
technology consulting and customized training aimed at businesses and entrepreneurs to
improve their degree of use of ICTs in their business (digital literacy and other digital
competences).
The public organization has experience in supporting the definition and implementation of the
R&D and innovation strategies within a region through technological development and
entrepreneurship promotion, facilitating the access to information and communication
technologies for enterprises and public administration, by developing technological applications
and infrastructures, creating a favorable business environment for innovation, incubating
innovative technology based enterprises and start-ups, etc.
It aims to transfer the methodology of implementation of programs to improve the digital
competences of SMEs, through:
- Analysis of the degree of implementation of ICTs in an SME through an online test.
- Online training resources to improve the implementation of ICT in a business.
- Training workshops for groups of users to improve digital literacy and digital competences.
- Personalized consultings on specific topics of implantation of ICT in a business.
- Creation of training materials adapted to SMEs and constantly updated according to the latest
digital platforms, in the context of the European Digital Agenda.
As mentioned in the European Digital Agenda, if the population is not digitally capable, it will
hardly be able to acquire the new technology that is developed.
Ref: 13 ES 732H 3SGH
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This program aims to improve the digital skills of SMEs and entrepreneurs in a region to be
more competitive and reach the benchmarks set by the European Digital Agenda.
The research center creates bonds between regions to have an overview and compare the
implementation and use of ICT, to better understand the uses of ICT in different regions and
facilitate technology companies developing digital literacy processes for new developments to
be adopted in each region.
The company also offers its participation in Life Long Learning European programme as non
leading partner.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Implementation of R&D an innovation strategies
within a region through technological development and entrepreneurship promotion, facilitating
the access to information and communication technologies for enterprises and public
administrations, by developing technological applications and infrastructures, therefore creating
a favourable business environment for innovation.
Advantages and Innovations
The main innovation is to analyse applications to increase the productivity and competitiveness
of SMEs (knowing their needs and constraints) and incorporate them into the training programs
to improve their digital competences, while new Internet-based applications are constantly
appearing.
The main advantage is that the organization is daily updating the training content,
contextualized by the digital competences defined by the European Union and within the
framework of indicators set to achieve by the Digital Agenda.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002013
011002
011003
011004

Information Technology/Informatics
Education and Training
Information and media, society
Technology, Society and Employment

Market
002006003
002006005
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:Public or private entities responsible for the implementation of policies
of innovation and
implementation of the R&D and innovation strategies within a region
- Specific area of activity of the partner:R&D and innovation implementation of strategies
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- Task to be performed by the partner sought: implementation of the methodology in their region
/ local area / specific target group of users
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Interaction system technology for marketing and digital
signage
Summary
Spain based technology company specialized in natural interaction systems has developed a
gesture recognition technology that allows an interactive wide range of applications for marketing
and digital signage through new user interface systems. The company is offering its technology for
licensing, joint further development, adaptation to specific needs.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 May 2013
12 January 2015
10 July 2016
13 ES 732H 3SKJ

Details
Description
Spain based technology company specialized in natural interaction systems has developed a
gesture recognition technology that allows an interactive wide range of applications for
marketing and digital signage through new user interface systems. The company is offering its
technology for licensing, joint further development, adaptation to specific needs.
The company has developed a gesture recognition technology using computer vision. Computer
vision is a branch of artificial intelligence that allows a system to interpret what "shows" by a
camera creating a response.
The company designs and creates its own products with a high level of innovation to be
integrated new elements of natural interaction is gesture recognition. Also adapts its technology
to custom applications that meet the specific needs of customers. Company is looking for SMEs
interested in new applications the marketing and digital signage sector.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
The company technologies are included in both the mobile device market ("smartphones",
"tablets") and the applications (body gesture recognition).
The benefits are to eliminate physical or psychological barriers for interaction and improve the
products making them more attractive and intuitive.
Stage of Development
Ref: 13 ES 732H 3SKJ
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Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how

Keywords
Technology
001002
001003001
001003002
001004

Information Processing, Information System, Workflow Management
Applications for Health
Applications for Tourism
Multimedia

Market
002005
007001
007002
007005
009003002

Peripherals
Leisure and Recreational Products and Services
Retailing
Consumer Services
Advertising and public relations

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: private companies
- Specific area of activity of the partner: marketing or digital signage companies
- Task to be performed: take up the technology, receive technical assistance to adapt it to its
needs, exploitation of the technology
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Unfolding of plastic pipes by using hydraulic device
Summary
An innovator from Croatia developed device for construction sector to make unfolding of big plastic
pipes easier and convenient for workmen, especially in situation when manpower is required. Device
is setting plastic pipes in trenches and sets the hose in its final position without moving. Work can be
performed on hard terrain as well. The client is looking for licensing partners and technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 January 2015
09 February 2015
09 February 2016
13 HR 89GM 3RMY

Details
Description
Plastic pipes for gas, water and telephone are in use for relatively short time, so problem of their
unfolding has not been evaluated on this level as is in this invention. Pipes folded on windings
can be heavy up to 450 kg and with a diameter of about 3.5 m and they are not convenient for
unfolding. This device can replace 5-7 people and two to three machines that were used for this
job until now, so smaller number of people are needed for manually unfolding. This invention
also solves the problem of placing one unfolded pipe next to another pipe (exact end to end), so
that the process of connecting pipe into the whole / welding can be performed easy. Temporary
or permanent connectors are not needed now because quick connectors are an integral part of
this device.

Advantages and Innovations
For task performing, device can be placed on machines that are universal on the construction
site (like excavator). This device allows folding, transporting and unfolding on his final position directly into the chanell or hole.
Can plastic hose reel loaded on the means of transport, and set off on his final position. Also,
pipe remains intact and clean while transporting and unfolding.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
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Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
003

OTHER INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGIES

Market
006003
009007
009007005
009007006

Drilling and Support Services
Construction and Building Products
Construction services
Other construction and building products related

NACE
F.43.2.2

Plumbing, heat and air conditioning installation

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Sustainable Construction

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Croatian
Client Country
Croatia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industrial
- Specific area of activity of the partner: construction, water supply and drainage systems
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Partner should have knowledge in exploitation of the technology and should test the product
and specify the necessary additions to make product more usable for market.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Geothermal heat pump systems in agriculture
Summary
A Greek SME which is designing and installing geothermal heat pumps has developed a special
implementation in agriculture for the heating of vegetable cultivations. The company is looking for
partners to apply and further develop the system to different crops, climate and conditions.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOGR20141215002

Details
Description
A Greek company, which is experienced in matters of industrial cooling plants, heat pumps and
geothermal systems, has adjusted geothermal heating systems for the heating of protected
vegetable cultivations in low tunnels. The system has already been successfully implemented in
few plantations in North Greece. The company intends to expand the installation of the system
in other regions and in different types of cultivations.
The geothermal heating system is generally suitable for vegetable cultivation in low tunnels
such as cultivation of asparagus, strawberry, lettuce, water melon etc. The heating of the
agricultural soil has several advantages which are also relevant to the type of cultivation and the
climate of the region. The system is used especially to achieve early crop maturity. Furthermore,
the stable and high temperature of the soil in which the plants are grown provides enhanced
yields and steady rates of harvesting. These controlled conditions could also be valuable for
protection of the plantation towards extreme low temperatures and freezing.
The installation consists of a geothermal heat pump (water to water) and a system of pipes
which are extended in parallel rows across the field. The pipes are installed in the soil, only few
centimeters under the surface, between the plant roots, bulbs or tubers and in a suitable
position in relation to them. The distance between the pipe and the plant has to be such that the
heat reaches the plant being beneficial to it, instead of being wasted in the ground.
The heating of a plantation does not require high temperatures, so the groundwater could be
around 20oC. Depending on the underground geomorphology of a region and the depth and
temperature of the groundwater, usually a shallow borehole of 20 to 30 m is sufficient for a high
efficiency installation. This parameter keeps the cost low and renders the investment affordable.
Moreover, the whole approach (both installation and function of the geothermal system) is
considered affordable and cost efficient compared to other ways of heating.
The company is looking for partners to apply and further develop the system to different crops,
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climate and conditions.
Advantages and Innovations
The geothermal heat pump system leads to early crop maturity, enhanced yields, steady rates
of harvesting, protection towards freezing.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Other
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004005002
007001001
007001004

Geothermal Energy
Agriculture Machinery / Technology
Crop Production

Market
009005

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
A.01.1.3
A.01.1.9
A.01.2.9
A.01.6.1

Growing of vegetables and melons, roots and tubers
Growing of other non-perennial crops
Growing of other perennial crops
Support activities for crop production

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Agrofood

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2003
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Greece

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Partner sought would be farmers, agronomists, agriculture companies, technical companies and
any company active in farming, agriculture, farming infrastructures, greenhouse technology,
hydroponics, special cultivations, etc. The partner should be interested in the application of the
system and in further developing and testing in specific cases.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Fibrin hydrogels with plasmonic nanoparticles
Summary
Three Spanish institutions, a Biomedical Research Center, a University and a Hospital developed, in
a multidisciplinary collaboration, a new photothermal device comprising plasmonic nanoparticles
embedded in a hydrogel made of fibrin matrix that may entrap thermosensitive effectors. The
invention is useful for the application of hyperthermia-based therapies and controlled delivery of
therapeutic agents in biological tissues. Companies interested in licensing or further development
are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 February 2014
17 March 2015
16 March 2016
TOES20140210001

Details
Description
Three Spanish institutions, a Biomedical Research Center, a University and a Hospital
developed, in a multidisciplinary collaboration, a new photothermal device comprising plasmonic
nanoparticles embedded in a hydrogel made of fibrin matrix that may entrap thermosensitive
effectors. Irradiation of the device with near infrared (NIR) light of specific wavelength and
energy level increases the temperature of the composite. This photothermal device can be
implanted and then irradiated on demand, providing a reliable source of heat in biological
tissues. Localized photothermia can be used to remotely control the delivery of therapeutic
agents from the device. The invention is useful for the application of hyperthermia-based
therapies and controlled delivery of therapeutic agents in biological tissues.
Fibrin is a biocompatible, biodegradable and non-immunogenic biomaterial. The features of
fibrin matrices are well suited to obtain implantable devices comprising plasmonic nanoparticles
tailored for absorption between 600 and 1150 nm. This wavelength range of the NIR spectrum
provides a therapeutic window that maximizes light penetrance in biological tissues. The
inclusion of plasmonic nanostructures in a fibrin matrix results in a composite which efficiently
transduces NIR photon energy into heat. Additionally, the plasmonic composite may entrap
thermosensitive effectors as temperature sensitive liposomes or genetically modified cells
responsive to temperature increases. NIR irradiation of the photothermal device increases its
temperature, resulting in the active release of therapeutic agents contained or produced by the
thermosensitive effectors.
The different aspects of the present invention are:
Procedure for obtaining photothermal devices and their use as medicinal products.
Method for generating controlled increase of temperature in a selected anatomical location
Method for controlling the delivery of therapeutic agents in a selected anatomical region.
The institutions are looking for companies interested in licensing, further development or testing
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new applications.
Advantages and Innovations
Source of hyperthermia with therapeutic effect.
Controlled Drug Delivery.
Confinement of the therapeutic composition in any anatomic site.
Repeated photothermal inductions in the target tissue.
Reliable, controlled and precise establishment of hyperthermia in depth tissues.
Direct destruction of cancer cell in anti-tumor therapeutic protocols.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Spanish Patent Application 201330894, filed on June 14, 2013
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
003004010
006001014
006001016
006001026
006004

Special chemicals, intermediates
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Medical Biomaterials
Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences

Market
004007
005002004
005003006
005006002
008001023

Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences
Drug delivery and other equipment (including kidney dialysis machines)
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)
Oncology
Other chemicals and materials (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
Ref: TOES20140210001
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
2006
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial partners interested in further development and in companies for testing new
applications.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Rotation device of a wind turbine blade on its
longitudinal axis.
Summary
A Basque SME specializing in the design and development of customized servo actuators and servo
systems, has developed an innovative device rotating blades of wind turbines, which obtains a better
performance. The company is looking for companies interested in licensing its patent or establishing
joint collaborations for the exploitation of the technology.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

13 December 2013
24 February 2015
24 February 2016
TOES20131213001

Details
Description
The inclination angle of the blade of a wind turbine is controlled by the pitch control. This closedloop control can be electric or hydraulic.In case of a hydraulic solution, this can be solved using
one or more hydraulic motors with pinions or installing a linear actuator. In this case it is
necessary to convert linear motion into rotational.
This hydraulic invention generates rotational movement without conversion, using a single
toroidal chamber which is concentric to the axis of the blade. Its circular shape allows it to
integrate with the bearing.
In a single toroidal chamber, several pistons with the same number of stroke stops coexist. For
a maximum of 90 degrees, the chamber can be mounted to a maximum of three pistons and
three stops.
Inside the toroidal chamber, pistons are in solidarity with the blade, and the stroke stops with the
fixed part.
Advantages and Innovations
The rotation device of the invention presents the same advantages of other hydraulic systems to
prevent emergency situations, storing energy in a hydraulic accumulator.
Its circular configuration allows better integration with the side bearing and the fact of not having
a single point of support avoid the generation of unwanted torques.
Concentric sealing system requires less maintenance.
Hydraulic area ratio is 1:1.
The hydraulic system can be powered by a conventional hydraulic group with rotational ring and
a servo valve, or can also work in closed circuit, using a fixed pump coupled to a reversible and
variable motor. In this case the system needs a small pressurized tank, as well as an
accumulator, to recover the drains, but does not generate heat because the servo valve does
not exist. The hydraulic system with these advantages, becomes an autonomous electrical
Ref: TOES20131213001
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system.
This technology is also interesting because it reduces maintenance needs, which are critical in
offshore applications.
The system can help to improve the design of the pitch control, simplifying the number of
systems involved. It is possible to convert the bearing and actuator in a single element:
Automotive bearing.
One of the most important innovation of this hydraulic actuator is composed of two half bodies,
which generate a toroidal space where the pistons move in an arc between the two stroke
stops. This toroidal actuator is circular, and may stay inside the space of the bearing. There is
no need to convert linear motion to rotational. The sealing system is concentric and highly wear
resistant for low maintenance.
The bearing and the actuator can be mounted in a single package because both require a fixed
supporting surface and generate a moving surface.
Power is transmitted uniformly across the diameter of the bearing, without generating unwanted
pairs, extending the life of the product.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Spain, PCT.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004002004
004002011
004005010

Generators, electric engines and power converters
Turbines
Wind energy

Market
006005004

Wind energy

NACE
C.28.1.1

Manufacture of engines and turbines, except aircraft, vehicle and cycle
engines

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
Ref: TOES20131213001
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Company is looking for companies interested in licensing its patent or stablishing joint
collaborations for the exploitation of the technology or to stablish a joint venture to develop and
exploit the technology.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative collection of bacterial strains for bio-industry
use
Summary
A French biological resource center is seeking industrial partners to develop research and technical
cooperations as well as commercial agreement with technical assistance. This center delivers
access to high quality strains to meet the needs of innovation in many industrial applications of
biotechnology. Bacterial strains are utilised in production of healthy and functional food, identification
of new microbials against emerging and resistant pathogens and screening of new active molecules.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

14 February 2014
13 March 2015
12 March 2016
TOFR20140214001

Details
Description
Microbiological resources and their derivatives are the essential raw material for the
advancement of human health, agro-food, food security, biotechnology, research and
development in all life sciences. The microbial raw material and their genetic and metabolic
products are used in many areas such as production of healthy and functional food,
identification of new antimicrobials against emerging and resistant pathogens, fighting
agricultural disease, identifying novel energy sources on the basis of microbial biomass and
screening of new active molecules for the bio-industries.
One of the objectives of this well-known French collection is to support innovation in
microbiology by provision of a one-stop shop for well-characterized microbial resources and
high quality services on a not-for-profit basis for biotechnology in support of microbiological
research.
More than 10 000 strains are available on stock, including the type strains representative of
about 4 600 different species, strains containing plasmid, genes of interest and strains having
particular properties, among other characteristics.
In 2013, this collection has successfully renewed its certification according to NF S96-900, the
recent French standard for biological resource centres. Link to its long experience in quality
system management, it could offer training in collection management under Quality Assurance:
acquisition, preservation, control and distribution.
The French bacterial collection is connected to public and private researchers in order to
perform training in collection management and to deliver access to high quality strains to meet
the needs of innovation in biotechnology. It would like to collaborate with industrial companies
on a commercial and technical basis.
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Advantages and Innovations
- one single portal with transnational and open access to high quality microbial raw material, its
associated data and expertise
- a high diversity of microbial resources
- advice on regulation compliance relevant to microbiology
- standards on the management and characterisation of microbial resources
- training and education in microbial resource management and utilisation
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Design Rights
Comment Regarding IPR status
They are interested in the deposit of new bacterial strains into the collection.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004010
006002006
006003002
006005
008002002

Biogas and anerobic digestion (AD)
Microbiology
Gene Expression, Proteom Research
Industrial Biotechnology
Food Microbiology / Toxicology / Quality Control

Market
004006
004011
004017

Microbiology
Stem cells and biobanks
Genetic Engineering

NACE
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0

Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Ref: TOFR20140214001
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Restrict Dissemination to Specific Countries
Albania,Republicof,
Armenia,
Austria,
Belgium,
Brazil,FederativeRepublicof,
Chile,
China,
CzechRepublic,
Denmark,
Finland,
France,
Germany,
Greece,
Hungary,
Iceland,
India,Republicof,
Ireland,
Italy,
Japan,
Latvia,
Lithuania,
Luxembourg,
Malta,
Mexico,
Morocco,Kingdomof,
Netherlands,
Norway,
Poland,
Portugal,
Romania,
Russia,
Slovakia,
Slovenia,
SouthKorea,
Spain,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
Tunisia,
Turkey,
Ukraine,
UnitedKingdom,
USA,

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Spanish
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industrial Partners
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Human Health, Food Security, Biotechnology, Research
and Development in all life sciences.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Specific needs in bacterial strains and acces to
the French collection
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Non-toxic lead-free fishing weights and sinkers
Summary
A Dutch company has developed a range of fishing weight materials as a durable and non-toxic
alternative for fishing lead and sinkers. Different material grades and product shapes are tested with
anglers and produced on small scale. The company is looking for commercial partners and public
water authorities which are interested in preventing lead pollution and willing to set up demonstration
projects in the frame of commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 March 2015
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TONL20140211001

Details
Description
A Dutch SME company has developed three different lead-free fishing weight materials as a
durable and non-toxic alternative for current fishing lead and sinkers. The products were
developed in close cooperation with the Dutch Anglers Association and the Regional Water
Authority of Zeeland. The products are tested with anglers and are being produced on small
scale.
The range of environmental friendly materials includes :
1. Cast iron weights from 160 up to 450 gram
The specific weight is 7,5 g/cm3. The weights and shapes developed are especially suited for
fishing from the shore or from a ship at sea.
2. Mineral ferrite material with irregular shape with weights from ca. 75 up to 150 grams.
The specific weight of the mineral material is double the weight of a normal pebble, which gives
it superior sinking properties. The irregular shape make recognition of the fishing sinker unlikely,
which is a great advantage for fishing carp and barbell.
3. Composite material: Iron powder with a binder which can be moulded into several shapes
and sizes, ranging from 25 up to 400 grams.
The specific weight of 5 g/cm3 combined with the shaping possibilities similar to lead, make this
a very versatile material. Colouring of the weights is easy, anchor wires can simply be cast in.
With these three solutions the vast majority of fishing weights and shapes made out of lead can
be replaced. Lead from fishing is an important source of lead pollution of public water. A lot of
lead ends up in water via fishing activities and remains in the eco-system for many years. It is
poisonous to animals and humans and it accumulates both in soft tissue and the bones.
The company is looking for partners with the following characteristics:
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- Owners of e.g. water ways , local authorities or ministries concerned about lead pollution in
their water
- Producers of fishing tackle interested to implement the technology developed, e.g. in the form
of a licence or technology transfer
The company is looking for commercial partners which are willing to set up (local) production,
based on the transferred technology. Also public water authorities and local governmental
institutions which are interested in preventing lead pollution are willing to set up demonstration
projects.
Advantages and Innovations
# A range of tested products, with proven material technology, covering the whole range of
fishing tackle.
# Limited investment in machinery or tooling is required
# Unique combination of technologies (materials, processing techniques, moulds) which offers
realistic alternatives to lead.
# Support in adopting the technology to local needs e.g. development of new shapes and sizes
# Support on Government and market approach based on experience in The Netherlands
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002007003
002007014
002007015
010002015

Ceramic Materials and Powders
Plastics, Polymers
Properties of Materials, Corrosion/Degradation
Clean Production / Green Technologies

Market
007001004

Sporting goods, hobby equipment and athletics clothes

NACE
A.03.1.1
A.03.1.2

Marine fishing
Freshwater fishing

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
1998
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
• The type of Partner Sought: industry and e.g. public agencies related to fishery and water
pollution management
• The tasks to be performed by the partner sought: implementation of the proposed technology
in the frame of technical cooperation agreement and in case of commercial partners in the
frame of a commercial agreement with technical assistance, aimed at the production and
distribution of the new fishing weights and sinkers.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Biotechnological enzymatic process for the valorization
of a C5 sugar (arabinose) from hemicellulosic biomass
Summary
A French University Laboratory specialized in glycochemistry and biocatalysis has patented a new
green process allowing to graft a molecule with an alcoholic function the C5 sugar (arabinose)
directly from hemicellulosic biomass. It is looking for an industrial partner to complete the process
with additional tests. A Technical cooperation agreement or Research cooperation agreement is
sought with industrial partners.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 December 2014
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TOFR20141212001

Details
Description
The aldopentose arabinose exists in nature as a component of biopolymers including
hemicellulose and pectin. This sugar can inhibit the cleavage and absorption of sucrose and
prevent the elevation of blood glucose. Thus arabinose can inhibit obesity and prevent or treat
diseases associated with hyperglycemia. Additionally, this sugar may be used as a carbon
source for the production of bio-fuels, such as bio-ethanol and bio-hydrogen by pentosefermented organisms and as a biorefinery for building blocks in the chemical industry.
This new enzymatic process allows the grafting of a C5 sugar (arabinose) from an
hemicellulosic biomass to a molecule with an alcoholic function, by a natural way and without
any solvent. The aim is to add new physico-chemical or biological properties. The grafting is fast
and can be done in soft conditions.
Market application:
•Fine chemistry (building blocks), C5 sugar chemistry
•Detergency
•Cosmetic, pharmaceutical and phytosanitary active ingredients
•Vectorization
The University Technology Transfer Office is looking for Technical cooperation agreement or
Research cooperation agreement with industrial partners.
Advantages and Innovations
•Economical: smart synthesis, simple and fast, soft conditions
•Ecological: biomass valorization, no chemicals, no solvants but water
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Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent applied for US and Europe
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
005002004
005009002
006002001
006007009

Organic Chemistry
Extraction
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Bioprocesses

Market
005004001
008001023

Food and feed ingredients
Other chemicals and materials (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
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Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial partner sought in the field of:
•Fine chemistry industrial companies (cosmetics, pharma)
•Industrial biotechnologies
•Plant-based chemistry
The industrial partner should define a 12 or 18 month nurturing program to be supported by the
University Technology Transfer Office (production of samples for biological activity tests, for
formulation tests …).

Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Laser-beam diagnostic complex for treatment of
oncologic diseases by methods of surgery and
photodynamic therapy as well as operative diagnostics
on a real-time basis
Summary
A Russian company operating in the field of laser medical equipment manufacturing has developed
a production technology for the laser medical-diagnostic complex with a feedback system intended
for the treatment of oncologic diseases and operative diagnostics on a real-time basis. Use of the
given complex will help to lower the excessive thermal action on healthy tissues. The company
searches for partners to transact commercial agreements with technical assistance and for technical
cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 February 2015
23 February 2015
23 February 2016
TORU20150218001

Details
Description
The photodynamic therapy based on laser technology gains widespread application for the
treatment of oncologic diseases. Photodynamic therapy is a method of treatment of the
oncologic diseases, some skin or infectious diseases based on application of light-sensitive
materials – photosensitizers (including dyes), and, as a rule, visible light of a certain
wavelength. When applying photodynamic therapy procedure based on laser technology, there
is always a hazard of the excessive thermal action on surrounding healthy tissues and
photosensitizer overtreatment. The innovative Russian company has developed a technology of
a laser complex manufacturing that can become a basis for creation of a medical-diagnostic
instrument base and development of the newest standards for treatment and diagnostics of the
oncologic diseases of various localizations by method of photodynamic therapy. The given
complex includes two sources of optical radiation, feedback system and special software for the
hardware control. Sources of the optical radiation are intended for the realization of the modern
methods of the oncologic diseases treatment - the selective laser hyperthermia and
photodynamic therapy. Innovative feedback system is implemented in the given complex, which
automatically sustains the power of optical radiation on an optimum level during surgical
interventions and sessions of photodynamic therapy with the treatment process control on a
real-time basis. Use of such instrument in private and state clinics working in the field of
oncology, oncodermatology and surgery will give an opportunity to avoid the excessive thermal
action on surrounding healthy tissues and photosensitizer overtreatment during photodynamic
therapy sessions. At present stage, almost all complex is made, except feedback system, which
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is going through registration process in Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation. By the
current moment, there are no analogues of a similar complex in the world market. Required
partners are the companies operating in the sphere of medical equipment manufacturing. The
organization offers the transaction of commercial agreements with technical assistance or the
acquisition of a technological know-how by a partner for the subsequent introduction of medical
technologies procedures to the world market.
Advantages and Innovations
Novelty of the offered technology lays in an essential difference from traditional procedures of
application of laser sources of radiation during photodynamic therapy and surgery:
1) The feedback system allowing real-time monitoring of the tumoral tissue volume and the
accumulation of a photosensitizer in it during sessions of photodynamic therapy. The software of
a laser complex has possibility to create a three-dimensional model of a photosensitizer
photoluminescence distribution and to control its real size, as well as the presence of other
lesions of the tumoral infiltration invisible during routine endoscopy, in case of a multicentric
growth form.
2) The medical-diagnostic complex simultaneously includes the following components:
- An optical emitter based on semiconductor nanoheterostructures (the semiconductor laser) for
the selective laser hyperthermia and surgical interventions.
- An optical emitter based on semiconductor nanoheterostructures (a semiconductor lightemitting diode matrix) for photodynamic therapy.
- Feedback system for the real-time control and maintenance of the optical radiance emitters’
parameters during sessions of the selective laser hyperthermia and photodynamic therapy.
3) The built-in monitoring system of temperature of an optical fiber working tip allows to avoid
overheat and necrosis of tissues surrounding a surgical field.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
At this stage, almost all modules of the complex are developed and presented except feedback
system, which is going through registration process in Ministry of Health of the Russian
Federation. Contracts with leading Russian pharmaceutical manufacturers are concluded on
delivery of photosensitizers based on the active chlorophyll extract.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001004
006001014
006001018

Cytology, Cancerology, Oncology
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Surgery

Market
001006004
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002007012
003005
005002002
005003004

Medical/health
Laser Related
Surgical instrumentation and equipment
Monitoring equipment

NACE
C.26.2.0

Manufacture of computers and peripheral equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2004
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
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Experience Comments
The company works closely with leading medical institutions and medical-technical centers of
the Russian Federation.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Russia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial or research organization
1) Participation in the development, testing device, and European certification.
2). Buying know-how for the implementation of the instrument in the Western market.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

High resolution Ion Mobility Spectrometer (IMS)
Summary
A Spanish company has developed a new concept of Ion Mobility Spectrometry (IMS), an emerging
technique in the field of analysis. This technology is based on space classification of ions (DMS Differential Mobility Analysis) with a high flow sheath gas that allows for higher sensitivity and
resolving power than traditional IMS (drift time). The company is looking for commercial agreement
with technical assistance and/or technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

24 October 2013
16 January 2015
16 January 2016
12 ES 28F9 3QTW

Details
Description
The high resolution Ion Mobility Spectrometer (IMS) is a new instrument for chemical sensing
based on ionizing the species to be detected, separating them at ambient pressure and
detecting them through the current that they release. This active separation of ions with a high
flow of air and a perpendicular electric field allows for higher resolving power than traditional
(drift time) IMS. The spectral signal is obtained by scanning the electric field and forcing all ions
to be detected sequentially. Measurement of ion mobility spectrum, gives a fingerprint of the
chemical nature of a mixture of vapors existing in the sample, which can be ambient air, liquids,
foodstuff, or biological material. Moreover, this technology includes multivariate analysis
software that allows for specific training and the generation of custom-made libraries for signal
recognition and quantification. Default library includes substance standards. In addition, several
non-radioactive ionization methods can be used depending on the chemical family of the
analysis and matrix: Photoionization (included), corona discharge, electrospray and also
radioactive ion sources (63Ni, 241Am).
Current and Potential Domain of Application: •Security: detection of dangerous substances
(toxic industrial compounds, aggressives, chemical agents)
•Environment: detection of volatile organic compounds, aerosol nucleation
•Food industry: quality control, anti-counterfeit
Advantages and Innovations
Main advantages and innovations related to this new concept of Ion Mobility Spectrometer are
the following:
•Increases resolving power and sensitivity, which allow for a better substance speciation and
quantification.
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•It is the only IMS instrument ready to be marketed based on space separation of ions.
•The core of the instrument is in fact a high flow DMA (Differential Mobility Analyzer) running at
very high Reynolds number allowing capacity to classify ions. This delivers a higher resolving
power (50 versus 25 of drift time IMS).
•The continuous ion beam allows for a higher sensitivity (around 10ppbv, depending on the
analysis), and the use of complex multivariate analysis algorithms instead of simple peak
position for enhanced substance identification and quantification.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
005006
008002001
009001
009001009
010002

Physics
Detection and Analysis methods
Measurement Tools
Sensor Technology related to measurements
Environment

Market
003007

Analytical and Scientific Instrumentation

NACE
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
The company is looking for a company with scientific instrumentation experience, research
centre or scientific government organization.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Preferably sectors related to research, environment, security and agro-food.
- Task to be performed:
Development of applications and technical assistance in order to integrate this technology in
specific local markets.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

SOS emergency response & tracking device for mobile
personal safety
Summary
Spanish company that focuses on mobile safety has designed and manufactured an innovative
personal emergency response and tracking device. It tracks the user at all times, and should the
user be experiencing an emergency situation, he or she can call for assistance and be located
quickly and efficiently. The company is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance
and/or technical cooperation agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 August 2013
16 January 2015
16 January 2016
TOES20130809001

Details
Description
This solution is a mobile personal emergency response device that allows for a fast positioning
of the user in case of emergency. Because of that, it is mainly aimed at seniors and children.
It works with a SIM card sending proactive alarms in different emergency situations when the
user is unable to do so, such as after a fall or accident.
It is specially designed for daily use and consists of a main unit that can be worn in the belt,
pocket or purse, and a stylish a discreet rubber wristband for easier access to its panic button.
Additionally, the user can also have more wristbands to synchronise with the main unit in
different colours to suit his or her preferences.
It can be used as a personal emergency response device, providing users with more freedom
and more independent lifestyle. Therefore it increases the user’s quality of life.
Solution main features are the following:
-SOS panic alarm button.
-Automatic fall detection: It detects any accidental fall or impact, and sends an alarm signal to
the control platform so urgent assistance can be arranged.
-Geofencing (safe zones): It has the option of defining a restrictive geographical area either fulltime or for different time periods. Each time the device enters or leaves this area, the system
sends an alert.
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-GPS positioning for outdoors.
-WIFI positioning for indoors.
-2-way voice communication (microphone and speaker). If an alert of any kind is received, a
communication window can be opened from the emergency response centre to communicate
directly with the user.
-GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) Quadband (850/900/1800/1900 MHz).
-Small size and lightweight.
-1.44” screen.
-Online user platform for tracking and device configuration: Users and their relatives or
caretakers can access to a password-protected platform that can also be used to configure and
personalise the device based on daily habits and preferences.

Advantages and Innovations
The proposed solution has three main advantages compared to other solutions currently in the
market:
-Design: The solution has been carefully conceived from a design point of view, to be stylish yet
discreet at all times. Users do not want to wear stigmatic solutions that make them look old,
weak or feeble. In fact the solution was awarded with two major international design awards.
-Technology: This solution is the first emergency response device equipped with WIFI
positioning for indoors use. GPS technology is rarely available inside buildings, shopping malls
or any other indoor environment. When GPS is not available, the solution scans the nearby
WIFI hot spots, triangulating their location along with cell tower location, thus providing the
immediate positioning in case of an emergency.
-Usability: Sometimes getting a device from the pocket or purse can become an impossible task
in case of medical emergency or when being attacked. In order to solve this problem, the
solution includes a fashionable and discreet silicone wristband with an easy-access SOS panic
button. The wristband is waterproof, so it can be worn in the shower or when practising sports.
Additionally, it works within a 30 meter range of the main unit.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
International PCT Patent applied.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
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Keywords
Technology
001003001
001005003

Applications for Health
Mobile Communications

Market
001006003

Other communications (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
J.61.9.0
Q.87.1.0
Q.87.3.0
Q.87.9.0

Other telecommunications activities
Residential nursing care activities
Residential care activities for the elderly and disabled
Other residential care activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
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Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Integrators and software development companies.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Pharmaceutical sector, telecommunications operators, M2M (Machine to Machine) integrators
and firmware architecture.
- Task to be performed:
To integrate this technology within the partner solutions portfolio, under commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
The company is also opened for technical cooperation agreements in case adaptation to
specific needs is required depending on the market.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for evaluation of movement disorders using
a smartphone
Summary
Spanish start-up has developed an innovative mobile application for evaluation and tracking of
movement disorders such as Parkinson, Hungtington or dystonia. It provides a tool, using a
Smartphone, that helps the patient and the physician to benchmark and track progress. The
company is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 October 2013
14 January 2015
14 January 2016
TOES20131022003

Details
Description
Nowadays, there are over 30 million people affected by diseases such as Parkinson,
Hungtington or dystonia in Europe and the U.S. This kind of diseases, produce movement
disorders, which are directly related to the advancement of the illness, and determine the proper
treatment dosage for the patients.
There is a clear relationship between the tremors of a patient and the disease status. A correct
evaluation of the patient movements help determine if treatment or medication dosages are
working properly.
Nevertheless, neurologists do not have a tool that allows them to know objectively if the patient
shakes more or less time than last time.
This technology provides a tremor measuring tool and monitors progress of patients and even
helps in early detection of certain disorders.
It works using image analysis techniques and the Smartphone camera or Smart TV to analyze
and quantify the movements of different body parts. It analyzes pictures apart in time by 100
milliseconds and measures the changes between them. If the patient has not moved, the two
pictures are identical and there is no difference. All the images of the video are processed in
order to obtain a final report.
Differences between frames are treated by different functions (non Zero or Peak Signal Noise
Ratio), and facial recognition techniques and 3D pose estimation of different parts of the body
are used.
Although video processing tries to correct some situations, it is recommended to performance
the recording in a controlled environment regarding camera movement, lighting conditions and
distance to the patient. Because of that, it is recommended to use any conventional smartphone
tripod.
Advantages and Innovations
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-Avoids travelling: Commuting for patients and their relatives is in many cases unnecessary and
uncomfortable.
-Instantaneous monitoring: Reducing the number of sessions can save valuable resources.
-Prevents problems: There is no instant way to quantify the state of the disorder and patients
must wait to the specialist in order to be evaluated. This solution allows sharing the results
instantly with the medical centre.
-Thanks to the fast and on-site evaluation, this technology can trigger alarms to avoid further
problems based on the disorders evaluation.
-Decrease anxiety: Patients don’t need to wait for an appointment or relocate in order to share
information with their doctors.
-Specialist time savings: The specialists can save time leaving repetitive tasks to nurses and
care assistants.
-It measures the effectiveness of treatments.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002012
001003001
006001007

Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Applications for Health
Diseases

Market
002007007
002007012
005001002
005003006

Applications software
Medical/health
Medical imaging
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
Q.86.2.2
Q.86.9.0
Q.87.2.0

Specialist medical practice activities
Other human health activities
Residential care activities for mental retardation, mental health and
substance abuse

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
ICT integrators
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- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Healthcare, health insurers and pharmaceutical.
- Task to be performed:
To integrate this technology within the partner solutions porfolio under commercial agreent with
technical assistance.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Medical tool for the evaluation of voice quality and
biometry
Summary
Spanish start-up has developed an innovative technology, which evaluates the quality and biometry
of voice. This software solution measures different parameters, associated to people's phonation,
which can be interpreted by doctors to diagnose diseases or evaluate if a treatment is working
properly .It specially addresses problems related to neurology diseases (such as Parkinson,
Alzheimer, etc.). The company is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

21 November 2013
19 January 2015
19 January 2016
TOES20131120001

Details
Description
The company core business is the development and implantation of software solutions using the
human voice for medical, biometrical, linguistic and remote-care applications.
The basic technology aims at the estimation of the voice biometrical signature. It can be
compared in semantic power with an electrocardiogram.
This software solution is based on a signal processing engine designed to analyze people’s
voice extracting the glottal source from voice and speech. The glottal source derives from the air
dynamics in the glottis, which is defined as the combination of the vocal folds (vocal cords) and
the space between them. The result of the analysis bears behavioural marks on the specific
phonation of a particular speaker.
Each speaker phonation is influenced by the physiological conditions of the larynx as well as by
the neuromotor structures which activate phonation muscles. Either physiological or
neurological conditions altering phonation will leave a mark in the biometrical signature. These
marks or correlates are estimated and used for detection, monitoring and classification.
The technology has been specially developed for neural pathology detection and monitoring.
Currently, different alterations in phonation are derived with tremor detection capabilities useful
in monitoring Parkinson’s disease progress, for instance. These parameters are indirectly
estimated from the viscolastic stress of the vocal folds, which are known to be directly related to
neuromuscular activity of the branches of the laryngeal nerve acting on the transversal and
oblique arytenoid and cricothyroid muscles (responsible for the vocal voice adduction and
abduction). Therefore, from assymetric and viscolastic stress, the neurological condition of the
patient affecting vocal fold tension may be inferred and monitored.
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It can be used for monitoring diseases such as Parkinson, Alzheimer and Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis. Also, psychological problems of the elder ones and those induced by drug abuse, can
be monitored by this tool.
Additionally, this solution can be used for other purposes such as:
•Detection of altered cognitive states of the mind: Similarly specific emotional states of the
individual may be detected from the stress and tremor correlates, and used in specific
applications for the detection of altered cognitive states of the mind. This can be used in
neuromarketing applications as well as in customer research management systems.
•Forensic services: Forensic experts can use it, in order to study if a given speech segment
authorship matches another, or to assess the veracity of a spoken message.
This technology consists in a software engine associated to a microphone.
Advantages and Innovations
-Innovative tool which complements actual techniques for monitoring of neurological diseases.
-High reliability: It is robust and difficult to forge.
-Non invasive: Patient monitoring is carried out through a non invasive procedure (just speaking
to a microphone).
-Wide range of uses: Even though, it has been designed for medical use, it has a wide range of
applications related to voice phonation (forensic services, detection of altered cognitive states of
the mind, etc.).
-Easy adaptation and deployment: the software engine can be easily customized to meet
specific needs and be adapted to different platforms.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted in Spain
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001003001
006001007

Computer Software
Applications for Health
Diseases

Market
002007012
Ref: TOES20131120001
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005001001
005001008

Diagnostic services
Diagnostic test products and equipment

NACE
Q.86.1.0

Hospital activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
ICT integrators
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Healthcare and health insurance companies, legal advice bureaus and customer research &
management companies.
- Task to be performed:
To integrate this technology within the partner solutions portfolio, under commercial agreement
with technical assistance.

Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Online portal for the life science community facilitating
the exchange of knowledge and the trade of research
tools and reagents - seeking reagent suppliers for
licensing agreements and universities for services
agreements
Summary
A UK research organisation has developed an online portal for the life science community for the
exchange of knowledge and the trade of tools and reagents such as antibodies, cell lines, plasmids,
peptides, small molecules etc. Reagents companies are sought for licensing opportunities for the
>1000 tools currently available through the portal. University technology transfer offices are sought
to virtually deposit and promote their own reagents and tools under service agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

13 February 2015
16 February 2015
16 February 2016
TOUK20150213001

Details
Description
An online portal has recently been established as a business unit of a major UK cancer
research organisation with a view to changing the way life science reagents are searched,
sourced and shared.
The portal provides a searchable database of currently more than 1000 research reagents and
tools including monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies, cell lines, mouse models, small
molecules, plasmids, peptides and Zebrafish. These tools and reagents are applicable of use in
a wide range of life science applications - including Western Blotting, immunohistochemistry ,
immunoprecipitation, immunofluorescence, ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) FACS
(Fluorescence-activated cell sorting), Radio Immuno Assays and Electron Microscopy.
Many of the tools at the portal have been developed by the UK cancer research organisation
itself, but the vision is to provide a web-based central repository resource that is available for
use across the life science community, globally:
• It enables researchers and technology transfer offices to virtually deposit their reagents. Each
reagent record can be linked to the originating inventor, enabling scientists and institutions to be
credited for their work.
• It will provide scientists looking for a specific reagent with a fully searchable database,
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extensive data sheets, peer reviews and options from where to source the reagent.
• It provides life science reagent companies with the opportunity to source new products to
augment their portfolios through a straight forward commercialisation process.
The portal will serve to broaden the range of tools available to scientists throughout Europe and
beyond, supporting the advance of research in the life sciences. By unifying the reagent
community, making tools more widely and easily available, it is hoped that life science research
can be accelerated.
Two different types of partnering arrangements are offered:
For universities, either 1) a simple free service whereby the university’s tools/reagents are
promoted through the portal and through which prospective customers can source the
tools/reagents via direct contact with the university, or 2) an added value partnering
arrangement whereby the UK organisation will maintain and store the tools/reagents, establish
license agreements with its network of life science reagent companies, and subsequently fulfil
any orders from customers on behalf of both the university and the reagent companies
concerned. As part of this latter arrangement the UK organisation would also handle any
technical support queries, removing that burden from the university and effectively serving as an
extension of the university’s technology transfer office.
For reagents companies the UK organisation will establish license agreements for the specific
tools and reagents and, as above, will fulfil customer orders and provide technical support.
Prospective partners (both reagents companies and university technology transfer offices) that
are interested in engaging with the portal will be introduced to the portal’s business
development team on responding to this offer.
Advantages and Innovations
The portal will enable technology transfer offices to increase the return on reagents originating
from their institutions, while reducing the time and resource required in commercialising lowvalue items such as antibodies. As a result, reagents that may otherwise not have been
commercialised will be made available to the wider scientific community and will reduce the risk
of valuable tools and reagents getting ‘lost’ in laboratories and not being made available to the
community at large.
The UK organisation can act on behalf of the originating technology transfer offices, arranging
licensing deals with life science reagents companies and also offers manufacturing, storage and
fulfilment facilities. It has existing relationships with more than 80 life science reagents
companies.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The portal was launched less than a year ago and to date five UK universities have signed up
for the service. Whilst the majority of the ~1000 research tools are derived from work funded by
a UK Cancer Research funding body, it is expected that with more academic institutes signing
up for the service the portal will become the go-to place for the licensing of research tools not
only in the area of cancer research but across a broad spectrum of scientific areas
IPR Status
Other
Comment Regarding IPR status
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No IPR. All materials including the portal itself are non-patented. One of the USPs of this portal
is the ability to link inventors (researchers) with their resulting reagents sold by life science
reagent providers.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001004
006001027
006002002
006002010
006002012

Cytology, Cancerology, Oncology
Stem cell Technologies
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Enzyme Technology
Protein Engineering

Market
004002
004005
004011
004012
004016

Monoclonal Antibodies and Hybridomas
Molecular design
Stem cells and biobanks
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Enzymology/Protein Engineering/Fermentation

NACE
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9

Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
University researchers and technology transfer offices with proprietary research tools are sought
that are interested in virtually depositing their research tools and reagents at the portal under
either a free of charge service agreement or under a negotiable partnership arrangement
whereby the UK organisation will provide ongoing added value services, storing, maintaining
and fulfilling customer orders for the university’s tools and reagents.
Life science reagent companies are sought that are interested in establishing commercial
licensing agreements for the tools and reagents that are ‘deposited’ at the portal.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Universal methodology for crop system classification
from multitemporal remote sensing imagery and census
parcels
Summary
A Spanish research group has patented an original procedure to classify crops from multitemporal
remote sensing images to be used in agricultural and forestry scenes. The procedure is governed by
software 2.0, which executes it semi-automatically. Before developing it the methodological
approaches for cropping systems classification from remote sensing images widely varied among
authors and geographic area. They are looking for companies interested in license agreements or
technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 March 2015
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
TOES20150302002

Details
Description
The Spanish Research Group works in precision agriculture and remote sensing (classification
of plant cover and weeds; management of high-spatial resolution multi-spectral remote images
in precision agriculture. They have developed an original procedure to classified crops from
multitemporal remote sensing images to be used in agricultural and forestry scenes.
For each geographical area the methodology consists of: 1) a definition of census parcels
through vector files in the images; 2) the extraction of spectral bands (SB) and key vegetation
index (VI) average values for each parcel and image; 3) the conformation of a matrix data (MD)
of the extracted information; 4) the classification of MD through decision trees (DT). The
procedure is also based on preliminary land-use ground-truth work in a reduced number of
parcels. Crop predictive models can be used to classify unidentified parcels land uses from the
same area where the images were taken to generate the model.
The procedure meets additional advantages as follows. First, the census parcel is the unit for
most administrative actions and provides record for each census parcel. Second,
administrations require a defined crop classification method, almost fully relying on remote
sensed images automatically or semi-automatically executed, consistently reducing the groundvisit work as much as possible. Third, the predictive models for each crop/cropping system are
likely to be used for the same area in subsequent years if the images were taken on about the
same dates. This use is based on the true assumption that in each geographical area, the
diversity of the crops and the crop calendar remain about the same throughout the years. The
phenology or crop growth stages will approximately coincide, as the images were taken at about
the same time in different years; therefore, the predictive models that were determined for one
year with similar timings could tentatively be used in subsequent years.
Ref: TOES20150302002
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They are looking for companies interested in license agreement, further development, testing of
new applications or adaptation to specific needs.
Advantages and Innovations
Cropping systems classification through conventional image processing is time consuming and
requires computer language skills. However, this novel system is semi-automatically executed
and faster.
The software 2.0 can be implemented for any agricultural region semi-automatically, in an
economically feasible manner.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Granted patent or patent application essential
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent applied for in Spain
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002021
001003007
007001007

Remote Control
GIS Geographical Information Systems
Precision agriculture

Market
009005

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Ref: TOES20150302002
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Companies and Research Centres
Specific area of activity: Remote sensing imagery, crop classification, precision agriculture
Task to be performed: Taking photograph spectral images of land and crops through satellite or
unmanned drone flights
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Gas-diesel dual fuel propulsion workboats
Summary
A small company from Southern Italy is designing and developing a prototype of a small/medium
workboat fed by natural gas and diesel. The benefits expected are: lower management costs (15%
saving);lower polluting issue; lower risks of water pollution in case of accident and suitable for
sheltered sea areas and inland waters. The company seeks partners who might be either interested
to develop this prototype or build and use the workboats and take part to EU tenders supporting
innovation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 November 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TOIT20141117001

Details
Description
The company is a small enterprise of the south of Italy, which produces work boats and
pleasure boats, with. The core strategy is based on the capacity to supply highly customized
solutions to its customers and it implies the manufacturing of low emissions vessels. The
company has already manufactured hybrid-electric workboat for a protected marine area in
Sardinia (Italy). An International experience is already present thanks to the award of two
International tenders, in France and Switzerland.
The company works with some Italian universities and with companies leader in the production
of naval engines and components.
Many maritime operators, especially in the segment of the big ferry-boats and cargos, are
replacing traditional vessels with natural gas-powered ships. The main maritime areas
concerned by this phenomenon are the seas of North Europe and North America, even due to
restrictive emissions regulations. The small workboats are excluded because the natural gas
propulsion has not been adapted to available space on board. The only technologic solution
offered for the small workboats, that allows to reduce the fuel cost and pollutant emissions is the
electric conversion. The important functional limits of the electric boats (e.g. reduced speed and
autonomy depending by the type ad number of batteries installed on board and at present very
heavy and expensive) as well as the high costs of the starting investments, are important
limiting factors to the diffusion of electric boats.
We are implementing a small Natural gas-diesel dual fuel propulsion workboat, to reduce the
cost of the fuel and the polluting emissions. The technical innovation is adapting the CNG
(compressed natural gas) propulsion system to the the restricted spaces available on board of
the workboats, without reducing the operational capacity of the boat. Dual fuel engines for
workboats are considered more reliable than those fed by natural gas only, because they can
grant more power and range even preserving most of the benefits given by gas.
The customers for the proposed solution are the workboat operators which have two needs:
reduce the costs related to the fuel consumption and/or operate in areas submitted to
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restrictions on the pollutant emissions.

Advantages and Innovations
The company is designing and developing the prototype of a small/medium workboat fed by
natural gas and diesel.
The innovative aspects of the technologic project are due to the boat dimension because all the
current testing on gas propulsion boats are concentrated on large boats which have different
problems compared to small workboats (mooring boats, pilot and fishing boats, Windfarm
support vessels, ferries, patrol boats).
The economic benefits of this project derive from the lower gas cost compared to the diesel. In
addition, natural gas is less polluting than diesel, and natural gas, being a gas, will be lost in the
air in case of accident with the breaking of the tank. For this reason, water pollution risk is lower
compared to a fuel propulsion boat.
We have estimated a saving on the fuel cost at least of 15% and a significant reduction of
pollutant emissions (-20% CO2; -60% Nox; -75% PM; -80% Sox).
This kind of vessel is particularly suitable within sheltered sea areas, lagoons, rivers and lakes.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The company is cooperating with RINA (Italian naval certification) and the Italian Coastguard in
order to check all the aspects concerning safety and the existing set of rules.
The boats’ single parts development is in advance, even thanks to the involvement for other
partners.
A system integration development has been started.
The company intends to make a first prototype of this workboat through the participation to
European tenders too.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Comment Regarding IPR status
The company has not Patents or Design Rights but the specific competence acquired after two
years of design allows the company to preserve the competitive advantage toward possible
competitors.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002009005

Shipbuilding

Market
009001005
009001007

Motor vehicles, transportation equipment and parts
Other transportation
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NACE
C.30.1.1

Building of ships and floating structures

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Maritime Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2008
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
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Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company seeks European partners interested to develop a prototype of a small workboat
fed by dual-fuel Diesel-CNG (compressed natural gas).
Partners should be builders or users of workboats and they will have to be interested in
investing in the development of the prototype.
We are also looking for technology or commercial partners for a proposal drawn on European
calls for funding for innovation.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative polystyrene panels and adapted fasteners for
thermal and acoustical insulation of new or renovated
buildings
Summary
A French company has developed and patented technical polystyrene panels and adapted
fasteners. These panels are ideal for thermal and acoustical insulation for new buildings as for
renovation as they don't create any thermal bridge. Thanks to the adapted fasteners, the panel can
be used anywhere in the building. The company is seeking licence agreements/ manufacturing
agreements with companies producing polystyrene materials that can manufacture the panels and
distribute the fasteners.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 March 2015
23 March 2015
22 March 2016
TOFR20150302001

Details
Description
The French company that specialises in the design of insulation products for the construction
field has patented a complete system for insulation for new or renovated buildings with :
- panels made of composite materials (expanded polystyrene plus a plasterboard). Specifically
designed to avoid the creation of thermal bridges, they are also easy to install by craftsmen or
other installors. Ready to use, each panel has a specific groove which corresponds perfectly
with the other successive panels. No drilling operation is requested on site : the electrical cables
or hydraulics ducts are already configured. That considerably reduces the time of installation
and the electricians or plombers work with pre-established ducts network.
- specific accessories (fasteners) allow the installation of the panels anywhere in the house or
the building : under or over the roof (sarking), walls, under ceiling or outer insulation.
The products are constantly improved. Recently the company has developed a new machine for
horizontal or vertical drill core. This machine can be integrated in the manufacturing line before
gluing the final finishing plasterboard. A dedicated saw has been designed too and allows every
kind of useful cutting operations on site.
The company is seeking licence agreements/manufacturing agreements with companies
already supplying polystyrene and is looking for distributors for the fasteners in different
European Countries. Cooperating with manufacturers having a good network of resellers could
be ideal.
Ref: TOFR20150302001
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The panels answer the requirements of the French standards (DTU 25-42).
Current and potential domain of application : Construction - Building industry - Housing
renovation - Energy efficiency.
Advantages and Innovations
- Innovative system associating an insulating material and a plasterboard to double walls with
pre-established cable ducts, without creating thermal bridges,
- easy assembly of the panels with the right alignment,
- panels can be either joined by sticking or mechanically fixed on the wall,
- adapted to new buildings and renovation,
- complementary machines easily integrable in the manufacturing line without any changes.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
The technology is covered by 2 French patents + European patents pending :
- one for the panel,
- the other for the fasteners.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006016
004006006
004008

Materials, components and systems for construction
Thermal insulation
Energy efficiency

Market
009007008

Manufacture of construction materials, components and systems

NACE
F.41.1.0

Development of building projects

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Sustainable Construction

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Italian
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of Partner sought : Industry
Specific area : Manufacturer of polystyrene panels
Task to be performed : to manufacture the panels under licence, to distribute or sell the panels /
the accessories
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Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

Web based home automation system
Summary
A small Croatian company with strong connection to Finland has developed prototype of
Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based on Internet of Thing premise which allows users to
communicate, monitor and interact with their home environment via mobile phones or web browsers.
The device can be easily plugged in existing home network. The company is looking for partners
interested in joint venture or acquisition agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 February 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOHR20140124001

Details
Description
A small Croatian company founded in 2008 has developed a prototype of the home automation
system primarily controlled via web. Proposed system is simple, powerful, intuitive and
constructed of known and standardized elements.
It is designed to be easily installed, used and even programmed by people without specialist
training that makes it very suitable to OEM manufacturers and hobbyist.
Key feature of the system is the possibility to control and see status of your home automation
system from any web enabled device, anywhere in the world (tablet, mobile phone as remote
controllers). The automation system supports various devices: light, heaters, fans, valves,
window and blind operators. The main advantage of the controller is its simple usage, relatively
small investment compared to other solutions in this area and control of power consumption.
Innovative approach provides usage of the existing home network. Home automation system
can be expanded with wireless switches, thermometers, light sensors and other necessary
devices.
Examples of the practical use:
- to open gate and garage and turn on the light with single click,
- to check status of the heating in summer cottage,
- to turn on sauna before arriving home,
- to water plants in the yard during holidays,
- to control lights in the house to simulate human presence during travel,
- to set the brightness and colour of lights (LED) or home theatre environment.
The company is looking for partners interested in joint venture or acquisition agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
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Innovations of the proposed system:
- System uses existing home network
- Autonomous work in programmed configuration. It does not need permanent connection to
mobile device. It can use normal electrical switches and dimmer in addition to remote control.
- Home metering and power consumption control
- System provides infrastructure for various applications.
Advantages of the proposed system:
- Relatively small investment compared to other solutions in this area
- Small dimensions and simple installations
- It’s easier to operate then old-style electrical installation
- Enables centralized control of lighting or HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning) over
network of small units
- Provides necessary infrastructure for energy efficiency applications
- Modularity and scalability enable users to gradually improve home automation capabilities and
services.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001002021
001002023

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Remote Control
Internet of Things

Market
003004003
008002001

Other electronics related equipment
Energy management

NACE
C.27.9.0

Manufacture of other electrical equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Ref: TOHR20140124001
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Croatian
Client Country
Croatia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Potential partners are active in self-operated home and building automation systems field (e.g.
home automation suppliers) and are interested to invest in new technology through joint venture
agreement. Also, partners interested in acquisition agreement are sought.
Type of Partnership Considered
Acquisition agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Flow profile with debossed boundaries
Summary
Research team from distinguished Slovak university offers an innovative technology for defining the
path of a liquid medium in porous material without disrupting thermal conductivity of the material.
The technology is applicable in large scale of heat exchangers using porous materials based on
foamed metals, e.g. in electrical engineering, metallurgy or chemical industry. Partners are sought
for financial agreement, manufacturing or license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 September 2014
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOSK20140924005

Details
Description
Porous materials are currently often used in gas-to-liquid heat exchangers in order to maximize
surface contact with the gaseous medium. Following conditions must be satisfied in order to
achieve the best possible distribution of liquid medium:
• Maximum contact with the surface of a porous material based on the foamed metal
• Minimal effect on the thermal conductivity allowing fluent heat transfer
These conditions are satisfied by presented technology, which defines the path of a liquid
medium by pressing inert putty into the porous structure of thermally conductive material based
on foamed metal. Flow profile with debossed boundaries of flow channels in a porous body with
heat exchange function consists of a plate made from metal foam with an open pore structure,
in which the flow channels are hydraulically defined by columns formed by inert putty debossed
in the pores. The putty can be applied either using an application gun or using a template.
Colum width depends on the size of the application hole through which the putty was applied
and on the resistance of the metal foam structure to permeation of the putty in its pores.
The invention finds application in wide range of heat exchangers using porous materials based
on foamed metals, ranging from micro applications in electrical engineering (e.g. cooling of
microprocessors) to large-scale applications in manufacturing plants (metallurgy, mechanical
engineering, chemical engineering and other). The technology enables creating multi-layered
battery heat exchangers and allows the flow of the liquid medium in the three dimensions of the
thermally conductive material. The application of the technology is simple and possible in
various ways depending on the parameters and serializability of the product. The flow profile
with debossed boundaries can also be used in solar thermal technology as the basic functional
unit of a directly insulated full flow absorber of a solar collector based on metal foam.
The university is looking for industrial partners to cooperate with via financial agreement,
manufacturing or licensing agreement. Specification of the cooperation offer:
• Financial agreement - university is looking for investors to the technology,
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• Manufacturing agreement - transfer of knowledge in new raw materials,
• Licence agreement - a transfer of rights concerning the technology.
Advantages and Innovations
The porous materials based on foamed metals with good thermal conductivity are being used in
heat exchangers for some time. However, applications require in most cases channels or tubes
for conducting the liquid medium, which are made of a different material and thus limit the heat
transfer between the fluid and the material. The presented solution utilizes the porosity of the
material and creates channels in thermally conductive material without restricting the fluid
contact with the material and without interrupting thermal conductivity, which significantly
increases the efficiency of the use of the material in heat exchangers. The columns representing
the boundaries of the flow channels can at the same time serve to seal the contact surfaces
between the metal foam plate and the partition plate. Another advantage is that the application
of columns is a simple process that can be carried out under standard operating conditions
without any requirements for special equipment. Also, the flow profile with debossed boundaries
can be routed through the metal foam plate in any direction, enabling any design of blinding,
crossing or discontinued path.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
International PCT application pending
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001006002
002007009
002007010
003004002
004002005

Electronic engineering
Materials Handling Technology (solids, fluids, gases)
Metals and Alloys
Anorganic Substances
Heat exchangers

Market
003001005
006005012
006009001
008002001

Microprocessors
Solar/thermal energy
Other energy production
Energy management

NACE
M.72.1.9

Ref: TOSK20140924005

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1952
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
University is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies. The university is
seeking industrial partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Financial agreement
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
• Manufacturing agreement, proposal of production process for specific applications
For additional details, please request contact.
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- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• heat exchangers, cooling and conditioning, electricity production, chemical industry, oil
refining, gas industry, waste treatment. For financial agreement there is no preference in area of
activity of the partner.
- Task to be performed:
• Financial agreement - investment agreement
• Licensing agreement - a transfer of rights in return for a fee of share of royalties
• Manufacturing agreement - Transfer of knowledge in new raw materials
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

Hydraulic drive for batching machines
Summary
Research team from a distinguished Slovak university has developed innovative hydraulic drive
suitable for batching machines used for ordering and moving cylindrical components such as
bearings. The proposed hydraulic drive ensures high stability of components during their ordering in
a horizontal trough and maximum required performance with minimum machine failures. The
university is seeking partners through licensing agreement or financial agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOSK20150105001

Details
Description
This newly designed solution applies hydraulic system, which is designed to drive a batching
machine, which organizes and moves cylindrical parts, particularly bearings, at larger batches to
other place of employment. Currently used batching machines are not able to provide sufficient
stability for bearings at their marshalling in a horizontal trough. Separate mechanisms are
usually used for transporting already arranged components, which requires a larger workplace.
Other mechanisms based on air operated cylinders delivered only low performance and low
reliability. These deficiencies were taken into account and resolved during the design of the
proposed mechanism. The hydraulic drive consists of two hydraulic cylinders instead of three as
commonly used in other devices, and three switchboards. High performance, efficiency and
stability are ensured even for components with higher mass and inertia. The offered technology
can be also applied to a machine, which organizes and moves components with other geometric
shape.
The hydraulic drive for batching machines of components can be applied to machines in various
industries such as engineering, food or chemical industry. Considering the current state of
technological solution in existing manufacturing processes, the technology is particularly
effective in the field of manufacturing cylindrical components such as bearings.
The university is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies via licensing
agreement or financial agreement. For further details please see the "Partner Sought" field.
Advantages and Innovations
• High performance, efficiency and reliability
• Use of two hydraulic cylinders instead of three as commonly used in other devices
• High stability of batching of components, which also ensures their correct ordering
• Can be used for higher weight components with greater inertia
• Application possibility for components with different geometric shape
Stage of Development
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Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent application in Slovakia pending
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002009
002003001
002006018
003002
003003

Machine Tools
Component integration
Construction methods and equipment
Process Plant Engineering
Apparatus Engineering

Market
008002003
008003001
009003001
009004001

Process control equipment and systems
Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)
Engineering services
Business products and supplies

NACE
M.72.1.9
P.85.4.2

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Distinguished university from Slovakia is interested in technology transfer with industrial
companies. The university is seeking partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
• Financial agreement
For additional details, please request the contact details.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• Manufacturing, mechanical engineering, process plants, food industry, chemical industry
- Task to be performed:
• Cooperation via licensing agreement or financial agreement. Licensing agreement - a transfer
of rights, in return for a fee or share of royalties.
Financial agreement - Company is looking for investors.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
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Technology Offer

New generation of deformation sensor
Summary
Established Slovak research institute has developed a new generation of magnetoelastic
deformation sensor based on advanced amorphous and nano (quasi) crystalline materials. The
sensor was successfully tested on various samples such as water dam, tunnel and gas pipeline with
excellent results. Application possibilities of the technology are in construction industry, traffic or soil
mechanics. Partners are sought through licensing agreement, financial agreement or technical
cooperation agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
14 January 2015
14 January 2016
TOSK20150108001

Details
Description
Brand new magnetoelastic deformation sensor was developed by established Slovak research
institute. The proposed technology is based on physical phenomena and uses of specific
material - multilayer strip/composite - prepared by rapid cooling of melt with specific
magnetoelastic properties. This material is able to combine monitored points and in conjunction
with electromagnetic coil enables sensing of their mutual position. Real conditions tests have
been performed on a water dam flooded with water (in Gabčíkovo), tunnel (in Višňové) and on a
gas pipeline placed 10 meters under the ground (in Posádka pri Hlohovci). The presented
technological principle is brand new and has many advantages over currently most used
deformation sensing techniques based on resistance, vibration, resonance, string and film
sensors. The originator has the capacity to produce and deliver functional application
technology fully deployable and usable in practice.
Specific technical characteristics:
• Range > 3000 ppm (0.3 %)
• Resolution better than 10 ppm (0.1 %)
• Non-linearity / temperature drift better than 1 %
• Dynamic up to 100 Hz
• Simple, cheap and reliable data collection
• Simple and quick installation
• Resistance against corrosion, humidity, mechanical and electromagnetic effects
The presented technology is used for sensing the relative positions of several points, planes
and layers, most notably as deformation sensors. The technology used in sensors is useful in a
number of areas including construction industry, traffic and traffic construction, geology and soil
mechanics and other fields (e.g. placement of buildings in terrain with unstable geological
features).
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Advantages and Innovations
• Significantly lower price compared to currently used sensor techniques
• Resistance against outside effects (corrosion, humidity, mechanical and electromagnetic
effects) in comparison with currently used sensor techniques
• Ability to customize the length of the ribbon within the monitored points
• Accuracy comparable to currently used sensor techniques
• Sensitivity, linearity, range of deformations
• Connectable to WIFI
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent in Slovakia granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002006016
002006017
002008006
009001009

Materials, components and systems for construction
Construction maintenance and monitoring methods & equipment
Traffic Engineering / Control Systems
Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
002004004
003007002
008002002
009001007
009007008

Other scanning related (including optical mark sensing and image
processing)
Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Other transportation
Manufacture of construction materials, components and systems

NACE
M.72.1.9
P.85.4.2

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Tertiary education

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1942
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
The research institute is expecially interested in technology transfer with industrial companies
(via license agreement). The institute is also seeking expecially industrial partners for
collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Financial agreement
• Technical cooperation agremeent
For additional details, please use the expression of interest form.
Specific area of activity of the partner:
• for License agreement - Construction, traffic engineering, geology, soil mechanics
• for Financial agreement - no preference
• for Technical cooperation agremeent - companies from the area of construction, traffic
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engineering, geology, soil mechanics
- Task to be performed:
Licensing agreement - a transfer of rights in return for a fee or share of royalties
Financial agreement - an investment agreement (institute is looking for investors/investments
Technical cooperation agremeent - Technical cooperation for adaptation to specific needs and
professional use of the technology
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Device determining somatic cell counts in milk universal instrument for measuring the viscosity of
liquids
Summary
Significant Slovak research institute engaged in the veterinary research has developed innovative
instrument determining somatic cell counts in milk on the basis of altered viscosity of milk. The
proposed device is highly versatile and is not only applicable in veterinary medicine but can also be
used for measuring the viscosity of other liquids in various fields of application. The Institute is
looking for partners interested in licensing agreement or financial agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
TOSK20150108002

Details
Description
This innovative analytical device was developed to determine the somatic cell counts in milk in
order to detect mastitis (inflammation of the mammary glands). Indicator of this inflammatory
process is the increased number of somatic cells in milk, which is used to infer the severity of
the mammary gland disease. The device detects the number of somatic cells in milk on the
basis of measuring the altered viscosity of milk. Precise amount of freshly collected milk (100
ml) is treated with the same amount of reagent and mixed gently. The viscosity of the mixture of
milk and reagent increases depending on the number of somatic cells in milk.
The measurement of the viscosity is based on a simple process, in which the mixture of milk
and reagent is poured into a funnel placed on the top of the device. The mixture subsequently
flows into a glass tube through which within 20 seconds a stainless ball (of precise diameter)
starts to drop towards the bottom. First sensor placed on the upper end of the tube detects the
crossing of the ball and the device starts timing. After passing the second sensor at the lower
end of the tube, the timing is stopped. Microprocessor converts measured time into somatic cell
count and displays the value on the display. The measured value can be stored in the memory
of the device under the number on the sample and then saved to the PC where the
measurement results are numerically and graphically evaluated. The proposed device is,
however, considerably more versatile and can be also used for measuring the viscosity of
various other liquids for any required purposes.
Advantages and Innovations
The new device has many advantages over existing products on the market measuring somatic
cell counts directly for breeding cattle. These products are usually based on a mechanical
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principle using litmus paper, cannot be connected to a computer and are less accurate.
Instruments connectable to a computer or smartphone are disproportionately more expensive or
technically challenging. At present, most of the samples are being sent for analysis to external
laboratories, where the results can last for several days. The proposed innovative device for
measuring somatic cell counts is very inexpensive, easily portable, reliable, trouble-free and
almost maintenance-free solution for precise analytical measurement and diagnosis, as well as
for undemanding measurement of viscosity for various purposes.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Slovak patent application pending.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001006
006001013
006001016
007001009
009001002

Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Medical Research
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Veterinary Medicine
Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods

Market
005001001
005001007
005003002
008002002
009005

Diagnostic services
Other
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
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Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1947
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
The research institute is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies. The
institute is looking for industrial partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization of the gastrointestinal veterinary cannula under license
agreement
• Financial agreement
For additional details, please use the expression of interest form.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• for Licence agreement: Veterinary medicine, pharmaceutical industry, chemical industry,
cosmetic industry, printing industry
• Financial agreement - no preference
- Task to be performed:
• Licensing agreement - technology transfer - a transfer of rights in return for a fee or share of
royalties
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• Financial agreement - an investment agreement. The institute is looking for investors for this
technology
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
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Technology Offer

Powerful composite sorbent for the removal of
contaminants from water
Summary
Established Slovak research institute has developed a highly effective composite sorbent for the
removal of contaminants from water. This includes heavy metals such as arsenic, antimony,
chromium, cadmium, lead and others. The composite sorbent can be also used in wastewater
treatment, including wastewater from chemical and electronic industry. Partners are sought through
licensing agreement, financial agreement or technical cooperation agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
12 January 2015
12 January 2016
TOSK20150108003

Details
Description
Contamination of water is a global problem. The presence of certain substances in water can
threaten the health of the population. Among the most frequently occurring contaminants in
water are heavy metals such as arsenic, antimony, cadmium, mercury, chromium ions, nickel,
lead and others, as well as waste products of various industrial production. The proposed
technology represents highly effective and inexpensive method of removal of such
contaminants. Residual concentrations of heavy metals achieved in laboratory tests comply with
the limits for drinking water. By utilizing cellulosic precursors, which are annually produced in
billions of tons by nature, the research institute has been able to significantly reduce the
production costs of the sorbent.
The developed composite sorbent is prepared by controlled carbonization of fibrous cellulose
raw materials and the resulting nanoporous carbon fibers are modified with hydrated iron oxides
entrapped in the pores and on the surface of the fibers. The original molecular structure of the
sorbent facilitates the achievement of a synergy effect of carbon and iron oxide, and provides
not only a high efficiency but also a high rate of contaminant capture. The physical structure of
the composite sorbent reduces the resistance to water flow, and its efficiency in removing
contaminants is in the area of practical applicability independent from water pH.
Main physical properties of nanoporous carbon fibers are:
• Length: 20 microns to several cm
• Diameter: 10 to 50 microns
• BET surface area: several m2/g to almost 2000 m2/g
The proposed sorbent can be used in the treatment of water for drinking purposes, as well as in
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the treatment of wastewater from chemical and electronic industry. An extensive use of the
composite sorbent is assumed in areas struggling with the contamination of drinking water, such
as several countries in Asia. These are often areas where the input material poses a waste and
by that an important ecological load on the environment.
Specifically, there is several application possibilities of the sorbent:
• Dosing into the water at a suitable place of the process line
Use in the flow regime, by dosing into the water at a suitable place of the process line in an
amount that depends on the quality of the raw water. Applied sorbent is removed after the
appropriate time in the contact with water.
• Filling for open/pressure filters using the flow mode
Use in the flow regime as a filling for open/pressure filters, operating at atmospheric pressure or
at low hydrostatic pressure.
• Dosing into the water in discontinuous mode
Use in a discontinuous mode, by dosing into the water in the reaction tank in an amount that
depends on the quality of the raw water. The treated water is after the appropriate time of
contact with the applied sorbent accumulated in collecting container of drinking water.
The institute is seeking industrial partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement (a transfer of rights, in return
for a fee or share of royalities),
• Technical cooperation for the development and professional use of the technology
• Financial agreement (looking for investors)
Advantages and Innovations
• Environmental protection - composite sorbent can be used for the removal of contaminants
from water
• High removal efficiency of heavy metals: arsenic 97.8%, antimony 97.6%, chromium 96.4%,
cadmium 88.9%, lead >98.9%
• Low price achieved by using input raw materials from plant wastes
• Up to 163% more effective than other commercial products, depending on the type of
contaminant
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent application in Slovakia pending
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
003004010
004006009
010002004
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010002005

Measurement and Detection of Pollution

Market
008002001
008004003

Energy management
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems

NACE
E.36.0.0
M.72.1.9
Q.86.9.0

Water collection, treatment and supply
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1942
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
The research institute is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies. The
institute is seeking industrial partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
• Technical cooperation for the development and professional use of the technology
• Financial agreement
For additional details, please use the expression of interest form.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
areas struggling with the contamination of drinking water, chemical and electronic industry. No
preference of area of activity of the partner for cooperation via financial agreement.
- Task to be performed:
• Licensing agreement - A transfer of rights, in return for a fee or share of royalities
• Financial agreement - institute is looking for investors for above mentioned technology
• Technical cooperation agreement - joint further development of the technology
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Autonomous stereoscopic camera system
Summary
Research team from a distinguished Slovak university has developed unique new stereoscopic
camera system enabling professional 3D recordings. The proposed technology offers innovative
method of determining the convergence point and the size of the stereoscopic base of the system,
as well as the virtual connection of the control module. The university is seeking partners through
financial agreement or licensing agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
13 January 2015
13 January 2016
TOSK20150108004

Details
Description
Shooting and transmitting images in Stereoscopic 3D is an attempt to replicate what we see
with our own two eyes. Generally, there are two approaches for producing stereoscopic
recordings: using one or two cameras. Stereoscopic recordings produced by one camera are
widely popular, but offer only limited results and no variability in positioning of the lenses. These
deficiencies can be solved using two cameras, however, this approach is very demanding on
the technical skill of the user.
The disadvantages in both approaches evoked the need to design a method for transformation
of the parameters of the reproduced picture into the settings of an autonomous stereoscopic
camera system in the variant of converging camera axes.
As a result of this effort, the research team from Slovak university has been able to develop a
method for determining the distance of the convergence point (where the object appears in
relation to the screen) and the size of the stereoscopic base of the system (distance between
the centers of two camera lenses), as well as the virtual connection of the control module. The
technical solution is based on the construction and adjustment of two independent cameras for
producing stereoscopic video recordings, which can be used for common home use, as well as
in the professional sphere of 3D recording.
The simplicity of the operation and the quality and complexity of the produced recordings
predetermine the device for common home use, as well as for professional sphere of 3D
recording. There is also a substantial interest in the presented utility model for the use as a
monitoring system for manufacturing processes, where its application can be truly extensive.
The university is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies via license
agreement or financial agreement. Please see the "Type and Role of Partner Sough" field for
further details.
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Advantages and Innovations
The low price of technology and quality workmanship allowing easy handling and control
complexity are the main competitive advantages of the presented invention. Another significant
benefit of the proposed stereoscopic system is that in addition to the technical advantages, it
also takes into account the abilities of the human eye, to which it is adapted. Careful adjustment
of cameras, angles and other parameters allows adapting to the lens of the human eye and to
the limitations of perception. Technical contribution of presented solution is the possibility of free
adjustment of the cameras.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Utility model application in Slovakia pending.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001004006
002003004
009001009
009004
011003

Visualisation, Virtual Reality
Process automation
Sensor Technology related to measurements
Recording Devices
Information and media, society

Market
002004004
007001001
008002002
008002003

Other scanning related (including optical mark sensing and image
processing)
Movies, movie products and theatre operations
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Process control equipment and systems

NACE
J.59.1.4
M.72.1.9

Motion picture projection activities
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Distinguished university from Slovakia is interested in technology transfer with industrial
companies. The university is seeking partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
• Financial agreement
For additional details, please use the expresion of interest form.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• Manufacturing, monitoring, 3D recording, 3D scanning, 3D printing
- Task to be performed:
• Licensing agreement - a transfer of rights, in return for a fee or share of royalities
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• Financial agreement - an investment agreement. The university is looking for investors for this
technology.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
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Technology Offer

Compact closed loop evaporator for effective heat
transfer
Summary
Research team from a distinguished Slovak university has developed unique concept of compact
closed loop evaporator for the extraction of heat from various sources, which are in close contact
through heat pipes and heat exchanger. The proposed technology is applicable for cooling systems
in the field of electronics, metallurgy, ceramics or in data centers. The university is seeking partners
through licensing agreement or financial agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 January 2015
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
TOSK20150108005

Details
Description
The proposed technology utilizes from its innovative design and production method to achieve
higher efficiency, reliability and durability. Construction solution of the compact closed loop
evaporator is based on a metal monoblock with the vertically oriented opening. Water or liquid
hydrocarbons (e.g. ethanol) can be used as a cooling medium. The system is working without a
pump, cooling medium flow is ensured by the thermosiphon effect. This unique concept uses
heat pipes and heat exchanger in close contact with the heat source, enabling efficient and
reliable heat diversion.
With the increased power of chips being used in computing, there is a need for a more effective
method of heat diversion from the active unit. PCs today are using simple fin refrigeration with
active air fan cooling. The main weakness of these systems is the need for active cooling or the
dependence on the power source. Any possible fan failure leads to overheating of the processor
and eventually to its permanent damage. Cooling based on the principle of closed loop
evaporator is completely independent of external power source. This advantage is also
significant for cooling systems in high-performance electrical engineering and computing.
Additionally, there is a possibility to electrically isolate the evaporator from the capacitor, making
the manipulation in this field possible without the danger of high voltage. Cooling systems in
metallurgy and ceramics industry are focused on heat diversion through contact systems, which
also includes the proposed technology. The main advantages in this application present
comparable capacities of heat transfer at significant savings in operation and reliability of the
system. Many competitive advantages are also presented for application as cooling system for
data centers.
The university is looking for industrial partners to cooperate via licensing agreement or financial
agreement.
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Current and Potential Domain of Application:
• Computer cooling systems
With the increased power of chips being used in computing, there is a need for a more effective
method of heat diversion from the active unit. PCs today are using simple fin refrigeration with
active air fan cooling. The main weakness of these systems is the need for active cooling or the
dependence on the power source. Any possible fan failure leads to overheating of the processor
and eventually to its permanent damage. Cooling based on the principle of closed loop
evaporator is completely independent of external power source.
• Cooling systems in high-performance electrical engineering and computing
In addition to the significant advantage of the independency on external power source, there is a
possibility to electrically isolate the evaporator from the capacitor, making the manipulation in
high-performance electrical engineering possible without the danger of high voltage.
• Cooling devices and systems in metallurgy and ceramics industry
Cooling systems in metallurgy and ceramics industry are focused on heat diversion through
contact systems, which also includes the proposed technology. The main advantages in this
application present comparable capacities of heat transfer at significant savings in operation
and reliability of the system.
• Cooling systems for data centers
This is a rapidly growing field and the primary requirement is to ensure the safety and
availability of stored data. With the increasing performance requirements of data centers
increases also the required cooling capacity. Most of the data centers are using the method of
cooling the air, which is later used for cooling the hardware itself. Independency of the compact
closed loop evaporator system on external power source and subsequent reliability and easy
maintenance is a significant competitive advantage in this field, which takes reliability as its
primary objective.
Advantages and Innovations
• High efficiency, reliability and durability
• Customizable solution eliminating the risk of leaks
• Completely separated processes of heat transfer enhancing operational safety
• High resistance and easy maintenance
• Independency on external power sources
• Simple and inexpensive production ensuring a quick return on investment
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent application in Slovakia pending.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002009
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004002005
004002014
004006009

Heat exchangers
Heat pump
Process optimisation, waste heat utilisation

Market
002006006
003004003
008002001
008002003
008003007

Databases and on-line information services
Other electronics related equipment
Energy management
Process control equipment and systems
Other industrial equipment and machinery

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
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English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Distinguished university from Slovakia is interested in technology transfer with industrial
companies. The univeristy is seeking partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
• Financial agreement
For additional details, please request the contact.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Cooling systems for computers, high-performance electrical engineering and computing,
metallurgy, ceramics industry, data center cooling systems
- Task to be performed:
• Licensing agreement - a transfer of rights in return for fee or share of royalties
• Financial agreement - an investment agreement.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
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Technology Offer

Laboratory heat press
Summary
Laboratory heat press is a unique device developed by established Slovak research institute. The
device enables preparation of dense ceramic and other materials by sintering of powders.
Manufacturing process is rapid, economical, highly efficient and suitable even for smaller
laboratories. Energy savings up to 77% per sample are guaranteed. Partners are sought for
acquisition and/or licensing agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 January 2015
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOSK20150109001

Details
Description
Unique new device for energy efficient but highly effective manufacture of dense ceramic and
other materials is introduced. Preparation of materials is based on a process of sintering of
powders simultaneously exposed to high temperatures (up to 2100 °C) and axial pressure (up to
40 MPa) in an inert atmosphere or in vacuum. The design of the furnace even allows achieving
a slight overpressure of inert gas (nitrogen, argon). Construction of the proposed heat press
ensures very fast heating rate with sufficiently long period of homogeneous temperature and
highly accurate measurement of the real temperature of the sample.
Previously known processes of preparation of dense ceramic (and other) materials for the
purposes of research and development were based on energetically demanding devices and a
time consuming sintering process. This way, the price of the prepared sample was several times
higher than samples prepared by above mentioned Laboratory heat press. The size of the
resulting samples is sufficient for full characterization of prepared material in terms of functional
properties, as well as the chemical and phase composition. Laboratory heat press is developed
by internationally renowned research team and was awarded with bronze medal at the 2012
international invention show.
Technical properties:
• Max. operating temperature: 2100 °C
• Max. heating rate: 100 °C/min up to 1400 °C
50 °C/min up to 2100 °C
• Max. sample diameter: 20 mm
• Max. height of sample: 10 mm
• Max. load: 40 MPa
• Atmosphere: vacuum, Ar, N2
The laboratory heat press opens up new markets, as this type of technology has been in the
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past for its financial, spatial and material demands mainly used by large companies. The device
enables economical, rapid and highly efficient creation of samples for material testing suitable
even in conditions of smaller laboratories. Properties of the heat press suggest the possibility of
low- and high-temperature applications in:
• Engineering
• Metallurgy and foundry
• Automotive industry
• Power engineering
• Chemistry
• Robotics
• Medicine
• Aeronautics
Inventors are looking for dealers/distributors to sell technology to the end users or an
opportunity for licence agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
• Energy savings of up to 77 % in comparison to other currently used devices
• Rapid heating rate and sufficiently long zone of homogeneous temperature
• Precise measurement of the real sample temperature
• Economical, rapid and highly efficient preparation of samples for further testing
• Significant cost saving in comparison to other currently used devices
• Spatially undemanding, suitable even for smaller laboratories
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
International PCT patent published in 2013.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002005
002002006
002002010
002007003
009001002

Forming (rolling, forging, pressing, drawing)
Hardening, heat treatment
Machining (turning, drilling, moulding, milling, planning, cutting)
Ceramic Materials and Powders
Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods

Market
003007002
008001013
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008002001
008002002
008003001

Energy management
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1942
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovak
Client Country
Slovakia
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Research institute is interested in technology transfer with industrial companies. The institute is
seeking industrial partners for collaboration on any of the following levels:
• Distribution and selling of the laboratory heat press to end users
• Manufacturing and commercialization under license agreement
For additional details, please request the contact.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
• Engineering, metallurgy and foundry, automotive industry, power engineering, chemistry,
robotics, medicine, aeronautics
- Task to be performed:
• License agreement - a transfer of rights in return for a fee or share of royalties,
• Distribution, selling to end users.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Device for pulling on socks
Summary
A Croatian inventor has made an innovative mechanical device for the easier pulling on of socks. It
is intended for people with difficulties in bending due to various causes. The innovator is currently
looking for partners and investors who might be interested in further development and the product
launch through a financial agreement or licensing.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

14 January 2015
10 February 2015
10 February 2016
TOHR20150114001

Details
Description
Croatian inventor made a innovative device for easier pulling on or removing socks. It is
intended for people with difficulties in bending due to various causes (back (spine) problems,
obesity, pregnant women, elderly and disabled persons etc.).
The invention includes two parts: the handle (which can be made of metal, plastic, wood or any
other suitable material), and semi-circular formation on the other part of the device. The
invention offers simpler and more effective technical solution compared to existing devices on
the market.
The innovator is currently looking for partners and investors who might be interested in further
development and the product launch trough financial agreement or licensing.
Advantages and Innovations
The innovative device offers simpler and more effective technical solution compared to existing
solutions on the market. With use of single arm, in just a few seconds one can pull on socks on.
The solution has ability to be adjusted to the anthropological characteristics of the person.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Functional prototype is already tested, and technology is patent pending.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
Ref: TOHR20150114001
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Keywords
Technology
011010

Creative products

Market
007004001
007004002

Clothing, shoes and accessories (including jewellery)
Health and beauty aids

NACE
Q.86.9.0

Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
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English
Croatian
Client Country
Croatia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The inovator is currently looking for partners and investors who might be interested in further
development and the product launch trough financial agreement or licensing.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
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Technology Offer

Investigations of physico-chemical properties in solid
compounds
Summary
A German spin-off active in organic solid-state chemistry provides extensive know-how in crosslinked analytical methods for active pharmaceutical ingredients, pigments, polymers and metalorganic compounds as well as for fine chemicals. They offer unique combined screening techniques
for crystallization of cocrystals, polymorphs or salts from pharmaceutical ingredients or amorphous
materials. Industrial partners are sought for technological cooperations and common research
projects.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 March 2015
22 March 2015
21 March 2016
TODE20150209002

Details
Description
Technological properties like shelf-life, compacting, hygroscopicity, electrostatic charging,
solubility and many more can be improved by a deeper knowledge of solid-state chemistry and
crystallography of products.
A German university spin-off offers special expertise in screening techniques for crystallization
of cocrystals, polymorphs or salts from active pharmaceutical ingredients and/or amorphous
materials
In collaboration with experts in trace and micro analyses the company can accurately identify
and, even more important, quantify the active ingredients and excipients in drug products. The
solid-state form is likewise important to precisely describe the complex mixtures under
investigation using the company's own reference data, comparing them with a vast number of
polymorphs and pseudopolymorphs.
Particle identification is crucial for many applications, particle size measured by scattering
methods, membrane (core pore) filtration and imaging by macro- and micrographs, and several
spectroscopic methods are able to evaluate fundamental information in research, development
and manufacturing.
There exists an unbelievable complexity in solid-chem variation of one chemical compound
resulting in various entities: polymorphs, salts, cocrystals, solvates, hydrates, solid solutions and
mixed crystals up to a variety in the state of amorphous materials. They can be produced,
modified, identified and distinguished which is necessary for any application. The approach to
the new entities can be realized by rational design, (micro) screening, in silico-screening
(computational predictions) and intermediates thereof.
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The German University spin-off has special know-how and expertise, among others in European
projects.
They are looking for partners from the field of pharma, food and chemical industry who require
discovery-to-development transition of research projects. Industrial partners are sought for
technological cooperations and common research projects.
Advantages and Innovations
Main advantage is the possible combination of different measurement technologies:
• Modern powder diffractometer for Bragg-Brentano (multi-sample changer) and transmission
geometry (capillary and foil)
• FT-IR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) with transmission and diffuse reflectance
sampling technique
• FT-NIR (Fourier transform near infrared spectroscopy) with transmission and diffuse
reflectance sampling technique
• Raman station (especially for sampling tablets, crèmes, ointments and for measuring small
samples in capillaries as well as for well plates for high throughput screening)
• DSC (differential scanning calorimetry) with cooling device down to -80 °C
• TGA (thermal gravimetric analysis) with automatic sample changer
• Glove box for work in defined atmosphere and flushing stream
• Karl-Fischer water determination (heated sample preparation by means of Karl-Fischer oven
method)
• Optical microscopy, polarization microscopy (e.g. for determination of crystal habitués and
size)
• Thermo microscope with Kofler and Linkam heating and cooling device
• Kofler heating bench (e.g. melt film preparation)
• Particle size determination (liquid and air dispersion)
• Impedance spectroscopy (testing stability of emulsions, suspensions and "nano-solutions")
• Solubility kinetics (Detection by conductivity or UV Spectroscopy)
• controlled humidity and temperature in chambers (electronic logging)
• Molecular modeling of the solid state (e.g. calculation of lattice energies)
• Modern laboratory equipment for crystallization, polymorph- and salt screening for rational
design as well as high throughput
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
003004002
003004007
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005002001
005002003
006002001

Analytical Chemistry
Inorganic Chemistry
Biochemistry / Biophysics

Market
004008
005003002
008001017
008001019
008001023

Biochemistry / Biophysics
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals
Industrial chemicals
Speciality/performance chemicals
Other chemicals and materials (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.20.1.3
C.21.1.0
C.21.2.0
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9

Manufacture of other inorganic basic chemicals
Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products
Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations
Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2009
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The German company is looking for partners from the field of pharma, food and chemical
industry who require discovery-to-development transition of research projects. Industrial
partners are sought for technological cooperations and common research projects. They offer
capacities for technological development in order to take part in European projects.
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

New polymer matrix for hydrogen storage applications
Summary
An Italian research institute, has developed new polymeric materials to be used as a matrix to
support transition metal oxides (Mn, Fe, etc.) for hydrogen storage applications with the capacity to
store hydrogen in non-drastic conditions of temperature and pressure. The institute seeks partners to
develop tank prototypes (testing of new applications) and/or to improve the study on this or other
classes of materials for hydrogen applications (transfer of knowledge in new raw materials).
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 January 2015
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TOIT20131007001

Details
Description
In general, the polymers have no chemical-physical capacity to bind hydrogen in such large
quantities, while the metal oxides show, especially through the crystal structures, sites that are
potentially able to trap hydrogen molecules'.
The absorption cycles in drastic conditions is a critical aspect in the materials for hydrogen
storage, subject to a strong mechanical stress and a collapse of the structures occurs. This
phenomenon could be overcome using functionalized polymers, that act as a matrix for
supporting the materials (oxides) having chemical-physical characteristics suitable for the
hydrogen storage. The functionalized polymer chosen is the class of polyaromatics
(sulphonated polyetheretherketone) to be used as a matrix on which to support and/or anchor
oxides of transition metals such as Mn, Fe, etc.. having crystallographic structures suitable to
the hydrogen storage.
Preliminary hydrogen sorption/desorption tests in cryogenic conditions (77 K) reveals the
possibility to store hydrogen up to a 1.2%wt. An initial study has recently been carried out on the
sorption of hydrogen by the synthesized material through gravimetric measurements with a
magnetic suspension balance which has provided encouraging results (0.2 wt% at 50°C and
60bar) supporting the hypothesis regarding this polymeric material's capacity for hydrogen
sorption. Volumetric measurements were used to investigate the influence of different oxide
percentages in non-drastic conditions (T=110°C e P=60bar) reaching a value of about 1%wt
constant over time.
The developed material will be used for the achievement of a reservoir for the hydrogen storage
to be used in a power generator based on polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell technology.
Advantages and Innovations
Among all the materials studied in the literature, particular importance is given to the class of
metal hydrides, which have a considerable capacity for hydrogen storage, about 7% wt. Such
materials, on the contrary, show several weaknesses such as: high production cost, difficulty of
handling characteristics because of their high reactivity, high weight, need for activation through
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several charge/discharge cycles, reversibility is limited during the adsorption/desorption phases.
Among all the possible choice to using the metal hydride, polymeric materials as well as the
metal oxides are very importance in this field.
The prepared materials proposed will have a low cost polymeric materials with an easy
preparation containing manganese oxides having sorption capacity at about 1.2%wt,
comparable to more commonly used materials, mechanical stability and a consequent sorption
reversibility and, moreover, a high degradation resistance due to the polymeric thermo stable
matrix used as a support.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
Comments Regarding Stage of Development

IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002007005
002007010
002007014
004001006

Composite materials
Metals and Alloys
Plastics, Polymers
Transport and storage of hydrogen

Market
006009
008001016

Other Energy
Commodity chemicals and polymers

NACE
C.32.9.9

Other manufacturing n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Nano- and Microtechnologies

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1980
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Research organization, academy and Industries to commercialize the
synthetized materials.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Transport and storage of hydrogen; Industrial
manufacturing, material and transport technologies;
- Task to be performed: Development of new materials, for hydrogen storage applications,
based on manganese oxide anchored to the polymeric matrix able to store over 2wt% of
hydrogen in no-drastic conditions of temperature and pressure. The best material will be used
as absorbent bed for hydrogen in prototipe tank.
- Size (if relevant)
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Behaviour robot for the treatment of autism disorders
Summary
An Italian start-up has developed an innovative software solution for "behaviour" humanoid robots,
aimed at linking the market needs with social, personal and eHealth robotics. Technical cooperation
partnership with companies and/or eHealth research centres are sought for developing new
solutions for the treatment of diseases, in particular the autism syndrome.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 January 2015
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TOIT20131007002

Details
Description
An Italian start-up developed a software application for the treatment of autism. The solution
consists of a platform able to improve the social interactions and cognitive skills of children, with
particular reference to those suffering from the autistic syndrome with verbal ability, but also
non-verbal social interactive approach with learning difficulties, through the use of new
technologies. A Tablet, equipped with multi-touch screen (Apple iPad), and an anthropomorphic
humanoid robot have been developed and implemented.
The new "edutaining robotics" solution is going to innovate the approach to the treatment of
autism in specialized schools, health care institutions, and at home.
Worldwide, the estimated number of people with autism exceeds 60 million (equal to the entire
Italian population). If one considers also family members, teachers and therapists, the number
of people involved exceeds 100 million. In Italy, recent studies estimate around 500,000 people
with autism spectrum disorders. On a European scale the number grows up to 5 million people.
This solution realizes a system of edutainment-oriented education of the child on the
correctness of social interactions. It allows the child to understand the mechanics of the
interaction as well as the therapist to supervise.
Advantages and Innovations
This technology is capable to satisfy the following objectives:
- Developing learning skills
- Increasing awareness of own body
- Understanding execution of instructions
- Improving identification, categorization and conceptualization of the objects
- Improving recognition of Emotions
- Allowing synchronization with third elements
- Learning imitation and respect of turn
- Learning collaboration in achieving a goal
- Developing discussion verbal base
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- Increasing attention and concentration
- Profiling the Child:
* full Personal data of disability, attitudes and educational objectives.
* personal data of family members and the therapist associate
* definition of therapy and choice of its robot app playlist
- Favouring interaction with third parties via pictograms iconographic (PECS):
* direct interaction towards the NAO to run App educational and interactive parallel between
robot and tablet
* audit and cognitive correctness of the compositions
- Recording history of the training sessions and interaction with the tablet and the Robot:
* charts pace of progress with respect to the learning objectives set
* share the results with the Family and with the scientific community
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001002003
001002006
001002012

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Computer Software
Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition

Market
002007007
002007016
008002004

Applications software
Artificial intelligence related software
Robotics

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Nano- and Microtechnologies

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Health Institutions, Enterprise, Technology Transfer Organization,
Research Centres
- Specific area of activity of the partner: eHealth, robotic, ICT
- Task to be performed: developing new robotic solution for eHealth sectors in the fields of
treatment of autism, education in specialized schools, health care institutions, and at home.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Ref: TOIT20131007002
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Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel micron-sized carbon filler to improve material
performance for lightweight applications
Summary
A Dutch university spin-off company develops and manufacturers a new material consisting of pure
carbon that forms micron-sized three dimensional networks. These provide an optimum structure for
enhancing the transfer of electrons, heat or mechanical forces. Added in low amounts, the
performance of elastomers, thermoplastics and thermosets can be significantly improved. The
company is seeking partners in various high-end industrial sectors for commercial agreements with
technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 March 2015
06 March 2015
05 March 2016
TONL20150211001

Details
Description
A Dutch university spin off company is specialized in nano-technology and developed a new
material made of pure carbon. It consists of micron-sized structures – the thickness of a human
hair – that form a three dimensional network of highly ordered carbon atoms. The ordered
carbon atoms are densely packed into a chemically linked network. This crystalline network
provides an optimum structure for transfer of electrons, heat or mechanical forces. Hence, the
carbon networks can be added as a filler in low amounts to significantly improve the
performance of elastomers, thermoplastics and thermosets in a wide range of applications, like
lightweight reinforced plastics and antistatic packaging materials. As an example, carbon
networks provide similar tensile strength and moduli in comparison to glass fibres in a nylon
matrix. However, due to the almost 10 times lower density (0.2 g/cc versus 2.5 g/cc) it is
possible to create much lighter products of similar mechanical strength. In some cases, carbon
network reinforced materials can even be used to replace metallic components, reducing fuel
consumption and decreasing CO2 emissions in aviation, automotive and marine applications.
The Dutch company is seeking partners in various high-end industrial sectors, like e.g. the
automotive sector, producers of sport appliances, for commercial agreements with technical
assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
The low density of carbon networks results in lightweight products, saving on fuel, reducing CO2
emissions and material costs. Next to that, carbon networks are fully recyclable unlike fibre
reinforcements. Furthermore, the material can be processed and recycled with standard
equipment and most important, is not associated with potential hazards linked to particle size or
shape such as asbestos or nanoparticles.
Ref: TONL20150211001
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Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002007005
002007015
002007028

Composite materials
Properties of Materials, Corrosion/Degradation
Nanomaterials

Market
008001001
008001002
008001004
008001005
008001006

Plastic fabricators
Homogeneous injections/extrusions
Fibre-reinforced (plastic) composites
Other fabricated plastics
Processes for working with plastics

NACE
C.20.5.9

Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
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Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The Dutch company is seeking partners in various high-end industrial sectors, like e.g. the
automotive sector, producers of sport appliances, for commercial agreements with technical
assistance.

Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative testing approach leading to the certified
validation of automotive embedded systems
Summary
A German company offers a patented technology for certified validation in the area of automotive
embedded systems monitoring the functionality of single components and integrated systems. At the
end of the development cycle, the actual functionality of the system is evaluated and internally
documented, incl. protection against misuse, plagiarism and liability issues. The whole value chain is
on focus, ensuring binding quality of products. They search licence/commercial and technical
cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 December 2014
26 January 2015
26 January 2016
TODE20141212005

Details
Description
Based on the principle of its ‘function-oriented’ system development process the Certified
Validation (CV) is a technology that implements a new approach of the overall system
validation, leading in the calibrated and inherent release of every single system. In the past
single system components were checked, their subset of systems was separately observed but
this resulted not in a secure validation process of the whole system. Today random samples are
done at the state of integrated systems but these samples still do not give the guaranty that the
whole subsets of systems do work without failure as well. Also the interconnectedness of
embedded systems is not validated. The increasing recall campaigns of the automotive industry
show this lack of reliability.
The new patented approach replaces the samples’ approach in an effective and efficient way:
The not always satisfying status quo of 'statistical validation approach' is replaced by a certified
validation. This validation system guarantees the functionality of single components as well as
the subset of systems and the interconnectedness of all components. So failures in single
components and integrated systems can be allocated and removed. This gives the guarantee of
avoiding manipulated components (e.g. plagiarism), safety in quality check (unforgeable system
documentation of the validation check), product liability and generally helps to save system
validation costs at the end of the development cycle. It enables to identify the secure running of
process lines of the whole value chain in order to ensure the liable functionality of the end
product.
The technology of certified validation has been applied successfully for several years by a
leading truck manufacturer.
It provides significant and sustainable benefit for all the partners in the whole product life cycle
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chain – mainly the manufacturers and their internal and external supply chain, the end users
and also the legislator, who can herewith better track the compliance of regulatory applied on
relevant vehicle systems.
The company is looking for SMEs and large industries for licensing and commercial agreements
with technical assistance. The German company will provide the software, support the
identification of the critical testing points and takes care of the validation of the certified systems.
Moreover they are interested in academic and research partners for technical co-operations and
joint further development and adaptation to specific sectors.
Advantages and Innovations
- Strong competitive advantage compared to conventional solutions
- Edge over competitors due to earlier and safer time to market – by significant cost reduction
In details the Certified Validation offers:
- Sustainable improvement of systems’ quality, as the certified validation ensures the proper
functionality of a every single system when leaving the plant or the workshop after repair
- Achievement of substantial cost benefit, i.e.: 35 - 45 % cost savings for final systems validation
through significant reduction of test efforts (a.o. field tests, time to fix, rework, etc…)
- Better protection against liability cases and avoidance of manipulation’ and misuse issues
- Conformity evidences to EU regulatory regarding safety systems and general inspection in
after-sales
- Modular approach for easy integration in existing applications as well as adaption to other
domains
- appreciable edge over competitors by earlier ready-to-market and customer confidence thanks
electronic test seal of approval (e-Certificate)
- Boosting of company’s cross divisional synergy (R&D, production and after-sales units)
- Successfully proven in leading manufacturer’s truck program for several years.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
German patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001003009
001006003
002009004
002009010
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009001002

Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods

Market
001004007
003004002
008002003
009001005
009003001

Network test, monitoring and support equipment
Components testing equipment
Process control equipment and systems
Motor vehicles, transportation equipment and parts
Engineering services

NACE
M.74.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Automotive, Transport and Logistics

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
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No.
Experience Comments
The technical centre is an entity within a large EU-wide technical network
Languages Spoken
English
German
French
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
The company searches for partners ranging from technology centers, SMEs to large companies
for cooperation
- Specific area of activity of the partner: R&D
Automotive area as well as neighbouring areas with manufacturing process
- Tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
Academies, research organisations for technology adaption in new domains and fields.
SMEs and large industries for the licensing and commercial agreement with technical
assistance (the German company will provide the software and support the identification of the
critical testing points and takes care of the validation of the certified systems which will improve
an existing production line by engineering and technical consultation, implementation and
support of quality control of embedded systems and maintenance and technical cooperation for
joint further development and adaptation to specific needs also with regards to new legal
standards). The technology can also be applied to other fields.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Dental implants with unique titanium mesh support
Summary
A Hungarian small enterprise has developed a unique dental implant with titanium mesh support.
The technology can be useful for dental technician laboratories, dentists, for professionals of
operative dentistry, implantologists, hospitals and clinics. The enterprise is looking for suppliers with
3D CBCT (Cone Beam CT) dental X-ray machines for local adaptation of the technology. The
company is looking for partners for technical/manufacturing/commercial agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

23 January 2015
26 January 2015
26 January 2016
TOHU20150122001

Details
Description
The Hungarian enterprise is a dental technician laboratory applying several up-to-date
implantation and prosthetics technology.
The application of titanium in dentistry and dental technology became a necessity due to the
spread of the usage of implants in prosthetic dentistry and the need for the application of metals
neutral to tissues. Titanium is primarily applied in case of embedded implants and bridge
structures built up on them. It can be the basic structural material for removable or fixed
prosthesis.
Recommended technology: dental implant with unique titanium mesh support. A proven
method, already used in traumatology surgery applied in dentistry. It can be located exactly and
simply with a simple surgical procedure, and can be fixed to the bones at the pre-designed
fastening points. Afterwards, only the incision must be closed.
For the elaboration of the titanium subperiosteal (metal structure embedded under the osseous
tissue) implant a digital impression is made of the bone, with the aid of a 3D CBCT dentistry Xray device. Modelling takes place in virtual space, the necessary static analysis are
accomplished. Data made in dicom (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) format
are converted into 3D stl (STereoLithography – file format for 3D print) format. The geometry is
established with the aid of computing design with an incorporated dental professional, which is
suitable in medical, prosthetic dentistry and biomechanical point of view.
With the help of the model based on virtual impression the location, dental arch, shape and
articulation of the future dental prosthesis is planned for the patient. The ideal positions for the
fixing elements are designated. Moulding simulation is accomplished on the virtual model. The
geometry of the designed titanium mesh is printed from photopolymer as a positive model with
the aid of a 3D printer, for metal precision casting (CAD/CAM (Computer Aided
Designing/Computer Aided Manufacturing) system) . The ready-made titanium mesh is exposed
to analytical examination with the aid of CT X-ray, to eliminate the possible faults of the inner
structure or casting process. The faultless, homogeneous cast goes though surface treatment,
that facilitates osseointegration.
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The ready dental implant structure is packaged sterilized, therefore it can be used for dental
surgery. The surgical implantation of the titanium mesh takes place with local anaesthesia. The
titanium mesh does not absorb, and it does not alter its designed shape. Due to perforation
elaboration the osseous tissue can overgrow the mesh through the holes, and strengthen the
cortical (strong, thick, solid bone) ossature.
The company is looking for international partners for technical cooperation agreement to
cooperate and to make further development procedures and commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
The company is also looking for partners for manufacturing agreement for series production.
Advantages and Innovations
Titanium subperiosteal implant, exact composition, surface treatment, surgical procedure. So far
two operations were required for the application of subperiosteal implants:
• First the gums of the patients without teeth were incised, the bones were disclosed, from which
sterile impression was made
• After the elaboration of the model and the metal structure adapted to the bone another
operation was required.
In case of recommended implantation system only 1 operation is required. The structure
incorporating the missing bones, the implant and the false teeth are created by then. Thus the
patient is provided with an instantly applicable dental structure. The final dental structure is
provided for the patient 3-6 months subsequently the recovery.
• It is a solution for those patients who do not have enough bones for the application of common
implant support
• files in dicom format can be forwarded via e-mail to dental technician laboratories, as several
software programmes are able to convert them into stl files
• The dentist does not have to manually adapt the titanium mash during the operation, as in
shape it exactly adapts to the patient’s bone surface
• it shortens operation time even in case of a whole, toothless jawbone
• due to rapidity the likelihood of possible surgical complications can be reduced
• as for the patients there are fewer operations, less pain and stress
• instant aesthetic prosthesis and adequate chewing ability can be achieved
• better comfort, as it is anti-allergic (lacks nickel, which many patients are allergic to)
• low diffusion with saliva
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002007010
003003
006001005
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Metals and Alloys
Apparatus Engineering
Dentistry / Odontology, Stomatology
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Market
002007012
005001003
005002002

Medical/health
X-rays
Surgical instrumentation and equipment

NACE
Q.86.2.3

Dental practice activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
Languages Spoken
Romanian
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English
German
Slovak
Croatian
Client Country
Hungary

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: service
- Specific area of activity of the partner: dental medicine, implantology, dental technology
laboratories, dentists
- Task to be performed:
• spread the technology, teach the application of the technology for those who possess 3D
CBCT dental X-ray devices
• participation in the application of the technology in veterinary surgery (prosthesis for dogs,
racing horses)
• participation in adapting the technology to meet special requirements (e.g.: prosthesis of gold
teeth)
• local implementation, installation, maintenance, repair of the technology, fulfilling warranty
obligations
The company is looking for international partners for technical cooperation agreement to
cooperate and to make further development procedures and commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
The company is also looking for partners for manufacturing agreement for series production.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Environmentally friendly biobank dedicated to the
management of biological sample from life science
actors
Summary
A French SME offers a flexible, high-quality, secure, traceable and complete solution for the
management and storage of biological and clinical samples. The SME is looking for R&D institution,
Universities, biotech, pharmaceutical, agrofood and veterinary companies for commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

24 January 2014
03 February 2015
03 February 2016
TOFR20140124001

Details
Description
A French SME offers a flexible, high-quality, secure, traceable and complete solution for the
management and storage of biological and clinical samples. It is the only corporate expert in this
field, processing samples in compliance with the relevant quality standards (GMP, GLP, OCDE,
etc.) and maintaining the cold chain throughout their life cycle: collection, transportation, receipt,
storage, retrieval and disposal.
It offers a competitive service focused on speed, simplicity and flexibility. It is also the first
French biobank that also stores paper archives and electronic data related to samples, in order
to offer a one-stop-shop solution.
It offers :
- biorepository & biological sample management
- biobank design and management
- cold chain and transport management
- emergency backup
The company has developed and installed innovative systems aimed at improving sample
quality and security.
Advantages and Innovations
Environmentally friendly biobank : the infrastructure has been built in order to reduce of 30% its
electric consumption compared to a classical biobank.
Users have access to the traceability data of their samples through a web platform. The users
can also manage through this platform their samples like shipping for instance. The company
provides assistance and eventually training on the use of this tool which has been certified
Ref: TOFR20140124001
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through the standard FDA 21 CFR part 11.
At reception the samples are put in a special packaging to reinforce the protection and to
preserve the identification of the sample owner.
The company offers solution for storage of sample from various origins such as human, animal,
vegetal and micro-organisms. The company is using two different laboratories of P2 class, to
insure the preservation of sample during conditioning or aliquoting operations.
The whole storage area has been designed in the same way than a laboratory with all
necessary security equipments.
The research and innovation dimension of the company has been recognized by the French
government through a research tax credit agreement.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Trade Marks
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001004
006001006
006001014
006001019
006002001
006002002
006002006
006002010
006002012
006004
006007005

Cytology, Cancerology, Oncology
Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Virus, Virology / Antiobiotics / Bacteriology
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Microbiology
Enzyme Technology
Protein Engineering
Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences
Biological Nanomaterials

Market
005003006
005005
005007006

Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)
Anatomy, Pathology, Immunology, Physiology
Laboratory equipment

NACE
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0
Q.86.1.0
Ref: TOFR20140124001

Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.
Hospital activities
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Q.86.2.1
Q.86.2.2

General medical practice activities
Specialist medical practice activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Certification Standards
other
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
R&D institution, universities, pharmaceutical, biotech, agrofood and veterinary companies to
provide samples.
Others companies in the same field for strategic development at European scale.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Subcontracting
Outsourcing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Process for obtaining paper for printing security
markings or valuable documents
Summary
A Romanian SME has developed an innovative process for obtaining paper for printing security
markings or valuable documents. The SME is looking for companies in paper / printing industry
especially processing security markings or valuable documents for technical cooperation and
manufacturing agreements to bring the new solution to market.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 December 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TORO20141211002

Details
Description
A Romanian SME has developed an innovative process for obtaining a special paper for printing
security markings or valuable documents, that is specially made to have increased resistance in
wet conditions. The paper is provided with fluorescent security elements that can not be
reproduced by photocopying. The process to obtain this paper is developped by an usual
machine for producing paper, using a mixture of cellulose fibers and also fluorescent security
elements.
The SME is looking for companies in paper / printing industry especially processing security
markings or valuable documents for technical cooperation and manufacturing agreements to
bring the new solution to market.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantages of the present invention is that security markings and valuable documents
can't be counterfeit using performance photocopiers, such as laser photocopiers. To produce
this paper is used an usual machine for paper fabrication, with no special needs.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
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Keywords
Technology
002007024

Paper technology

Market
008003005
009004007

Other industrial process machinery for textile, paper and other industries
Printing and binding

NACE
C.17.1.2

Manufacture of paper and paperboard

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1956
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
Romanian
English

Ref: TORO20141211002
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Client Country
Romania

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: industrial;
Specific area of activity of the partner: printing;
Task to be performed by the partner sought: Using the novel method for production of secure
paper; the company provides the production method and development know how to the partner.
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative carrier for drug or gene delivery (based on
Lysine Dendrimers)
Summary
A French company developped a poly L-Lysine nanostructure product which can carry an active
product ingredient or a gene for biological applications. Its patented technology is based on
DendriGraft of Lysine (DGL) Technology which makes spherical-shaped nanoparticles up. This
product is already on the market. The company is looking for commercial agreements with technical
assistance with biotech and pharmaceutical partners.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2013
23 February 2015
23 February 2016
TOFR20131209002

Details
Description
A French company offering a poly L-Lysine nanostructure product which can carry an active
product ingredient or a gene for biological applications, is looking for commercial agreements
with technical assistance with biotech or pharmaceutical companies.
DendriGraft of Lysine (DGL) is a spherical-shape platform exclusively constitued of L-Lysine.
The structure is a hundred percent composed of L-Lysine, in a tree-like generated structure.
Based on numerous surface point attachments, it can be customized depending on intended
application as for gene or drug delivery.
This technology allows to:
• Improve solubility of an active pharmaceutical ingredient for better bioavailability (i.e the
fraction of an administered dose of unchanged drug that reaches the blood circulation).
• Amplify the therapeutic effect of a drug.
• Protect Active Principle Ingredient (API) to control half-life.
• Target the specific organ, tissue or receptor that has to be treated.
Advantages and Innovations
• Non-immunogenic
• High structure flexibility (so it can interact with more biological receptors)
• Natural Biocompatibility (the unique component which is Lysine, and also because the
synthesis process is using water as solvent)
• Non-viral vector
• Water soluble (cationic DendriGraft of Lysine)
• Multifunctional / Customizable.
• Reproducibility of the synthesis of DendriGraft of Lysine thanks to the precipitation of each
Ref: TOFR20131209002
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generation (hydrophobic property) provides DendriGraft of Lysine (DGL) with exactly the same
size for each new batch.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The company already possesses partners using this technology.
This product has already shown highly potent activities for Tumor-targeting therapy or diagnosis
and for Central Nervous System targeting therapy or diagnosis.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Worldwide patent
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006004

Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences

Market
005002004

Drug delivery and other equipment (including kidney dialysis machines)

NACE
Q.86.9.0

Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Biotech or pharmaceutical industry that already has an API and wants to formulate it.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Comprehensive software for the creation and
management of internet travel portals.
Summary
A Spanish technology company has developed a software tool for the travel segment. The
technology provides the necessary software for the creation and management of internet travel
portals. The company is interested in product transfer through licensing; establishing joint ventures
with tourism software companies with synergies on products; and is open for technological
cooperation for further joint development proposals
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 August 2013
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOES20130826002

Details
Description
Spanish technology company has developed a software tool for the Travel segment. The
technology provides the necessary software for the creation and management of Internet travel
portals. It will allow travel agencies offer all their services 100% Online.
The company is interested in product transfer through licensing; establish joint ventures with
tourism software companies with synergies on products; and is open for technological
cooperation for joint further developments proposals, with the help of technical synergy skills
and experience in internationalization of products, in order to adapt the product to other specific
needs of another country conditions and environment, defined by the potential partner.
The Balearic Islands company has a long track experience. It is first level in Spain in developing
technology solutions for the travel industry. Their philosophy is a firm commitment to Quality
Service and Innovation in Technology. They develop technological tools for the tourism sector,
providing solutions that have been implemented in major tourist groups in the country and
abroad. The company has a team formed by over 90 people, consisting of programmers,
analysts, project managers or trainers whose mission is to assess and analyze the requirements
of their customers to provide the solution that best suits their needs. They are committed to new
technologies and the Internet as pillars for the development of any business. The close
collaboration with first level national and international tourism companies has allowed them to
develop and refine tools and applications for any activity in the tourism sector, therefore they are
versatile and flexible.
Advantages and Innovations
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The innovation is that it offers a previously nonexistent broad range of integrated administration
services: Billing; Bills reception; Payments to suppliers; Generation of delivery notes and
invoices; Multilingual letters to providers; Control of cash register in every office; BSP (Billing &
Settlement Plan) file parsing; Management of fares made by POS (Point Of Sale); ERP's
(Enterprise Resource Planning) transfer.
Other innovations: it has integrated marketing tools, such as SEO (Search engine optimization)
and Online marketing.
An advantage is that it is versatile and flexible: possible to customize by Clients, Products and
Content.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002011
001003002
001003003
001003011

Electronic Commerce, Electronic Payment
Applications for Tourism
Applications for Transport and Logistics
Operation Planning and Scheduler System

Market
002006005
002006006
002006007
007005003
007005006

Computerised billing and accounting services
Databases and on-line information services
Other computer services
Hotels and resorts
Travel agencies and services

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
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Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
2000
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: tourism and travel software companies - Specific area of activity of the
partner: tourism/ travel software development - Task to be performed: uptake the technology;
further joint development of tourism and travel software products; contribution of a technology in
synergy that can lead both businesses to a joint venture
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Method to apply an indelible code on plastic substrates.
Summary
A Dutch SME developed a new method to apply an indelible code on plastics substrates. The coding
ink is applied by ink jet printing and further photonic sintered by means of a xenon flash. Because of
a photo-thermic reaction the ink forms a homogeneous compound with the substrate, making the
code indelible. The company is looking for partners that are interested in technical and commercial
cooperation for the application of this patented technology in their products or processes.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TONL20140916001

Details
Description
A Dutch SME, specialised in developing solutions for the application of UV technology,
developed a method to apply an indelible code on plastic substrates.
There are several methods to apply a coding and marking on plastics of e.g. packaging, articles,
etc.
Conventional coding and marking inks are based on a binder and pigment or dye. By solvent
treatment the binder will be solved and the marking can be removed. This makes it possible to
remove the printed expiring date and print, a new, incorrect date on the article.
Another method to apply an indelible code on a substrate is by laser printing whereby a laser
engraves a print.
This company developed a new method to put an indelible code on plastics substrates. The
coding ink is applied by ink jet printing and further photonic sintered by means of a xenon flash.
Because of a photo-thermic reaction the ink forms a homogeneous compound with the
substrate, making the code indelible.
In accordance with this process the print is not on the substrate, but in the substrate. So the
code cannot be removed without affecting the substrate.
This method uses a low cost xenon flash lamp instead of an expensive laser. Furthermore the
xenon flash method gives a print with much better contrast then a laser.
The xenon flash sensitive ink cures in less than 1/100 of a second.
The company is looking for partners that are interested in technical and commercial cooperation
for the application of this patented technology in their products or processes.

Advantages and Innovations
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Innovation: A new patented system to apply an indelible code on plastics through a new
combination of ink and equipment.
Advantages:
- A low cost xenon flash lamp is used instead of an expensive laser.
- The xenon flash method gives a print with much better contrast than a laser.
-The xenon flash sensitive ink cures in less than 1/100 of a second.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
This coding technology has been developed in close cooperation with a Dutch producer of
coding and marking equipment
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002003002
002005004
002007006
003009002
008002004

Information processing & Systems, Workflow
Packaging for materials
Fine Chemicals, Dyes and Inks
Printed Reel Material
Tracability of food

Market
007003002
008003007

Health food
Other industrial equipment and machinery

NACE
C.22.2.2

Manufacture of plastic packing goods

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Ref: TONL20140916001
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
1978
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
Small high tech company specialised in UV technology.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
French
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for partners that are interested in technical and commercial cooperation
for the application of this patented technology in their products or processes.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative intelligent dynamic logistic buffer and order
picking system.
Summary
A Dutch company has developed an intelligent dynamic logistic buffer system. The product is a selfcontained, automated, intelligent dynamic order picking system that can be integrated in either new
or existing facilities.The company is interested in cooperation with System Integrators for logistic
solutions in manufacturing, distributution, retail and webshops. Possible cooperation types:
commercial -. license -, manufacturing -, technical cooperation agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TONL20141210001

Details
Description
A Dutch company developed a logistic application for automated order-item picking that can
also be used as production and distribution buffer.
The company based this system on many years of experience in logistics and material handling
automation across many sectors.
The system consists of a rack with columns and rows of storage channels.These storage
channels are always completely filled with storage trays. These trays can slide through the
storage channel. On both ends of the storage rack a transfer device is situated. This transfer
device can move a platform with a pusher along the rack. This platform can contain several
storage trays. Both transfer devices always move simultaneously along the storage rack to a
channel. When one pusher starts pushing one tray into the storage channel the whole row of
trays in the channel is moved and the same number of trays that is pushed in will be pushed out
onto the platform of the opposite transfer device. By transferring the storage trays from a
loading channel to the storage channels the rack will be loaded. By transferring the storage
trays from a storage channel to the unloading channel the rack will be unloaded. The way the
trays are transferred to and from the channels on in feed and out feed operations will give the
system its specific functions.
The system accelerates in its design simplicity and the use of proven technology.
To see a demonstration of the system you can click on the following link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8EJbzKj7KE
To fulfill the needs the system can be utilized in multiple configurations, namely:Batch-in/Mixedout, Mixed-in/Batch-out and Mixed-in/Mixed-out.
The system can be flexibly configured based on size of the products as well as quantity of
products and storage capacity.
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The system’s functions include:
- Goods to Person or Robot (with the random buffer we build our island solutions).The Random
Buffer System [RBS] bringing goods to Person or Robot is a very effective solution for medium
& slow moving inventory.
- Automated Item-Order Picking (perfect as a production buffer and order picking in one
operation). The Organized Buffer System [OBS] completely automates order picking and is a
very efficient solution for fast & medium moving inventory.
- Order Consolidator; The Sequencer Buffer System [SBS] is ideal for mixed palletizing.
The company is interested in cooperation with System Integrators for logistic solutions in
manufacturing, distributution, retail and webshops.
Possible cooperation types: commercial - with technical assistance. license -, manufacturing -,
technical cooperation agreement.

Advantages and Innovations
The system reduces operational costs up to 80 percent in the order picking area by reducing
manual tasks, eliminating human error in picking or counting, and eliminating paperwork.
Application of the system will help to increase and improve the speed and accuracy of order
picking. This will create a higher level of warehouse efficiency, customer response and a higher
customer satisfaction level. The system ensures no counting errors and no picking errors. The
system provides high capacity storage and throughput in a compact footprint ensuring maximum
space utilization. It saves 40 to 50 percent of the valuable floor space.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
A few systems for different purposes are put in place.
IPR Status
Granted patent or patent application essential
Comment Regarding IPR status
International patented
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001003003
002008003

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Applications for Transport and Logistics
Logistics

Market
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008002004
008003007
008006001

Robotics
Other industrial equipment and machinery
Process control and logistics

NACE
H.52.1.0

Warehousing and storage

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2009
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
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The company is a spin-off of a larger company in logistic systems
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is interested in cooperation with System Integrators for logistic solutions in
manufacturing, distributution, retail and webshops.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Application of fibre reinforced unidirectional tape
Summary
A Dutch company developed a flexible industrial process for impregnating glass and carbon fibres
with different types of thermoplastic materials. This technology enables to produce unidirectional
tapes with properties tailored to the specific needs of clients. The Dutch partner seeks contact with
manufacturers of high-end composite parts and components that are interested applying these tapes
in the frame of commercial agreements supported by technology transfer through technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 October 2013
02 February 2015
02 February 2016
TONL20130912001

Details
Description
A Dutch SME, specialized in the development and production of continuous fibre reinforced
thermoplastics unidirectional tape materials has developed an industrial process for
impregnating glass fibres and carbon fibres with thermoplastic materials like high-density
polyethylene (HDPE), Polypropylene (PP) and polyamide (PA) into 0,25mm thick tapes. These
can be delivered in widths from 5 mm to 120 mm and in high volumes (1 – 50.000 ton per year).
Materials cost are equal to steel considering the weight strength an weight stiffness ratio. The
Dutch company is interested in commercial agreements supported by technology transfer
through technical assistance. The proposed technology is suitable for tailor made fibre –
thermoplastic combinations. All specific needs can be added to the thermoplastic matrix
material to establish advanced material properties. Faster processing, UV stabilizing or
colouring are examples of the possibilities. The Dutch company is looking for launching
customers who have a need for lighter and eco-friendlier materials with specific demands on
material specifications.
Advantages and Innovations
The material is suitable for metal replacement in tanks and vessels, piping and automotive
parts.
The weight can be reduced to 1/5 according to steel.
The material is Chemical resistant, enables energy efficient processing and can be material
recycled.
Continuous fibre reinforced materials are 3 times stronger and more than 3 times stiffer then
short fibre filled thermoplastic materials. This enables optimized lightweight design.
The high fibre volume contents give high strength materials. Materials can be used as tapes in
winding processes, stacked to sheet, woven into fabrics or press formed and oven moulded into
ready products.
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Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Basic tape already on the market.
Specific production- and material solutions can be developed in cooperation with a client.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002007005

Composite materials

Market
008001004

Fibre-reinforced (plastic) composites

NACE
C.25.2.9

Manufacture of other tanks, reservoirs and containers of metal

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2011
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The Dutch company is interested in commercial agreements supported by technology transfer
through technical assistance for launching customers who have a need for lighter and ecofriendlier materials with specific demands on material specifications
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Algorithm for analyzing the electricity consumption of
the appliances of an household from a single point of
measurement
Summary
A Swiss private applied R&D center has developed a novel algorithm for non-intrusive appliance
load monitoring (NILM) of domestic buildings. It automatically separates the measurement signal of
the total power consumption of a household into the different appliances. They are seeking partners
with expertise in monitoring electrical consumption & the development of mobile apps and electrical
sensing equipment for research and cooperation agreements to integrate the technology into their
system.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 February 2015
23 February 2015
23 February 2016
TOCH20150216001

Details
Description
Non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) is a technique that determines the load composition of a
household, i.e. the activity of the individual appliances which constitute the load, through a
single point of measurement, e.g. the main electrical service entry point of the home. This
technique has the great advantage to not require installing meters on each individual appliance.
The proposed approach aims at reducing electrical usage of households by providing to the
end-user a detailed description of its electrical consumption, allowing him to understand and
modify its consumption habits accordingly. The method can also be used by the energy supplier
in order to predict the local electrical consumption to better plan energy requirements and
provision.
A model for five different types of appliance was implemented:
- the fridge
- the heat pump
- the base component
- the washing machine and
- the dishwasher
And a graphical interface to display the estimated energy of each appliance, e.g. with a pie
chart, was also developed (see figures).
The algorithm was evaluated on a database of aggregated load signals, obtained from a lowRef: TOCH20150216001
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frequency (1 Hz) acquisition system able to measure the three phases of a standard household,
as well as on a database of synthetic signals obtained by an appliance simulator.
Experiments on real and synthetic mixtures showed very promising results, with an energy
estimation error less than 1% for the main contributors of the household.
Advantages and Innovations
This non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) technique can determine the load composition of a
household, i.e. the activity of the individual appliances which constitute the load, through a
single point of measurement, e.g. the main electrical service entry point of the home.
• Cheap and easy to install because it only requires a single point of measurement as opposed
the classical approach which will require installing meters on each individual appliance.
• The algorithm can work at a low sampling rate (1Hz) and thus do not require expensive high
sampling rate devices
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
applied for patent in CH and EU
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002023
001005009
004008
009001004
010002004

Internet of Things
Signal Processing
Energy efficiency
Electrical Technology related to measurements
Environmental Engineering / Technology

Market
002006004
002007009
006005013
006008001
006012001

Data processing, analysis and input services
Home
Distributed power and grid connection
Metering and monitoring
Energy for private/domestic housing

NACE
M.72.1.9

Ref: TOCH20150216001

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1984
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
Switzerland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The Swiss R&D center is looking for industrial partners that will be interested by our technology
in order to integrate it into their system.
Ref: TOCH20150216001
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Partners sought have the technology and expertise in the development of applications for tablet
and smartphones or web applications, specialized in monitoring electrical consumption, energy
efficiency, and the development of electrical sensing equipment such as smart meters in order
to perform non-intrusive load monitoring.
The tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
Integrate the offered technology into their system, or merging a similar and complementary
technology into a more powerful one.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel modular technology to ease the transfer of
substrates, materials and tools in glove-boxes
environments.
Summary
An Italian Research Agency has developed a modular handling equipment suitable for applications
inside glove-boxes environments to ease the transfer of substrates, materials and tools. The
invention simplifies process steps involving the presence of a human operator who operates the
controlled environment by the means of one or more gloves. The agency is looking for industrial
partners interested in license agreements and in cooperation for further development.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TOIT20131118003

Details
Description
Among the most critical issues in electronic devices lab-scale processing (in particular in the
case of organic or hybrid devices) there is the level of contamination unintentionally introduced
by the presence of a humidity/solvents/oxygen-contaminated environment. Such contaminations
are responsible of electric performance’s decay from expected/theoretical values, both in the
fabrication process and during the characterization procedure, since no effective packaging is
provided in this phase. To manage the complexity of the abovementioned steps, it is common
practice to embed the processing environment and the end-of-line characterization probes
inside purified glove-box environments, which are able to provide a contaminant-free
environment. The drawback of such approach is the limitation of the physical interaction
between a human operator and the purified environment, which is accessed through
impermeable gloves fixed to circular windows. In particular, when the extension of the
processing area exceeds the range of the Operator’s arm, devices and materials handling would
become slow and prone to accidental errors, reducing the process yield and productivity..
The technology offered addresses samples and materials handling issues, by applying a
modular and scalable equipment to pre-existent glove-boxes topologies. The handling
equipment can be laid on the floor of the glove-box, avoiding the presence of fixed obstacles
(i.e.: cables and tools) and arranged in arbitrary topologies by connecting the correct
combinations of its modules. The whole equipment is operated through mechanical
components, materials and infrastructures which are designed and integrated specifically to
prevent contaminations of the controlled atmosphere. Possible applications of the technology
are related to lab-scale environments requiring handling in extended purified atmosphere
environments. Chemical processing lines, small semiconductor processing and characterization
facilities, biologic samples preparation and inspection equipments, pharmaceutical products
Ref: TOIT20131118003
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preparation infrastructures can also take advantage from such technology.
Advantages and Innovations
Design flexibility, ease of customization and simplicity of operation, joined to cost-effective
modules production are key innovative points of the proposed technology.
• Low customization costs. The equipment can be fitted virtually to any glove-box system, then
no expensive full-custom solutions are required for the handling purposes
o No specific expertise is required for a basic solution deployment
• Low cost of deployment of production plants (suitable for SMEs)
o The typical cost of a production plant is contained: (a) for small volumes, cost is about 37000
Euro by 3D printing; (b) for large volumes, a pilot line made by 8 thermoplastic molds can cost
about 70000 Euro
• Low production cost of an instance of a typical equipment
o The typical cost of production of a small-scale equipment (made by 4 linear modules, 1 motor
module, 1 connection line, 1 curve module, 21 pillars, 1 carrier, 1 winder module – length: about
1.5m) obtained from the previously described plants would be:
- (a) 1200/1300 Euro
- (b) about 200 Euro
• Increase in the process productivity
o On a lab-scale implementation (path length: about 1.5m) typical transfer times drop from 180s
(full manual) to 40s (equipment-aided).
o Upscaling benefits: The time savings can increase on larger-scale solutions because a higher
number of glove-touches is avoided
• Increase in process yield
o On a lab-scale implementation (path length: about 1.5m) the number of glove-touches is
reduced from 4 to 2, then the handling error probability is roughly reduced to the half.
o Upscaling benefits: as the transfer equipment scales up, the number of glove touches can be
reduced from a linearly increasing amount ( O(n) - where n is the number of glove windows
which is proportional to the transfer path’s length) to a fixed amount ( O(1) – the glove touches
are reduced to the operation of loading and unloading the carrier).
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001003
001001010
001001015
002007005
002007014

Ref: TOIT20131118003

Electronic circuits, components and equipment
Nanotechnologies related to electronics and microelectronics
Semiconductors
Composite materials
Plastics, Polymers
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Market
005001001

Diagnostic services

NACE
Q.86.9.0

Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought

Ref: TOIT20131118003
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
• Type of partner sought:
o industry having the specific interest in adding value to its own glove-boxes by providing semiautomated handling equipments
o maintenance/processing equipments industry interested in integrating lab-scale processing
lines with glove-boxes and efficient handling facilities
• Specific area of activity: manufacturing of glove-boxes or processing system integrator
• Tasks to be performed:
o Commercial agreement with technical assistance. Technical cooperation agreement to finalize
the patent transfer.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Design and manufacturing agreements for all types of
wire and strip springs
Summary
A Belgian company is offering its technological services to conceptualize and manufacture wire and
strip springs of all types, from the smallest batches to mass production.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

07 January 2015
11 February 2015
11 February 2016
TOBE20141223001

Details
Description
A Belgian company is looking for new partners in need of wire and strip springs.
The company would like manufacturing agreements around the world.
This company offers to design, modelize and manufacture these products for its partner with a
long-term vision.
They are experienced in :
- Wire work (compression, extension or torsion springs) with steel, stainless steel, heat
resistant, non ferrous, etc.
- Coil strip work (spring clip, pressing, assembling or custom-made) with steel, stainless steel,
mild steel, coated steel, etc.
These products can be used on various applications in which the spring plays a discrete but
essential part like lighting, gardening machines, public transportation, computer and office
equipment, optical industry, electricity, medical material, automotive, etc.
Advantages and Innovations
- The company is specialized in wire working for more than 80 years
- Manufacture specifically custom-made
- Small or large size
- In small batches or mass production
- A 3D modelling software makes possible to evaluate the feasibility of new applications without
risk
- The R&D department of this company can develop with the partner new concepts, designs,
models, etc.
Stage of Development

Ref: TOBE20141223001
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Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
002007008
002007010
002007011

Iron and Steel, Steelworks
Metals and Alloys
Non-ferrous Metals

Market
008001012
008001015
008003001
008005
009004008

Speciality metals (including processes for working with metals)
Other speciality materials
Machine tools, other metal working equipment (excluding numeric
control)
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
Other manufacturing (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.25.9.3

Manufacture of wire products, chain and springs

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Ref: TOBE20141223001
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Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1930
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
French
Client Country
Belgium

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type : Manufacturing industries
Sector : All sector are concerned
Role : The partner could use the products designed and manufactured (described above and
shown in attachment) by the Belgian company for its own production (lighting, automotive, etc.).
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for Eco-sustainable and Economical WPC
(Wood Plastic Composites) profiles
Summary
An Italian company developed a new technology for the production of coextruded WPC (Wood
Plastic Composites) profiles that allows to reduce the production costs and enhance the eco-impact
of standard WPC materials. This product joins a poor material in the core (heterogeneus plastic from
post-consume waste) with a noble material on the skin (WPC). The company is searching industrial
partners interested in industrialization and commercialization of profiles and in development of new
applications.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 June 2013
27 January 2015
01 June 2015
13 IT 5454 3SKF

Details
Description
A small Italian company has developed a new technology for the production of coextruded WPC
(Wood Plastic Composites) profiles.
The technology leads to a new generation of ECO-composite profiles that use in formulation up
to 80% of heterogeneous or mixed plastics (a blend of different plastics and small fractions of
other materials derived from second selection of post-consume plastic - according with the
Italian normative UNI 10667-16), stretching in this way the life cycle of post-consume plastics,
widely available on the market and now addressed to landfill or incinerator. The heterogeneous
or mixed plastic is the residual blend of polymers and small fractions of other materials (paper,
organic, wood , etc.) remaining after the first selection of post-consume waste.
The concept idea of the product is completed with the finishing of these poor materials with coextruded coating that give to the products a better appearance and that functionalize the surface
properties. The external shell will be ennobling with composite plastic-wood flour better known
as WPC a material aesthetically beautiful (thanks to the wood fibers that give it a look very
similar to wood) and with proved resistance to weather conditions.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: First of all, it’s relevant to notice that, in the
outdoors decking, siding, fencing, and overall construction market, there are no similar
solutions. No competitors exist on the market with similar co-extruded profiles (heterogeneous
mixed plastic covered with WPC) and we will protect (with patent) the technology also in the
medium-long period.
Potential market of the company’s solutions is very huge, it includes WPC market and outdoor
timber/wood market because, considering the low price, it’s realistic that this profiles will
subtract some market shares also in the wood timber market.
Advantages and Innovations

Ref: 13 IT 5454 3SKF
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The distinctive element of the idea is that the combination of a poor material (heterogeneous
post-consumer mixed plastics) with ennobling coating (WPC) will allow the products to enter the
market of WPC with much lower production costs (about 50% lower) compared to products on
the market today; in addition, the solutions would be accomplished with the label of “ECOProducts”.
From economic point of view, this technology will permit to reduce significantly the price of a kg
of decking/fencing/siding profiles respect WPC solutions. The reduction could reach the 50%
allowing to propose the profiles with an entering price of about 30-40 €/m2 respect the 60-80
€/m2 of standard WPC.
From environment point of view, this solutions will permit to recover more than 80% of
heterogeneous plastic waste and, considering also the wood flour coming from recycling circuit,
to have an overall recovery rate of mechanical recycling over than 90%.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent demand has been deposited in February 2012 in ITALY and will follow the extension to
European Patent Office (EPO) within 2 months.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006001
002007
002007002
002007005
007002005

Building Materials, Components and Methods
Materials Technology
Building materials
Composite materials
Wood Products

Market
008001003
008001004
008001018

Non-homogeneous injections/extrusions
Fibre-reinforced (plastic) composites
Polymer (plastics) materials

NACE
C.16.2.1

Manufacture of veneer sheets and wood-based panels

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industrial Partner interested in industrialization and commercialization of the products or
interested in licence agreement.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Companies acting in profiles xtrusion, WPC manufacturers, decking or siding producers,
companies in construction sectors especially in the area of outdoor solutions, decking, siding,
fencing, patios, pre-fabricated building materials, etc.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
-Design and build the industrial co-extrusion line with an automatic dosing system and flexible
equipment (extrusion dies head interchangeable).
-Development new profiles and systems for construction sectors in standard application
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(decking, fencing, siding).
-Discover and develop new applications
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement

Ref: 13 IT 5454 3SKF
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Technology Offer

Innovative Disposable products for urine analysis
Summary
An Israeli startup company has developed a disposable personalized, home-use, urine-flow test and
voiding diary. The company products enable the decentralization of urine testing and analysis by
providing devices that empower patients. Devices that remove time/place constraints and
significantly reduce demands on medical staff and institutions. The company seeks joint
venture/technical cooperation with companies/organizations in the healthcare sector for
implementation of the product.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 January 2015
09 February 2015
09 February 2016
TOIL20130815001

Details
Description
An Israel based startup company developed an innovative Disposable personalized, home-use,
urine-flow test and voiding diary. The current urine-flow rate devices are expensive,
cumbersome and require extensive cleaning and maintenance as they are not single-use
devices. As a result they require professionally trained staff and a clinical setting. The clinical
setting forces travel multiple-users per device and require patients to ‘urinate to a deadline’.
The company products enable the decentralization of urine testing and analysis by providing
devices that empower patients. Devices that remove time/place constraints and significantly
reduce demands on medical staff and institutions.
The company offers three different products –
(1) a Fully automatic 24 Hours Disposable urine-flow meter, that require no maintenance and
measures all parameters that regular urine flow meters do
(2) A Disposable 72 hr diary that Provides digitized data of: Time, Intake, Secretion, Flow, for
automatic analysis and digitized 72 hours monitor of urine secretion and liquid intake.
(3) A Disposable Urine secretion monitor for ICU that offer on-line monitoring
of urine secretion quantity. It could also Can interface
existing ICU monitoring devices
The company seeks joint venture/technical cooperation with companies/organizations in the
healthcare sector for implementation of the product.
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages
_ Personalized
_ Accurate
_ Disposable
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_ Easy to use (no health personnel required)
_ Digitized data recording
_ Clinic or Home use – patient privacy
_24 hour testing
_ Cost effective!
Innovations
Technology for low cost, accurate urine volume measurement and technology for patient test
data transfer to physicians.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
009003

Electronic measurement systems

Market
005001008

Diagnostic test products and equipment

NACE
Q.86.2.1

General medical practice activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Israel

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The partner should have the market reach and knowledge of the industry. Contacts with relevant
stakeholders and clients
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE,251-500,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Fully biodegradable material for 3d-printing providers
Summary
A Swiss company engineered a fully biodegradable, composite (non-PLA) material that can be used
for traditional manufacture as well 3d-printing. First test series in 3d-printing have been successful.
The Swiss company is looking for a partner company with expertise in 3d-printing interested in
further developing and refining the 3d technology for the biodegradable biopolymer. Technological
cooperation -, licensing – or joint venture agreement possible.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

06 February 2015
18 March 2015
17 March 2016
TOCH20150206002

Details
Description
Background:
Technology and machines for 3d-printing are very advanced. The biggest potential for
innovation means the material. The new material is a 3d-printable, fully biodegradable
composite material, engineered by a Swiss company.
Resources:
The components consist of renewable resources that are procured from industrial by-products
(no PLA), therefore no agricultural land is used. The material is nontoxic, odour- and emissionfree and states a negative carbon footprint. A LCA screening for the moulding process is
available.
3d-printing and traditional manufacture:
The Swiss biopolymer is a new material that can be manufactured in different techniques.
Traditional industrial processing technologies are partly already implemented, partly being
tested. The technologies for moulding and extruding the biopolymer are already very advanced.
But it is also possible to 3d print the biopolymer. The Swiss company holds a patent for the
specific 3d-printing technology. First test series have been successful. The material can be used
for various applications such as model making or prototyping.
Powder bed and fused deposition modelling:
It is possible to 3d-print the biopolymer in 2 different technologies :
- Powder bed
- FDM (Fused Deposition Modelling)
As a first step, the focus will be on the powder bed technology, but in a second step, it might be
possible to enlarge the collaboration for FDM as well.
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The Swiss company is looking for a partner company with expertise in 3d-printing interested in
developing and refining the 3d technology for the biopolymer.
Advantages and Innovations
Main advantages of the fully biodegradable material for 3d-printing:
- Biodegradable, recyclable
- From renewable resources
- No use of agricultural land, industrial by-products (no PLA)
- Negative CO2 footprint
- UV resistant
- Wide range of colours
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Worldwide
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002001001
002006014
002007005
002007014
002007027

3D printing
Construction engineering (design, simulation)
Composite materials
Plastics, Polymers
Biobased materials

Market
008001006
008001018
008003007
008005
009003001

Processes for working with plastics
Polymer (plastics) materials
Other industrial equipment and machinery
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
Engineering services

NACE
M.71.1.2
M.74.1.0

Ref: TOCH20150206002

Engineering activities and related technical consultancy
Specialised design activities
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2011
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Experience Comments
The material and several designed products won several prizes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Switzerland

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
The specific area of activity of the partner:
- Producer of 3d-printed components (B2B, engineering, prototyping)
- Producer of 3d-printing machines (B2B)
- Service for 3d-printing (B2C)
The tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
The partner company would be responsible to adapt and refine the 3d-printing process on their
machines, specify the printing parameters and build up the production. Know-how about the
material and results from the test series will be provided by the Swiss company. The raw
material will also be delivered by the Swiss company.
Depending on the partner, it is possible to discuss the type of partnership (joint venture,
technical cooperation agreement, license agreement).
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Economic lamps family is looking for producer
Summary
A small Romanian research company has developed and patented an economic lamps family. Main
advantage: lighting efficiency twice that of similar tubes at present. Type of partner sought: technical
co-operation with a research organisation for further development, license or joint venture agreement
with a producer from the lighting field for manufacture and distribution of this kind of tubes.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

31 December 2014
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TORO20141231001

Details
Description
A small Romanian research company designed, prototyped, tested and patented a new
innovative and economic family of lamps. Main type of products:
-Fluorescent tube has lighting efficiency 150~250 lm/W, twice which of the fluorescent tubes at
present. The new UV generator space is a cylindrical crown with a reduced cross section, which
demands reduced electrical intensities (UV= ultra violet rays). Indented for big industrial and
public consumers, but also for transportation vehicles (train, subway, airplane, ship).
-Lamp based on a tube with electric discharge in high-pressure mercury vapours - lighting
efficiency 75~150 lm/W, twice that of such tubes at present. The new firebox of electric
discharge has a new space for a UV generator, which is a cylindrical crown with reduced cross
section, and demands reduced electrical intensity. Indented for big industrial consumers, and
also for public consumers.
-Flat parallelepiped fluorescent low-pressure mercury lamp – lighting efficiency 150 ÷ 500 lm/W,
more than twice as much as such tubes. The luminous flux emitted by a single flat lamp
depends on its dimensions and can be between 4,000 and 8,000 lm, but there is no limitation. It
is possible to obtain a rich colour palette and amazing effects by adding other noble gases.
Indented for big industrial and public consumers, parks, tourist roads, guideposts, solar-assisted
lamps, etc. but also for transportation vehicles (train, subway, airplane, ship).
-Lamp with sodium vapours under high pressure – lighting efficiency 135 ÷216 lm/W, twice the
current value for that kind of tubes. Not only the electric consumption is reduced but also, in
lamp production process, copper consumption (from inductive ballast) is reduced by 50%, and
that of ferrosilicon core by 50%. The new lamp has reduced thermal dissipation by 50%,
reduced risk of fire and explosion, and a longer lifetime. The new space generator of yellow
radiations is a cylindrical crown (not a column like with current tubes) with a reduce crosssection. The useful yellow radiation of sodium vapours under high pressure is given only by the
external border; the photons produced by the core of the crown are useless, and this thing was
eliminated from the new lamp. Now it is possible to expand the gamut of such tubes with small
lamps of 1,000 lm/10W and bigger lamps of 80,000 lm/400W.
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Type of partner sought: technical co-operation with a research organisation for further
development, license or joint venture agreement with a producer from the lighting field for
manufacture and distribution of these kinds of tubes.
Advantages and Innovations
The innovative aspects and the main advantages of the offer are as
follows:
-A strong lighting efficiency of lamps - twice that of similar tubes at present.
-Reduced quantities of mercury and noble gases.
-The reduction of electric energy consumption is more than 100%
-The new lamp has thermal dissipation reduced by 50%
-So these lamps are environmentally friendly in all respects
Not to be neglected also other aspects:
-Increased architectural value for ceiling lamps, wall lamps, floor lamps, lamps for swimming
pools, etc
-Can be used in advertising panels, indicative and guideposts, its are intented to big industrial
but and public consumers
-Rich colour palette and magic effects obtained by addition of other noble gases.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004006007
005006010

Lighting, illumination
Optics

Market
007004010
008005
009
009004008

Other consumer products
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
Other
Other manufacturing (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
2001
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Romania

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: technical co-operation with a research organisation for further
development, license or joint venture agreement with a producer from the lighting field for
manufacture and distribution of these kinds of tubes.
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Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Modular system of vertical axis wind turbine dedicated
for small users
Summary
A Polish small company from electrical services sector has developed a new type of wind turbine
characterised by vertical axis of work and a modular construction. The device can be exploited in
urban environment on the roofs of buildings thanks to very quiet running and high safety of
construction. The company seeks partners from industry for technical cooperation, financial and
manufacturing agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 March 2015
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOPL20150311001

Details
Description
The inventor is a small Polish enterprise active in low voltage electrical installation services and
wireless telecommunication systems.
Nowadays, when the demand for cheap and renewable sources of energy is huge, the solution
of wind turbine that can be installed in vicinity of a house and delivering part of used energy is
an important subject.
An important component of the technological innovation is the new rotor concept and modular
construction. Compared with conventional vertical axis plants it is more universal and makes an
increased energy output. Quiet running is a very important feature distinguishing this kind of
rotor unlike the horizontal axis rotors. Wind turbine can be equipped with several rotors mounted
on segment, open metal tower secured to the ground. Three types of generators had been
tested in the prototype: of nominal power range from 1,5 kW, 3 kW to 4,5 kW. The maximal
rated power of the system is estimated on 6 kW when three rotors are installed.
The company is interested in technical cooperation agreement and manufacturing agreement
with industrial partners acting as strategic investors. Financial agreement is also considered.
Advantages and Innovations
The advantage of the wind turbine according to the invention is low speed wind of the order of
2,0 m/s uses, running in variable atmospheric conditions both in low and strong wind as well as
silent running which can have deciding meaning when finding location. Modular construction
allows getting installations of different power on the basis of one turbine.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
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IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) Publication 2013
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
003003
004002011
004005010
004008

Apparatus Engineering
Turbines
Wind energy
Energy efficiency

Market
006005004

Wind energy

NACE
C.28.9.9
J.61.2.0

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.
Wireless telecommunications activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2004
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Polish
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial partner for manufacturing and technical cooperation agreement or strategic investor
who could support implementation of patented invention (financial agreement)
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A new class of biostimulants for bioremediation of land,
water and concrete
Summary
A small UK company has developed formulations containing natural catalytically active molecules
that speed up bioremediation. This is quite different from the conventional ways of adding microbial
cultures, or nutrients. The new way has proven to take less time, plus removing the issue of possible
pathogenicity. Owners of process plant contaminated with hydrocarbons and solvents, and cleanup
and remediation services providers are sought for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 July 2013
02 February 2015
20 July 2015
TOUK20130624001

Details
Description
Bioremediation is the use of micro-organism metabolism to remove pollutants. This can be
achieved by two ways, adding microbial cultures known to have metabolic pathways against the
pollutants of interest, or by supporting the endemic or pre-existing cultures.
Adding microbial cultures comes with a risk. Very often the introduced cultures do not stand the
environmental stress at the cleanup site and die. Also, the added cultures may contain
pathogens so that one cannot afford to spread them outside the site.
In order to support pre-existing cultures, the industry has so far relied on adding various
nutrients to the substrate. The generic term for these nutrients is biostimulants. These will
support the growth of the endemic microbes known to have survived within toxic conditions.
This in turn will speed up the rate of biodegradation/bioremediation.
A small UK company has in recent years developed a new class of biostimulants. These are not
simply nutrients, but they are agents in the catabolic reactions. Secondly, they catalyse cell
defence mechanisms to reduce the toxic effects of pollutants.
In search for a better term, these compounds are called natural bioremediation agents.
The combination of higher survival rate and growth has been proven to give excellent rates of
biodegradation of compounds including grease, solvents, hydrocarbons and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH).
The natural bioremediation agents can be used for decontamination of land, water and
concrete. The test sites have included abandoned manufacturing floors, car parks and petrol
stations.
The chemicals used are themselves biodegradable. They are used in situ or ex situ in liquid
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phase by spraying or injection.
The UK company welcomes enquiries from owners/managers of such plant in need of
bioremediation. The company can undertake full project management and source the
components. They are also interested in remediation services businesses wishing to expand
their portfolio. The UK company can offer full training in target territory and support during set up
and after projects.
Advantages and Innovations
Treatment of a site with natural bioremediation agents has been proven more efficient in
comparative studies against addition of microbial cultures. This means a substantial time
saving.
Hazardous risk of pathogenic new cultures to be introduced in the environment is not an issue.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
010002004
010002008
010003001
010003004

Environmental Engineering / Technology
Soil Pollution
Biotreatment / Compost / Bioconversion
Recycling, Recovery

Market
008004002
008004004

Chemical and solid material recycling
Other pollution and recycling related

NACE
E.39.0.0

Remediation activities and other waste management services

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: owners of processing plant and depots, having
problems with hydrocarbons and solvent cleanup. Also, service providers of remediation
projects.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: commercial agreements with technical assistance.
The UK company will provide on-site set up and technical support with maintenance
arrangement.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Industrial volatile organic compound abatement/odour
control concentrate and aids to compliance to emission
and air pollution legislation
Summary
A small UK company has developed formulas for odour and VOC control and abatement, which are
applied using standard delivery systems. These formulas react with and break down the odorous
compounds as opposed to masking them. Supplied very highly concentrated, their use reduces the
number of site visits and refills. Owners of process plant emitting harmful or unpleasant vapours, and
providers of cleanup and remediation services, are sought for commercial agreements with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

23 May 2013
02 February 2015
02 February 2016
13 GB 4103 3SLE

Details
Description
A small UK company with a good track record in remediation and abatement projects has
developed novel concentrates for volatile organic compound (VOC) and odour control (VOC and
odours). Importantly, these chemical formulas do not mask the pollutants, but chemically react
with them and break them down. The chemicals used are themselves biodegradable. They work
in liquid phase and lend themselves to spraying through atomising nozzles. In addition to reduce
VOC they break down sulphides, mercaptans and ammoniacal compounds.
The dilution of the concentrate has an outstanding 1:500 ratio. This means both easier
transportation, but also less frequent site visits to top up delivery system tanks.
The typical abatement rate of volatile compounds is >90% with standard nozzle configurations
and more densely placed nozzles will give reductions approaching 100%.
The main sectors of applications include heavy industrial plants such as oil refineries,
petrochemical and chemical plants and depots; waste management sector: food, meat and fish
processing plants, waste handling activities, sewage treatment plant, intensive farming, etc.
Within the construction sector, former oil distribution sites, petrol stations and gasworks usually
require odour control.
The delivery may be tailored to the application and come in small and mobile formats for
applications including animal transporters and garbage trucks to name a few.
The UK company welcomes enquiries from owners/managers of such plant in need of odour
control. The company can undertake full project management and source the components.
They are also interested in remediation services businesses wishing to expand their portfolio.
The UK company can offer full training in target territory and support during set up and after
projects.
Ref: 13 GB 4103 3SLE
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Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
- Compounds that break down and not simply mask, volatile organic compounds (VOC),
hydrocarbons, ammoniacal, sulphurous (hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans, etc.) and other
odorous compounds;
- Highly concentrated for easier and lower cost transportation and storage, and fewer site visits
to recharge delivery systems.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how

Keywords
Technology
010002
010003

Environment
Waste Management

Market
008004

Pollution and Recycling Related

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: owners of processing plant and depots, having
problems with hydrocarbons, VOC etc. Also, service providers of remediation projects.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: commercial agreements with technical assistance.
The UK company will provide on-site set up and technical support with maintenance
arrangement.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Development and generation of stable cell lines with
enhanced recombinant protein production
Summary
A German company offers a technology for the development of stable transfected cell lines. The
proprietary technology (patent granted) is used with suspension cells (production cell line
generation) as well as with adherent growing cells (development of biosensor cell lines). The
company looks for license or commercial agreements with technical assistance with partners
interested in using the high quality cell lines for recombinant protein production or development of
cell based assay systems.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
26 January 2015
26 January 2016
TODE20141219001

Details
Description
Stable cell lines are used for the production of complex folded and glycosylated eukaryotic
proteins. Correct folding and glycosylation are often needed for appropriate antigenicity and/or
biological activity. The development of recombinant cell lines producing high amount of
recombinant protein without gene silencing is time consuming and expensive.
Therefore a German company has developed a new technology for the generation of stable
transfected cell lines that uses special stabilizing and enhancing sequences. This technology is
available using continuous or inducible expression systems.
Cells generated with this technology have integrated in their DNA the transgene together with a
special chromatin modifying sequence. This leads to an increased expression of the transgene.
This cell shows a more stable transgene expression and no gene silencing over a period of 8
weeks permanent cultivation.
This technology was successfully used for the generation of production cell lines growing in
chemically defined serum free medium.
The inducible technology was used for the development of GPCR (G-protein-coupled receptor)
sensor cell lines which were used in cell-based HTS (High Throughput Screening) assays.
The German company is looking for biotech companies active in the production of therapeutic
proteins or the development of cell-based assay systems for drug screening who are interested
in licensing the technology or integrating it in their production/development processes.
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Advantages and Innovations
Cells genetically modified using the company’s chromatin modifying elements show increased
and more stable transgene expression.
The significant advantages of the new technology are:
- Reproducible, fast and cost-effective method for developing stable cell lines
- High-level expression of recombinant proteins
- Enhanced stability of stable transfected cell lines
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006002002
006002004
006002005
006002012

Cellular and Molecular Biology
Genetic Engineering
In vitro Testing, Trials
Protein Engineering

Market
004001002
004001003
004016

Industrial genetic engineering applications
Medical genetic engineering applications
Enzymology/Protein Engineering/Fermentation

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018

Ref: TODE20141219001
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
Year Established
1997
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Experience Comments
The company is a small independently managed Research and Innovation Center embedded in
a large network
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
biotech industry, small and big companies
Specific area of activity of the partner:
- production of therapeutic proteins
- development of cell-based assay systems for drug screening
Task to be performed:
- License agreement.
- Integration of the new technology in the partner’s production/development processes The
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necessary transfer of know- how will be delivered when the integration of the technology is
carried out
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Wireless Energy Transfer Solutions
Summary
A Dutch SME is specialized in power conversion solutions with wireless energy transfer. The SME
offers R&D expertise, co-engineering and production capacity for applications that can
advantageously use wireless energy transfer. Main advantages are enhanced performance
regarding energy losses, smart and lightweight design, long possible transfer distance and
customization. The Dutch SME is interested in commercial agreements which can be supported by
technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 February 2015
05 March 2015
04 March 2016
TONL20130626001

Details
Description
A Dutch SME is specialized in switch mode power technology. Switch mode power technology
yields high performance, high power efficiency, low standby power, worldwide input voltage
range, low weight, small dimensions and flexibility in aesthetic and industrial design. The SME
designs and manufactures power products and power solutions for a broad range of products
and markets. The highly skilled R&D-staff has many years of experience in a broad range of
power supply architectures and converter topologies. Amongst the power conversion solutions
the development and production of wireless energy transfer solutions is one of their specialties.
The first application with wireless energy transfer with a transfer distance of more than 10
centimetres was made for a medical application.
The Dutch SME offers its expertise, co-engineering and production capacity for new
applications with a need for wireless energy transfer, wherever the need may arise from.
Advantages and Innovations
The innovative features for applications with a need of wireless energy transfer are:
• Long transfer distance of more than 10 centimetres is possible with a high efficiency.
• Achievable power level up to 1kW.
• Low weight and compact design, efficient use of space.
• A very low level of energy losses;
• Excellent performance on EMI;
• Lead free and RoHS compliant environmental friendly design;
• Mains isolation or mains safety under all circumstances;
• High frequency soft switching converters with high efficiency;
• Customization.
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Remarks:
EMI stands for Electromagnetic Interference.
RoHS stands for Restriction of the Use of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and
Electronic Equipment Regulations.
By application of sophisticated architecture and topologies it is possible to realize designs with
higher efficiency and smaller form factor, whilst at the same time maintaining cost effectiveness
and low EMI levels.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The current domain of application of wireless energy transfer is in the medical medical field. The
potential domain of applications however is much broader. An area of application could be e.g.
mobile phones, sensors and other mobile systems with batteries.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001003
001001004
001001006

Electronic circuits, components and equipment
Electronic engineering
High Frequency Technology, Microwaves

Market
003004003
005002005
007004010

Other electronics related equipment
Other therapeutic (including defibrillators)
Other consumer products

NACE
C.27.9.0
D.35.1.2

Manufacture of other electrical equipment
Transmission of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Ref: TONL20130626001
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2008
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
Industry
Specific area of activity of the partner:
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Complementary engineering companies to develop new applications with a need for wireless
energy transfer.
Manufacturing companies that produce applications with wireless energy transfer.
Tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
Complementary activities for the development and production of applications with wireless
energy transfer.
The Dutch partner will provide technical assistance.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

New synthetic antidote for heparin
Summary
A Belgian university research team developed a synthetic hemocompatible polymer as an alternative
to Protamine Sulfate for the rapid and efficient neutralization of heparin. The researchers are looking
for pharmaceutical companies interested in research collaboration or license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

29 January 2015
10 February 2015
10 February 2016
TOBE20141119001

Details
Description
One key advantage offered by heparin in cardiovascular surgery relies upon its high potency
and the availability of an antidote allowing its rapid neutralization. Protamine Sulfate (PS) is the
only drug available on the market which can counteract quickly and efficiently the action of
heparin. Extracted from fishes, PS, a cationic polypeptide, is made from several sub-units with
proportion which can change in number and nature. Moreover its natural source represents a
potential risk of persistence of residues, such as heavy metals, endotoxins and other antigenic
biological contaminants. More recently, due to fishing restrictions in Japan, the availability issue
of PS has raised additional issues. Last and not least, moderate to severe side-effects are
observed after its i.v. perfusion with a prevalence of about 11 %. To overcome these problems,
the Belgian researchers have developed a synthetic hemocompatible polymer as an alternative
to PS for the rapid and efficient neutralization of heparin.
This synthetic polymer consists of a polymer with high affinity and selectivity for heparins (non
fractionated and fractionated) in complex biological medium such as human plasma. The
polymer can be administered in the form of a liquid wherein the diluent is an isotonic medium or
in the form of a lyophilisate wherein the diluent is a stabiliser.
Advantages and Innovations
-In view of promoting interaction with heparin, the new polymer has an extended structure with a
flexible polymer backbone that overcomes the problems of other synthetic polymers with more
compact structure.
-The range of concentrations to achieve its pharmacological action is identical to PS. This high
potency is linked to its specificity, avoiding non-specific interactions with cellular and humoral
compounds present in blood.
-Preclinical assays have demonstrated that the interaction of this polymer with heparin proceeds
very quickly (within a time-scale of some minutes).
-Hemocompatible material.
- Easiness to produce on a reproducible way, at an industrial scale and at a very low cost. Its
macromolecular characteristics and purity can be easily controlled by macromolecular
engineering which allows the adjustment of composition, length and sequence.
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Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
proof of concept demonstrated in vivo.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001011
006001016
006001018

Heart and blood circulation illnesses
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Surgery

Market
005003002

Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals

NACE
M.72.1.1

Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group

Ref: TOBE20141119001
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Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
Belgium

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of Partner:
pharmaceutical companies: the new synthetic antidote is intended to be used as a medicament
for the treatment of heparin overdose.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Unique and innovative plastic processing method and
compounding
Summary
An small and medium sized company (SME) from Germany developed a new plastic recycling
method, which allows an holistic treatment of rubber and plastic production waste. The particles can
be inexpensively manufactured <100 microns without quality constraints by using their innovative
and patented impulse method. The SME is offering technical cooperation agreements and
manufacturing agreements and looking for commercial agreements.They are also interested in
research and innovation cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

24 March 2015
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TODE20150225001

Details
Description
The company is able to crush plastics down to a grain size into the micrometer range (100µm –
1µm) without any loss of characteristics by using their innovative and patented impulse method.
Furthermore there is a special technology used, which is able to clean the prevailing and mostly
contaminated material in an eco-friendly way. The plastic mixture will be separated into their
different raw materials and /or additives - again without any loss of characteristics.
Consequently the client will get the raw material - quality won from the delivered material.
Hence the processed material can be reused in the form of granulate and can easily be led back
into the production circle.
The innovative method prevents down cycling. Therefore our method represents a real recycling
solution. Companies that are using this innovative processing will not only have a positive
influence on their whole economic efficiency, but also increase the resource efficiency.
Advantages and Innovations
Nowadays there are no conclusive solutions for the recovered substance cycle for plastic
material, which can ensure the same quality as the primary synthetic materials.
Advantages:
-Reduction of purchase and production costs
-Independence of the raw material market
-Better market acceptence
-Improved resource efficiency
-Positive infulence on environmental performance
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Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Granted patent or patent application essential
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002011
002002012
002007014
002007016
002007027

Machining, fine (grinding, lapping)
Mixing (powder, etc.), separation (sorting, filtering)
Plastics, Polymers
Rubber
Biobased materials

Market
008001001
008001004
008001018
008004002

Plastic fabricators
Fibre-reinforced (plastic) composites
Polymer (plastics) materials
Chemical and solid material recycling

NACE
C.22.1.9
C.22.2.9

Manufacture of other rubber products
Manufacture of other plastic products

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Automotive, Transport and Logistics

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Russian
Polish
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The SME is offering technical cooperation agreements and manufacturing agreements and
looking for commercial agreements. The company is also interested in getting to know plastic
processing companies from any branch that are searching for an innovative and environmental
friendly solution for their industrial plastic waste, consisting of thermoplastics and elastomers.
They are also interested in Research and Innovation cooperation and are welcoming companies
from all over Europe.
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Multi-system burner and environmentally friendly
pelletized biomass burning procedure.
Summary
A Romanian company specialized in the design, installation and service of heating and drying
systems has developed a multi-system burner based on environmentally friendly pelletized biomass
burning procedure. By practical implementation of the invention, non-polluting thermal energy is
obtained at minimal costs and the burning efficiency achieved exceeds 98%. The company seeks
partners interested in implementation of the burner into their technologies, through licensing
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TORO20141210001

Details
Description
Completely different from other products in the market, the heating units, designed and
manufactured in Romania, are based on the proprietary patented invention "Multi-system burner
and environmentally friendly pelletized biomass burning procedure". This burner burns the
pellets completely, without generating smoke or tar deposits and with minimum carbon
monoxide , noxious or particulate emissions over the entire operating period.
The pellets burns at 1100 – 1300ºC, a temperature that does not mean simple burning, but
incineration.
Due to the complete burning of pellets, to the absence of smoke and particulate emissions in
the flue gas, the heat produced by burning the pellets is transferred to the radiant tubes
maintaining the operating parameters over the entire operational life of the unit, without
requiring repeated cleanings.
The radiant tube heating is the most efficient and economic option for high spaces, because
heat is transmitted to objects and people in the service area of the radiant tubes, so that the
heat is directed to the working areas, in a manner similar to sunlight heating, rather than to
heating by a large amount of air.
One of the advantages of radiant tube heating is that the effect of heating can be felt a few
minutes after starting the burner, so that the system does not need to be kept in operation when
there is no activity in the area. The resulting heat is evenly and comfortably distributed without
generating drafts of air and dust.
The system includes:
- pellet burner with pellets, completely automated;
- hopper for pellets;
- screw feeder;
- radiant tubes;
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- aluminum reflective screen for evening and directing the heat radiation;
- flue gas evacuation system with exhauster;
- room thermostat.
This new technology produces environment friendly, economic, intelligent thermal energy and
brings real benefits to users.
The company seeks producers of heating systems interested in implementation of the burner
into their technologies on the basis of license agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
Exceptional efficiency with 94-97% unit efficiency and over 98% burning efficiency;
Minimum air pollution:
- particulate emissions under 7.4 mg/m³ (standards: 60 mg/m³);
- volatile organic compounds emissions under 10 mg/m3 (standards 78 mg/m³);
- carbon monoxide emissions under 250 mg/m3 (standards 1000 mg/m³).
Complete burning of pellets made from everything that burns: vegetals, farming, forestry, animal
farming waste, selected domestic waste, energy plants, chipped wood, including with high
silicone content, sawdust or various mixtures;
No cleaning required due the complete burn of the pellets;
Easy and safe operation is assured by an advanced automatic system that controls all functions
of the unit.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004002016
004005009
004008
010002015

Furnace and boiler technologies
Waste incineration
Energy efficiency
Clean Production / Green Technologies

Market
006005010
008004004
008005
009004008

Other alternative energy
Other pollution and recycling related
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)
Other manufacturing (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.25.2.1
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2010
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
Languages Spoken
Romanian
English
Client Country
Romania
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: company;
- Specific area of activity of the partner: producer of heating systems;
- Task to be performed: implementation of the solution into its own installation for combustion or
a new installation designed by the Romanian company.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Audio watermarking: the most cost-efficient and precise
technology to synchronise broadcast media with second
screen apps, interactive toys etc.
Summary
A UK company offers under licence globally acknowledged technology for audio watermarking.
Encoded content and interactive apps allow for very precise time synchronisation between the two.
This in turn allows for highly responsive live and on-demand user interaction. Either a software
development kit (SDK) or encoding hardware is available for application developers. Broadcasters,
production companies, digital agencies, app developers, toys and games developers are sought for
licensing deals.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 January 2015
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TOUK20141215001

Details
Description
Broadcast media can be used to trigger responses from humans and machines for various
purposes. Many of these are currently being used for entertainment purposes. A game show on
the TV screen will be brought to the living room. A smartphone can listen in to a programme to
provide the consumer with additional content. There are also more ‘serious’ applications. A
public announcement in a tunnel or public space can be picked up by a deaf person’s
smartphone and trigger flashing or vibration.
It has previously been a technical obstacle to synchronise the broadcast message and the
related applications. A time lag will spoil the fun when you are playing along a quiz game.
Currently, the situation is typically either accepted or in rare cases massive infrastructure is
dedicated to the connectivity.
An East of England company solves the said problems through audio watermarking. It embeds
additional information in an audio track that cannot be heard. Some applications of the
technology follow hereunder.
The company’s technology is licenced and used by a leading global research group for the
purpose of passive audience measurement for both radio and TV. Using broadcast-grade RealTime Encoding hardware, audio watermark codes are inserted continuously 24x7 at the point of
broadcast transmission. These audio codes carry data which identifies the radio station or TV
channel as well as the precise date and time.
Volunteers, known as panellists, are provided with smartphones that they can use as personal
phones but which also run passive monitoring apps, capable of detecting and decoding audio
codes to determine what the panellists watch or listen to whether at home, at work or in the car.
The audience measurement data collected from the panellists' smartphones is uploaded
Ref: TOUK20141215001
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periodically to central data collection servers so that statistical techniques can be used to
extrapolate audience data for wider (national) populations.
Another successful application area is interactive, synchronised second-screen apps. These are
apps that consumers run on tablets and smartphones while they watch TV. Such apps are said
to be synchronised because they automatically recognise what TV show is being watched and
precisely how much time has elapsed since the show started.
Some second-screen apps are dedicated to advertising, promotions, rewards and loyalty. Some
are companion apps to specific shows or to entire TV channels. And some of the most popular
and entertaining are gameshow playalong apps which enable the audience at home to compete
with friends and family or with studio contestants.
The company has proved through numerous real world deployments that audio watermarking is
by far the best way to drive precisely synchronised second screen apps of all kinds. An app
equipped with an audio watermark decoder can detect different watermarks, which can trigger
whatever experience the show and app creators wish to deliver. There is no need for a data
connection and, when used for time sync in a gameshow playalong, the timing is absolutely
precise.
The company provides its technology in the form of an SDK available for iOS and Android. The
SDK includes special encoding software to insert watermarks very easily into pre-recorded
adverts and TV shows. The SDKs also include watermark decoder libraries that can be
incorporated into any app.
Another area is interactive toys and embedded hardware. With audio watermarking technology,
the behaviour of interactive, merchandised toys can be synchronised with the TV shows in
which the toy is the star. The company has developed custom hardware, comprising a multipurpose chip core within a small and cheap microcontroller to enable merchandised toys,
mascots and other items to listen for and respond to broadcast audio watermark codes.
The UK company seeks licensing deals with broadcasters, production companies, digital
agencies and app developers, as well as toy manufacturers.
Advantages and Innovations
The audio watermarking occurs in the audible range but cannot be heard. It allows for very
precise timing between a broadcast message and the interactive app or algorithm, including
pausing.
The advantage this brings is greater enjoyment for the audience and a more cost-effective
building of interactive content, games and toys.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patents granted in many developed countries.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001003013
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001004003
001005001
001005003

E-Publishing, Digital Content
Audiovisual Equipment and Communication
Mobile Communications

Market
001001001
002007007
002008002
007001003
009003002

Radio and TV broadcasting stations
Applications software
Voice recognition
Toys and electronic games
Advertising and public relations

NACE
M.74.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
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Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: industry;
- Type of activity of the partner: broadcasters, production companies, digital agencies, app
developers, toys and games developers;
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: to license-in the technology and include in internal
development projects.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Support with prototyping and manufacturing of
lightweight structures, in bonded aluminium in particular
Summary
A UK sports cars manufacturer has a long history and a broad IP portfolio in building lightweight
structures. In particular, they are leaders in structures in bonded aluminium. The business is open to
develop automotive collaborations while also looking to develop relationships across other market
sectors, offering engineering, prototyping, manufacturing in low and high volumes. Manufacturing,
services and technical cooperation agreements are being sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 December 2013
20 March 2015
19 March 2016
TOUK20131205001

Details
Description
A UK manufacturing group develops and produces sports cars. The group includes world class
manufacturing facilities, specialist engineering services and a subsidiary dedicated to
lightweight structures. The group has a massive IP portfolio applicable in the automotive and
other sectors. It takes great pride in the cutting edge technical development and optimising of
lightweight structures during design process to optimise for high volume manufacture and
supply.
Typical collaborative and service offerings are;
- Automotive BIW (Body In White);
- Bonded Aluminium Structures;
- Welded Aluminium Structures;
- Mixed material Structures (example carbon fibre/aluminium);
- Aluminium components, cut, formed, welded;
- Anodising Services;
- Consultancy services to support the design and development of the product or structure,
prototyping services;
- Low and High volume manufacturing supply.
The type of collaboration is likely to vary according to the stage of development. It will be a mix
of sharing and developing new IP, consultancy, engineering and manufacturing.
Advantages and Innovations
In particular, solutions for bonded aluminium structures are scarce on the market. In that respect
the UK group is uniquely positioned to offer a combination of
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- low cost entry to market with tooling and capital investment at a minimum;
- ease of implementation of change;
- significant weight reduction when compared with steel and/or welded or traditionally fixed
aluminium structures;
- ability to maintain and repeat tight dimensional tolerances.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
A large IP portfolio with a broad coverage of territories.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002001
002002007
002002010
002006001
002007010

Design and Modelling / Prototypes
Joining techniques (riveting, screw driving, gluing)
Machining (turning, drilling, moulding, milling, planning, cutting)
Building Materials, Components and Methods
Metals and Alloys

Market
006005004
008003007
008006
009001001
009001005

Wind energy
Other industrial equipment and machinery
Industrial Services
Airlines
Motor vehicles, transportation equipment and parts

NACE
C.29.1.0

Manufacture of motor vehicles

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry 250-499
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: developers and manufacturers of new products in
automotive, aerospace, architectural, commercial vehicles, marine, rail industries.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: This is likely to vary according to the stage of
development. It will be a mix of sharing and developing new IP, consultancy, engineering and
manufacturing.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A clever yet simple controller that makes use of all
excess energy from a photovoltaic (PV) solar system and
nearly triples the savings from it
Summary
A UK startup has developed a clever yet simple controller for photovoltaic (PV) systems. All excess
energy from a PV system is diverted into the water heater. The savings for the household resulting
from not drawing energy from the grid are nearly triple compared to the PV system alone. The
controller has no microprocessor and is not prone to errors. Manufacturers of energy saving
products, but also installers of PV are sought for licensing or a commercial agreement with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
10 March 2015
09 March 2016
TOUK20130621001

Details
Description
A typical domestic PV installation generates electricity in an amount that is much greater than
the background consumption yet smaller than peak consumption. It means that most of the time
it generates excess electricity. Various government incentives encourage households to export it
to the grid. In most cases this export is not actually measured, instead the generator is paid for
the generation, not the export. It is highly desirable to make better use of excess energy on site,
as this is free energy. Storage of electrical energy is impractical as the required batteries are
both costly and large/heavy. More recently, devices or controllers have emerged that ‘skim’ the
excess energy and divert it to local consumption, for storage within the generating household,
by way of hot water storage. There are some teething problems with the design implementation
of these and some conflicts of IP in some cases.
A UK start-up has now developed and is successfully trialling a simpler and more robust
controller. It is designed without a microcontroller (patent applied for) and is less prone to errors
and unreliabilities associated with computer type latch-ups/glitches. It constantly monitors the
supply and demand, and is able to skim off the exact excess generated energy for switching
and diverting to the hot water heating device. It is able to adapt to changing generation capacity
and load in milliseconds, thereby optimising the diverted energy, resulting in near-perfect
balancing of generation and household demand dynamically.
The consumption of the diverted energy in a typical household (or commercial building) is the
immersion heater or hot water cylinder. The controller sends variable pulses of energy at
different intervals, dependent on the quantity of surplus PV energy available. Thus there is no
Ref: TOUK20130621001
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waste of generated energy.
The household savings are significant. The first few working prototypes are running in homes
with 4 kWh PV installations which use conventional gas boilers with electrical immersion
heaters. Simply installing the PV generation system alone saves the average family around £50
per year. However, by adding the new controller saves around £100 per year, and in some
cases, significantly more. The controller pays for itself in roughly 2 to 3 years. Heating water
using this patented system provides sufficient hot water in most installations throughout the 6
summer months, dependent on household usage, so that the gas supply can be turned off
completely. In winter, the controller still contributes significantly towards heating the water,
supplementing the conventional gas heating method.
The Picture shows the working prototype. For series production, it is envisaged a display will be
added to give an instant overview of the savings. The installing of the controller must be done
by a certified electrician but is in itself a quick and easy job taking under 20 minutes typically.
The market segments include both new solar PV installations, where a PV installation company
could practically give the device away for a unique sales offer, or retrofitting by companies
specialising in energy saving products.
The UK company will take small volume orders but is mainly interested in licensing the patented
control system to manufacturers or installers of energy saving products.
Advantages and Innovations
The patent pending design is simple, without a microprocessor and not prone to errors.
The device gives considerable additional savings from a typical PV installation, paying for itself
in 2-3 years (at the intended retail price).
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001001001
004001001
004005005
004006001

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Heat storage
Photovoltaics
Energy management

Market
006005002
006008

Photovoltaic solar
Energy Conservation Related

NACE
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C.27.9.0

Manufacture of other electrical equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: manufacturers and installers of PV and energy saving
products.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: the UK company can supply small volume series
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and consultancy and training to the installers. The preferred route is licensing to manufacturers
of controllers or energy saving products.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Flexible plastic photo sensor technology in different
sizes
Summary
A UK company has developed flexible plastic backplanes for various sensors, including optical and
X-ray. These can be developed into niche products in dentistry and non-destructive testing amongst
others, but also thin scanners for portable devices and many other consumer products.
Manufacturers of photo and X-ray sensors are sought for joint further development and licensing.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
10 March 2015
09 March 2016
TOUK20131120001

Details
Description
A UK company has developed a revolutionary plastic organic thin film transistor (OTFT)
technology that enables electronics to be manufactured on flexible or plastic sheets. They have
fully industrialised the mass production of these in the world's first commercial organic
electronics factory located in Germany.
One of the growing applications for organic electronics is sensors, including photo sensors for
scanners, and even X-ray sensors. The technology enables ultra-light, ultra-thin, low-power,
easy to scale up to larger size and extremely robust end devices. These can be adapted for
either niche products, such as dental X-ray, portable medical X-ray detectors or non-destructive
test equipment for tubes and pipes. Alternatively, thin and portable light sensors or scanners
can be built that fit into handsets and tablets, or even clothing and wallpaper.
The picture shows readout from a small and low resolution demo scanner. The technology is
compatible with frontplanes of much bigger size and resolution.
The company is now seeking to support OEMs and system integrators in different markets,
under joint development and licensing agreements.
Advantages and Innovations
- Fully industrialised and qualified mass production of OTFT backplanes with high longevity.
- Virtually no limitation on size and resolution.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
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Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001012
001001017
005006006
005006010
009001008

Peripherals Technologies (Mass Data Storage, Display Technologies)
related to electronics and microelectronics
Environmental and Biometrics Sensors, Actuators
Sensors/Multisensor Technology, Instrumentation
Optics
Other Non Destructive Testing

Market
002004004
005001003

Other scanning related (including optical mark sensing and image
processing)
X-rays

NACE
C.26.1.1

Manufacture of electronic components

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
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Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: developers of photo sensors and X-ray sensors.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: joint development into commercial products and
systems integration.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Microwave egg scrambler
Summary
A UK inventor offers a license on the design for a new egg scrambler for microwave ovens. The
elegant design and ease of use suggest an attractive exclusive product offering for manufacturers of
kitchenware.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
26 January 2015
26 January 2016
TOUK20130807001

Details
Description
There are a number of products on the market for preparing eggs in a microwave oven. You can
boil them, poach them, or make an omelette.
A UK inventor had to come up with a new product for scrambling eggs as there was nothing
‘modern’ for it on the market, just ceramic bowls. The picture shows the new simple yet elegant
design made in plastic and silicone. The materials have been chosen for non-sticking and easy
wash-up. It’s lightweight yet strong. The patent pending invention and design can be modified
for different segments.
The user groups are likely to include both grown-ups and children who take their lunch with
them in a box.
The inventor is working on the prototypes and collecting feedback from a focus group. The main
goal is to license the design to a manufacturer of things like kitchenware, cookware and kitchen
utensils.
Advantages and Innovations
It is a new product for an unmet need. Being an exclusive supplier should be attractive to
manufacturers of kitchenware.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
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Keywords
Technology
006001023

Single Use Products and Consumer Goods

Market
007004004

Housewares

NACE
C.32.9.9

Other manufacturing n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: manufacturers of cookware, kitchenware, kitchen
utensils.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: manufacture the egg scrambler under license.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

High speed/low memory reversible debugger for Linux
and Android developers working on complex software,
e.g. electronic design, financial software
Summary
Until recently, there were no proper debugging tools for complex software running on Linux. A startup UK company has launched a commercial reversible debugger that is orders of magnitude faster
than open source solutions whilst taking up little memory. The tool has been proven to speed up
coding and makes risk management more predictable. Developers of financial software, electronic
design automation etc. are sought for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TOUK20131119001

Details
Description
There's always one more bug. Indeed, debugging is one of the most time-consuming part of
software coding. On average, it is estimated to take 50% of development time (Cambridge
University Judge Business School, 2013).
In addition to waste of time, the unpredictable nature of bugs jeopardise the launch of new
software packages and, ultimately, businesses.
To alleviate the problem, the search for a reversible debugger has been going on for decades.
Reversible debuggers allow developers to go both forwards and backwards in their program.
This is comparable to rewinding and fast-forwarding a CCTV tape in order to find the moment in
which a crime took place (the crime in this instance being the bug). In contrast, traditional
debugging moves only in one direction, forwards.
A UK company has now launched reversible debugging tools for Linux, one of the very few on
the world market. There is some fairly popular freeware available for the same purpose but this
is particularly slow when used with complex programs, making it of limited use on more
sophisticated code.
The new tool allows developers to:
• Jump to any point in their program's history.
• Step back to the preceding instruction, source line, function call or breakpoint.
• Run back to a watchpoint to discover when a variable (or any memory location) was last
changed (perfect for memory corruption bugs).
• Replay non-deterministic bugs (when developers go forwards again, their program will follow
exactly the same path as last time).
Research by Cambridge University Judge Business School revealed that using the new
debugger improved developers’ productivity 26% on average.
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The tool is particularly useful in applications such as Electronic design automation (EDA) and
financial software. It has been adopted by well-known companies in the industry such as
Cadence and ARM.
The UK company welcomes further enquiries from European businesses for commercial
agreements with technical assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
The technology records in very fine detail everything that a programme does and, much like
CCTV, allows the developer to rewind through the recording to exactly where their program went
wrong.
The key advantage is the combination of very high speed with low memory usage, several
orders of magnitude better than with the open source software.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Copyright
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002013
001002016

Computer Software
Information Technology/Informatics
Simulation

Market
002007004
002007007
002007011
002007013

Program development tools/languages
Applications software
Manufacturing/industrial
Banks/financial institutions

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Ref: TOUK20131119001
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: developers of complex software running on Linux or
Android Native, using C or C++. For example, EDA and financial software developers.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: the UK company can supply evaluations,
webinars, face to face meetings and technical support both from the UK but also at the partner’s
site. Remote assistance can be offered relating to the actual emerged bug reports.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Intelligent 24 hour web-based mobile paging solution
designed for healthcare institutions and veterinary
hospitals
Summary
A UK SME offers its intelligent 24 hour web-based mobile paging solution designed for healthcare
institutions and veterinary hospitals, enabling effective task management and prioritisation. The
solution is particularly effective during the ‘Out of Hours’ periods and extended weekend working
periods where all calls are filtered through a central co-ordinator. It provides dynamic two-way, realtime communication using the latest mobile technologies. License agreement offered.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 January 2015
23 March 2015
22 March 2016
TOUK20141128001

Details
Description
A UK SME specialised in the provision of medical communication and task management
solutions has developed a 24 hour web-based paging solution enabling effective task
management and prioritisation for health care professionals. The solution is available for mobile
devices and offered specifically to healthcare institutions and veterinary hospitals.
The company has considerable experience in workforce planning, particularly during the out-ofhours (OOH) period, and the issues that hospitals face as a result of the European Working
Time Directive. The team includes expertise from individuals with national healthcare service
backgrounds who understand the importance of providing prioritised clinical care.
General Information
• The solution is particularly effective when working during the ‘out of hours’ period and during
extended weekend working where there is a requirement for all calls to be filtered through a
central coordinator.
• The solution promotes team working with secure task management; as a result, patient risk is
eliminated and there is a significant reduction in work related stress and alarm fatigue,
particularly for the junior doctor.
• A specialty-based call escalations and unread call alerts help to eliminate risk and ensure that
a priority call can never be left unattended.
• The solution allows an organisation to implement the roles of specialist practitioners to cover
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blood and fluid related work and this reduces the incidence of this type of work being sent to
junior doctors, leaving them with more time to spend with the patients that need them the most.
• The solution is entirely web-based and hosted on the UK companies dedicated servers. The
company's in-house support team handles all daily system and database back-up routines
ensuring that access to the application is fully optimized and secure.
Data
• The system provides a vast reporting function allowing for interrogation of all call activity at a
microscopic level.
• The reports provide the out-of-hours team with a clear overview of staff responsibilities,
workloads and schedules allowing available resources to be efficiently organised and deployed.
• The solution will enable a health care organisation such as a hospital to recognize, isolate and
ultimately re-assign activities to available specialist nurses in the out-of-hours period, resulting
in less pressure and a reduction in alarm fatigue for medical doctors.
• The adoption of the system's call method feature during the late afternoon or early evening will
ensure that any activities outstanding from the out-of-hours period can be assigned to and
handled by available specialist nurses.
• The comprehensive data trail will provide health care organisations with evidence to streamline
its workforce and working practices. This will allow an organisation to provide more effective
care, improved patient recovery, reduced length of stay and therefore considerable financial
savings to frontline services.
Technology
• Cloud Based -requiring no installation or support and only minimal local administration.
• Device Independent - compatible on mobile devices across all the main operating systems
e.g.Android, iOS and Windows Mobile. Medical staff may even log in to the application using
their own mobile devices; this is a secure interface with many thousands of connections taking
place worldwide on a daily basis.
• Devices will be linked to the organisations secure Wi-Fi network or via the mobile telecoms
network. The solution knows which networks are being used and securely serves up call
information accordingly.
A yearly license provides
• Unlimited calls, users, data transfer
• Full 24/7 support
• 37hr development package
• One day on-site "train the trainer" package
• Split-site working
• User group access
• Monthly data analysis
• Quarterly stakeholder review
Advantages and Innovations
Essentially the solutions provide:
• Prioritised communication
• Robust task management
• Unprecedented data capture - a paradigm shift in medical communication and the degree of
data capture is unprecedented.
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• Cloud based - requiring no installation or support and only minimal local administration.
• Device independent - compatible on mobile devices across all the main operating systems
e.g.Android, iOS and Windows Mobile
Key Features include
• Call locking and lock alerting
• Unread call alerting
• Specialty-based prioritisation
• Specialty-based EWS (Early Warning Scores) Escalation
• Full call pathway history
• Ward handover tools/medical handover tools
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Trade Marks,Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002015

Computer Software
Knowledge Management, Process Management

Market
002007002
002007005
002007008
002007012

Database and file management
Communications/networking
Business and office
Medical/health

NACE
J.62.0.3

Computer facilities management activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2007
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Health care organisations, veterinary hospitals looking to maximise staff resources and provide
an efficient task management system
License agreement offered.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for production of a household appliance for
automated preparation of drinking melt water without
artificial filters and chemical additives
Summary
A Russian company from Novosibirsk developed a technology for production of an automated
devices for making clean and healthy drinking water. The treatment method is based on the principle
of natural water purification through freezing and melting, without artificial filters and chemical
additives. The company is offering a license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

27 February 2015
22 March 2015
21 March 2016
13 RU 86FG 3RT0

Details
Description
Thawed (recrystallized) water is a result of melting of ice, formed by freezing the original volume
of water. Due to crystalline structure of ice, the presence of impurities in the crystal lattice,
including various dissolved salts, is minimal. Since the pure water and contained impurities/salts
have different freezing temperatures, the ice crystal lattice “pushes out” the impurities to the
non-freezing fraction, which can be easily separated from the remaining pure water.
In comparison with tap water and artesian water, melt water is soft, it contains no harmful
impurities, the concentration of heavy metals is negligible, pH value in it is greater by 0.2-0.5
units, the hydrogen peroxide concentration is greater and there is less oxygen.
Filtered water is a product of chemical and/or ion-exchange treatment, which removes
completely some of the elements from water, but introduces other substances from the filter
itself. In comparison with filtered and bottled water, ice water contains the necessary for people
mineral composition, and does not contain antibiotics, preservatives, flavorings and other
artificial additives.
Useful properties of melt water can be actively used in the production of cosmetics, food,
especially aimed at anti-ageing and healthy aging.
To date, the melt water is present at the market only in the bottled form. However, this
technological option may nullify all useful properties of melt water, since the question of their
preservation in time ("memory") is not investigated. In addition, the price of commercially
available water is comparable with the prices of premium bottled water, even without the
delivery costs.
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Preparation of melt water at home is a complex and time consuming process. Manual water
freezing in the fridge makes it impossible to regulate and control the freeze rate.
The Russian company from Novosibirsk has developed a technology of production of domestic
technical systems (devices) for preparation of melt water. The principle of operation of the
device is simple: the working volume is filled with raw water; the device automatically analyzes
its main parameters (temperature, etc.) and chooses the appropriate mode of preparation (time,
speed, modes of the process). At the freezing phase, the device sets the timing for impurities to
be separated (to form a "brine") and pours it off into a separate container (tray) or drains.
Without the impurities, ice undergoes "soft" defrosting resulting in the melt drinking water.
The device has a number of additional automatic features, including self-cleaning, which helps
to maintain the hydrosystem clean. The device is easy to use and maintain, it is fully automated.
To prepare the device for use, one only needs to pour in water (1,7 liters). Further preparation of
melt water (6-8 hours) goes in automatic mode. In economic terms, the cost of 1 liter of melt
water is about 5 times less than the cost of bottled water.
Thus, the technology makes this kind of water much more available for consumers, while
maintaining its useful properties.
The device’s parameters:
Power consumption (at 220V/~50Hz): 280W
Dimensions: 387 mm (W) x 377 mm (D) x 363 mm (H).
Weight: 12 kg.
Performance of the device is 3 liters of melt water per day.
The company offers license agreements to interested partners among manufacturers of water
purification equipment, medicine, biotechnology, cosmetics sectors.
Advantages and Innovations
The major innovation of the technology is its implementation in the form of an automated system
for home preparation of melt water directly by the consumer.
The conducted official tests displayed the following advantages:
1) Technology is able to work with different sources of water with different concentrations of
soluble inorganic impurities, including natural water from wells, tap water, bottled drinking water
and even sea water.
2) Regardless of the source and composition of the raw water, the device is capable of
producing an end product that has a stable structure with a reprod, while maintaining its useful
properties.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001001001
008001004
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008003
010002009

Nutrition and Health
Water Pollution / Treatment

Market
007003
007003005
008004003

Food and Beverages
General food products
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems

NACE
E.36.0.0

Water collection, treatment and supply

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
2001
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
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Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Russia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:company, individual
- Specific area of activity of the partner: instrument making, medicine, biotechnology, cosmetics;
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: adaptation and implementation of the technology
in mass production on the basis of the transferred know-how
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

New technology for neutralisation of industrial
wastewater, concentrated solutions and solid waste
containing heavy metals
Summary
A Polish company has developed a new technology for neutralisation of industrial wastewater,
concentrated solutions and solid waste containing heavy metals. It can be used for neutralization of
effluents from electroplating shops, tanneries and also wastes from different hazardous chemical
processes. The partners for technical cooperation, joint venture or manufacturing agreement are
sought and also partners for further product development.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

06 February 2015
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TOPL20150206004

Details
Description
A Polish company has developed a new technology for neutralisation of industrial wastewater,
concentrated solutions and solid waste containing heavy metals. It can be used for
neutralization of effluents from electroplating shops, tanneries and also wastes from metal
thermal treatment processes, photographic processes, cyanide processes and other hazardous
chemical processes. The system can be utilised both in already existing plants which do not
have a regulated water-effluent management system, as well as in newly designed plants. The
wide range of technology supplementary equipment makes it possible to use the method both in
manually operated plants as well as in modern fully automatic or program operated
technological lines.
The basic aim of the method is to conduct treatment with simultaneous recovery of metals from
concentrated technological bath solutions, dragged out on workpieces, during chemical rinsing
directly following the main process, as well as from concentrated spent technological bath
solutions which are periodically exchanged and also from sediments and such. The method
allows practically waste-free operation with only minimal consumption of water for rinsing.
Capital costs of industrial waste treatment plants using the elaborated method comparing to
traditional methods are up to 50 % lower. Operating costs are up to 40 % lower than those of
conventional treatment plants.
The method and equipment are being protected by a number of patents and patent applications.
Advantages and Innovations
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-significantly reduced water consumption,
-direct, 100% and selective recovery of heavy metals such as Au, Ag, Cu, Cd, Zn, Cr, Ni etc.,
-number limitation of technological wastewater pipelines to one
-number limitation of ventilation ducts in the production plant to one
-limitation of the waste purification shop to one tank for final neutralisation and pH adjustment
-reduction of the chemicals consumption by treating concentrated solutions
-possibility of repeated utilisation of the reagents for different heavy metals
-chemicals and water operated in a closed-loop system
-constant water cleaning in build-in purifiers
-chemical rinsing and water spray rinsing are employed both in one rinsing tank
-significantly reduced the area needed for setting up installations comparing to the traditional
ones
-chemical vapours are being stopped by air barriers created with a help of additional air blowers
-the equipment is simple in construction and easy to operate
-simple construction of the recovery basket and filtration sack what allows easy washing,
dewatering and drying of the recovered metal sediment
-very simple method of process analysis and controlling
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
010003004
010004005
010004011

Recycling, Recovery
Industrial Water Treatment
Wastewater Recycling

Market
008004002
008004003
008004004

Chemical and solid material recycling
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems
Other pollution and recycling related

NACE
E.36.0.0
E.38.2.2

Water collection, treatment and supply
Treatment and disposal of hazardous waste

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
1990
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Russian
Polish
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is serching for industry/research partners capable of establishing technical
cooperation, joint venture or manufacturing agreements.The partners for further product
development are also sought.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Ref: TOPL20150206004
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Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

New fungal strain with applications in the pulp and paper
industry and the production of second generation
biofuels.
Summary
Researchers from a Spanish R&D public organization and a Spanish university have isolated and
characterized the fungal strain Hormonema sp. CECT 13092, which offers improvements in several
current processes in the industry of pulp and paper and in the production of second generation
biofuels. Application onto eucalyptus chips improves both biopulping and enzymatic saccharification
for the production of fermentable sugars to ethanol. Licensing and/or technical cooperation
agreement is sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

07 November 2014
13 February 2015
13 February 2016
TOES20141106001

Details
Description
The use of secondary saprophytic fungi as biotechnological tools to improve processes and
reduce pollutants in the pulp industry and in the production of bioethanol is not mostly
optimized, although it has certain benefits. The high specific activity of endophytes as primary
degraders of lignocellulosic materials might improve the current industrial yields by their
application as a pre-stage or in combination with secondary saprophytes.
The fungal strain Hormonema sp. CECT 13092, deposited in the Spanish Type Culture
Collection (CECT), an endophytic fungus, offers improvements in several current processes in
the industry of pulp and paper and in the production of second generation biofuels.
For example, biopulping lignocellulosic biomass by application of the strain and incubation
between 18 and 38 days at a temperature between 18 and 28 ºC, with further kraft pulping,
obtains a significant delignification improvement.
Such raw lignocellulosic biomass can be also biobleached by application of the enzyme crude
extract as a pretreatment and subsequent hydrogen peroxide bleaching.
The lignocellulosic biomass resulting from this processes can be also used to produce
bioethanol.
Advantages and Innovations
Stability and easy growing. Under normal conditions the strain mainly grows as yeast, which
facilitates the homogenization of inocula and subsequent application, in comparison with fungi in
micellar form. It can be grown at room temperature in conventional media for fungi and keeps its
viability at 4 ° C, which facilitates long-term storage.
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Biopulping. An improvement of 26.7% of delignification was obtained in the pulping process and
an increase in whiteness of the kraft pulp of 8.3 points % ISO, compared with a control pulp
without fungal treatment. These improvements were higher than those obtained by applying a
white rot fungus widely studied (Trametes sp. I-62). Moreover, it was possible to reduce the
consumption of NaOH in the kraft pulping by 9% without observable decreases in the
mechanical properties of pulps, comparing with the control without fungal treatment.
TCF bleaching. Application of the enzyme crude extract as a pretreatment in the sequence of
TCF bleaching improved delignification by 5% and increased whiteness by 3.3% ISO points,
improvements not observed when applying a commercial laccase instead.
Biofuels. In chips treated with the patented strain and subsequently saccharified with
commercial enzymes it was observed an improvement in the production of sugars of 33.3% with
respect to wood without fungal treatment. This improvement was significantly increased by
applying autohydrolysis before fungal treatment, increasing the yields of sugars obtained by
204% compared with wood subjected to autohydrolysis but without the fungal treatment. This
increase was higher than the observed with Trametes sp. I-62.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Spanish patent granted. Still in the priority year to extend protection (PCT or EP applications)
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
004005007
007002002
007002003

Solid biomass
Paper Technology
Pulp Technology

Market
009005

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
C.17.1.1

Manufacture of pulp

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
Ref: TOES20141106001
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1971
Turnover
50 - 100M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
Public research organization of the Spanish National State Administration dedicated to agrifood
and forestry research, which develops its work in areas such as Plant Production and
Protection, Animal Production and Health, Biotechnology, Food Quality and Safety, Forestry and
Environment.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: Enzyme companies/Pulp and paper industry/Biofuel industries.
Specific area of activity of the partner: Companies developing enzymatic products to improve
efficiency in the pulp and paper and biofuel industries
Task to be performed: Licensing Agreement
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

High reliability translator for existing models of systems
from specific application to real-world application
Summary
An Italian company developed a translator for existing models of systems from specific application to
real-world application. Advantages include higher level of reliability of model and reduction of the
environmental impact. The company is looking for industrial partners interested in further
development and commercialization of the software translator.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TOIT20130729001

Details
Description
Models of system are widely applied today by engineers and analysts in order to evaluate and
predict the dynamics of a series of events or processes subsequent to the imposition of
conditions. The model, must be representative of the behavior of the system to be analyzed
both during the transient and at the steady-state regime and in case of changes of the operating
point due to external causes.
A model also carries out other functions:
• it supports verification and validation activities: each test can be simulated on the model in
order to verify the good behavior of the model and then of the system;
• it allows the sizing of the components: the model can be used as a sizing tool for requirements
specification of some physical platform components
Actually, most of systems have been designed, sized and simulated with specialized software
tools. Such tools provide the capability of modeling and simulating some particular aspects of
systems; from the perspective of Eco-design, the ordinary modeling methodology of system has
been extended to multiple-physics and multi-system modeling laying considerable emphasis on
issues of environmental impact of the system during its full life-cycle. The ability to use new
technologies in multi-physics simulation supported by a wide availability of free libraries enables
eco-compatible simulation.
Therefore, it arises the need for a software translator capable of converting classical models of
real systems into multi-physics models.
Basic idea of the translator consists in automatic translating classical models of electrical
networks of airborne systems into multi-physics models.
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Some of the features of the translator tool can be summarized as follows:
• Automatic conversion between the two environments by simulation of Control Systems and
Power Systems
• Graphical representation of schematics
• Automatic recognition of hierarchy
• Conversion of standard components, subsystems and user defined parts
• Exceptions handling during conversion process
The expertise required to develop and use this technology is based on realization of language
recognizer (the implementation of classical model) and target language translator (the
implementation multi-physics model).
The expertise includes also deep knowledge of domain of applicability of modeled electrical
networks.
Advantages and Innovations
Current trends of the most important suppliers of mechatronic systems is providing more reliable
products. In order to meet this requirement the migration of models designed and simulated by
proven robust specific tools to multi-domain tools is mandatory.
Once migrated, the system can be simulated rising the behavior under real-world multi-physics
conditions.
Basic idea of proposed technology consists in translating a model developed in a language
suitable for specific-domain simulation to a model developed in a language suitable for multidomain modeling and simulation.
The most important advantage of such technology is the versatility.
Core of technology is the automatic creation of a “from” language recognizer and a “from/to”
languages translator.
Key features consist in:
• creating the recognizer of the input language specifying the EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur
Form) grammar of it;
• developing the language translator in the most appropriate language (E.g. C/C++, Java,
Python, etc.)
Other advantages are on the one hand the wide availability of EBNF specifications for most
languages, on the other hand the possibility of selecting language to be used to develop the
core of project according to specific requirements of performance, available know-how,
reusability.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
As result of application of proposed technology a translator is actually in the first build release
and is available for a demonstration.
Video demonstrations of translator capabilities are available on-line .
IPR Status
Design Rights,Copyright,Other
Comment Regarding IPR status
All details are defined in Grant Agreement document n° 267608 of CleanSky programme.
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Profile Origin
FP7

Keywords
Technology
001002016
002010001

Simulation
Aeronautical technology / Avionics

Market
002006003

Computer training services

NACE
H.51.2.2

Space transport

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1996
Turnover
1 - 10M
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Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The type of Partner Sought:
The Partner for enhancement of translator tool, shall be, industry or research institute, focused
on system simulation in Modelica language and in build of software tool for eco-design.
The Partner for business and technical assistance, shall be, a structured commercial company
active in aeronautical, aero spatial and transportation sectors as supplier of software tool for
engineering.
The tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
Partner for enhancement, shall cooperate to extend the current application domain on translator
tool, to other domains of interest such as railways, mechanical, etc.
Partner for business, shall increase the sales.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
University,>500 MNE,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Device for sorting fragments of materials by their colour
Summary
A Czech university has developed a device enabling efficient sorting of fragments of coloured
material (e.g. glass) from waste. Based on the colour of the material fragment, the built-in air-valves
can quickly blow out and sort the pieces into the right stack. Scientists are looking for partners
interested in further research and development based on a technical cooperation agreement and for
companies from recycling industry interested in production under a license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 February 2015
17 March 2015
16 March 2016
TOCZ20150210001

Details
Description
A Czech university has developed a device enabling efficient sorting of small fragments of
materials (broken glass or other types of similar materials). The device has been tested with
small pieces of coloured glass. It is possible to sort various types of fragmented material
collected from industry or households.
The device is a high speed autonomous system. After detection of certain fragments (e.g. glass)
a corresponding valve is activated. The air blows out the desired piece by using a current of the
air impulse. Based on the colour of the fragments of material, the built-in air-valves can quickly
blow out and sort the pieces into the right stack.
The device is suitable for companies involved in the field of recycling industry. The size of the
device varies depending on the desired throughput of material.
The device has been successfully tested on coloured glass pieces. It is possible to sort other
coloured materials, like rice or grain from food industry (detecting whether the rice is white or
black).
The effectiveness lies in the fact that the device can process material which is going through the
device with high speed. It also precisely determines the colour of the piece which is not a trivial
task (consider e.g. different illumination). The material can be dirty to certain degree (up to
50%), which has been tested on waste glass fragments.
Advantages and Innovations
- Small size of sorting material: from 5 mm up to sizes of 5 cm (depends on the demand)
- High speed of sorting process: the speed of the moving material is up to 2,4 m/s
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- Variable colour sensitivity (green, brown – these colours have been tested for glass; other
colours for different materials can be defined by a user)
- Capacity of the device depends on the size of pieces and size of the device (e.g. 0-8 tons/
hour)
- Compactness (all sorting process is carried out within a device)
-The system is fully autonomous
- Environmentally friendly device
- In the case of glass, the economic advantage is recycling of used glass using automated
device instead of manual sorting
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The prototype of the device is available for demonstration at the university´s workshop.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Design Rights,Other
Comment Regarding IPR status
A Utility Model valid in the Czech Republic.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002012
002007007
005009002
010003004

Mixing (powder, etc.), separation (sorting, filtering)
Glass
Extraction
Recycling, Recovery

Market
008004002
008004004

Chemical and solid material recycling
Other pollution and recycling related

NACE
E.38.2.1
E.38.3.2
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Serbian
Czech
Client Country
Czech Republic

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The University would like to cooperate with a manufacturer from machining or recycling industry
who would like to manufacture such devices based on licensing agreement.
Additionally, the University is also looking for partners interested in further development based
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on a technical cooperation agreement to adapt the technology for sorting other materials than
glass (e.g. metals, plastics, grains etc.).
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Polymer composite with coconut fibre filler
Summary
A Czech university research team has developed material based on the polypropylene matrix
containing coconut fibres in order to substitute standard fillers (e. g. talc, glass fibres etc.). The
material meets differently motivated requirements for special synthetic polymers modifications by
means of the natural materials. The researchers are looking for partners interested in production
under a license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 March 2015
14 March 2015
13 March 2016
TOCZ20150304002

Details
Description
New type of composite material is consisting of a polypropylene matrix, coconut fibres and
special additives prepared with the help of a standard compounding line. A stainless steel
material usage for parts in a direct contact with composite melt is necessary because of a
relative high corrosion effect of some components of coconut fibres. Force - feeders in
processing are necessary to reach proper ratios of each components of composite. Drying
before processing for 4 hours and 100 °C (in the best case in vacuum dryer) is necessary
according to declared mechanical properties. Composite filler is a natural material, thus
mechanical properties variability is innate.
The composite material is suitable for applications without a direct contact with humidity. Based
on the equipment it is possible to process and produce composites in - house or process
composites from external pellets.
Applications are in automotive sector, consumer industry and in medical sectors.
Technical specifications:
- extrusion type composite tensile modulus (ISO527-1/2; 1 mm.min-1): 1603 MPa
- flexural modulus (ISO178; 2 mm.min-1): 1479 MPa
- yield strength (ISO527-1/2; 50 mm.min-1): 28 MPa
- tensile stress at break (ISO527-1/2; 50 mm.min-1): 27 MPa
- density: 0,936 g.cm-3
Advantages and Innovations
In comparison with the synthetic or mineral fibres materials the advantages of the natural origin
fibres are:
- lower weight
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- lower abrasion of processing tool
- combustibility
- non-toxicity
- biodegradability
- lower price independent of the oil price
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Composite raw material has been prepared for technological testing in a laboratory. Serial
production is currently being solved with regard to each component of composite and a future
manufacture logistics.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted in the Czech Republic.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002002020
002006016
002007005
002007014

Moulding, injection moulding, sintering
Materials, components and systems for construction
Composite materials
Plastics, Polymers

Market
008001004
008001006

Fibre-reinforced (plastic) composites
Processes for working with plastics

NACE
C.22.2.1
C.22.2.2
C.22.2.3
C.22.2.9

Manufacture of plastic plates, sheets, tubes and profiles
Manufacture of plastic packing goods
Manufacture of builders´ ware of plastic
Manufacture of other plastic products

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Ref: TOCZ20150304002
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Czech
Client Country
Czech Republic

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
The researchers aim at manufacturing companies supplying to automotive, medical or food
industry.
Specific area of activity of the partner:
Car manufacturers, air – filtration manufacturers, sound - proofing manufacturers etc.
Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Acquiring a license for the offered technology
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Methylation markers for the identification of body fluids
and tissues from forensic trace evidence
Summary
A German laboratory and a German SME have co-developed a novel procedure to identify body
fluids through differential DNA-methylation. The procedure can clarify the course of events at a
criminal site, especially with regard to sexual assaults. Advantages include its reliability, clarity and
stability. Crime-fighting authorities, forensic laboratories and research institutions are sought for
commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 March 2015
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
TODE20150312001

Details
Description
The analysis of a biological trace found at the crime site ought to help to identify the perpetrator
and to clarify the course of events. The most efficient tool for getting information about the
identity of the involved persons is the genetic fingerprint, whereas the biological nature and
composition of the material very often elucidates the course of events. In contrast to the very
clear and worldwide standardized situation for the genetic fingerprint, the identification of body
fluids from forensic traces is still a severe problem Typically, a biological trace at the crime site is
exposed to various physical impacts such as water, air and sunlight or biochemical and
microbiological impacts. Most of them eventually destroy the biological components that are
being used to identify a body fluid. A widely used procedure is the stepwise analysis of the
material. Unfortunately, the unspecific tests applied as a first step require much of the sample
material or even destroy the DNA which is necessary for the genetic fingerprint. Almost all
subsequently used specific tests turned out to be insufficient.
A German laboratory and a German SME have developed a procedure which uses the
phenomenon of differential DNA-methylation which is a natural tool of gene regulation and cell
specific gene expression. Since methylation is tissue specific, a cell line can be precisely
characterized by quantifying the degree of methylation at such positions.
Epigenetic markers have been identified with regard to the body fluids venous blood, menstrual
blood, vaginal fluid, seminal fluid, saliva, skin and sex determination.
The marker systems have one marker being methylated in the target fluid and unmethylated in
the remaining fluids and a second one that is unmethylated in the target fluid but methylated in
the others. This principle allows an even better analysis of complex mixtures, because
admixtures of any other fluid produce a methylation signal.
The method allows the identification of the target fluid in mixtures of other body fluids.
For the final determination of the methylation degree the SNuPE-method has been used.
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Markers have been analyzed in samples of menstrual blood (n=96), venous blood (n=100),
vaginal fluid (n=55), saliva (n=100) and semen fluid (n=91).
The newly developed test procedure has been statistically validated. The stability of the
detection procedure is proved in various simulated forensic surroundings according to
standardized conditions. The developed markers have been applied successfully in criminal
proceedings, the new procedure turned out to be crucial for the outcomes.
Partners from crime-fighting authorities (especially sexual assaults), forensic laboratories and
research institutions are sought for commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
- New method allows for a clear and precise determination and identification of body fluids
which is not possible with traditional DNA fingerprints
- High reliability and stability of detection
- Allows for easier identification of target fluid in mixtures of other body fluids
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
German and European Patent
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001009
006002001
006002002
006002005
006002006

Gene - DNA Therapy
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Cellular and Molecular Biology
In vitro Testing, Trials
Microbiology

Market
004006
004008
004017
005001014
005006001

Microbiology
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Genetic Engineering
Forensic science
Forensic Medicine

NACE
M.72.1.1
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
2007
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
Languages Spoken
English
German
Russian
Client Country
Germany
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Crime-fighting authorities (especially sexual assaults), forensic laboratories and research
institutions are sought to apply the developed technology.
Necessary knowhow for the application and technology transfer will be supplied by the German
partners.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Applications of picosecond range timing systems
Summary
An SME from Latvia operating in the field of time-measurement systems has developed several
modules for precise measurement of extremely short periods of time. The modules are verified in
practice and can be used in LIDARs, terrestrial 3D laser scanners, gravimetric systems, laser link
communication systems, as well as in other applications which require accurate time measurements.
The company is seeking for collaboration with partners to apply the technology in new and existing
systems.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

31 December 2014
13 January 2015
13 January 2016
TOLV20141203001

Details
Description
A spin-off SME from Latvia tightly cooperates with a research institute in the development of
new compact event timing electronics for various applications. The company has developed
several measurement modules which can be used in LIDARs, terrestrial 3D laser scanners,
nuclear electronics, gravimetric systems, laser link communications, and other systems which
require accurate (in picoseconds range), fast, compact design and reliable time measurements
including multi-channel registrations.
In many technical fields e.g. satellite ranging systems, communication processes, Earth
investigation techniques there is necessity to precisely measure small time intervals. The newly
developed time interval measurement system is based on Digital Signal Processing (DSP). The
DSP-based event timing technology offers a radically new concept of event timing measurement
which has come into use in 1990-ies as an alternative for traditional techniques. According to
this concept, a specific analogue signal with limited duration and constant shape is generated at
the instant determined by input event. The signal is digitised and digitally processed to estimate
its position relatively to the time-scale presented by a numbered sequence of sampling pulses.
The DSP facility for general applications results in a considerably simpler specialised hardware
than other high-tech timing devices. The offered technology is oriented to achieve the best
relation between precision and measurement rate. It allows to achieve precision comparable
with the precision of the best Event Timers in the world at much higher measurement rate.
The company is seeking for collaboration in testing the technology for new applications and
adaptation to specific needs in existing systems.
Advantages and Innovations
The new DSP concept used in the offered event timing system allows essential improving the
event timing performance - increasing the measurement rate up to 20 MHz and precision up to
3-5 picoseconds. At the same time this technology allows considerable reducing of hardware
complexity and to achieve a relatively easy adjustable solution that results in attractive
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price/performance ratio for the end products. The conventional technologies used for the same
purposes of time interval measurements provide much lower price/performance ratio due to
much more complicated and more expensive (in several times) technical realization.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001002
001005009
009001004
009002
009003

Digital Systems, Digital Representation
Signal Processing
Electrical Technology related to measurements
Amplifier, A/D Transducer
Electronic measurement systems

Market
001006003
003005
003007002
003007003
008002002

Other communications (not elsewhere classified)
Laser Related
Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Latvian
Russian
Client Country
Latvia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
o Type of partner sought: industry, research organisations.
o Specific area of activity of the partner: producers/developers/users of high-tech devices and
measurement/testing systems.
o Task to be performed: collaboration in the fields where there is necessity to for very precise,
fast, and reliable measurements of small time intervals – formulation of problems/tasks,
adaptation to specific/new needs, integration in existing systems.
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Automated document issuance – a solution for civil
biometric data handling
Summary
An SME from Latvia offers a technical solution for civil biometric data enrolment for renewing
documents containing biometric data. The solution provides a secure and convenient method of
renewing biometric documents. The SME is looking for IT companies with expertise in persons’
biometric data management. The SME seeks for collaboration offering a commercial with technical
assistance agreement for adaptation the solution to local needs and distribution to customers.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 March 2015
27 March 2015
26 March 2016
TOLV20150316001

Details
Description
A traditional card issuance model is when a citizen enrols his/her data into a system, then an
official validates the person and submits a request for a document production. After the
document is produced, it is handed to the citizen at the office or sent by mail. After that the
citizen activates the document, if necessary. This model has risk of lost or stolen document in
the delivery phase.
A Latvian SME with branches in Lithuania, Estonia, Belarus, Ukraine, Azerbaijan and Georgia
has expertise in developing biometric software solutions. It has elaborated the traditional model
by adding a self-service kiosks and document dispensers.
The automated document issuance solution offers a multimodal biometric enrolment and
verification in one application. The citizen can specify a phone number and/or e-mail address
which will be used to notify the citizen about the status of the document and the location of the
nearest document dispenser where the documents is sent.
The automated document issuance follows 4 steps:
• The user can enrol most popular biometric modalities supported in biometric passports and
other documents – fingerprints, face and iris.
• In a secure link the validated biometric and biographic information is sent to the production
facility.
• Once produced, the cards are placed in a secure cartridges, ready for distribution.
• The citizen, after being notified, retrieves the card in a previously specified document
dispenser located in most convenient locations.
The solution can be adapted for other purposes as well.
Advantages and Innovations
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The main advantages of this solution are as follows:
• Improved waiting and processing times.
• Reduced biometric data inconsistency and unconformity (pose, face expression, and others).
• Eliminated problems with the integration of components from different providers.
• Reduced errors caused by manual procedures.
• Improved robustness of existing solutions for public places.
• Reduced environmental impact on performance and quality.
• Easier usage for citizens and operators.
• Improved capacity of the document delivery process.
• Enhanced security and efficiency in the document distribution chain.
• Self-service and automated document delivery solution.
• Biometric enrolment and document delivery integrated in a single unit.
• Reduced waiting times per citizen to obtain a document.
• A solution that targets people without any specific IT knowledge.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002001
001002008
001002009
001002012
001003006

Advanced Systems Architecture
Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware
Data Protection, Storage Technology, Cryptography, Data Security
Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Environment Management Systems & Documental Management
Systems

Market
002004004
002005002
002007007
002007015

Other scanning related (including optical mark sensing and image
processing)
Intelligent terminals
Applications software
Integrated software

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1997
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Latvian
Client Country
Latvia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: IT company, particularly, but not only from Central / Eastern Europe and
Caucasus region with expertise in customer data management, software localisation,
integration, implementation and sales.
Tasks to be performed by the partner sought: localization, implementation, integration, sales of
localised solution, and customer support.
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
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Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

New dike block creates stronger dikes at lower cost
Summary
A Dutch SME has developed a new dike block to create stronger dikes that cost less. The product is
made of concrete and produces greater wave abatement and less wave runup than existing bank
and shore protection. The dike blocks have less impact on the environment than conventional
products and are easier to put in place because of their shape and mass. The company is looking for
concrete manufacturers to set up a license agreement/ commercial agreement with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 March 2015
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
13 NL 60AH 3RRD

Details
Description
The patented innovative dike block, developed by a Dutch SME, was designed to produce
stability in dike protection. One dike block exists of two blocks that work as one. Hollow spaces
and water channels remove pressure from underneath the blocks. Because of these
characteristics the wave abatement is 30-50 % greater. Runup reduction can be controlled for
different types of waves. Dikes can also be phased, modified and improved more effectively.
Moreover, there is less impact on the environment since less concrete is needed in production
and fewer dike heightenings are necessary.
Current and Potential Domain of Application:
Advantages and Innovations
- 30-50 % greater wave abatement
- 30-40 % lighter than conventional products (less concrete needed)
- design guarantees stability
- fewer dike heightings necessary (less impact on environment, society, traffic)
- construction logistics remain intact (familiar working practices)
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
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Comment Regarding IPR status
AE AG AL AM AO AT AU AZ BA BB BG BH BR BW BY BZ CA CH CL CN CO CR CU CZ DE
DK DM DO DZ EC EE EG EG FI GB GD GE GH GM GT HN HR HU ID IL IN IS JP KE KG KM
KN KP KR KZ LA LC LK LR LS LT LU LY MA MD ME MG MK MN MW MX MY MZ NA NG NI
NO NZ OM PE PG PH PL PT RO TS TU SC SD SE SG SK SL SM ST SV SY TH TJ TM TN TR
TT TZ UA UG US UZ VC VN ZA ZM ZW
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006001
002006003
002007002

Building Materials, Components and Methods
Construction Equipment
Building materials

Market
009007002
009007004

Manufacture of building materials
Distribution of building products and systems

NACE
C.32.9.9
F.43.9.9

Other manufacturing n.e.c.
Other specialised construction activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: production of concrete components for the building
sector and infrastructure
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: production of the dike block in the frame of a
licence agreement or a commercial agreement with technical assistance by the Dutch partner.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Novel 3D printing and prototyping for rapid prototyping
Summary
3D printing center from Lithuania specializing in rapid prototyping have improved its technological
capabilities and is looking for partners interested in joint development of prototypes. The company is
interested in low volume and very precise production. Prototypes are being build and designed from
plastic, metal, ceramic with a fast path to commercial production in mind. The company is looking for
technical cooperation agreements with highly innovative universities and/or companies.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 March 2015
20 March 2015
19 March 2016
TOLT20150320001

Details
Description
3D printing center form Lithuania is specifically interested in finding partners that develop new,
highly innovative products that a based on new materials, unique shapes from plastic, metal or
ceramic. Highly improved technological capabilities allows to apply the 3D printing technology in
more effective way that is ideal for creating durable, high-definition functional prototypes, rapid
tooling such as injection moulds and casting patterns, and end-use parts.
The company is looking for projects to:
1. Get involved in any type of innovative project in which prototyping based on effective 3D
printing would be needed; Special focus on projects that needs rapid product development.
2. Team-up with highly innovative universities and start-ups that do the front-end research.
Advantages and Innovations
The company is using the improved latest 3D printing equipment which enables to create much
more complex parts than traditional manufacturing methods. Using 3D printing technologies it is
possible to transform ambitious ideas into photo-realistic concept models and prototypes in
hours, at a very low cost per part.
Main aspects:
• Printing the assemblies. It is possible to provide the opportunities for printing already
assembled and moving parts. For example bearings or gears for visual and functional test.
• Speed. With some of the newest development the print speeds allows to transform new
product ideas into prototypes in hours. Vertical build speed is 28 mm/h.
• Quality. Rapid prototypes produced with high precision, with sharp edges and true-to-CAD
fidelity. Printing in UHD mode Resolution is: 750 x 750 x 1600 DPI (xyz); Layer thickness is 16μ.
• Variety of material. The prototypes of different metals, plastics and plaster can be produced as
from Marranging-Steel, Cobalt-Chrome, Stainless-steel, Aluminium, and Titanium. Variety of
plastics is even larger – 15 different type of thermo-plastics.
Technical aspects:
• Max. building volume of metals: 250 x 250 x 325 mm
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• Max. building volume of plastics: 298 x 185 x 203 mm
• Max. building volume of plaster: 254 x 381 x 203 mm
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Design Rights
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001006001
002001001
002003005

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
3D printing
3D printing
Prototypes, trials and pilot schemes

Market
002007012
005007001
005007004
006001006
008005

Medical/health
Electromedical and medical equipment
Medical instruments
Production services
Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
C.27.9.0

Manufacture of other electrical equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Lithuanian
Client Country
Lithuania

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industry and/or research institutions that develop highly innovative products in the fields of
Medicine, Automotive, Aerospace, Entertainment, Education, Mechanical design, Architectural,
Engineering and Construction, Geospatial, Packaging.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Joint development on miniaturization, integration of
sensors dedicated to monitoring of pollutants in water
Summary
A French start-up specialized in glass lab-on-chip dedicated to recurrent chemical analysis in real
time in corrosive environment wants to get in contact with SMEs, industrial partners and centers of
research involved in biosensors. It provides expertise in microfluidics for joint development on
miniaturization, integration of sensors dedicated to monitoring of pollutants in water. Technical
cooperation, manufacturing or potential research cooperation agreements are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 December 2014
23 March 2015
09 October 2015
TOFR20141217001

Details
Description
The French enterprise overcomes a major technological limitation by bonding at a low
temperature between 100°C and 300°C and succeeds in integrating a wider range of materials
and devices. For example, its exclusive and patented technology lets it develop carbon
instrumentations on a chip and potentially nanostructured metallic structures.
It assiduously works to create valuable new products and processes. With its expertise in
microfluidics, this start-up aims to answer sustainable development problematics of responsible
chemistry.
It wants to get in contact with SME, industrials, centers of research involved in biosensors. Joint
development on miniaturization, integration of sensors is offered for monitoring of pollutants in
water.
This French enterprise is mainly interested by technical cooperation, manufacturing or potential
research cooperation agreements.
Advantages and Innovations
This French SME has developed the first glass microfluidic devices that integrates huge variety
of material (carbon, Au, Pt, multilayer, ...), even thermosensitive materials.
It enables to use lab-on-a-chip for water monitoring. The solution results in an easy to use, real
time, low cost and in situ device for analysis. It helps water treatment plants to reduce their
treatment costs thanks to real time and autonomy of their water inflows.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
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IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted in US, Canada. Ongoing in the EU and China
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002024
001006003
001006006
010002005

Environmental and Biometrics Sensors, Actuators
Embedded Systems and Real Time Systems
Nanotechnologies related to electronics & microelectronics
Measurement and Detection of Pollution

Market
003007002
008004003
008004004

Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems
Other pollution and recycling related

NACE
E.36.0.0
E.39.0.0

Water collection, treatment and supply
Remediation activities and other waste management services

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: SME, industrials, centers of research
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Biosensors, detection of pollutants in industrial sewages
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
miniaturization, integration of sensor on glass on chip
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Compounds and extracts from plant parts with potent
bioactivity
Summary
A Dutch company is specialized in bioactive compounds from plant parts as flower, leaf, root and
bulb for the use in medicine, biocides and cosmetics. These compounds are available in the dried
form as well as in extracts. An extensive library was developed in which all the compounds are
uniquely registered and identified. The company is seeking partners in pharmaceutical, cosmetic and
agrofood industries, for cooperation within the framework of commercial agreements with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 March 2015
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TONL20150227001

Details
Description
A Dutch plant breeder is exploring its longstanding knowledge of cultivated species and their
behaviour by creating a collection of raw plant materials with potent bioactivity for the use in
medicine, biocides and cosmetics. These bioactive chemical compounds are produced by
plants via its so called secondary metabolism in several plant parts like the flowers, leafs, roots
or bulbs. Pharmacognosy is the science of bioactive constituents of natural origin, which forms
the basis for compounds, that leads to new and better medicinal applications than those
available today. The company brings Pharmacognosy into practice by converting the bioactive
compounds in dried form as well as polar and non-polar extracts. The compounds and extracts
are represented by their catalogue number, uniquely registered and identified to guarantee
deliveries in the same quality. The company is seeking partners in the pharmaceutical, cosmetic
and agrofood industries, for commercial agreements with technical support. Support can be
provided at drying techniques of plant parts, isolation techniques of the bioactive molecules into
compounds or extracts and increasing the concentration of bioactive substances in the plant
parts.
Advantages and Innovations
The Dutch company has unique knowledge about potent bioactive plant compounds. Their vast
collection of species containing undiscovered components may lead to new innovative
ingredients for the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, agro, food and feed industries. They also have the
knowledge to convert the plant part into dry compounds or polar and non-polar extracts. In
addition the company is capable to increase the content of the desired bioactive compounds,
due to its outstanding cultivation knowledge. By uncovering these potentially bioactive
secondary metabolites the company is opening gateways towards emerging opportunities either
to be used as whole extracts, tinctures or pure single compounds. Finally the concept of using
Ref: TONL20150227001
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plant derived constituents for the production of active ingredients is conforming to the biobased
economy argument of sustainability. Choosing the route of plant extraction will support the
biobased economy ambition of the sustainability aspects like the concern for People, Planet and
Profit.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001016
006002004
008001002

Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Genetic Engineering
Food Additives/Ingredients/Functional Food

Market
005003002
007003002
007004002

Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals
Health food
Health and beauty aids

NACE
A.01.3.0
Q.86.9.0

Plant propagation
Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2013
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is seeking partners in pharmaceutical, cosmetic and agrofood industries, for
cooperation within the framework of commercial agreements with technical assistance. Support
is provided at drying techniques of plantparts, isolation techniques of the bioactive molecules
into compunds or extracts and increase the concentration of bioactive substances in the plant
parts through the use of out-standing cultivation knowledge.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative ecotoxicological technology for the
measurement of the degree of toxicity of environmental
aqueous matrices.
Summary
A Southern Italy spin-off company is offering the license of a patented bioassay in vitro. The
technology can be used for measuring general toxicity of aqueous environmental matrices,
representing a quick, simple, and low cost method which does not use living organisms. License
agreement or joint venture are sought with producers and marketers of the biossay kit.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
06 January 2015
06 January 2016
TOIT20130703001

Details
Description
The technology offered uses a simple device to measure the carbonic anhydrase activity in
solution, which shows an inhibition of its enzymatic activity proportional to the toxicity of the
sample when exposed to aqueous matrices containing toxic substances (heavy metals,
organochlorine, organ phosphates and carbamates pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls).
This innovative ecotoxicological technology can be applied to: surface water, groundwater,
waste waters (for their leaching or their recycling), drinking water, freshwater and marine
sediments. It can also be applied to soil samples (elutriate, leachate) and in bioremediation
processes.
The research staff has been working for several years to study the effects of pollutants on
physiology of animal organisms and to develop and apply biomarkers as indicators of
environmental stress.

Advantages and Innovations
The technology offered is innovative because:
• utilises a biological molecule, the enzyme carbonic anhydrase, which detector of the toxicity of
environmental samples;
• offers the possibility of measuring the degree of toxicity of environmental aqueous matrices in
a much more rapid, simple, economical than traditional tests toxicity performed on living
organisms;
• the enzymatic method proposed represents an advantageous alternative to conventional
toxicity tests carried out on live animals, allowing to obtain perfectly reliable results,
corresponding to those obtained with traditional tests;
Ref: TOIT20130703001
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• the main advantages of this invention, by an application point of view, are represented by its
toxicological specificity , speed and low costs, features that make it suitable for routine
applications;
• this method responds to the continuing demand for screening methodologies reliable,
sensitive, easy to use and low cost for environmental monitoring.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Italy
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
010002005
010002008
010002009

Measurement and Detection of Pollution
Soil Pollution
Water Pollution / Treatment

Market
009005

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
A.03.2.1
A.03.2.2

Marine aquaculture
Freshwater aquaculture

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is interested in license and joint venture agreements with public and private
enterprises, operating as
manufacturers and distributors of the bioassay kit,
working in the field of environmental protection, management and environment monitoring.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,251-500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Electrophysiological method and software for the early
detection of amblyopia
Summary
A Hungarian University has developed an easy to use new method and software to recognize
amblyopia in early childhood stage. The technology is more sensitive and requires shorter time of
examination than other existing technologies. The University is seeking for collaboration in the
framework of license, co-development, manufacturing, technical cooperation agreement with
industrial and/or research partners from the medical equipment and diagnostics sectors.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

23 February 2015
25 February 2015
25 February 2016
TOHU20150213001

Details
Description
Amblyopia (i.e. lazy eye) is a leading cause of permanent vision loss below age of 30 in
developed societies. The incidence of this disease is about 6-7% in every population,
independent of race or nationality. The main causes of amblyopia are mild childhood eye
refractory problems (e.g. anisometropia) and/or eye movement disorders (e.g. squint), which
result in a disturbance of visual cortical development. Failure to recognize the problem till 6 or 7
years of age makes the chances of recovery minimal. Irreversible consequences include the
lack of binocular vision and impaired visual acuity in one eye. The degree of vision loss can vary
from mild to complete blindness. This visual impairment not only creates a great hardship for the
child, it can certainly limit future endeavors. Furthermore, if the good, non-amblyopic, eye
becomes damaged (e.g. injury, illness) then the person immediately becomes visually disabled.
A Hungarian University has developed an electrophysiological method, which is capable of
recognizing the presence or lack of binocularity as early as six month of age. The clinical
importance of this technique is that the earlier the detection of the problem, the more efficient
the treatment will be. Due to the lack of verbal communication and cooperation, the evaluation
of visual acuity is practically impossible by other methods from six month to 3.5 years of age.
The University also developed a quick, time effective and reliable method to detect amblyopia in
early childhood. This method is capable of identifying all those childhood visual disorders, which
may potentially lead to amblyopia after about 3 years of age. The test is based on dynamic
random dot stereograms requiring two eyes to recognize a hidden object within the noise.
Movies are generated on a laptop or tablet. In contrast to other static stereo tests, the
perception of the 3D objects becomes more difficult, even for those who suffer from mild
disorder. The results show that mild refractive errors and hidden squints can be identified easily.
The University is looking for industrial and/or research partners from the medical equipment and
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diagnostics sectors and is seeking for collaboration in the framework of license, manufacturing,
co-development and technical cooperation agreement.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Potential areas of use:
- Healthcare establishments
- Optics
- Medical device manufacturers
- Infant care specialist networks
Advantages and Innovations
Main Advantages:
- Can be used from early ages on children.
- Easy to use on portable computers.
- More sensitive than other existing technologies (E.g. Lang test, Visus test).
- The time of examination becomes shorter.
- Huge amount of data can be stored.
- User friendly program surface.
- Price / Value rate is outstanding.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001006

Diagnostics, Diagnosis

Market
003004003
005001001

Other electronics related equipment
Diagnostic services

NACE
Q.86.9.0

Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Hungary

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: University, Industrial Partner, Research Institute.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Healthcare establishments; Optics; Medical device
manufacturers; Infant care specialist networks.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Contribution in the further developement in the
framework of licence/technical/manufacturing agreement.
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Development of eco-friendly pharmaceuticals and
chemicals
Summary
A German university is offering a novel method for the development of eco-friendly and sustainable
chemicals and pharmaceuticals. By using cheminformatics it is possible to precisely evaluate the
properties of a molecule in silico, allowing a broad analysis of its potential impact on the environment
in order to meet the requirements of the EU restrictions of chemicals (REACH). Licensing
agreements as well as industrial partners for joint development are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 January 2015
20 January 2015
20 January 2016
TODE20150120001

Details
Description
The university researches and trains in the field of sustainable chemistry and pharmacy. It
focuses on environmental questions as well as social and ecological aspects in the context of
the life cycle of chemical substances and products. This includes for example the extraction of
raw material, its potential use as well as the fate after its use. The main goal is to develop
chemicals and pharmaceuticals that are benign by design.
In order to achieve this aim, computer based models (e.g. QSAR, quantitative structure-activity
relationship models) are used to prognosticate the structure and properties of a molecule. This
leads to the development and design of novel agents, which are biologically inactivated and
degraded into harmless fragments in the environment. Ensuring such properties is crucial for
the registration and authorization of the chemicals and pharmaceuticals through the European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA) and the European Medicines Agency (EMA), respectively.
A recent project at the university aims at the development and chemical synthesis of an ecofriendly version of a common antibiotic. The synthesized prototypes will be tested in vitro,
regarding its environmental sustainability, biological and photolytic decomposition,
pharmacological activities and adverse effects (mutagenicity, genotoxicity). Similar projects are
currently in the making, including the improved redesign of the beta blocker propranolol and a
textile chemical.
Advantages and Innovations
This is a novel approach which hasn't been integrated into medicinal chemistry and chemistry at
all yet. The outcome could be a win-win situation with efficacious pharmaceuticals, which
possess improved environmental properties.
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Stage of Development
Concept stage
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
006001016
006001019

Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Virus, Virology / Antiobiotics / Bacteriology

Market
004005
004006
004008
005003002

Molecular design
Microbiology
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals

NACE
M.72.1.1
Q.86.9.0

Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Ref: TODE20150120001
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Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industrial partners
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Pharmaceutical industry
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Sign a licensing agreement or joint development
under technical cooperation agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

An innovative approach on web application for
consultants and consulting firms
Summary
An Italian company specialized in software development is seeking technical partners for its web
application designed to help consultants and consulting firms to keep track of their business. Actually
the SME is interested in expanding its activities, through commercial agreements and technical cooperation with industrial partners available to adapt this system to specific needs.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 September 2013
22 March 2015
21 March 2016
TOIT20130905001

Details
Description
The Italian SME has developed software solutions and provided consulting services since 1999
taking care about technology and innovation.
That's why the company is able to offer strong Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) skills.
The enterprise provides his own services to several companies, professional firms and Public
Authorities. Abilities and quickness are its main skills.
The web application, available as a cloud service, is the perfect partner for consultants that
must manage their contacts, keep track of the activities required by every contact, remember
deadlines, build checklists to control standard compliance and manage invoices and payments.
Contacts information managed through the application can be viewed using a standard
smartphone and all the deadlines are converted into calendar events that can be integrated in
every calendar software or app.
An advanced document generation system allows the creation of letters and spreadsheets
completed with inserted data.
Every information is protected by an authentication system that allows the definition of user's
roles profiling application access.
The company is seeking for consultants and consulting firms interested in the product or
software partners and software resellers that can suggest improvements for new modules and
support for translation in other languages.
Advantages and Innovations
This system is useful because the Information managed by the application can be synchronized
with mobile devices allowing users to integrate personal and company contacts and deadlines.
Stage of Development
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Already on the market
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The core modules of the applications are available in Italian and English languages.
The SME is seeking partners that can suggest improvements for new modules and support for
translation in other languages.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Comment Regarding IPR status
The software is given as a cloud service.
The access to the service will be granted on the base of a monthly or annual fee.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002013
001003008

Computer Software
Information Technology/Informatics
CRM - Customer relationship Management

Market
002007007
002007022

Applications software
Software services

NACE
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.2
J.62.0.3
J.62.0.9

Computer programming activities
Computer consultancy activities
Computer facilities management activities
Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
Ref: TOIT20130905001
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nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
1999
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Software partners and software resellers in local market, able to support analysis of client
personalization and technical support.
IT consultants and web development firms, SMEs such as system integrators.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative single-dose unit for eye-drops
Summary
An Israeli SME specializes in developing & manufacturing OTC (over-the-counter) drugs of unique
formulations/combinations with an added medical value. They have developed a single-dose unit for
eye-drops for moisturizing, lubricating & improvement of eye surface hydration. The single-dose unit
is preservative free, resealable, guarantees sterility for up to 12 hours, is suitable for rigid & gas
permeable contact lens wearers etc. They are looking for license agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

30 December 2014
14 January 2015
14 January 2016
TOIL20141230001

Details
Description
The traditional multi-dose eye drops bottles sometimes let cross contamination happen, they are
not so convenient in use and contain preservatives. The company specializing in development &
manufacture of unique formulations drugs is offering to market a newly developed eye-drops
single-dose Unit (further: Unit). The Unit is obtained in a pre moulded way. It has tamper evident
cap, it provides calibrated predetermined drop, it is armed with ophthalmic tip for smooth and
safe edges, has guaranteed sterility for 12 hours. The Unit is world new, patent pending. The
offered Unit is assumed for people suffering from dry eye syndrome, e.g. sore eyes, fatigue,
itchiness, redness, allergy etc. The product is intended to pharmaceutical industry / market. The
company is a family owned Israeli pharmaceutical manufacturer engaged and specialized in
development, production, distribution and marketing of pharmaceuticals (Rx and OTC), special
nutritional supplements and medical devices. Established in 1946. The company uses modern
tools and approach in their activity, participates in medical congresses, conventions, exhibitions;
advertises in medical journals and websites & possesses its own one. The company is looking
for license agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
Innovative single-dose unit for eye-drops is designed so that enables:
• Prevention from cross-contamination and convenience as compared to traditional eye drops
bottles.
• Being made preservative free - particularly useful if the patients are NOT advisable to use
traditional eye drops bottles, which contain preservatives.
• Being suitable for the rigid and gas permeable contact lens wearers.
• Sterility guaranteed up to 12 hours after opening - daily therapy
Stage of Development
Already on the market
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IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001016

Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs

Market
005003002
005006020

Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals
Ophthalmology, Ear, nose and throat diseases

NACE
C.21.2.0

Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1946
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Israel

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought - industry, technical centre
- the specific area of activity of the partner - manufacturer of pharmaceutical drugs / eye-drops,
distributor / agent / user of single-dose units for eye-drops,
- the tasks to be performed of the partner sought – using the offered Unit on the base of license
agreement
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

A new patented additive that can be used in the food
sector
Summary
A Turkish company that is producing grape seed dust has developed an additive that can be used in
food sector. The method for producing additive is protected in Turkey with a patent and this method
is generally used for beverages. The company is looking for a technical cooperation partner
interested in this invention.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 November 2013
30 January 2015
10 June 2015
TOTR20131114001

Details
Description
Today it is possible to extract grapes seed and this extract is available in dust form. This patent
is about producing of a new additive via rending red grape seed. This product that is a kind of
additive is obtained from residual of red grape seed that is subjected to some process. This
additive can be used like coffee or tea with hot or cool water, in chocolate or chocolate
derivatives. Similar products are already on the market but the difference of this product can be
named as the seed dust is roasted after some processes.
This invention is pertinent to method of production of powdered aromatic red grapes seeds,
includes pre-separation of seeds from residue, separation of seeds from residue with sieving
dried residue, washing the remaining seeds, drying the washed seeds, roasting and pulverizing
of roasted seeds.
This technology has only patent rights in Turkey. Because of this reason, the company is
offering just technical support with the know-how to a potential partner who wants to use this
technology and produce this additive.
Advantages and Innovations
The company has a new product that can be used for food industry. The products are on the
market as mentioned and the taste of foods which have the additive has been appreciated from
a lot of end users.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
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Patents granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
008001002
008001005

Food Additives/Ingredients/Functional Food
Food Technology

Market
007003004

Food supplements/vitamins

NACE
C.10.8.9

Manufacture of other food products n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
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No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Turkey

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company's product has been developed after long experiments. The company has few
other new products out of this invention.
The potential partner should be active in related sector which are agriculture and food industry.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A special method for quality control of products and
prime materials based on management of colour
Summary
A Romanian organization developed a special method for quality control of prime materials and
products by its colour measurement. Main advantages: the method is easy to use, rapid, has very
good results demanding very low costs. Type of partner sought: university/ research institute for
technical co-operation in method’s development and/ or any company interested in applying this
method for commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

27 December 2014
16 February 2015
16 February 2016
TORO20141223001

Details
Description
The visual qualities of the products are often given by their colour. The colour control may be an
efficient method (fast, money saving, accurate etc.) for determining the quality of the products.
The global quality of a product can be appreciated based on numerical parameters of colour’s
CIELAB’76 or CIELCH’76 (CIE=Commission Internationale d’Eclairage; L,a,b – rectangular
coordinates of colour space; L,c,h – cylindrical coordinates of the same colour’s space).
The control method for quality of prime materials and/ or products requires the fallowing steps:
-Spectral data acquisition with spectrocolourimetric system.
-Data storage in a database.
-Data processing with a special software program.
-The achievement of complementary instrumental analyses and results introduction in a
database.
-The decision criteria ACCEPTED/ REJECTED for the quality of a product will be based on
choosen reference (standard).
-The processing of data for the establishment of the decision criteria ACCEPTED/ REJECTED.
-The classification of analysed products in class of quality.
The method consists in: the choise of an etalon of quality, the measurements of the etalon and
of the tested products, the calculation of numerical parameters of colour (CIELAB’76 and
CIELCH’76), the calculation of total difference of colour CMC (Colour Measurement Committee)
– establish by Society of Dyes & Colourist from United Kingdom and the calculation of especial
coefficients for quality estimation for food products (as: tomato pastes, fruit juices, beer, wines
etc), the choice of the best decision criteria (type accepted/ rejected) and the determination of
industrial tolerances for this criteria.
Requested equipments and tools: a device for image capture, a computer and a special
software.
The method may be applied in many domains like: agriculture, food and agro-food, paints, glass
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production, water quality, environment’s protection, building materials, other industrial products.
Type of partner sought: university/ research institute for technical co-operation in method’s
development and/ or any company interested in applying this method for commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
The method allows a fine gradation for the products quality, eliminating the subjectivity of the
human factor. It is applicable in laboratory and also in production and it is useful in the case of
products with complex composition, difficult to analyze and/or perishable.
This method is more rapid than classical and laborious methods, easy to use, not expensive in
applying.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
009001002
009001006
009001007
009001008

Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods
Optical material testing
Optical Technology related to measurements
Other Non Destructive Testing

Market
007006
008006001
009003001
009003005
009003007

Other Consumer Related (not elsewhere classified)
Process control and logistics
Engineering services
Consulting services
Other services (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
M.71.2.0
M.74.9.0

Technical testing and analysis
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1998
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
Romania

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: university/ research institute for technical co-operation in method’s
development and/ or any company interested in applying this method for commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
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Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Non-contact laser technology for vibration, displacement
and acceleration measurement
Summary
A research team from the Polish university has developed a laser system for vibration, displacement
and acceleration measurement. The technology can be used to estimate these values in working
devices or their parts when direct methods are not available. The research team seeks cooperation
with producers of vibrometry devices interested in licensing the technology. The team is also offering
its support and trainings in further development of the technology.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

21 November 2013
02 February 2015
14 June 2015
TOPL20131121001

Details
Description
The laser measuring system has been developed by a team of experienced scientists from the
Laser & Fiber Electronics Lab at a Polish technical university. The device’s principle of operation
is based on a Laser Doppler Vibrometry (LDV) which brings a new quality and performance in
vibration measurements and diagnostics of machines, rotating devices etc.
The technology provides a measurement of noncontact vibration, thus eliminating interference
caused by ground sensors and high temperature measuring point. In addition, the measurement
can be performed from a distance. A sensor can operate with any vibration analyser for direct
entry into the recording and analysis of the measured signal. There is a wide frequency band,
allowing for vibration analysis of frequencies near zero, which gives the possibility of diagnosis
for low rotor speed.
The technology is useful in working devices examination e.g.:
- as a tool in non-destructive inspection of aircreaft, hovercraft components,
- as a tool in automotive industry, such as structural dynamics, brake diagnostics and
qualification of noise,
- as a tool in energy suply industry for non destructive inspection and examination of engines
and generators under voltage
The research team is interested in licensing the technology to the industry (preferably to the
manufacturers of vibrometers) and in cooperation with R&D institutions and universities. The
existing prototype may be used in industrial or R&D goals e.g. for the examination of working
industrial devices (e.g. engines, generators, etc.) where the team has experience.
Advantages and Innovations
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Laser vibrometry diagnostics of machines is a new and significantly improved method for
diagnostic and technical evaluation of mechanic and electric equipment. Non-contact vibration
measurement allows direct measurement of vibration machines (or their parts), providing new
quality to the machines’ diagnostics . Main advantages of presented technology:
- high accuracy
- real time results
The team behind the technology is very experienced and provides all kinds of training regarding
its use. Additionally, the technology allows to measure devices vibration in a high temperature
measuring point and also under voltage.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Technology has been developed under Norwegian Grants Programme. The technology is tested
in laboratory environment. It is also evaluated in the field for industrial devices examination. The
research team provides all necessary testing documentation.
Technical parameters:
- four measurement channels (simultaneous measurement)
- speed measurement range: 0-3 m / s,
- range of measured vibration frequencies: 0-10 kHz,
- displacement measurement resolution to 20 nm,
- speed measurement resolution: 1 m / s
- measuring distance: 0.1 - 2 m,
- analyzing radiation wavelength - 1550 nm,
- an automatic signal search function.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Other European R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
005006006

Sensors/Multisensor Technology, Instrumentation

Market
008002002

Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
C.26.5.1
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Polish
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The research team seeks cooperation with manufacturers of vibrometers interested in licensing
the technology for manufacturing.
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The technology may also be interesting for entities engaged in expertise under industrial
working devices examination (e.g. engines and generators under voltage).
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A High-Throughput Screening (HTS) facility utilising a
number of cutting edge technologies to enable scientists
to conduct translational science in the field of drug
discovery.
Summary
A UK University which is committed to being at the vanguard of academic-led drug discovery and the
search for the next generation of therapies that will benefit humankind, has developed a new HighThroughput Screening (HTS) facility. This facility contains a number of cutting edge technologies that
are required to enable scientists to conduct translational science in the drug discovery field. Partners
are sought for joint venture, technical, research or commercial collaboration agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TOUK20140916001

Details
Description
The new High-Throughput Screening (HTS) facility contains a number of cutting edge
technologies that are required to enable scientists to conduct translational science in the drug
discovery field, including two fully automated drug discovery platforms and a stand alone
Fluorescence Spectrophotometer.
The Biochemical Screening Platform is a fully integrated robotic liquid handling system with the
capability and capacity to screen thousands of chemical entities against specific in vitro
biochemical assays. This is an extremely flexible system, allowing for bespoke biological assay
development. Liquid handling and dispensing of reagents is conducted through a robotic system
which is in turn integrated with a microplate reader. The enabling assay technologies available
to the user include UV/VIS spectroscopy, Fluorescence (FRET and TR-FRET), Luminescence
and AlphaScreen.
The Phenotypic Screening Platform is also a fully integrated robotic system which has the ability
to screen a variety of cell type or tissue cultures against a library of chemical entities. This
parallel facility allows for the direct tandem studies of compound libraries against cell cultures to
detect for resultant chemically induced biological consequences important to the drug discovery
process, such as cell viability, changes in cell morphology, cell migration or the sensitive
detection of the release or uptake of specific biomarkers.
A liquid handling robot forms the basis of the platform which is integrated with a shaking
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microplate incubator (full temperature and atmospheric control). A microplate reader is also
integrated within the system for end point or kinetic cell-based phenotypic assay measurements.
This entire system is housed within a BSL-II cabinet to maintain sterility during the screening
experiment.
The facility also provides access to a Fluorescence Spectrophotometer, which can be used for a
variety of functions such as fluorometric assay development or to repeat screening experiments
in a more low-throughput fashion.
For any high throughput screening laboratory, the capabilities are significantly reliant on the
compounds, or compound libraries, used in screening experiments. This facility holds an "in
house" 37,000 lead-like diversity library. The diversity of the library is demonstrated by 13,000
individual Bemis-Murcko frameworks. The facility also have access to the fully FDA (Food and
Drug Administration) approved library (approximately 1,200 compounds) of active drug
molecules.
The combination of fully automated screening platforms and extensive compound/framework
library results in test data being quickly generated, analysed and reports produced to help
speed up the drug discovery process.
The University seeks companies or research organisations involved in new drug research and
development for joint venture, technical, research or commercial collaboration. They are also
interested in potentially joining appropriate Horizon 2020 funding bidding consortia.
Advantages and Innovations
The Biochemical Screening Platform:
Liquid Handling Robot - Containing 8x pipette channels (1µL-1mL), 96-head (1µL-1mL), on deck
thermostatic microplate shaker/incubator.
Microtitre Plate Reader:
- Ultra-fast UV/Vis Absorbance Spectra
- Fluorescence intensity (including FRET)
- Fluorescence polarization/Anisotropy
- Time-Resolved Fluorescence, including TR-FRET
- Luminescence (flash and glow), including BRET
- Optic modules which enable accurate measurement of:
- Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence (Exc – 285nm/Emm – 340nm)
- NADH/NADPH (Exc – 340nm/Emm – 450nm)
- Alamar blue (Exc – 572nm/Emm – 583nm)
- Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) - (Exc – 485nm/Emm – 520nm)
- mCherry (Exc – 587nm/Emm – 610nm)
- DAPI (Exc – 358nm/Emm – 461nm)
- FAD (Exc – 410nm/Emm – 580nm)
- Oxoplate (Exc1 – 450nm,Exc2 – 485nm/Emm – 540nm
The Phenotypic Screening Platform:
Liquid Handling Robot - Containing 8x pipette channels (1µL-1mL), 96-head (1µL-1mL), on deck
thermostatic microplate shaker/incubator.
Microtitre Plate Reader:
- Ultra-fast UV/Vis Absorbance Spectra
- Fluorescence intensity (including FRET)
- Time-Resolved Fluorescence, including TR-FRET
- Luminescence (flash and glow), including BRET
- Filters enabling precise measurement of:
- NADH/NADPH (Exc – 340nm/Emm – 450nm)
- Alamar blue (Exc – 572nm/Emm – 583nm)
- Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) - (Exc – 485nm/Emm – 520nm)
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- mCherry (Exc – 587nm/Emm – 610nm)
- Oxoplate (Exc1 – 450nm,Exc2 – 485nm/Emm – 540nm
- Mito-Express (LuxCell) (Exc1 – 340nm/Emm – 655nm
- Plate Shaker-Incubator – Capacity for 32 x 96/384 lidded microtitre plates
- All housed within a BLS-II CAS cabinet.
Fluorescence Spectrophotometer:
- Thermostatic cell holder with stirrer
- Automatic polarizer accessory with a wavelength range of 260nm to 700nm. 0 to 90° automatic
repetitive rotation on both excitation and emission sides.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
003004007
006001013
006001016
006002002
006002006

Pharmaceutics
Medical Research
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Microbiology

Market
003007001
003007003
004006
004012
005003002

Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Microbiology
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals

NACE
M.71.2.0
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0
Q.86.9.0
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Technical testing and analysis
Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
The University has been particularly active in using its facility in Tuberculosis (TB) and other
similar small molecule antibacterial drug discovery.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partners sought: Companies or research organisations involved in new drug research
and development.
- Specific area of activity of the partners: Drug research, development and testing.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: In collaboration, to undertake cutting-edge drug
discovery research in areas such as Tuberculosis (TB) and other infectious diseases.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A new innovative bearing system for increased reliability
and improved economics of gearboxes for onshore and
offshore wind turbines.
Summary
A UK company with a special interest in the clean energy and power generation sector has
developed new technologies applicable to a broad range of wind turbine drivetrains to achieve a 20
year life for offshore applications. It is anticipated that life will be increased by a factor of at least five,
making a valuable contribution to offshore economics. Partners are sought for joint venture,
licensing, manufacturing, research and/or technical cooperation agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TOUK20141118001

Details
Description
A UK company with a proven track record in delivering high reliability, low cost of energy
solutions for clients across all major renewable energy sectors, has developed new
technologies applicable to a broad range of wind turbine drivetrains to achieve 20 year life
expectancy for onshore and offshore applications.
The company’s innovative technology is applied to a standard bearing to increase its life for
specific applications in which the direction of inner race loading does not vary, such as in
epicyclic planet gears and in certain direct-drive designs. Such bearings suffer localised
damage around an arc on the bearing inner race. The new technology mechanism is powered
by low pressure lubricant oil to rotate the inner raceway a defined step away from the load path,
and hence prevents further damage to this portion of material. Repeated over the life of the
turbine, the life potential of the inner race is fully utilised.
The new bearing system is a compact and simple mechanism located between standard
bearings allowing application to new designs and retrofit in many instances for a better than new
refurbishment service. A single unit can index all bearings on a shaft. It is anticipated that life
expectancy will be increased by at least a factor of five, which will make a significantly valuable
contribution to the economics of offshore installations.
The company is seeking partners who are interested in integrating the technology into new or
existing products through joint venture or license agreements; adapting and further developing
the technology via technical and/or research cooperation agreements; and manufacturing the
product under license.
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Advantages and Innovations
The new bearing system mechanism consists of an array of circumferential hydraulic pistons
acting on a sprag clutch between the device and the shaft using the existing lubricant oil supply.
The mechanism indexes the inner race in steps of 5 degrees via drive teeth that engage
pockets on the side of a standard race. Reverse motion is prevented using the sprag clutch. No
additional sensors or electronics are required - correct function is confirmed by the pressure
profile monitored at the hydraulic supply. Simple construction using injection moulded piston and
reliable seal elements contribute to the low cost.
The objectives of the design of the new technology include:
- Fail-operational;
- Retrofitable;
- Operated from lubricant supply pressure only;
- Manufacturing techniques compatible with supply chain;
- Readily validated to meet Certification and Insurance requirements;
- Maintains high efficiency relative to plain bearings;
- 20 year lifespan for offshore applications;
- Low cost.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
A rigorous test regime with the bearing system installed in an onshore turbine is under way to
confirm the effectiveness of the technology. The bearing systems have also been tested under
accelerated test conditions on a unique test rig. Newly developed sensor technologies will also
be installed in the turbine, consisting of ultrasonic measurement techniques which will be
applied to measure oil film thickness to ensure a representative failure mode, as well as
acoustic emission sensing being applied to monitor sub-surface fatigue propagation.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
European patent granted.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002003001
003003
004002011
004005010
004008

Component integration
Apparatus Engineering
Turbines
Wind energy
Energy efficiency

Market
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006005004
006014
008003006
009008001

Wind energy
Energy Storage
Power transmission equipment (including generators and motors)
Electric companies

NACE
C.28.9.9
D.35.1.1
D.35.1.2
D.35.1.3

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.
Production of electricity
Transmission of electricity
Distribution of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry >500 MNE
Year Established
1915
Turnover
250 - 500M
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Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
Languages Spoken
English
Chinese
German
Russian
Japanese
Czech
Italian
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Renewable energy industry, wind turbine manufacturers, gearbox
manufacturers, and turbine engineering companies.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Construction of industrial wind energy production plants,
wind turbine component or system manufacture, supply and maintenance.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Integration of the technology into new or existing
products through joint venture or license agreements; adaptation and further development of the
technology via technical and/or research cooperation agreements; and manufacture of the
product under license.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

A new novel range of sensor techniques for advanced
condition monitoring of gearboxes for onshore and
offshore wind turbines, as well as improvements to test
and development regimes.
Summary
A UK company with a special interest in the clean energy and power generation sector has
developed a new novel range of sensor technologies applicable to a broad range of wind turbine
drivetrains, which can diagnose the condition of components earlier than current systems, and can
be used to detect sub-surface damage and develop remaining useful life predictions for components.
Partners are sought for joint venture, licensing, manufacturing, research and/or technical cooperation
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
05 February 2015
05 February 2016
TOUK20141209001

Details
Description
A UK company with a proven track record in delivering high reliability, low cost of energy
solutions for clients across all major renewable energy sectors, has developed a new novel
range of sensor technologies applicable to a broad range of wind turbine drivetrains. This
technology can diagnose the condition of components earlier than current systems, and can be
used to detect sub-surface damage and develop remaining useful life predictions for
components in direct-drive or geared drivetrains.
The range of innovative sensor technologies can be applied to the condition monitoring systems
of wind farms or to turbine and gearbox technology development and testing activities. For
example, through the application of acoustic emission and ultrasonic sensors with advanced
signal processing techniques, component tribological operation, early-stage faults and material
changes of a wide range of wind turbine bearings can be determined.
This allows application to a wide range of wind turbine bearing locations, including:
- Turbine main rotor bearing
- Pitch bearing
- Yaw bearing
- Gearbox bearings (including cylindrical, taper and plain):
- High speed shaft
- Epi-cyclic planets
Ref: TOUK20141209001
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- Sun shaft support
- Testing and technology development activities for measurement of component movements
including: roller skew, oil film thickness, load and validation of design models with accurate
empirical data.
The company is seeking partners who are interested in integrating the technology into new or
existing products through joint venture or license agreements; adapting and further developing
the technology via technical and/or research cooperation agreements; and manufacturing the
product under license.
Advantages and Innovations
The ability to identify incipient failures in wind farm turbines remains a significant commercial
priority for operators. Knowledge at any given moment of the condition of key drivetrain systems
is extremely valuable in the scheduling of repairs in advance rather than reacting after the
event.
This new range of sensor technologies is applied to the condition monitoring systems of wind
farms or to turbine and gearbox technology development and testing activities. For example,
through the application of acoustic emission and ultrasonic sensors with advanced signal
processing techniques, component tribological operation, early-stage faults and material
changes of a wide range of wind turbine bearings can be determined:
- Load measurement – through Ultrasonic time of flight;
- Oil film thickness measurement – through Ultrasonic Reflection;
- Damage and position detection – through Acoustic Emission.
These technologies can diagnose the condition of components earlier than current systems, and
can be used to detect sub-surface damage and develop remaining useful life predictions for
components in direct-drive or geared drivetrains.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The new sensor technologies have been incorporated into unique rigs for testing and
development, including rigs for testing turbines under accelerated test conditions. The company
has also been working with partners to develop new algorithms for analysing the data and key
feature extractions techniques.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
European patent granted.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
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002003001
003003
004002011
004005010
004008

Component integration
Apparatus Engineering
Turbines
Wind energy
Energy efficiency

Market
006005004
006014
008003006
009008001

Wind energy
Energy Storage
Power transmission equipment (including generators and motors)
Electric companies

NACE
C.28.9.9
D.35.1.1
D.35.1.2
D.35.1.3

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.
Production of electricity
Transmission of electricity
Distribution of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry >500 MNE
Year Established
1915
Turnover
250 - 500M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001
Languages Spoken
English
Chinese
German
Russian
Japanese
Czech
Italian
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Renewable energy industry, wind turbine manufacturers, gearbox
manufacturers, turbine engineering companies, condition monitoring suppliers, and wind farm
operators.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Construction of industrial wind energy production plants,
wind turbine component or system manufacture, supply, monitoring and maintenance.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Integration of the technology into new or existing
products through joint venture or license agreements; adaptation and further development of the
technology via technical and/or research cooperation agreements; and manufacture of the
product under license.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

An integrated and full-featured legal practice
management software
Summary
A Macedonian IT company has developed an optimized, full-featured process management software
aimed to serve law firms of all sizes, corporate legal and risk collection departments, and other types
of legal professionals.Based on a single relational database and easily customizable practicespecific modules, the software increases the overall efficiency, productivity, and profitability of the law
firms.Partners sought are IT related SMEs interested in licensing agreement or commercial
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
06 February 2015
06 February 2016
TOMK20141212001

Details
Description
Practice and case management software provides law firms with a convenient method of
effectively managing client and case information, including contacts, calendaring, documents,
and other specifics by facilitating automation in law practices. It can be used to share
information with other attorneys in the firm and will help prevent having to enter duplicate data in
conjunction with billing programmes and data processors.
A Macedonian IT company has developed an optimized process management software that
integrates all of the major legal practice functions into a single, efficient system. The solution
represents a flexible set of practice-specific windows and workflow that helps law firms service
their clients, manage their operations and maximize their profitability. The system ensures
optimized work schedule and organization in the day-to-day activities of law offices, solo
attorneys, corporate legal departments, risk collection departments and other types of law
professionals. All aspects of sound and efficient organization of the resources are taken into
account through the integration of fully customizable modules for case management, contact
and client management, time tracking, calendaring and docketing, document management, and
billing.
Fully-featured case management application enables for seamless access to all cases and
matters through a centralized database. It manages to-do lists, enables fast and flexible
searching, and checking of conflicts of interest. Storing, retrieving and searching of the client
related data is provided through the complete contact management module. The scheduling and
monitoring of the different tasks, deadlines, appointments, and meetings is enabled by the
calendaring module. The document management and assembly is particularly user friendly and
linked to word processing programmes. The billing module enables not only generation of
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invoices and billing time tracking, but moreover it enables profitability reporting and data
exchange with the general accounting programmes.
Advantages and Innovations
- Applicable to a range of legal practice entities
- Increased level of data security
- Powerful document searching and indexing capability
- Calendaring and docketing capability of the case management module
- Integrated tools for clients’ analysis (performance, profitability, and behavior logs)
- Data base of relevant laws and algorithm-based checking of conflicts of interests
- Flexibility for customization of the different modules based on the specific needs of a law firm
- Particularly user-friendly working environment with a multilingual interface
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002002
001002006
001002009
001002011
001002018

Archivistics/Documentation/Technical Documentation
Computer Software
Data Protection, Storage Technology, Cryptography, Data Security
Electronic Commerce, Electronic Payment
User Interfaces, Usability

Market
002006004
002007002
002007006
002007017

Data processing, analysis and input services
Database and file management
Other system software
Expert systems

NACE
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.2
J.62.0.3
J.62.0.9
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2013
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Experience Comments
The company is specialised in the development of business process management solutions for
different industries. It provides IT related consulting services as well as solutions for increased
security of the information systems of local and international companies.
Languages Spoken
English
Macedonian
Serbian
Croatian
Client Country
Macedonia, The former Yugoslav Republic of

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought:
- SMEs involved in the delivery of IT business services/products.
Specific area of activity of the partner:
- Providers of IT related services and/or software development companies
Task to be performed by the partner sought:
- The potential partner should be involved in the process of adaptation of the proposed solution
to its specific needs whereas the Macedonian company will provide necessary technical
assistance. In the case of a licensing agreement, the potential partner will be granted the right to
act as a licensee under the terms to be agreed.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Assessment of risk of hypertension using a novel SaltBlood-Test (SBT)
Summary
The Institute of Physiology of a known German University focusing on 'nanophysiology' with the
perspective to learn how molecules and ions interact in health and disease has developed an easy
test to determine the disposition for high blood pressure is looking for license agreement. With this
invention it is possible to determine the disposition for high blood pressure early enough so that
irreversible damages can be prevented.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

25 March 2015
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
13 DE 1486 3RLR

Details
Description
A technology transfer office in Bavaria represents a known German university which has made
a trailblazing invention. With this invention it is possible to determine the disposition for high
blood pressure early enough so that irreversible damages can be prevented.
Nearly one billion people worldwide suffer from high blood pressure. Being the major cause of
heart attack and stroke, arterial hypertension is a global health problem and its prevalence is
predicted to increase even more in the next years. The main problem is that an early diagnosis,
namely BEFORE manifest hypertension, is not possible. Once high blood pressure has
manifested, irreversible damages of the cardiovascular system, the kidney and other organs are
inevitable.
An emerging concept of “vascular salt sensitivity” has been recently described (Kusche-Vihrog
and Oberleithner, F1000 Biol Rep. 2012; 4: 20). This concept is based on a salt-induced change
in the function of the vascular endothelium. Now it was found that red blood cells (RBC) “report”
on this functional change.
The present invention provides a method that can be used for a quick and simple test to
determine whether an individual is salt sensitive and most likely prone to develop manifest
arterial hypertension later in life. The method is based on the finding that the functional state of
the RBC glycocalyx reflects the functional state of the endothelial glycocalyx. Therefore, the
functional state of the RBC glycocalyx is a prognostic parameter for the onset of hypertension
later in life.
A decreased sodium-dependent RBC zeta potential, relative to a threshold value, indicates that
the vasculature of an individual is sensitive to salt. In the presence of an aggregation cocktail,
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composed of a specific sodium concentration plus an aggregation accelerant, RBC
sedimentation velocity can be directly related to salt sensitivity. This parameter can be detected
in a small blood sample mixed with an appropriate aggregation cocktail.
The test is completely developed. The universtiy is looking for licensees, working in the field of
diagnostic test development and able to assemble a kit with the “ready-to-use” information
provided by the licenser.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: The present invention provides a test to determine
the disposition for high blood pressure.
Advantages and Innovations
- With this new method vascular sensitivity to salt and the disposition for arterial hypertension
can be determined within one hour.
- It is virtually stress-free for the test person (puncture of the fingertip to obtain about 200 µl
blood).
- Early actions for preventing hypertension can be started if the SBT is positive.
- Irreversible long-term damage of the vascular system can be prevented.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
A patent application has been filed with the European Patent Office (EPO).
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001006
006001007
006001011
006001017

Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Diseases
Heart and blood circulation illnesses
Physiology

Market
005001008

Diagnostic test products and equipment

NACE
Q.86.9.0
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Other human health activities
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industry, the partner should be working in the field of diagnostic test development.
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- Specific area of activity of the partner: diagnostic test development
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Assemble a kit with the “ready-to-use” information provided by the licenser.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Method of measuring density accurately and height of
fluid levels of different density by ultrasound
Summary
A Dutch SME specialized in water treatment has invented a method for measuring density of a fluid
by ultrasound. The technology is applied in mixing industry and reduces production time by
measuring homogeneity. Prototypes are in use determining the height of sludge and mud in water.
The method can be applied to detect irregularities in density. The ideas and prototypes need further
development. The company is looking for industrial partners interested in a License Agreement or
Joint Venture.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
05 February 2015
05 February 2016
TONL20141208002

Details
Description
A Dutch SME, specialized in developing devices for water treatment, has invented a method for
measuring density of a fluid using ultrasound.
The company has developed a method for measuring the density of liquids by placing an
ultrasound transducer on the outside of a vessel. The liquid in the vessel will vibrate in a certain
frequency. By measuring the delay of the received vibration and knowing the distance, the
velocity of the sound can be determined so the density of the fluid can be deduced.
The first application of the method is realized in the paint mixing industry. While blending
different ingredients in a closed vessel, it is not visible or otherwise real-time measurable
whether the mixture is homogenous. The mixing time is set by trial and error and for security the
time will be exceeded. By applying the ultrasound method of monitoring density, a pre set level
according to a certain level of homogeneity will be identified. Setting an alert at the required
value, mixing can be stopped and production time is reduced.
There is also an application implemented in dredging industry. When deepening a river or
harbour the contractor and the client have to agree about the final depth. This depth can’t be
measured because after dredging the mud gradually turns from solid into liquid without a sharp
border. By using the ultrasound method, the density of the water and mud can easily be
determined at different levels. Now it’s possible to define certain values in the contract before
starting the work.
Another application put into practice is in anaerobic sludge plants. For water treatment sludge is
stored for a while in an installation in which anaerobic bacteria are active. In this holding tank
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sludge can grow, based on the nutrient, only it is hard to determine where and how large the
volume of sludge is inside this tank. In order to control this growth of sludge, operators want to
know where the sludge is positioned and how quickly growth takes places. With this ultrasonic
application the sludge bed height can be measured.
The company has developed prototypes for these applications based on the ultrasound method
and implemented in production processes. The prototypes are not ready for the market. There
are also new applications that can be realized like detection of surgical instruments that remain
in the body after operations. The range of applications of the ultrasound method seems to be
infinite.
The company is looking for industrial partners interested in a License Agreement or Joint
Venture for further development of the mentioned or new applications and want to bring the
products to their markets.
Advantages and Innovations
As compared to alternatives on the market, this sensor technology provides following
advantages:
• The method is based on small and simple components that make a low cost and handheld
apparatus possible.
• The method makes it possible to measure values in industrial production processes for
commercial cost price.
• The measuring results are real time and make online monitoring applications possible.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Prototypes of the applications for determining homogeneity in paint mixing, measuring the depth
of a harbour and monitoring growth of sludge in side anaerobic silos are in operation now. The
prototypes need further development for upscaling.
There are ideas for other applications.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent Granted for the Netherlands, PCT applied.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
005006009
009001001
009001002
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Vibration and Acoustic engineering
Acoustic Technology related to measurements
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009001008
009001009

Other Non Destructive Testing
Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
003007002
003007003
005007005

Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Diagnostic equipment

NACE
C.26.5.1
E.36.0.0
M.71.2.0
M.72.1.1
M.72.1.9

Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and
navigation
Water collection, treatment and supply
Technical testing and analysis
Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2002
Turnover
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<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company has developed three prototypes for the mentioned applications. These prototypes
are tested in the field and implemented in production processes. The results are good but for
commercializing the product a re-design is needed. The prototype must be customized for
production upscaling and an user-friendly interface has to be designed.
The company is looking for industrial partners with experience in design engineering of
handheld appliances interested in a License Agreement or Joint Venture. The company wants to
share the know how of gathering and processing signals with partners that can improve the
product and can bring the product to their markets.
There are also ideas for new applications like detection of surgical instruments that remain in
the body after operations. The range of applications of the ultrasound method seems to be
infinite. There are no prototypes for these ideas yet but the company is also looking for industrial
partners interested in a License Agreement or Joint Venture for further development and
bringing products for these applications to their markets.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Customised hardware & software for analytical
instruments & embedded engineering systems
Summary
A Greek company with over 50yrs’ experience in the manufacture & maintenance of analytical
instrumentation/equipment offers its expertise in the design and implementation of customised
hardware & software for analytical instruments and embedded engineering systems covering a wide
range of markets. The company seeks organisations/companies who use/require such equipment for
specific purposes to benefit from the services offered through a joint venture agreement or technical
cooperation agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOGR20141212001

Details
Description
The Greek company offers to design new embedded systems or new analytical methods,
requiring innovative and hardware/software customized solutions.
The Greek company has successfully developed hardware and software for instrumentation for
special applications and is actively pursuing new projects.
The Greek company’ staff consist of experienced electronic engineers that are regularly trained
abroad and are thus continuously updated on the latest scientific and technological
developments in complex scientific equipment as well as in electronic, optical, mechanical,
pneumatic and hydraulic systems. This enables the company to propose state-of-the-art
hardware and software solutions for their clients’ instrumentation needs, through a joint venture
agreement or a technical cooperation agreement. This can also be combined with the technical
challenge of research and development.
The Greek company is looking specifically for companies, universities, research institutions or
laboratories that need to further develop specialized analytical devices or techniques. The
company is open to all relevant industry and research fields.
Advantages and Innovations
• Unique experience and knowledge in the field of tailor-made solutions for analytical
techniques, including sample preparation steps
• Automation of all operations and processes
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• Technical leadership thanks to interdisciplinary team consisting of engineers, chemists,
precision mechanics and service technicians with long professional experience in analytical
embedded systems, solutions and equipment
• In-house facilities for developing hardware and software.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001006002
003003
003004004
009003

Electronic engineering
Apparatus Engineering
Electrical Engineering and Technology / Electrical Equipment
Electronic measurement systems

Market
002007012
003007001
003007002
003007003

Medical/health
Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation

NACE
C.26.5.1

Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and
navigation

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
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Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1962
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 17025
ISO 13485
Languages Spoken
English
Greek
German
French
Client Country
Greece

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Universities, research institutions, company laboratories, instrument manufacturers &
companies in any field that use the following instruments/equipment and require the relevant
hardware/software to be developed according to their specific needs, through a joint venture
agreement or a technical cooperation agreement:
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• Chromatographs (GC, HPLC, IC)
• Spectrometers (UV-Vis, fluorimeters, FTIR, atomic absorption)
• Mass Spectrometers (Quadrapoles, Ion Traps, TOFs, etc)
• X-ray analyzers (XRF, XRD)
• LIBS Spectrometry
• Microscopes
• Elemental analysis systems
• Thermal analysis systems
• Centrifuges / Ultracentrifuges
• Ovens
• Climatic chambers
Tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
1. Provide real-world use-cases for the technology
2. Adoption of advanced co-designed embedded analytical systems and technologies
3. Joint research projects.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Greek start-up company is offering an innovative school
bus routing, scheduling and planning solution
Summary
A Greek SME has developed an intuitive software for transportation routing, scheduling, and
planning that focuses on school transportation management, based on mobile technologies. The
company is looking for schools, providers of extracurricular activities or other transportation/logistics
companies that want to collaborate to further adapt the software to their industrial or sector-specific
needs via a technical cooperation agreement or commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

14 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOGR20141214001

Details
Description
Route Optimization is the process of creating hypothetical routes using specific locations,
assignments, maximum cargo/load, ride times and other parameters that may help increasing
the efficiency of the transportation.
A Greek award-winning start-up company established in 2013 has developed an innovate, easyto-use, school bus routing, scheduling and planning solution to allow for efficient management
of transportation operations.
The software looks at the database of students and their addresses and automatically
generates optimal routes for each individual school or combined schools using selected criteria.
These routes can then be analyzed by comparing the current route and optimized route costs.
Routing reports are also available such as complete bus schedules, passenger lists and route
driving instructions. Individual routes can be analyzed to make manual adjustments, as needed.
Optimized route paths are generated while taking into account any travel restrictions (height,
weight and turn restrictions) road hazards (one-sided pickups), roadblocks and one-way roads.
Ideally, reducing the number of buses and drivers required where inefficiencies exist.
The technology behind the software provides an intelligent route--optimization algorithm, as well
as an easy-to-customize backend management interface.
The software is already available and in operation in the Greek market. Its technology is based
on a web/HTML5 backend system and mobile location-enabled applications that can support
fleet management and route optimization in the field.
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The company has also developed two mobile applications available for the Android inteface,
one for the bus driver and one for the chaperone, to allow real-time route tracking and
management.
The company is looking for potential partners interested in the technology or the product, in
order to further expand its industrial applications in other sectors related to logistics and route
optimization needs, e.g. courier service, freight cargo, passenger transportation, etc.
The company is interested in a technical cooperation agreement or commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantages of the product are the following:
- Comprehensive back-end administration software for management and customization
- Innovative route-optimization algorithm
- Two mobile applications (one for driver and one for chaperone), both location-enabled
- Easy management at three levels: bus routes, students and drivers
- Analysis of bus routes and pickup sites, optimal route design and quick adaptation to changes
- "what if” scenarios to continually improve service and lower operating costs
- Seamless integration with Google maps
- Comprehensive feature-set to meet virtually every transportation, route planning and
communication challenge that can be tailored
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The product has been designed from scratch as an innovation project of the company and is
available for demonstration. The final feature set will be customized together with potential
partners in order to be tailored according to the specific needs of each market.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted,Copyright
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002014
001003003
001005003
002008003

Internet Technologies/Communication (Wireless, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
Applications for Transport and Logistics
Mobile Communications
Logistics

Market
002007010
009001007
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NACE
H.52.2.9
J.63.1.2

Other transportation support activities
Web portals

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Automotive, Transport and Logistics

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2013
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Greek
Client Country
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Greece

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for companies to collaborate through a:
1. Technical cooperation agreement
2. Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Types of partners sought:
1. Schools and providers of extracurricular activities (sports centres, music schools, foreign
language centres etc) of all sizes that may be interested in a commercial agreement with
technical assistance, for customizing the software to their needs and for enabling a seamless
integration with their current school management software
2. Logistics operators or companies active in all transportation/logistics industrial sectors,
interested in collaborating through a technical cooperation agreement. The partnership is
expected to further develop, test, create and possibly commercialize a customized version of
the product/service, tailored to the needs of new vertical markets.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Technology for collection management and digital
repositories
Summary
A Greek company has developed a software for collection management and organization. The
structure, flexibility and comprehensive focus of the software enables the creation of online and
offline digital repositories and content re-use in a flexible way. The company is looking for industries
in the creative sector (from small, local collections to large national cultural institutions) for a services
agreement, technical cooperation agreement and/or commercial agreement with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOGR20141215001

Details
Description
The digitization of the files and collections of cultural institutions, foundations and organisations
refers to the transformation of any type of material (text, images, sound and other documents)
into electronic form, which is immediately recognised by computer systems. The digital material
is categorised and documented according to international standards and is stored in a data
base, ready for elaboration or publishing.
The Greek company has introduced a combination of state-of-the-art technologies from wellrespected international firms, to dynamically support cultural organisations in achieving
collection and content management. The technology, developed out of proprietary and open
source software, allows the management of all kinds of cultural objects and scientific data in a
professional way.
The content can further be used in applications, including knowledge portals and destination
portals, digitialised art collections for museums, virtual museums, interactive guides for the
Internet, mobile applications, as well as experiential museums in real environments.
Among the features of the software, the following are included:
- Collection management
- Documentation and research
- Conservation
- Exhibition management
- Event management
- Contact management
- Rights and reproductions
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The company is looking for a licensing agreement and/or commercial agreement with technical
assistance with potential interested partners. Candidate partners include cultural organisations
that need a digital repository and a collection management system that can vary from small,
local collections to large national cultural institutions (e.g. museums, libraries, private
collectors).
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantages of the proposed solution include:
- Development of an enhanced Institution-wide data repository
- Modular structure
- Flexible data field catalogue
- Compliant with national and international documentation and
harvesting standards
- Integration with Europeana
The company has great experience in the field and has helped more than 30 large organisations
in Greece digitize their collections. The company may also develop custom software solutions to
further ensure the interoperability of data and content or web technologies for showcasing the
content.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Trade Marks,Exclusive Rights,Copyright
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001001002
001003013
001004003

Digital Systems, Digital Representation
ICM - Internet Content Management
E-Publishing, Digital Content

Market
002007010
007001001
007005005

Education
Movies, movie products and theatre operations
Education and educational products and materials

NACE
J.62.0.2
J.62.0.9
J.63.1.2
M.73.1.2
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1995
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Greek
German
Client Country
Greece

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
Partners are sought for a commercial agreement with technical assistance, a services
agreement and/or a technical cooperation agreement.
Type of partner
- Cultural institutions (museums, galleries etc)
- Public organisations
- Libraries
- Educational institutions
- Memory organisations
- Private collections
- Research institutions
- Non-profit cultural organisations
- Public/Regional authorities
Role of partner:
- Content aggregation
- Content publisher
- Collection manager
Size of partner:
- Any size
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Design & construction of built-to-order analytical
instruments & laboratory equipment
Summary
A Greek company with over 50 years’ experience in the manufacture & maintenance of analytical
instrumentation/equipment offers its expertise in the design and implementation of analytical
instruments and laboratory equipment that cover a wide range of markets. The company seeks
organisations/companies that use/require such equipment for specific purposes to benefit from the
expertise offered through a commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOGR20141219001

Details
Description
The Greek company offers to design and construct analytical instruments and laboratory
equipment according to the client’s needs and characteristics.
The Greek company has successfully developed analytical instrumentation and laboratory
equipment for specialist applications for:
- Chemical analyses and processes for research and development
- Quality control and standardization in industrial production
- Equipment for research and diagnostic centres in the health care field
and is actively pursuing new projects.
The Greek company’ staff consist of experienced electronic engineers that are regularly trained
abroad and are thus continuously updated on the latest scientific and technological
developments in complex scientific equipment as well as in electronic, optical, mechanical,
pneumatic and hydraulic systems. This enables the company to propose state-of-the-art
equipment for their clients’ instrumentation needs, through a commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
The Greek company is looking specifically for companies, universities, research institutions or
laboratories that require specialized analytical devices or techniques. The company is open to
all relevant industry and research fields.
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Advantages and Innovations
• Unique experience and knowledge in the field of tailor-made solutions for analytical
techniques, including sample preparation steps
• Automation of all operations and processes
• Technical leadership thanks to interdisciplinary team consisting of engineers, chemists,
precision mechanics and service technicians with long professional experience in analytical
embedded systems, solutions and equipment
• In-house facilities for developing a wide range of analytical instruments.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001006002
003004004
005002001
009001002

Electronic engineering
Electrical Engineering and Technology / Electrical Equipment
Analytical Chemistry
Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods

Market
003007001
003007002
003007003

Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation

NACE
C.26.5.1

Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and
navigation

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
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Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1962
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 17025
ISO 13485
Languages Spoken
English
Greek
German
French

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Universities, research institutions, company laboratories, instrument manufacturers &
companies in any field that use / are in need of the following instruments/equipment:
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• Chromatographs (GC, HPLC, IC)
• Spectrometers (UV-Vis, fluorimeters, FTIR, atomic absorption)
• Mass Spectrometers (Quadrapoles, Ion Traps, TOFs, etc)
• X-ray analyzers (XRF, XRD)
• LIBS Spectrometry
• Microscopes
• Elemental analysis systems
• Thermal analysis systems
• Centrifuges / Ultracentrifuges
• Ovens
• Climatic chambers
and require the expertise offered in order to develop such instruments / equipment according to
their particular needs, through a commercial agreement with technical cooperation.
Tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
1. Provide real-world needs that can be answered by the expertise offered.
2. Adoption of analytical instruments and technologies of an advanced design.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Innovative technology enabling handwritten document
retrieval by text search
Summary
An Italian spin-off, working in the automatic processing of digital files and cursive handwriting
recognition, offers a technology enabling a full integrated management of handwritten documents.
The spin-off is looking for technical cooperation with industrial partners and public institutions that
have already digitized their archives of paper documents.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
TOIT20131205005

Details
Description
The technology is based on an innovative approach that allows to manage, index and search
through handwritten documents contained in large size digital archives based on text keywords
inserted by an user friendly interface like a browser.
The technology is able to retrieve handwritten documents even if there is no instance of such
words in the database because it avoids complete handwriting recognition process and full
transcription of the content. The technology is aimed primarily at libraries, professional firms and
other public cultural organizations or institutions that need to manage their documentary
heritage. The system requires a reduced set of training data compared with competing products,
with positive effects in terms of costs and time of training.
Advantages and Innovations
- The technology is customizable on any database of reference words, obtained from a very
small sample of documents and it provides short response time, since the research time is
independent of the number of documents stored in the archive as it analyzes and processes the
documents during an offline upload phase;
- Furthermore, the technology allows the user to add additional documents to the archive on
which the research is done.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
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Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002003
001002012
001004001
001004003

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Cultural Heritage
E-Publishing, Digital Content

Market
002001001

Mainframe and scientific computers

NACE
J.62.0.9

Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
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Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for technical cooperation with industrial partners or with public
institutions that have already digitized their archives of paper documents. The requirements for
technical cooperation are the availability of a specific set of documents for training the system
and the possibility of integrating it in already existing platform.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Mobile trial simulator unit with digital elevation model
Summary
An international company, based in Italy, specialized in software development for defence and space
applications, has designed a mobile trial simulator unit system to fully support the trial operations in
mobile mode, providing in a mobile control unit complete functions used to predict trajectories, set
launcher parameters and optimize tracking sensors placement on a scenario. The company is open
to license or commercial agreements with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

31 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
TOIT20141202002

Details
Description
An international company, based in Italy, specialized in analysis, system engineering and
software development for defence and space applications, developed a mobile unit for trial
simulator integrated with a digital elevation model (DEM) of the operations' area.
This system is designed to support the trial operations in mobile mode.
The system is made of two software components:
- a simulator for the ballistic trials;
- a deployment and configuration optimizer of tracking sensors.
The ballistic trials simulator is developed according to authoritative models defined by: all
ballistic simulations and predictions of the mobile trial simulator unit are implemented in respect
of the Nato specifications as defined in current international standardization agreement
(STANAG 4355 - Modified Point Mass and Five Degrees of Freedom Trajectory Model),
including the three models of the ballistic trial: point of mass, spin stabilized projectile, fin
stabilized rocket.
The optimizer is a software tool for the optimization of the deployment and configuration of the
tracking sensors, both Electro-Optical Sensor System and Radar, on the basis of the trajectory
of the object to be tracked (either generated by the Trial Simulator or provided as a nominal
trajectory), of the sensors characteristics and of the DEM of the operations area.
The mobile trial simulator unit is designed to be integrated with a multi sensor central control
system.
The company is looking for official public entities in the defence and aerospace domains and
public or private partners involved in the space sector, as satellite systems builders, or in the
field of electronic communications, able to integrate the simulator system in their equipment
through license or commercial agreement with technical assistance.
Advantages and Innovations

Ref: TOIT20141202002
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The main feature of the mobile trial simulator unit is the capacity of a simulation of the trajectory
in the field of defense and space operations, on the basis of the:
- trial parameters, such as trunnion position, azimuth and elevation, standard ballistic model,
mass of the flying object, other relevant parameters as required by the ballistic model;
- impact point (i.e. backward simulation) and of the ballistic model, in order to find the
corresponding azimuth and elevation of the trunnion needed for the trial.
The principal advantage of the system is the integration of the simulator with the digital elevation
model (DEM) of the operations area for increased precision in both the impact point and position
of the launcher.
As regard to the deployment and configuration optimizer, main advantages are the following:
- number and type of sensors configurable together with their relevant characteristics, such as
focal lengths (in case of more cameras) for optical sensors, maximum range for radars,
maximum Az-El velocity and acceleration.
- optimization on the basis of the configured sensors set, of relevant parameters such as
triangulation error, distance from target, sensors dynamics and visibility as per the digital
elevation model of operation area.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002016
001005008
002010005

Computer Software
Simulation
SatelliteTechnology/Systems/Positioning/Communication in GPS - Global
Positioning System
Space Exploration and Technology

Market
001004007
001006001
002007007
002007016
008002002

Network test, monitoring and support equipment
Defence communications
Applications software
Artificial intelligence related software
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
C.27.9.0
O.84.2.2

Ref: TOIT20141202002
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for public/private partners interested in the integration of the mobile trial
simulator system in their equipment:
Ref: TOIT20141202002
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- official public entities, such as military forces and international agencies, in the defense and
aerospace domains, and private organizations;
- other partners involved in the space sector, as e.g. satellite systems builders.
The company is open to license and commercial agreements with technical assistance. The
partner sought is requested to have the capability and resources to include this mobile trial
simulator system in their own equipments.

Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Ammonia and acetone breath monitoring
Summary
A Dutch SME is specialized in gas monitoring systems based on optical techniques. A proof-ofprinciple demonstrator monitors ammonia and acetone in human breath: real time, sub-second time
scale, selective, simultaneous, qualitative and calibration-free. Ammonia and acetone are two
important markers in human breath (liver and kidney problems and ketosis). The company seeks
partners interested in clinical testing, joint further development and a commercial agreement with
technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 February 2015
02 March 2015
01 March 2016
13 NL 60AH 3SQ4

Details
Description
The Dutch SME is a developer of gas detection systems based on optical techniques. With a
proof-of-principle instrument it is possible to monitor the concentration of ammonia and acetone
(among others) in the human breath within a single breath on a sub-second timescale and a
sufficient detection limit of less than one parts by million by volume level (< 1ppmv).
The technique is selective and quantitative by design. A to the best of knowledge measurement
cell has been developed. Ammonia and acetone are two of the most common, and established,
markers in the human breath: ammonia is, among others, a sign of liver and kidney problems,
acetone is a selective breath marker for ketosis.
The most important features and functionalities of the system are:
• Detection Method: optical.
• Performance levels: Lower Detecion Limit (LDL) of (sub)-parts by million by volume level (subppmv) in breath, sub-second time resolution.
• The optical gas sensing technique is self-referencing which provides inherent calibration.
Requested partner:
The company seeks partners interested in clinical testing and further technical and commercial
development. The instrument is being offered for transfer.
Current and Potential Domain of Application: Current and potential domains of applications are:
- Point of care testing.
- Malnutrition of elderly.
- Fast detection of possible kidney and liver problems.
- Identification of ketosis in general.

Ref: 13 NL 60AH 3SQ4
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- Monitoring of professionals or top sportsmen
- Applications in the agro sector.
Advantages and Innovations
The innovations are:
• Simultaneous monitoring of ammonia and acetone in the human breath.
• Quantitative.
• Sufficient detection limit of < 1ppmv.
• Fast response time: < 1 second.
Advantages are:
• No sample-preparation needed.
• No tubings.
• Virtually calibration free.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Other
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
005006006
006001003
006001006
006001008
009001007

Sensors/Multisensor Technology, Instrumentation
Clinical Research, Trials
Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Environmental Medicine, Social Medicine, Sports Medicine
Optical Technology related to measurements

Market
005001001
005001008
005003004
009005

Diagnostic services
Diagnostic test products and equipment
Monitoring equipment
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Animal Husbandry and Related Products

NACE
C.28.9.9

Manufacture of other special-purpose machinery n.e.c.

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:

Ref: 13 NL 60AH 3SQ4
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Industry
Hospital/medical care organizations
Non for profit organizations
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Clinical testing
Engineering
Product development
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Clinical testing of the system.
Joint development to organize the adaption to the specific need of the end user.
The instrument is being offered for transfer. In case of a commercial agreement the Dutch
partner will provide technical assistance.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement

Ref: 13 NL 60AH 3SQ4
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Technology Offer

Innovative system that leads natural sunlight to indoor
environments
Summary
A Swedish SME offers sunlight for indoor environments through an innovative and patented
technology that captures and leads the rays of the sun up to 20 meters inside a building. The
company is interested in finding partners within property, architects and interior designers for
technical and/or commercial cooperation. Also partners within indoor cultivation industries are sought
for testing of new applications.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

28 August 2013
17 February 2015
15 May 2015
13 SE 67CJ 3SM3

Details
Description
Sunlight is important for us humans. Many people spend large part of the day inside and are not
exposed to the healthy natural light. Sunlight controls our circadian rhythm and studies show
that productivity increases by 6-16% when natural light is added to the working or learning
environment.
The Swedish company has developed a solution that offers sunlight for indoor environments
through an innovative system (SP3 system) which captures and directs the rays of the sun. The
patented technology allows natural sunlight in every room through receivers on the outside, fiber
optic cables that transport the light through the property and luminaries that spreads the light
inside.
The system filters out UV and IR radiation, transmitting the full visible spectrum light with half
the heat. This is a great advantage to other day lighting techniques and also electrical lighting.
Besides using the SP3 system for indoor environments such as offices, radiology departments
at hospitals, schools, retail shops etc, the SP3 system has been used for algae cultivation. The
technology could be of interest also for other applications with indoor cultivation or processes
requiring full spectrum light in controlled environments. One example from algae cultivation
shows that the SP3 system decreases production time from 6 weeks to 4 weeks, compared to
using artificial light sources.
Advantages and Innovations
SP3-system is a flexible skylight that can be installed up to four floors down into a building, or to
transport light through firewalls. Compared to installing a light-shaft, the incision to the building
is much smaller. The advantage is that no floor space is lost, since cables are thin and flexible
Ref: 13 SE 67CJ 3SM3
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and can be installed in walls and over ceilings.
The smart system automatically tracks the sun, focuses the sunlight into optical fibers to
transport it into our indoor environments. The system can use all sun hours, as it can rotate
360° and cover the full sky.
Current system gives 4360 lm at 5 m cable lengths. Cables range up to lengths of 20 m (2590
lm). The aim is to offer a product which can transport light up to 100 m, with the same quality
and amount of light in 2016.
As the UV and IR radiation is filtered out, the resulting light is cooler that other light sources and
day lighting technologies. This saves cooling energy. The SP3 system has been calculated to
save 19 W/m2 during sun hours, when replacing fluorescent lights.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
EU and US patent
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001011
004005006
004006002
006001008
008001004
011002

Optical Networks and Systems
Solar/Thermal energy
Lighting, illumination
Environmental Medicine, Social Medicine, Sports Medicine
Food Processing
Education and Training

Market
003006
005003006
006005003
009007006

Fibre Optics
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)
Other solar
Other construction and building products related

NACE
F.43.9.9
Q.86.9.0
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Other human health activities
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Client Country
Sweden

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industry
- Specific area of activity of the partner: property owners, architects/interior designers,
cultivation industry/food processing
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Technical and/or commercial co-operation,
installation of the solar system to test new applications for indoor cultivation, medical research
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Rapid preclinical validation of biomarkers and new
related research tools
Summary
An East of England company are a leading research organisation providing tissue and diagnostic
services to international pharmaceutical and diagnostics clients. Whole slide scanning and fully
automated quantitative image analysis allow for high throughput validation of biomarkers.
Importantly, early stage preclinical efficacy studies can be started simultaneously with toxicity
studies. Technical and R&D co-operation is sought with biotechs and academia to validate further
markers and methods.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
16 February 2015
16 February 2016
13 GB 4103 3RLL

Details
Description
Pathology and its tools have been used for decades in the development of new drugs and
diagnostic markers. Because of the complexity of in vivo tissue analysis in rodents and humans,
the interpretation of analysis results has largely been manual, slow and prone to human error.
Fortunately, the advent of modern technology has started to deliver more objective results,
faster, and earlier in the development programme.
An East of England company are a leading industry accredited research organisation providing
tissue and diagnostic services to international pharmaceutical and diagnostics clients. They
have invested heavily in R&D in tissue and biomarker analysis, particularly the digitisation of
tissues and related data storage, retrieval and discovery. This includes digital whole slide
scanning and fully automated quantitative image analysis. The vast data sets (>130 biomarkers
and 75,000 patient samples) have resulted in new IP and tools for objective and rapid
assessment of the diseased state. Not only has the quantity risen drastically but also the
accuracy of such testing. These more sensitive methods allow more accurate go-no go decision
making.
Notably, three phenomena have emerged thanks to the new technology:
- Pathology is moving from tissue level to a molecular level;
- Not just toxicity, but efficacy as well can now be assessed in early preclinical and clinical trial
programmes;
- IP and tools to develop point of care computer applications to provide accurate quantitiate
testing of companion diagnostics in the clinic.
The company is offering collaborative R&D and technical co-operation in two areas: preclinical
testing of biomarkers and/or related methods and tools (and software). Such programmes are
likely to generate new IP that can be shared and commercialised. The company has experience
in collaborating with partners both big and small.

Ref: 13 GB 4103 3RLL
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Indications include but are not limited to oncology, cardiovascular, respiratory, metabolic,
neurodegenerative, bone & joint disease.

Advantages and Innovations
The company has proprietary know-how in digital pathology and biomarker assay validation and
testing in tissues. The company has a broad range of digital pathology platforms and
multidisciplinary team of expert staff.
The advantages include taking the whole process to high-throughput screening. Equally
importantly, efficacy studies can be started much earlier, as early as the toxicity studies and P of
C clinical trials.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006002002
006002005
006002008

Cellular and Molecular Biology
In vitro Testing, Trials
Toxicology

Market
005001
005002

Diagnostic
Therapeutic

NACE
M.74.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
Ref: 13 GB 4103 3RLL
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+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry and academia.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: developers of drugs and diagnostics in the preclinical
phase.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: technical and R&D co-operation in either
validation of biomarkers or novel tools and methods related to such.
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative semiconductor chip-based spectrometer for
new applications in beam delivery and electronicphotonic integration, and towards relevant H2020 bids
Summary
A UK photonics technology company experienced in co-developing miniature spectrometers and
optical sensors for a range of applications is seeking photonics companies and/or researchers to
adapt their technology towards new applications. Applications include novel technologies and
devices for beam delivery. They are seeking technical and research cooperations, which may include
the H2020 call "ICT-27-2015 - Photonics KET (Key Emerging Technologies)".
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 March 2015
12 March 2015
11 March 2016
TOUK20150303003

Details
Description
Photonics has been identified as a key enabling technology and specific funding is provided to
exploit the innovation capacity of more than 5000 existing photonics SMEs.
The UK company has expertise developing new photonic products with a range of applications,
including a novel semiconductor chip-based spectrometer consisting of an array of microdisk
resonators evanescently coupled to a central waveguide. Unlike grating-based or FTIR (Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy), their device uses a single component to perform both
wavelength selection and detection functions.
They are seeking to join a bid of companies and/or researchers exploring new photonic
innovation in fields that may include the following: novel technologies and devices for beam
delivery and for processing of multiple beams from laser source arrays; high-performance
optical devices and systems; device, circuit and fabrication technology for PICs (Photonics
Integrated Circuits), suited for cost-effective volume manufacturing on semiconductor or
dielectrics based photonic integration platforms. Projects may also be about electronic-photonic
integration, as well as heterogeneous and hybrid integration technologies for PIC-based highperformance or high-density modules.
Collaboration may also include an application for the H2020 call "ICT-27-2015 - Photonics KET
(Key Emerging Technologies)", which has a deadline of 14 April 2015. Expressions of interest in
this profile are ongoing.

Ref: TOUK20150303003
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Advantages and Innovations
Unlike grating-based or FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) the device uses a single
component to perform both wavelength selection and detection functions.
The spectrometer chip is a monolithic structure formed from a single semiconductor
heterostructure and is manufactured using standard semiconductor fabrication processes. The
main benefits of this approach include:
1. Larger economies of scale from the mass manufacture of semiconductor chips which enables
the same spectroscopy budget to develop built-in redundancy in challenging locations,
dispersed spectrometer networks and multiple chip arrays.
2. Minuscule, low mass for either covert operation, small spaces or 3D imaging with a
spectrometer chip array in hyperspectral imaging & remote sensing.
3. High performance spectroscopy capable of delivering wide area imaging at high spectral
resolution (<1nm Nyquist). The device offers enhanced spectral properties due to the potential
for low stray light as well as fast data acquisition.
4. Highly robust spectrometer chips since there are no electrically or mechanically moving parts
or separate wavelength selection and detection components.
5. Inherently low power budget due to novel approach and low mass
6. Thermal stability since the chips use III-V semiconductor materials rather than silicon they
can withstand temperatures -200°C to 200°C.
7. Dynamically configurable functionality allows light throughput and spectral resolution to be
modified mid-operation, according to the application.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
UK patent and a number of unpublished British and international patent applications for the key
spectroscopy innovation.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001006012
005006010
005011
009001007

Ref: TOUK20150303003
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Optics
Micro- and Nanotechnology
Optical Technology related to measurements
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009001009

Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
003007001
003007003
004007
008002002

Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Ref: TOUK20150303003
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United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industry/Academia
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Photonics
- Field of expertise/experience: Beam delivery, electronic-photonic integration and/or optical
devices
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Co-development of innovative new projects,
perhaps incorporating the client's existing technology into new applications.

Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Application for complex analysis of mass spectrum
Summary
Polish university has invented a computer application for complex analysis of mass spectrum. It is an
application that converts data from mass spectrum received from patients with cancer. It may help
with early diagnosing of patients. The university seeks partners to sign a licence agreement, or
technical cooperation agreement or services agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 August 2014
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOPL20140804001

Details
Description
Cancer is one of the most difficult diseases to diagnose and cure. Very early diagnosed cancer
in many cases is curable with no side effects. Polish university has developed a tool which can
be used in a very early diagnosing of different kinds of cancer. It is a computer application for
complex analysis of mass spectrum. This method of analysis seeks peaks in mass spectrum
which differentiate healthy and ill patients. Mass spectrum is obtained from blood plasma
samples. The university looks for a partner to sign licencing agreement, technical cooperation
agreement or services agreement. The partner sought should have access to data for
calculation.
Advantages and Innovations
There are different methods of analysing mass spectrum, however the method invented by the
Polish university is universal. It can be applied to various kinds of spectrums, i.e. head
spectrum, liver spectrum and other. The use of this method shows the differences in peaks of
mass spectrum between ill and healthy patients, so it may have application in very early
diagnosing of patients.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Ref: TOPL20140804001
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Keywords
Technology
001003001

Applications for Health

Market
002007012

Medical/health

NACE
P.85.4.2

Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
1953
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Ref: TOPL20140804001
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The partner sought should be a company or a university that have access to data for
calculations. This application can be used as an early diagnosing tool for cancer. It may be
developed further. The university would like to sign licencing agreement, technical cooperation
agreement or services agreement.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Additive manufacturing / 3D print technology for
technical ceramic parts
Summary
A Dutch research organisation developed a 3D printing technology capable of producing technical
ceramic parts directly from 3D CAD data. The parts are built ‘layer-by-layer’ using a highly filled,
photo curable ceramic paste. Afterwards the green parts are debinded and sintered. Currently
several ceramic materials can be processed, such as aluminum oxide and nitride, silicon carbide and
piezoelectric ceramics. The Dutch partner is interested in technical cooperation projects.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 February 2015
27 February 2015
27 February 2016
TONL20130708002

Details
Description
The research organisation in the Netherlands connects people and knowledge to create
innovations that boost the sustainable competitive strength of industry and well-being of society.
Technical ceramic materials like Silicon-carbide (SiC) and Aluminium-nitride (AlN) are difficult to
process. The process steps are time-consuming and expensive. The design of ceramic parts is
also limited by conventional production methods like milling, grinding and polishing. Shaping
techniques like extrusion, pressing and ceramic injection moulding (CIM) allow more design
freedom but require expensive tooling which makes them only suitable for large volume
manufacturing. For prototyping and in e.g. space related applications usually one-offs or low
quantities are required. Also high design freedom is desired to reduce assembly steps and to
achieve lightweight constructions. With additive manufacturing it is possible to produce complex
structures without additional or dedicated tooling directly from 3D Computer Aided Design
(CAD) data.
In order to implement this field of expertise, the organisation is interested in technical
cooperation projects/agreements with other research institutes.
Advantages and Innovations
At the moment there are no commercial additive manufacturing processes available that are
capable of producing technical ceramic parts. Several universities and research centres are
conducting research on this topic and some very promising results are achieved. The proposed
technology differentiates itself by the high level of accuracy, detailing, building speed, flexibility
and the integration with 3D CAD data.
Stage of Development
Ref: TONL20130708002
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Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002001
002007003

Design and Modelling / Prototypes
Ceramic Materials and Powders

Market
008001013

Ceramics

NACE
C.23.4.4
M.72.1.9

Manufacture of other technical ceramic products
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1932
Turnover
20 - 50M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industy
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Mechanical design of high tech systems and
components based on technical ceramics in e.g. sectors like:
• Medical and dental
• Watch and jewelry
• (Petro)chemical
• Aeronautics
• Automotive
• Electronics
- Task to be performed: Implementation of the proposed technology in the frame of a technical
cooperation project.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Economical unit based on Organic Rankine Cycle
technology for heat recovery in biogas stations
Summary
Czech university has developed a new technology based on the Organic Rankine Cycle
principle.The unit is easy-to-manufacture and install and is designed to utilize surplus of unused
thermal energy in biogas power plants. Its planned net power output is approx. 10kWe.The patentpending prototype available is for demonstration. Manufacturers for licensing, partners for
technological cooperation and also partners for funding are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 February 2015
17 March 2015
16 March 2016
TOCZ20150108001

Details
Description
The ORC (Organic Rankine Cycle) technology uses properties of organic substances
(refrigerants, silicone oils, etc.) for driving expanders in power systems. Organic substances
have a significantly lower evaporation temperature than the conventionally used water.
Therefore, they can be used for utilizing (recycling) thermal energy at the lower temperature
where conventional technologies are unable to effectively generate power.
The first generation unit, based on the ORC technology - the subject of this offer - is designed
as the cost-effective utilization of the waste heat from the engines of biogas power plants.
Therefore the presented unit, marked as a WHR (Waste Heat Recovery) unit has the following
key parameters:
Input - kW 150-200, 450-500 °C
Output - 8-10 kWe
The WHR unit is suitable for biogas plants or other industrial enterprises that want to exploit
waste heat at high temperatures 450-500 °C, the units are modular with options to be installed
in series with the net power output of 8-10 kW, and minimal required heat output about 200250kW. The unit will be completed in early 2015. The unit is permanently technically proof. The
unit dimensions are (WxHxD) 2x2x4 m.
The unit can be connected in a serial mode.
We have conducted a thorough market research and have formulated a business plan including
technical & economic feasibility study in cooperation with renowned international consulting
agency.
Expected market size (number of suitable premises):
- tens of thousands of biogas plants in the EU
Expected market penetration speed (number of units sold in time):
- 2015: 6 units – pilot installation
- 2016: 20 units
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- 2017: 35 units
The prospective applications based on ORC-based technology are very wide so there are many
opportunities how to exploit it in energy sector.
Advantages and Innovations
• Utilize surplus of unused thermal energy in biogas power plants
• Simple and reliable construction and design
• Modularity - possibility of serial connection on one site
• Competitive ratio between the power output and initial investments
• Primary use is for covering the operating consumption of electricity
• ‘Plug and play’ solution
• Possibility to connect multiple units to the single source
• Planned mass production
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The up-to-date R&D has reached the stage of a working pre-production prototype that is not far
from commercial production. Planned commercial unit is designed with use of off-the-shelf
components so the production will not require manufacturing of the special new components.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
The university has submitted their invention to the Czech patent office in a form of patent
application.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
004002004
004002010
004005015

Generators, electric engines and power converters
Other energy related machinery
Integrated waste-energy processes

Market
006005010
006008003

Other alternative energy
Heat recovery

NACE
M.71.2.0
M.72.1.9
P.85.4.1
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Technical testing and analysis
Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Post-secondary non-tertiary education
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Turnover
100 - 250M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Czech
Client Country
Czech Republic
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
University seeks companies that manufacture machines for energy sector. They also seek
partners for further technical collaboration and also partners for funding.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,Inventor,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Financial agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Rapidly deployed, modular hospital concept seeks
manufacturing development partners.
Summary
In natural disaster situations and developing, third world countries, there is the need to deploy
effective medical provision speedily and flexibly. A small SME in the UK has developed a flatpacked, rapidly deployed solution that has significant advantages over existing temporary provision.
It seeks a prototype development partner in order to attract investment for commercialisation. Joint
venture, manufacturing, licensing and technical cooperation agreements can all be considered.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

06 February 2015
10 March 2015
09 March 2016
TOUK20150206001

Details
Description
In natural disaster and subsistent economic situations effective and high quality medical
infrastructure can be an extremely complex and time consuming task to install. A lack of natural
resources, infrastructure and management capabilities can compound with an existing disaster
situation resulting in difficulties with providing medical assistance to those who need it most.
Current temporary solutions rely on tents or the use of portable containers that act as wall and
roof structure themselves. Such provision results in cramped, inadequately insulated and poorly
controlled operating conditions with very limited operational life.
A small SME based in the East of England has developed the concept of a “flat-packed”, selferecting (without the use of cranes), modular hospital system. The modules can be transported
in containers to site and once on site, erected and, if some electricity generation and potable
water services are available, deployed within 72 hours. Such hospital units would cost a fraction
of the cost of a permanent hospital system and yet have an operational life span of 30 – 35
years.
There exists within the SME significant experience within public health provision.
Having developed the concept with the help of University research and consultancy support to
“Proof of Market” stage the SME now seeks a partner to help with the development of a working
prototype system in order to attract the necessary investment funding to facilitate
commercialisation of the concept.
Prospective partners will need the necessary “design for manufacture” and engineering
capabilities required to produce the prototype system and be interested in becoming a long-term
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manufacturing partner once the concept becomes a commercial reality. Joint venture,
manufacturing, licensing and technical cooperation agreements can all be considered.
Advantages and Innovations
• Flat-pack –can be transported and easily stored, each module can be packed within a single, 6
meter container.
• Multi-functional –modules can accommodate a range of functions from primary care units to
pressurised operating theatres.
• Modular –units can be linked to create complete, comprehensive hospital facilities.
• Lightweight –enables crane-free, manual assembly.
• Customisable –bespoke customer requirements can be incorporated prior to shipping.
• Rapid deployment –assembly and deployment within 72 hours.
• Re-locatable –can be disassembled and redeployed many times without structural impairment.
• Long operational life –between 30 and 35 years.
• Relatively low cost -€9-10 million for a 50 bed hospital compared to an equivalent permanent
hospital build cost of €90 – 100 million.
Stage of Development
Concept stage
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Concept has been developed and assessed. Proof of market studies are currently in progress.
Outline designs prepared.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Design Rights
Comment Regarding IPR status
Various aspects of the design are registered and protected.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006014
002006019
006001008

Construction engineering (design, simulation)
Installations related to construction (energy, lighting, …)
Environmental Medicine, Social Medicine, Sports Medicine

Market
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005003005
005003006
005006009

Hospital and other institutional management (including management
services and leasing)
Other medical/health related (not elsewhere classified)
Environmental Medicine, Social Medicine,Sports Medicine

NACE
M.74.9.0
Q.86.2.2
Q.86.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.
Specialist medical practice activities
Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2011
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
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No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Small to medium sized engineering and manufacturing companies with the necessary “design
for manufacture” and engineering capabilities required to produce a prototype system. They
should be interested in being a long-term manufacturing partner once the concept becomes a
commercial reality. Joint venture, manufacturing, licensing and technical cooperation
agreements can all be considered.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,251-500,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Integrated microwave photonic antenna system
technology for the fifth generation (5G) and broadband
satellite communication applications
Summary
A Dutch SME specializes in the development and production of antenna technology. The SME offers
integrated microwave photonic antenna technology to enable the next generation of robust high
speed broadband communication. Demonstrators of on-chip integrated ultra-flat dynamic antenna
arrays, capable of maintaining connection with satellites at high speeds, are available. The Dutch
SME looks for commercial agreements with technical assistance or joint ventures with telecom
system integrators.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 February 2015
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TONL20150223002

Details
Description
A Dutch SME is specialized in the development and production of microwave photonic antenna
beamformer technology. The Dutch SME aims to introduce a breakthrough antenna system to
target the land mobile, nautical and avionics satellite communication market by meeting future
requirements for broadband communications with an ultra-flat “smart” antenna, capable of
maintaining a connection with satellites, even at high speed.
Microwave photonics is an emerging field in which high frequency (radio frequencies,
microwave range) electronic signals are generated, distributed, processed and analysed using
the strength of photonic techniques. Taking control over the interactions between radio waves
and optical waves allows dramatic improvements in many applications of technology.
Technology applications in the field of information technology (ICT) are for example wireless
communications, wireless access networks, sensor networks, radars, satellite communications
and Radio Astronomy. Other examples of technology applications are biomedical applications,
instrumentation, imaging systems, and more. All those applications require ever increasing
speed and bandwidth, in conjunction with devices which are small, lightweight and with low
energy consumption. Multiple solutions have been proposed over the years to answer this “need
for speed”, that match or even surpass the expected performance. Nonetheless, those photonic
solutions can be bulky and expensive. For this reason, the international community looks at the
integration of complex microwave photonic functionalities into photonic integrated circuits (PIC)
as crucial to the realization, commercialization and wide diffusion of microwave photonic
solutions.
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What makes the microwave photonic technology special?
The optical beam forming technology can be applied to transmit and receive applications in
frequencies which range between 500 MegaHertz (MHz) and 100 GigaHertz (GHz). The
microwave photonics antenna systems satisfy the growing need for bandwidth and capacity in
telecommunication. The technology is elegant, scalable for volume manufacturing, has a small
form factor and enables further on-chip integration of functionality. Therefore it is robust and
reliable with acceptable cost and assembly time. Eight unique enabling performance features
that can be realized in this technology are:
1. Dynamically & continuously steerable beam.
2. Adjustable beam shape and beam profile (2D).
3. Active interference suppression capability.
4. Large bandwidth achieved at large view angles.
5. Multiple independent beams capability.
6. Applicable for 1-100 GHz.
7. Low power consumption.
8. Mass producible at acceptable cost.
Mian market segments are:
• Satellite communication market for 10-12 GHz applications.
• The high volume market for configurable antenna arrays for the fifth generation (5G) and
broadband communication applications (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz band).
• Communication applications for the aerospace (inclusive Radio Astronomy), avionics, maritime
and automotive industry (Ku and Ka band).
• Large area antenna systems for astronomical research (500-1500 MHz and Square Kilometre
Array).
• Mobile applications for high speed public transport and security operations in areas with poor
infrastructure.
• Defence and security i.e. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) surveillance.
The first demonstrators are available. The Dutch SME now looks for a telecom system
integrator and aims for a commercial agreement with technical assistance or a joint venture.
The desired area of activity of the system integrator is “building the bridge” between the
suppliers of the hardware components and the system software for the telecom providers.
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages and innovations of the integrated microwave photonic antenna technology are:
• The beamforming antenna technology is based on faster and less energy consuming
integrated on-chip photonics and replaces the electronic based technology for the key element
of phased array antennas.
• Photonics based modules can be provided to various telecom applications, including
broadband integrated optical beamforming modules for flat tuneable directional antennas, in
particular for the popular so called “K-under” band and the emerging “K-above” band. The “Kunder” band is the 12 – 18 GHz portion of the electromagnetic spectrum in the microwave range
of frequencies. The “K-above” band covers the 26,5 – 40 GHz portion of the microwave range.
The popular “K-under” band is used amongst others for broadband video reception for “In Flight
Entertainment” (IFE) in aircraft.
• The technology also addresses the market of components for optical-fibre infrastructure which
enable high dynamic range photonic links with higher bandwidth, combined with lower energy
consumption, smaller size and lower weight.
• The main advantages are the high bandwidth, the small form factor of the chip, the enabled
multi-beam functionality and the robust performance of the antennas. The beam is squint-free,
that is to say there is no variation of beam pointing direction for all the frequencies in the desired
2 GHz band. The optical beamformer itself consists of continuously tuneable optical delay lines
that enable seamless tuneability of the beam pointing direction. The smart flat antennas without
moving parts or large dishes, are also capable of maintaining connection with satellites, even at
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high speeds.
• The integrated photonic beamformer can also be applied to tracking antennas and pencil
beam on base stations as required for fifth generation (5G) networks (Advanced beamforming,
mm Wave Small Cell, Multi Input Multi Output).
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Several new integrated beamformers will be manufactured in 2015 for satellite communications
and 5G networks.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
The company has exclusive licences for use of the integrated microwave antenna (low-loss)
technology for advanced beamforming networks.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001005002
001005003
001005004
001005005
001005008

Broadband Technologies
Mobile Communications
Narrow Band Technologies
Network Technology, Network Security
SatelliteTechnology/Systems/Positioning/Communication in GPS - Global
Positioning System

Market
001005001
001005002
001005004

Satellite services/carriers/operators
Satellite ground (and others) equipment
Microwave and satellite components (including antennae and amplifiers)

NACE
J.61.2.0
J.61.3.0

Wireless telecommunications activities
Satellite telecommunications activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
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Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2009
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner:
• System Integrator
Field of activity of partner:
• The system integrators are typically active in telecom sector.
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Role of the system integrator:
• The integration of the beamforming network module in the antenna array and communication
module.
• Is likely to have access to the suppliers of system software for telecom providers.
The Dutch SME looks for a telecom system integrator and aims for a commercial agreement
with technical assistance or a joint venture.
The desired area of activity of the system integrator is “building the bridge” between the
suppliers of the hardware components and the system software for the telecom providers.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Radar systems for real-time monitoring, recognition and
logging of bird movements near airports and potential
wind-farm locations
Summary
A Dutch company is specialized in radar systems for monitoring, recognition and logging of bird
movements near airports and to study potential wind-farm locations. The technology was originally
developed in the eighties in cooperation with the Royal Netherlands Air Force. The Dutch partner is
interested in commercial agreements with technical assistance with airport authorities and
specialized consultancy companies active in prevention of bird strikes, also related to wind farm
development.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

15 January 2015
21 January 2015
21 January 2016
TONL20141208001

Details
Description
Using radar to detect and monitor bird movements started in the Netherlands in the early
eighties. A leading Dutch research institute in cooperation with the European Space Agency
started a project applying radar technology to help the Royal Netherlands Air Force to prevent
collisions between birds and fighter jets. This resulted in the development of radar systems that
were specifically designed to track small objects like birds and bats. In 2010 a company was
founded to commercialize the developed technology. Today the proposed systems are used by
military and civil airports. Ecologists and wind energy companies use the radar systems to
assess and mitigate the environmental impact of wind farms on birds.
Bird monitoring is traditionally done by human observation. Radar is not a substitute but offers
unique complementary capabilities. Instead of looking in one direction, estimating a birds
location and height at a range of 1 kilometre at day time, radar detects birds up to 10 kilometres,
all around, day and night. It automatically detects and logs birds including their size, speed,
direction, exact location and height. Interpretation of this data enables identifying patterns;
• migration routes
• seasonal occurrence
• key areas (breeding, feeding, wintering, night roosts etc.)
• macro & micro avoidance behaviour
• barrier effects
• the impact of specific weather conditions
• the results from adaptive measurements
Long term radar data can serve as input for modelling (simulation & prediction) in case of wind
farm development. Use of the systems in real-time, can lead to decide to close down runways
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and can be linked to remote control of turbines to shut them down in case of massive migration
for example.
.

Advantages and Innovations
Clutter filtering
Radar was originally developed to spot large objects like ships or planes. To see small targets
like birds, requires dealing with unwanted reflections from e.g. the ground, the sea or rain.
Filtering out this so called clutter is essential. The Dutch company developed advanced filtering
techniques, resulting in unprecedented range and accuracy. This done in seconds, providing
real-time information.
Measuring wing beats
The proposed systems can pinpoint a target, follow it and measure its wing beat frequency. This
can be used as one important variable to distinguish various bird species.
User-friendly interfaces
The company developed several visualizers to display the results from the different filter
techniques to operators.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002010006

Guidance and control

Market
003004003

Other electronics related equipment

NACE
C.26.5.1

Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and
navigation

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
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Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Aeronautics & Space

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2010
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
German
Client Country
Netherlands

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
• The type of Partner Sought:
The Dutch company is interested in contacts with research institutes and airport authorities and
specialized engineering companies active in airport security and consultancy and ecological
consultants that do bird monitoring studies, for example as part of an environmental impact
assessment.
• The tasks to be performed by the partner sought:
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Implementation of the proposed systems in the frame of commercial agreements with technical
assistance. The Dutch partner will provide training and specialized consultancy during the
implementation process.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE,251-500,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Hybrid closed-panel building system delivering costeffective structures with exceptional thermal
performance using insulation based on recycled,
renewable vegetable oil
Summary
A Scottish construction company has developed a hybrid closed-panel building system delivering
cost-effective structures with exceptional thermal performance using insulation based on recycled,
renewable vegetable oil. The company is now looking to license the system for local manufacture
and distribution in Europe. Licensees would typically come from a traditional timber frame, SIPS or
wooden building background. The system integrates seamlessly to enhance existing factory
facilities.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 January 2015
05 February 2015
05 February 2016
13 GB 46P4 3RWY

Details
Description
Two of the UK's largest timber frame building manufacturers have jointly developed a closedpanel building system. Their joint knowledge and R&D expertise takes the best aspects of
timber frame and structural insulated panel (SIPS) technology and combines it with leading
edge ecologically responsible insulation materials science.
The resulting system significantly outperforms existing systems, delivering exceptional thermal
performance and class-leading environmental and sustainability credentials.
The system is produced in three main configurations: wall, floor and roof panels. The panels are
constructed of a precisely engineered sandwich of sheathing boards, performance membranes
and factory-injected very high performance insulation (which is derived from recycled,
renewable vegetable oil).
The system offers a cost-effective way to deliver a load-bearing structural envelope with thermal
insulation U-values in the range 0.09 W/m2K to 0.23 W/m2K. The system's panels can also be
used as high-performance in-fill panels in other building systems and can be incorporated in a
wide range of refurbishment projects - including those involving buildings with listed facades.
Manufacturing:
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The system is manufactured in modern factories using state-of-the-art computer-controlled
equipment. During this process, insulation is injected directly into the panels; this delivers
maximum performance by completely filling every void of every panel, allowing the close
management of quality, costs and wastage.
The system is currently successfully manufactured through a network of UK based associate
manufacturers. The company is now replicating this network internationally in order to allow the
company to fulfill an ever increasing demand for their product globally.
The company will be exhibiting at Ecobuild 2015 in London from 3-5 March (Stand S3100S3110 (Scottish Pavilion), and attending the EEN business partnering event within the show.
Advantages and Innovations
* exceptional thermal performance
* negligible thermal bridging
* excellent air-tightness
* ease and speed of construction
* environmental and sustainability credentials
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Comment Regarding IPR status
Registered trade mark
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002006
002006001
002007002
004006
004006004

Construction Technology
Building Materials, Components and Methods
Building materials
Rational use of energy
Thermal insulation, energy efficiency in buildings

Market
009007
009007002
009007003

Construction and Building Products
Manufacture of building materials
Manufacture of pre-fabricated buildings and systems

NACE
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C.16.2.9
F.41.1.0
F.41.2.0
F.43.9.9

Manufacture of other products of wood; manufacture of articles of cork,
straw and plaiting materials
Development of building projects
Construction of residential and non-residential buildings
Other specialised construction activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Sustainable Construction

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2011
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
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Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Exclusive license agreements are available in many countries for local manufacture and
distribution.
Successful partners typically come from a traditional timber frame, SIPS or wooden building
background. The system integrates seamlessly to enhance existing factory facilities.
The system provides a unique product and market opportunity for an existing business to
differentiate its business proposition.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

Photocatalytic material with superior properties suitable
for water and air purification applications and a method
for its preparation
Summary
A Slovenian research institute has developed a new photocatalytic material and a method for its
preparation. The material is based on thin layer of zirconia. The measurements of photocatalytic
activity show up to four-times higher photocatalytic activity compared to common titania
photocatalysts. The technology is suitable for air, gas and water purification. Potential industrial
partners for licence agreement are sought to apply the technology at an industrial level.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 February 2015
23 February 2015
23 February 2016
TOSI20150216001

Details
Description
Materials that are currently used as photocatalysts are mainly based on titanium dioxide. The
problem with these materials is in, although high, but still limited photocatalytic activity.
Therefore, new materials with even higher photocatalytic activity and new methods of their
manufacturing are needed.
Several studies performed by different research groups concluded that zirconia shows a high
photocatalytic affinity for degradation of hazardous hydrocarbons, chlorides and nitrides, such
as methane, ethane, formic acid, methanol, formaldehyde, tetrachloromethane and nitrogen
oxides. The thin zirconia layers are previously known from the state of the art, but are all very
expensive and complicated to manufacture, which makes them practically non-applicable at the
industrial level. Known procedures of synthesis encompass sol-gel processes, pyrolysis and
calcination of zirconia as well as spin-coating processes. One of the main problems for practical
application of zirconia thin layers is their stabilization. Stability is necessary for application of
zirconia on surfaces of different products and components, for example industrial pipelines,
parts of vehicles, rooftops and windows. Such applications facilitate a degradation of hazardous
molecules present in atmosphere or produced as waste product during industrial processes.
Slovenian research institute has developed a two-phase process for industrial formation of thin
zirconium dioxide (zirconia) layers. In the first phase, the chemical vapour deposition is used to
form a thin layer of glassy alloy containing a large amount of zirconium, usually over 5
volumetric percent. For better stability and increased photocatalytic activity some copper,
titanium and/or niobium ions are added. In the second phase, oxidation of thin layer in the
presence of oxygen, elevated temperature and strong oscillating magnetic field is carried out.
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The oxidation is mediated by oxygen or any other oxygen containing gas. The second phase is
very short, usually taking around half a minute. Following the described procedure a thin layer of
tetragonal zirconia is produced. The procedure, e.g. both phases, can be carried out in a single
chamber. Alternatively a high vacuum chamber can be used for deposition of a thin layer, while
other steps are carried out in a separate chamber. The resulting thin layers of zirconia are 10 to
100 micrometers thick.
The advantage of described method is in its industrial applicability, a demand that has not been
met so far. The method of synthesis is simple, fast and cost efficient. Prepared materials display
improved catalytic activity when compared to common titania photocatalysts. The characteristics
of thin layers of zirconia are independent of the crystallinity of the support material. The material
can be applied in different pipelines, especially for chemical industry, industrial filters, for parts
and/or catalysts in automotive industry, rooftops, walls, facades and similar. Thin layers of
zirconia are also applicable in photovoltaics and electronics. The surface of such layers can be
easily cleaned after the contamination, with no detectable loss of photocatalytic activity. Such
losses are otherwise common for the powder type zirconia.
For the characterization of photocatalytic activity a model organic pollutant compounds, such as
benzoic acid and di-tert butyl catechol (DTBC) have been used. The comparison showed up to
four-time increase in photocatalytic degradation of model pollutants when compared to
commonly used titania photocatalyst under the same operating conditions.
Industrial partners are sought, preferably from chemical industry, producers of industrial filters,
for parts and/or catalysts in automotive industry, manufacturers of rooftops, walls, facades and
similar products, producers of photovoltaics and electronics. Industrial partners are expected to
apply the technology at industrial level. License agreement is sought.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantages of the present method and material:
industrial applicability;
superior photocatalytic properties;
easy to clean surface;
simple, fast and cost efficient preparation;
prolonged photoactivity;
characteristics are independent of the crystallinity of the support material;
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The material has been successfully prepared on laboratory scale and tested for photocatalytic
activity.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
National patent application filed.
Profile Origin
National R&D programme
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Keywords
Technology
002002014
003004002
010002014
010002017
010002018

Surface treatment (painting, galvano, polishing, CVD, PVD)
Anorganic Substances
Soil and Groundwater Pollution
Outoor Air Pollution/Treatment
Indoor Air Pollution/Treatment

Market
003001001
006005014
008001009
008004001
008004003

Semiconductors
Photovoltaics
Speciality/performance materials: producers and fabricators
Air filters and air purification and monitoring equipment
Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
1949
Turnover
20 - 50M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Slovenian
Client Country
Slovenia

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Potential industrial partners for licence agreement are sought to apply the technology at
industrial level. Partners can be from the chemical industry, producers of industrial filters, for
parts and/or catalysts in automotive industry, manufacturers of rooftops, walls, facades and
similar products, producers of photovoltaics and electronics.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

A leg rest/kneeling pad that attaches to ergonomic or
office chairs
Summary
A small UK company specialised in back care has taken out a patent on a leg rest or kneeling pad
that attaches to office and other chairs. It has greater freedom in changing the position and hence
the person’s posture. A more frequent change in posture helps prevent slouching and back
problems. Manufacturers of office furniture or specialist seating are being offered a licence.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TOUK20130628001

Details
Description
Spending long hours in an office chair can be a pain, literally. In the developed world, there is an
increasing number of people having back problems and taking leave from work.
Although new designs in ergonomic office furniture have been cropping up since the post-war
time, they are not that widespread. A small UK business in the back care segment believes it is
a combination of higher price but also lack of ease of use in changing one’s posture. There are
chairs that come with a tilting seat pad to open up the pelvic angle, but these have a limited
degree of freedom.
The UK company now proposes a different design with a granted patent. It is a leg rest/kneeling
pad that attaches to an ordinary office chair. It is easy to stow away and pull out at different
lengths. The angle and the height of the pad can be varied in a moment. The user can also sit
with the legs elevated on the pad when adjusted to the leg rest position, which puts the legs in
extension, this can be beneficial for certain medical conditions and or to simply sit in a relaxed
feet up position for certain times during the day.
Using common components, the kneeling pad is simple to make and can be sold separately or
as part of a package.
The company has collaborated with a University renowned in sports medicine and has received
praise for the design. It allows for frequent change in posture and helps prevent slouching.
The company can supply small series but the preferred route to market is to license the
patented design to manufacturers of ergonomic seating. It may also have a market in specialist
segments working with feet such as chiropodists.
Advantages and Innovations
The patented design offers greater flexibility in changing one’s posture and preventing
slouching. It attaches to standard chairs and can be sold separately or as a package.
Stage of Development
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Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted in the UK, other territories to follow.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001025

Medical Furniture

Market
007004005
009004002

Furnishing and Furniture
Office furniture and other professional furnishings

NACE
C.31.0.1
C.31.0.9

Manufacture of office and shop furniture
Manufacture of other furniture

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industry;
- Specific area of activity of the partner: manufacturers of office furniture or specialist seating;
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: manufacture under licence.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel solar collector
Summary
A Hungarian SME has developed a novel solar collector that offers an 80% efficiency compared to
the 40-60% efficiency gained by other solar collectors available on the market. The novelty of this
technology is based on conceptions never used before and implies totally new elements in technical
solutions, making the invention completely novel and unique. The company is looking for business
partners for licensing the technology and know-how.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 January 2015
08 January 2015
08 January 2016
TOHU20141107002

Details
Description
A Hungarian company has promoted a novel solar collector that offers 80% efficiency. The
special designed and coated absorber offers efficient heat transfer without heat loss.
The solar collector house was specially designed to give a solid structure, light weight and
making possible the proper insulation beside the aesthetic appearance. To a 2000 mm x 1000
mm x 0.061 mm solar panel external size associates just 38.6 kg mass.
The inventor's south oriented solar collectors at 70° angle of inclination still work close to 80%
capacity, which corresponds to 8-9 hours per day effective operating time.
The most important feature of the presented technology -out of conventional type solar
collector- is a technical solution, where the heat-absorbing surface is nearly identical to the heat
transfer surface, thus providing an exceptional thermal performance, the highest available
efficiency.
The system is powerful even if it is built in vertically and its operation time lasts up to 30 years.
This market approved product has 2-8 years payback time depending on the size of the system.
The company is looking for business partners for licensing the technology and know-how.
Advantages and Innovations
Novel solar collector has a specific geometrical shaped and surface treated absorber, which
provides the most efficient heat absorbance and transfer, including all the benefits of low
quantities of heat transfer fluid (1.7 Litre/1.82 m2 active absorber surface). According to the
TÜV Rheinland certificate at 1000 W/m2 irradiation its performance is 752 W/m2, compared to
the other collectors available on the market, which have just maximum 500 W/m2
performances.
This technology makes extrem efficiency (about 80%) possible and thanks to a number of
design innovations its cost is lower.
There is no mediatory element between the absorber heat transferring surface and the heating
medium, therefore there is no galvanic rusting, which would work as an insulation, there is no
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bad pressing, bad assembling, which would result in lowering the efficacy of the system.
The ideal ratio of the absorber surface and heat transfer fluid confers high temperature shift
between the input and output branches, thus increases the heat transfer efficiency at the
reservoir.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004005006

Solar/Thermal energy

Market
006005012

Solar/thermal energy

NACE
C.27.9.0

Manufacture of other electrical equipment

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Hungary

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: industrial partner.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Heat/Solar energy; Renewable energy.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: licensing in the design patent and his Know-how
with training for the technology.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel underwater turbine applicable for ocean and river
currents
Summary
An Icelandic engineering SME has developed a very simple and novel underwater turbine that can
harness river and ocean currents (and tidal currents) over a wide range of current speeds and water
depths without having to construct dams. The functionality (of the turbine) has been proven in
various versions in rivers with model test. The company is looking for industrial partners for joint
venture and/or manufacturing agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 January 2015
29 January 2015
29 January 2016
TOIS20130925001

Details
Description
The turbine consists principally of two devices; a rotor with its blades and “Power Control
Device” (PCD), it is simple, robust and includes an adjustable mechanism as well as automation
which gives adaptability to different locations:
This includes at least three versions: Turbine (1) with horizontal axle, situated crosswise above
the river (or ocean current) on steel construction (bridge) and stanchions of steel from river bed
or river wall (or seabed), Turbine (2) with horizontal axle, situated on foundation crosswise on
river bed (or seabed) and Turbine (3) with vertical axle, fitted to vertical stanchion of steel beside
river wall, on river bed or on seabed.
This novel turbine can be connected to a generator or directly to a pump, to produce electricity,
to pump water etc.
The turbine functionality is an innovative solution that gives it unique characteristics,
exceptionally high torque and efficiency. It works in any position, either horizontal or vertical,
turns slowly (approximately 10-50 rpm) and has a very low environmental impact.
Advantages and Innovations
The main advantage of the turbine is the “PCD” and its motion effects for the rotor blades
movement on longitudinally way in the water current. The rotor blades specific shaped cycle is
adjustable in length and depth, this gives the possibility of adapting to circumstances and thus
the maximum torque.
Due to the PCD´s motion effects each rotor blade is obtaining (gaining) energy 2/3 of the cycle
time with maximum pitch and approx. 1/4 of the time moving backward; just above the water
level (1), outside the main current (2) or against the main current (3), where it starts the cycle
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again. During the backward movement (1-3), the rotor is loosing very little power, thanks to
automatic reduction of the pitch in backward position.
Several turbines can be gridded in modular system, all connected to the main generator´s drive
shaft or separately. The turbine is scalable and can be used in both major and small scale
energy production plants, in different dimensions and ratings, and should fit generators with a
power capacity of 2 KW – 3 MW.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
A prototype has been tested successfully.
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004002008

Turbines, fluid machinery, reciprocating engines, combined heat and
power

Market
006005007

Other alternative energy (including nuclear energy and uranium mining)

NACE
D.35.1.1

Production of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Iceland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industry, Manufacturing, SME or larger company
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Producer (consultant company) of electrical generators for underwater turbines, hydro-turbines
or wind turbines.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Further development and manufacturing of the novel Underwater Turbine
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

High capacity magnetic beads for purification of
biomolecules
Summary
A Swedish science based SME has developed the next generation high-capacity magnetic
separation platform for purification of biomolecules, from microliters lab scale, to large preparation
scale. The product is a super-paramagnetic agarose bead, allowing rapid and simple isolation and
screening. The company is looking for partners for license agreement, research or technical cooperation to develop new applications.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 February 2015
02 March 2015
01 March 2016
TOSE20150218001

Details
Description
The patent-protected separation platform consists of super-paramagnetic agarose beads which
show excellent magnetic behavior and are easily attracted to external magnets enabling
separation within seconds. The agarose matrix offers minimal unspecific binding. The magnetic
beads are visible by eye and dense which makes it easy to spot and collect bound target protein
leading to minimal sample loss. The non-adherent magnetic agarose beads eliminate aggregate
formation, are easily dispersed and re-suspended and are used without detergents. Beads are
added to a sample containing antibodies. During a short incubation the antibodies will bind to
the beads and are then separated from the sample using an external magnet. Unbound
molecules are washed away from the bead/antibody complex using magnetic separation. The
purified antibodies are released from the beads by addition of elution buffer.
The magnetic beads have a high biocompatibility and a high capacity to bind biomolecules
compared to traditional beads available on the market and offer many advantages compared to
traditional methods for purification.
The company has extensive knowledge and research capacity in the fields of chemistry and
magnetism, and is looking for industrial or scientific partners that are end users of separation
products and interested in optimizing beads for their specific needs or develop new applications
and also interested to license the product.
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages compared to conventional magnetic beads
• Higher surface area than conventional magnetic beads. This is due to the porous nature of the
agarose beads, while most magnetic beads on the market are solid. High surface area leads to
high binding capacity.
•Higher binding capacity than most magnetic beads on the market. The typical binding capacity
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of 3 mg antibody/ml bead suspension, is about 10 times higher than other beads’.
• Can be reused at least 10 times without significant loss in capacity or specificity. Most products
on the market cannot be reused.
• Larger magnetization than other magnetic beads. The larger magnetization leads to faster
separations of beads from solution.
• Strong attraction also means that the beads can be used for large scale applications without
risking sample loss due to non-captured beads.
• Very competitive pricing. The cost per mg purified antibody is about 10 % of market leading
magnetic beads.
Advantages compared to affinity column chromatography
• Substantially shorter process time than both manual and automated chromatography.
• Lower investment cost of beads and magnet compared to automated chromatography system.
1000 € compared to 100 000 €, for purifications of up to 60 mg antibody from 50 ml starting
material.
• Several purifications can be performed in parallel with minimal loss of time using only one
magnet. This is not possible with chromatography unless investing in several automated
systems.
• Simpler to handle than chromatography. No pumps that need maintenance. No tubing to
connect. Significantly lower amounts of buffers to prepare.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The beads are also field tested for several applications and can be optimised for specific
needs.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted,Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
005009006
006002001
006002012
006007009
006007011

Other Processes
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Protein Engineering
Bioprocesses
Downstream Processing

Market
004002
004008
005001009
008001019

Monoclonal Antibodies and Hybridomas
Biochemistry / Biophysics
Other diagnostic
Speciality/performance chemicals

NACE
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C.20.5.9
C.21.2.0
M.72.1.1

Manufacture of other chemical products n.e.c.
Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations
Research and experimental development on biotechnology

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2007
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Swedish
Client Country
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Sweden

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industry, University or other science bodies involved in separation or/and purification of
biomolecules, interested in changing to or developing new applications for magnetic beads.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative non-destructive measurement technology for
magnetic properties of electromagnetic components and
systems
Summary
An innovative German company dealing with mechatronic systems, has developed a unique and
precise technology for non-destructive measurement and monitoring of magnetic properties of
electromagnetic components and systems. It is aplicable for mechatronic drives/microactuators in
the automotive, automation, safety engineering, precision mechanics and optics sectors. Industrial
and research partners sought for subcontracting, technical cooperation and/or joint ventures.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
28 January 2015
28 January 2016
TODE20141125001

Details
Description
Electromagnetic drive systems are widely used in various applications especially in automotive
and automation, for instance for hydraulic and pneumatic valves, solenoid brakes or couplings
application. The state of these drives must be monitored in order to ensure the safety and
quality. However, currently there is no possibility to check the condition of electromagnets
without a complete dismantlement. An innovative German company dealing with mechatronic
systems, has developed and patented an innovative and precise technology for monitoring the
state of electromagnetic drive systems without causing any damage. The device offers the
unique opportunity of precise non-destructive testing and condition monitoring of magnetic
characteristics of electromagnetic components and systems.
The device family consists of three types: modular, automation and mobile. The main element of
the electromagnetic system is a coil. This coil is used in the measurement as an internal system
element simultaneously for intelligent control and high-resolution measurement of the magnetic
field, whereby the reaction of the entire system to a given excitation is detected. Functionally
relevant magnetic and mechanical parameters are determined by electromagnetic systems from
measured magnetic characteristics.
The innovative device is multifunctional, it can be used:
- in the development (for laboratory measurements of functional models)
- in the industrial production process (for series production quality inspection and adjustment)
- in application (for system optimisation and system monitoring)
Possible fields of application: automotive, automation, safety engineering, precision mechanics,
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optics etc. as rotational drives (BLDC, synchronous, asynchronous motors), translational drives,
electromagnets (DC solenoids, polarised magnets) and resonance- and microactuators.
The German company has more than 20 years of experience in the development and
optimization of mechatronic drive systems and the measurement of magnetic properties of
materials, semi-finished products and actuators. The portfolio of the firm`s services contains
magnetic, electronics and software, design and prototyping and measurement and testing.
The company is looking for industrial and research partners for subcontracting, technical
cooperation agreement or joint venture.

Advantages and Innovations
- the device family allows non-destructive measurement of magnetic properties and condition
monitoring of actuators, electromagnetic components and material samples
- hight resolution measurement
- more than 20 years of experience in the development and optimization of drive systems and
their components
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted,Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001006005
002009024
009001004
009001005
009001008

Magnetic and superconductory materials/devices
Measurement devices
Electrical Technology related to measurements
Mechanical Technology related to measurements
Other Non Destructive Testing

Market
008002002
008002003
008002007

Industrial measurement and sensing equipment
Process control equipment and systems
Other industrial automation

NACE
C.26.5.1
C.26.8.0
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
1992
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Russian
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: developers, manufacturers and users of magnetic components, function
groups and drives. Other entities, which would like to measure and monitor magnetic properties
of materials, semi-finished products and actuators.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
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Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Video distribution system with bi-directional control for
sauncompressed 4K ultra high definition and 3D video
Summary
A Finnish company has developed a video distribution system, that can distribute uncompressed 4K
ultra high definition and 3D video with bi-directional control data over single standard Cat5e/6
cabling. The system greatly simplifies video distribution in for example public transport and digital
signage applications both indoors and outdoors. The company is looking for license agreements, or
technical cooperation or joint venture agreements from companies interested in the system.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOFI20141218003

Details
Description
A Finnish company providing audio and video design services and OEM solutions has
developed an OEM based video distribution system for uncompressed 4K Ultra High Definition
and 3D video. The system is based on the industry standard HDBaseT™ technology. The
system makes it possible to daisy-chain multiple HD displays with minimum latency by using
standard Cat5e/6 cables. The system can also be used for point to point extender applications.
The system consists of a transmitter unit and daisy-chain units. The transmitter is used for
converting the AV signal from DVI and HDMI™ to HDBaseT format and managing serial control
of each connected daisy-chain unit in the chain. A daisy-chain unit is used together with each
display providing HDMI™ and DVI output and RS-232 control interface. The daisy-chain units
are connected to each other with a single Cat 5e/6 cable. The system can be used also in
embedded display applications. The daisy-chain units have single and dual link LVDS video
interfaces capable of driving TFT-LCD display modules directly.
Key features:
• 4K x 2K 50/60Hz support
• 3D Video support
• Audio support
• Daisy-chain unit video latency 1 line
• Bidirectional serial control
• HDMI™, DVI in/out
• LVDS panel interface
• Daisy-chain unit fail-safe bypass
• Temperature monitoring
Possible uses and applications include:
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• Trains
• Stations
• Trams
• Indoor displays
• Metros
• Outdoor displays
• Buses
• Digital signage
• Stops
• Control rooms
Advantages and Innovations
The distribution system provides the latest and greatest video quality up to uncompressed 4K
Ultra HD and 3D. The single-cable distribution system simplifies audio and video distribution,
and therefore:
• Reduces the amount of components and cabling required
• Reduces assembly and maintenance costs
• Does not require complex configuration or maintenance: plug-and-play
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Trade Marks,Copyright
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001005001
001005009
001005010
002008004

Audiovisual Equipment and Communication
Signal Processing
Hi-Fi
Railway Transport

Market
001004001
003001007
009001005

Local area networks (including voice/data PBX systems)
Circuit boards
Motor vehicles, transportation equipment and parts

NACE
J.61.9.0

Other telecommunications activities

Network Contact
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Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Finnish
Client Country
Finland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The video distribution system is available as OEM and a license based, customizable
technology platform. The company is looking for license agreements from companies interested
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in using the system in their products, or technical cooperation or joint venture agreement to
integrate the distribution system to other products.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Ultra high definition audio-video matrix switcher and
processor for professional video, broadcasting and
medical applications
Summary
A Finnish company has developed an IP controlled ultra high definition and 3D video matrix switcher
and processor with HDMI, DVI and HDBaseT connectivity. It provides flexible video processing for
e.g. professional A/V productions and medical applications. The product is available as OEM, and
the company is looking for license agreements from companies interested in using the system in
their products, or technical cooperation or joint venture agreement to integrate the system into other
systems.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOFI20141218002

Details
Description
A Finnish company providing audio and video design services and OEM solutions has
developed an OEM based, IP controlled Ultra HD matrix switcher processor supporting 4K x 2K
and video. The product combines the features of a matrix switcher, multiviewer, videowall
processor, video scaler and format converter all in a single unit.
The processor uses hardware based signal processing technology providing highest image
quality with low latency. It has 8 HDMI/DVI inputs, 4 HDMI/DVI outputs and an HDBaseT output
with 8:5 matrix switching capability. It can receive non-standard video timings from for example
medical endoscopes to its inputs and provide standard CEA-861 video timings to its outputs.
Audio extraction and insertion are also supported with HDMI signals. Additional A/V inputs such
as 3G-SDI can be added with custom extension boards.
Key features:
• 4K x 2K 50/60Hz support (single, quad inputs)
• 3D video support
• HDCP1.4/2.2 content protection
• 8:5 matrix switch, duplicate outputs
• 8 x HDMI/DVI inputs
• 4 x HDMI/DVI outputs
• 1 x HDBaseT output
• Ethernet & USB control
• Multiview, PiP/PoP selectable to any output
• Configurable 2 x 2 Videowall
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• 4K upscaling, individual scaler on each output
• Video enhancements, image controls
• On Screen Display
• Audio extraction & insertion (optical S/PDIF)
• Audio Return Channel (ARC)
• Fast port switching
• DC18-20V power supply (70W)
• System control for other devices
Key end applications:
• Medical imaging: operating theatres, endoscopes
• Professional A/V: studios, live events
• Video distribution shops, private homes and public spaces
Advantages and Innovations
The matrix switcher combines the features of a matrix switcher, multi-viewer, video wall
processor, video scaler and format converter all in a single unit. It reduces the amount of
components and cabling required, reduces video system assembly and maintenance costs, and
provides the highest quality video processing available.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how,Trade Marks
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002012
001005001
001005009
001005010
001006002

Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Audiovisual Equipment and Communication
Signal Processing
Hi-Fi
Electronic engineering

Market
001001002
001001003
001001004
005007003

CATV and pay TV systems
Radio and TV broadcasting and other related equipment
Other commercial communications
Surgical instrumentation and equipment

NACE
J.61.9.0
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Finnish
Client Country
Finland

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
The product is available as OEM and a license based, customizable technology platform. The
company is looking for license agreements from companies interested in using the system in
their products, or technical cooperation or joint venture agreement to integrate the distribution
system to other products.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Software and hardware development for high definition
video and audio systems
Summary
A Finnish company with extensive experience in high definition video and audio systems offers its
services in software and hardware development. The company provides custom design services,
technology platforms and OEM solutions for consumer electronics, professional A/V (audiovisual),
medical imaging and industrial A/V. The company is looking for commercial agreements with
technical assistance from companies requiring high quality audio and video design services.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOFI20141218001

Details
Description
A Finnish company providing embedded design services and technology solutions for high
resolution digital video and audio offers its services for companies looking for high quality
software and hardware design.
The company’s key expertise is the design of highly integrated systems for video processing,
routing, interfaces and transmission. The design expertise covers all aspects of the embedded
development project from concept design to production and maintenance. The company has
years of experience in high speed video interfaces such as DVI, HDMI, LVDS, HDBaseT, 3GSDI and broadcast quality signal processing solutions.
The company has a long history in designing custom video boards for consumer electronics,
professional A/V, medical imaging and industrial A/V. The company designs complete turn-key
board solutions based on the customer specifications, and works together with the customer’s
team to integrate the board solution to the customer’s host systems.
In addition to full custom design, the company also offers technology platforms for passenger
information display systems, digital signage, presentation technology and infotainment
applications. The platforms are customizable and license based enabling platform
manufacturing by any customer.
The company also provides high quality OEM products for consumer and professional video
applications with the latest technologies and features such as 4K Ultra High Definition,
HDMI2.0, HDCP2.2 and HDBaseT.
Advantages and Innovations
The company has extensive experience in developing embedded high end audio and video
systems for consumer electronics, professional A/V, medical imaging and industrial applications.
Stage of Development
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Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002012
001005001
001005010
001006002
001006003

Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Audiovisual Equipment and Communication
Hi-Fi
Electronic engineering
Embedded Systems and Real Time Systems

Market
001001003
001006005

Radio and TV broadcasting and other related equipment
Streaming

NACE
J.61.9.0

Other telecommunications activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Finnish
Client Country
Finland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for commercial agreements with technical assistance from companies
requiring high quality audio and video design services.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Humanized monoclonal anti-Herpes Simplex Viruses
(HSV) antibody
Summary
A German university offers a newly developed humanized anti-HSV antibody that is capable of
neutralising Herpes Simplex Viruses type 1 (HSV-1) and type 2 (H SV-2) infections. The risk of drug
resistance development is very low. In vitro and in vivo data are available. Licensees from
pharmaceutical industry are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

06 January 2015
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
TODE20150106001

Details
Description
Herpes Simplex Viruses type 1 (HSV-1) and type 2 (H SV-2) belong to the most common
pathogens that affect humans. Worldwide, the prevalence varies between 50-95% for HSV-1
and 6-50% for HSV-2. In immunocompetent subjects, primary as well as recurrent infections are
painful, but usually self-limiting, and mainly manifest as oral (HSV 1) or genital herpes (HSV-2).
However, frequent HSV reactivations may become chronic and result in severe diseases. For
instance, ocular HSV-1 keratitis is one of the leading causes of infectious blindness in the
industrialized world. In immuno-compromised patients, HSV-infections are often more severe
and have a protracted course.
Without effective antiviral therapy, HSV infections may become generalized and tend to manifest
as esophagitis, hepatitis, severe pneumonia and even life-threatening encephalitis. In patients
undergoing long-term antiviral treatment, increasing occurrence of Aciclovir- and multi-resistant
HSV isolates is frequently observed. In such cases the virus spreads throughout the entire body
causing a severe life-threatening infection. Clearly, an effective and safe vaccine suitable to
protect against both subtypes is urgently needed.
Scientists at two German universities developed a humanized anti-HSV antibody that is capable
of neutralising HSV infections and inhibiting the cell-to-cell spread that is crucial during HSV
reactivations. The invention revealed as highly effective in prevention of ocular HSV infections
as well as lethal infections under immune-suppressed conditions in the corresponding animal
models. Moreover, it proved to be capable of overcoming drug resistant HSV infections. Since it
specifically binds to a highly conserved surface antigen that is essential for the viral fitness, the
development of drug resistance is most unlikely.
Due to the high infection rates of the population and due to the frequent reactivation of the
lifelong persisting virus, HSV is of particular clinical relevance. A passive immunoprophylaxis is
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currently not available. A couple of experimental vaccines for active immunization against HSV1
and HSV2 showed no verifiable success.
Thus the invention of the German scientists represents a new alternative for the treatment and
prevention of HSV infections that is capable of overcoming drug resistances to conventional
therapies.
Licensees from pharmaceutical industry are sought.

Advantages and Innovations
• Newly developed humanized monoclonal antibody for the treatment of HSV infections
• Neutralization of HSV1 and HSV2 infections
• Inhibition of the viral “cell-to-cell spread” that is crucial during HSV reactivations
• Overcoming drug resistances by binding to a viral surface antigen that is essential for virus
fitness
• Combination with a virustatic agent is possible
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
In vitro and in vivo data are available.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
EP and US patent pending
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
003004007
006001003
006001016

Pharmaceutics
Clinical Research, Trials
Pharmaceutical Products / Drugs

Market
002007012
005002001
005003002

Medical/health
Therapeutic services
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals

NACE
M.72.1.9

Ref: TODE20150106001

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Licensees from pharmaceutical industry are sought.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

New process to improve cycling performance of lithiumion batteries
Summary
A German university offers a new technology to improve the cycling stability of lithium-ion batteries.
A water-based process is applied to fabricate composite electrodes and turned into a slurry by
adding a solvent and a natural binder. A mild inorganic acid is added to prevent metal leaching. The
technology is non-toxic and low-cost. Patents are applied. Industrial licencees are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

27 February 2015
13 March 2015
12 March 2016
TODE20150227001

Details
Description
Future electro-mobility concepts require advanced battery technologies. Today, the main
drawbacks are restrictions in energy density, cycling stability and costs. The invention of a
German university provides a solution that helps to overcome these problems.
The new technology enables a water-based processing for the fabrication of composite
electrodes, comprising, for instance, Li[Ni1/3Mn1/3Co1/3]O2 (NMC) as active material. Usually,
the active material is mixed with a solvent and a binder to obtain a slurry which is cast on a
metal foil, e.g., aluminum, serving as current collector.
The use of water as dispersion medium, instead of an organic solvent, and a natural binder from
the cellulose family allows for a non-toxic and low-cost process. Thus it is very attractive.
Another drawback has been the leaching of metals from the active materials and the corrosion
of the aluminum foil due to an increase of the pH-value. The development of the German
university shows that this can be prevented by adding a mild inorganic acid to the slurry. The
addition of other acids, even organic acids such as formic acid, show a detrimental effect on the
electrochemical performance of such cathodes by favoring the leaching of the metals.
The use of the mild inorganic acid as an additive for the preparation of electrodes is a low-cost
way to improve the cycling stability and capacity retention of lithium-ion batteries. The easily upscalable water-based processing avoids the use of harmful solvents like N-methylpyrrolidone
and allows for the use of environmentally friendly binders like carboxymethyl cellulose, which
enable a facile recycling of the battery after use.
Industrial licensees are sought.
Advantages and Innovations
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• Enables water-based electrode preparation
• Low-cost and simple process
• Improved cycling stability of lithium-ion batteries
• Environmentally friendly process
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Extensive laboratory tests have already demonstrated the advantages of the invented process
for preparing lithium-ion battery electrodes.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
The patent application for this technology was filed at the German Patent Office (DPMA). A PCT
application was also filed. These applications have not yet been disclosed.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002009010
002009017
004001003

Automotive electrical and electronics
Energy supply system
Storage of electricity, batteries

Market
003002
006014
006015

Batteries
Energy Storage
Energy for Transport

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Environment

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The university offers licenses for this invention to interested companies from the battery or emobility sectors.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Optimized powerline communication system
Summary
A German university developed a new system that improves data transmission in powerline
communication as used in smart metering. It also contributes to the reduction of power consumption
of the transmitter. No hardware changes are necessary when introducing the system. Industrial
licensees are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

05 January 2015
18 March 2015
17 March 2016
TODE20150105001

Details
Description
Power line communication (PLC) is a data transmission technology, that plays an increasingly
important role in smart metering solutions.
However, powerline communication is subject to extensive variations with regard to access
impedance, transfer function and noise, so that in order to achieve a good transmission, a
continuous adaptation of the system is necessary. The increasing use of switched mode power
supplies with electromagnetic compability (EMC) filters has made the situation worse for the
transmitter and frequently familiar concepts become increasingly inefficient. In particular, due to
low access impedances in certain frequency ranges more and more often the limits of the EN
50065-1 norm can no longer be achieved.
A German university developed a system that continuously monitors the access impedance
over frequency. If the access impedance spectral density is below a threshold value in the
respective frequency range, no power is fed. Since the maximum power consumption of a PLC
transmitter is limited, it ensures that in the frequency ranges with sufficiently high access
impedance sufficient power can be fed.
This is necessary for a good signal-to-noise ratio. By using orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) with strong channel coding as in the just now standardized method, the
absence of a portion of transmission frequencies can be compensated without any information
to the receiver. This allows a standard-compliant implementation.
The system offered can improve power line communication and it also helps to reduce the
power consumption of the transmitter. The optimized powerline communication system complies
with EN 50056-1 and thus it can play an important role in smart metering. Since no changes to
the hardware of the transmitter and the receiver are necessary, technology providers can
ensure a cost-effective, technical lead with the system.
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Industrial licensees are sought.
Advantages and Innovations
• Low power consumption
• Improved transmission
• No hardware changes necessary
• Complies with EN 50056-1
Stage of Development
Concept stage
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
A patent application has been filed in Germany.
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002008
001005003
002009012
009001004

Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware
Mobile Communications
Transmission systems
Electrical Technology related to measurements

Market
003007002
006013

Other measuring devices (including ifrared gas analysers, moisture
analysers)
Energy Distribution

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industrial partners from the fields of electrical engineering, information and communication
technology and energy are sought for license agreements to integrate the technology in their
processes.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Laboratory Information Management System
Summary
A German company developed and distributes a laboratory information management system that
covers every functional phase in the laboratory workflow. It is designed as an easy to use system
that integrates all sections of the laboratory. It organizes, plans, and implements the workflow of the
test requests efficiently while it also handles all administrative tasks in a secure and regulatory
compliant environment. Licensees are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

07 January 2015
23 March 2015
22 March 2016
TODE20141127002

Details
Description
A German company offers a laboratory information management system (LIMS) equipped with
the latest self-developed technology. The system is designed based on customer requirements
from many different industries yielding an integrated system to assist laboratory management in
lab administration and workflow organization. It goes far beyond basis sample tracking by
offering comprehensive support in all analysis and documentation processes relating to
samples, orders, and customers.
The LIMS sets up an extremely efficient communication infrastructure by integrating the
individual analytical workplaces and tools in a consistent consolidating software. The system is
a reliable, compliant, and economical way for service-oriented analytical laboratories to keep up
with rising order volumes and rapidly changing requirements and conditions. These benefits
have made it one of the most successful laboratory information systems on the market, where it
runs across business sectors and national borders in both private and the public organizations.
The German company provides consulting by highly professional staff with long experience in
the laboratory information management system environment. The combination of natural
sciences and engineering know-how supplemented by expertise in developing database
applications offers customers from diverse sectors of industry, the public sector and contract
labs a deep understanding of processes and applications and the best way to integrate these
into the laboratory information management system.
Advantages and Innovations
• Optimisation of workflows
• Lean laboratory production
• Suitable for complex workflows – all phases can be covered
• Makes processes understandable
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• Meeting regulatory requirements (21 CFR FDA Part 11, EU-Annex 11, cGMP, GAMP, ISO
17025)
• More transparent workflows
• High level of automation
• Handling of high volumes of orders is possible
• Significantlyy increased process efficiency
• Cost reduction and low total cost of ownership (TCO)
• Incorporates feedback from different industries to meet all requirements
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002015
001005007
002003002

Knowledge Management, Process Management
Research Networking, GRID
Information processing & Systems, Workflow

Market
002006006
005007006

Databases and on-line information services
Laboratory equipment

NACE
J.63.9.9
M.70.2.2

Other information service activities n.e.c.
Business and other management consultancy activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1991
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type and Role oft partner sought
A company that has professional experience in the areas of IT project management as well as
laboratories or science. It should be interested in being a representative and competence center
to ensure long-term existence in the market and a continuous development of the company.
In the first phase the German company will support the installations. Along the way training will
be provided to enable the partner to offer installation and required support themselves.

Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative Technology to collect renewable energy from
atmospheric pressure and to convert it in electricity.
Summary
An Italian private R&D centre provides an innovative generator operating even under shed
continuously all year, not influenced by meteorological condition. The centre is looking for a
medium/large enterprise able to support it in manufacturing and marketing the technology.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
TOIT20131205004

Details
Description
All renewable energy’s sources have limits of usefulness:.
- Photovoltaic by sun-light, - Wind is unpredictable and not constant, - Bioenergy is limited by
crop’s cycle, - Hydro and Tidal energies is limited by location.
The only one Energy’ source, ready every time everywhere, whatever amount is the
Gravitational Field. Atmospheric Pressure is a direct effect of it. Once cubic meter of std. Air
weights 1,2 Kg./m³ at sea level and 15° C.. The correspondent pressure is, if expressed in
Pascal (Newton/m²), 101.310 Pascal on earth at sea level. An air stream at velocity “v” is
provoking on its surface a depressure Pdim = ½ ρ v² ρ = air density. Between an high Pressure
and lower pressure, it starts an air stream. The technology offered uses these facts: it is
constituted by two separate vessel, one is fitted inside with special devices that set
communication of the vessel’s inside volume to Atmosphere, and transform the Atmospheric
Pressure into an energetic stream going out from the first vessel to the second one, striking
against the blades of a shrouded Rotor contained there. Rotor shaft is directly coupled to an
electric generator. Rotor’s blades have fixed angle of attack, because the air’s stream speed is
constant and unidirectional. Therefore blades’ pitching and Rotor yawing are not necessary,
what makes the technology construction less expensive and easier.
Advantages and Innovations
The Technology offers advantages and benefit to both manufacturers and end users, as follows:
A) All weather, all year operation;
B) can be located everywhere, even at Urban sites as well as under shed;
C) Limited area occupancy at ground level: 0,3 m²/kW up to 60 kW 0,1 m²/kW for 500 kW to 1
MW. power;
D) No dangerous operation for human and wind life as the technology operates with shrouded
Rotor of small diameter (from 1,9 mt. for 60 kW to 6 mt. for 1 MW.);
E) No visual impact;
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F) Negligible noise impact as the Technology reduce level to ground noise when situated in a
shed;
G) the technology manufacture is easier and more economic than any other generator;
H) Pre-assembled technology up to 200 kW. unit, transportable by 40’ container;
I) the technology may be installed on site without special crane or heavy machinery;
L) Maintenance cost reduced to simply operations, as cleaning and lubrication;
M) Sale opportunity all over the country and Urban sites, condominium, communities,
workshops, SME, institutions, farms.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004005008

Unconventional and Alternative Energies

Market
006005007

Other alternative energy (including nuclear energy and uranium mining)

NACE
D.35.1.1

Production of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
the centre is looking for medium / large enterprises with financials means to manufacture and
market the technology
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Thermal utilisation of waste in decentralised waste
cogeneration plants with low performance capacity
Summary
A German company is for many years involved in the construction of waste incineration plants,
preferably in the field of steam generator systems. The combustion of energetically usable waste is
carried out in grate-fired steam generators. In small and decentralised facilities, the waste of small
towns or companies can be collected and processed.The company is looking for partners that can
produce and locally market these incineration plants in partial cooperation with the German
company.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 January 2014
05 February 2015
02 August 2015
TODE20140110001

Details
Description
A German SME that is experienced in the conception and construction of waste incineration
plants, offers small decentralised plants that are capable of retaining and combusting for
example the waste produced by a small town or company.
The simultaneous incineration of biological waste as the remainder of rice and peanut
production or the processing of sugarcane in order to generate heat is also possible with such
systems.
In order to guarantee the continuity of such small plants, special pre-combustion mechanisms
are needed (combined ignition burners and auxiliary firing), This constitutes the special knowhow used in these systems.
Advantages and Innovations
Small decentralised steam generators for unsorted waste
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
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Keywords
Technology
002004

Plant Design and Maintenance

Market
008003007

Other industrial equipment and machinery

NACE
D.35.3.0

Steam and air conditioning supply

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1991
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
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No.
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The company is looking for industrial partners in the area of mechanical engineering that can
produce and locally market these incineration plants in partial cooperation with the German
company. In addition a joint customized development is planned.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Seeking new applications for open cell ceramic foams
utilizing its advanced lightweight porous material
properties
Summary
A Czech SME, which develops and manufactures ceramic foams, is looking for new applications.
The idea is to apply ceramic foams in architecture, construction, automotive or other sectors where
its favourable material properties might be utilized. Industrial partners for co-developing applications
as well as new end-users based on technical cooperation or commercial agreement with technical
assistance are sought, as well as licensing agreements and longer term research cooperation
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 July 2013
25 March 2015
24 March 2016
TOCZ20130722001

Details
Description
A Czech SME develops and manufactures ceramic foams for more than 20 years. The key
application of ceramic foams so far is foundry industry. The idea now is to apply ceramic foams
in other sectors such as architecture, construction or automotive etc., where favourable material
properties of ceramic foams might be utilized.
Possible applications – but not limited to – might be as follows:
- Self-supporting light panels or parts architecture
- Cores for sandwich structures
- Environmentally harmless material for inflammable ceiling and wall panels in hotels,
supermarkets and other public buildings with improved thermal and sound insulation
- Alternative to wood as an inflammable and dimension stable material, resistant to parasites
and moulds, easy recyclable, etc.
- Lightweight components with a high stiffness and good damping properties
- Impact energy absorption components for automotive applications as protection for
passengers
- Protective deformation zones for lifting and conveying systems
- Housings for electronic devices providing effective electromagnetic, thermal and sound
shielding
- Sound absorbers for difficult conditions (high temperature, moisture, dust, flowing gas,
vibrations, sterile environment, etc.)
- Recyclable thermal shields and insulation
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- Floating structures for increased temperatures and pressures
- High temperature gas filtration
Advantages and Innovations
- Weight of construction structures can be reduced using ceramic foams as a replacement of
metal or glass structures
- Ceramic foams are of homogeneous structure
- Fire-proof (in comparison with plastic foams)
- Waterproof
- Steam-proof
- Corrosion-proof
- Sound-proof
- Colourable
- Environment-friendly and recyclable
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002007002
002007003
002007005
002007015

Building materials
Ceramic Materials and Powders
Composite materials
Properties of Materials, Corrosion/Degradation

Market
008001008
008001009
008001013

Membranes and membrane-based products
Speciality/performance materials: producers and fabricators
Ceramics

NACE
C.23.4.4

Manufacture of other technical ceramic products

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
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Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Materials

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 50-249
Year Established
1991
Turnover
10 - 20M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
Building companies can use this technology e.g. for producing noise-traps and soundproof
units, street furniture, flower pots etc.
Certification Standards
ISO 9001:2000
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Czech Republic

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industrial partner (SME or large company) preferred for co-development of applications.
Scientific partners are also of interest for longer term targets. Architectural studios in interest in
application of a new porous material are sought as well.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Building material industry; construction industry; design; architecture.
- Task to be performed
Prototype together, complementary characterization; participation in the development of the
technology in order to find a new application field; application of the ceramic foams in
development of various products
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Portable and ruggedised extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO) machine for healthier blood for the
patient
Summary
A London SME has developed a new method of pumping and oxygenating within an extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (ECMO) machine which causes much less damage to the blood in the
process, providing healthier, oxygenated blood – a huge benefit to the patient. The system is also
portable and ruggedised for potential military applications. Developers of medical products and those
expert in 3D printing sought to collaborate for further development and commercialisation of the
product.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

30 December 2014
12 January 2015
12 January 2016
TOUK20141230003

Details
Description
An extracorporeal membrane oxygenation machine provides both cardiac and respiratory
support to patients whose heart and lungs are so severely diseased or damaged that they can
no longer serve their function.
Such devices draw the blood out of the body, oxygenate it externally, and pump it back into the
body replacing heart and lung function.
The SME described here has designed a new method of pumping and oxygenating within an
ECMO machine, which causes much less damage to the blood in the process, providing
healthier, oxygenated blood to the patient. The system also allows the machine to be portable,
to fit into the pannier of a bicycle paramedic for example, and ruggedised for potential military
and related applications.
Currently the system is at the 3D Printed prototype stage and in this state it is potentially ready
to be used in clinical trials although the initial prototype is not yet bio-compatible. Collaborators
in the medical sphere, or in the 3D printing industry are of interest as they would be of benefit to
the product development, testing and commercialisation process.
Advantages and Innovations
There are two main benefits to the design of the extracorporeal membrane oxygenation
machine compared with other products on the market.
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The first is that the item can be made more portable and rugged, allowing its use in a wider
range of applications and locations.
The other is that the method of oxygenating the blood is much gentler on the blood and should
cause less damage to it. This means a higher quality of oxygenated blood moving into the
patient.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
006001011
006001014
006001018

Heart and blood circulation illnesses
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Surgery

Market
005002003
005007002
005007003

Pacemakers and artificial organs
Rescue and emergency equipment
Surgical instrumentation and equipment

NACE
C.32.5.0

Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industry or research organisation.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Developers of medical products and those expert in 3D
printing.
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Collaborate to test, further develop and
commercialise the system (Technical Cooperation Agreement, Financial Agreement).
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative IT engine for integration of Health Information
Systems
Summary
A Southern Spanish SME has developed an innovative IT engine for integration of health information
systems. The engine is capable to integrate heterogeneous systems in a simpler, scalable and more
economical way. Besides, it contributes to avoid all the difficulties presented by some standards by
using a single interface that connects and synchronizes all systems. They´re seeking local IT
integrators for technical cooperation and final users for commercial agreements with technical
assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

13 November 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOES20140925001

Details
Description
A Southern Spanish technology-based company has developed an innovative IT engine tool
engine for full integration of health information systems (software and devices): Hospital
Information Systems (HIS), Electronic Medical Record (EHR), laboratory, pharmacy and others.
The interoperability of systems in the healthcare environment is problematic for two main
reasons:
* Heterogeneous Systems.
* Disparate technologies.
Even existing standards like HL7, there is no uniformity in its implementation and many systems
lack of interoperability guidance for their design.
The system itself makes possible to integrate heterogeneous systems in a simpler, scalable and
more economical way.
The developed integration engine contributes to hide all the difficulties presented by some
standards thanks to a single interface that connects and synchronizes all systems
The scope of this integration allows for example:
- To incorporate a meter or a pacemaker for later dump of data to patient history profile.
- Integrate a system of clinical decision support (CDS) or other application data Laboratory
(LIS), Pharmacy (FIS) and medical history (HIS) automatically and transparent to users
Some technical features:
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* Technology pull / push
* Protocols: SMB (CIFS), SOAP over HTTP, FTP, FTPS, BD
* Messaging XML, JSON, HL7
Internal processes for:
* Communication.
* Validation messages.
* Sending ACK.
* Routing.
* Message processing.
* Filtering communication.
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages:
- Scalability.
- Costs reduction.
- Avoid duplication of information.
- Ensures data quality.
Innovations
- Avoid main problems of interoperability among IT Health Systems making possible to integrate
heterogeneous systems in a simpler, scalable and more economical way.
- The technology uses a single interface that connects and synchronizes all systems
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001003001
001005013
006006001

Applications for Health
Communications Protocols, Interoperability
Health information management

Market
005001001
005003002
005003005
009003005
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Diagnostic services
Pharmaceuticals/fine chemicals
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services and leasing)
Consulting services
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NACE
J.62.0.9

Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Spain
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Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
End users (Clinics, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies) for commercial agreements
with technical assistance. They willl provided technical consulting and integration services as
well as support and maintenance.
Integrators - Local partners (Developers of IT solutions/devices for Health Sector) for technical
cooperation partnership. They would contribute with joint exploitation, dissemination, technical
consultancy, implementation and technical support at first level in their area.
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative cloud based platform for a full service
Graphic Design
Summary
A Spanish SME has developed a novel cloud based platform to provide a full service Graphic
Design. The service is managed through a platform where customers can select service packages,
send requests, check the situation of the workflow and download the deliverables. The platform is
based on standardized service packages with preset prices and response times. They are seeking
local partners or final users for commercial / service agreements with technical assistance and
technical cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 November 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOES20141108001

Details
Description
A Spanish SME has developed a novel cloud based platform to provide full service Graphic
Design.
This cloud computing platform has been installed on Amazon Web Services infrastructure (but it
remains and runs independent from it) and it's implemented with Chef scripting.
The service is managed through a platform where customers can select service packages, send
requests, check the situation of the workflow at any moment and download deliverables.
Portfolio of services provided by the platform are focused on Graphic Design for:
Executive tools.
Social Networks.
Web design
E-learning
Internal Communication
Some technical features:
- The technological platform is based on two principles: Stability and User eXperience (UX).
- The backend of the system is a licensed issue tracker software built in Java and Mysql. The
license includes technical support, so that the continuity of the service is guaranteed.
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- The frontend is an ad-hoc development in rails (RoR) designed to be very easy to use.
- Minimum Viable Product functionalities includes:
Browsing the service catalogue.
Sending requests.
Keeping informed of the status of your request.
Making comments via web or email and track them all in the web interface.
Downloading deliverables.
Storing and tagging deliverables in order to reuse them in future works.
- Currently avalilable in English and Spanish.
The platform is based on standardized service packages with preset price and response times.
Service provided through this novel solution can help entities to outsource their graphic design
departments since it covers a wide range of graphic design disciplines.

Advantages and Innovations
Advantages
- Well defined scope of the service packages and clear steps to reach the delivery on time.
- Platform where users can store deliverables and reuse them in future works.
- It can be used any source for the tasks: branding, video, web…
Innovations
- The platform monitors every step in the workflow and is able to obtain metrics of the service
quality to improve it continuously via SLAs (Service Level Agreements)
- Pay per use.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Trade Marks
Comment Regarding IPR status
Trademark registered in Spain. The service can be operated anywhere (out of Spain) in the
backend of potential partners without visibility to final customers (White Label)
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
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001002007
001002025
001003004

Computer Technology/Graphics, Meta Computing
Cloud Technologies
ASP Application Service Providing

Market
002002003
002007010
007005005
009003002
009003006

Graphics software
Education
Education and educational products and materials
Advertising and public relations
Media related services

NACE
J.62.0.9

Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
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0
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
• Partners for joint cooperation to exploit and disseminate the technology / service: Small
companies or freelancers with communications or IT skills.
Graphic design is a usual function of marketing, publicity, advertising or software development.
A minimum viable product (MVP) has been developed so early adopters in the areas of graphic
design services are needed to receive feedback, customize the platform to them and get lower
potential barriers.
The partner/s sought would initially test the platform (by expressing their needs) and afterwards,
include in their portfolio of services to provide jointly the service.
They would contribute not only to exploitation but also to update and upgrade the technology as
well as provide initial support to final users in their area.
• Final users of the platform to accomplish their graphic design needs.
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Augmented Reality Educational Technology for several
industries
Summary
A Spanish SME has developed a could based Augmented Reality Educational Technology for
several. This novel solution combines Augmented Reality, advanced simulation, e-learning, teacher
management, monitoring software and APPs to enhance educational experiences. It makes possible
to share training results from worldwide institutions and industries. They are seeking several types of
partners for commercial agreement with technical assistance, technical cooperation or financial
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

17 November 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOES20140328001

Details
Description
A Spanish Technology Based SME has designed, developed, manufactured and currently
spreading around the world a novel Augmented Reality Educational Technology for different
industries.
This cutting-edge solution combines several technologies: Augmented Reality, Advanced
Simulation, E-learning, teacher management and monitoring software and APPs to enhance
educational experiences.
The developed set of tools runs under cloud model so it makes possible to share training results
from worldwide institutions and industries.
The set of tools is made of the following technologies or components:
- User-friendly Teacher Software for training management.
- e-SATT platform for blended learning (Cloud based).
- Student Simulators incorporating Augmented Reality technology with realistic components and
instruments.
- Scientific Analysis Module of exercises performed.
- Classroom Network: the Teacher computer Wi-Fi connected to each Student Simulator to
monitor activities in real time.
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- Multiplatform: Students can access the contents from any place at any time using any device:
Smart Phones, tablets, laptops, etc.
- Remote maintenance & Customer service in real time worldwide.
- Free frequent software updates ensure quality of the tool and a safe investment.
- Extra: Apps for smartphones and tablets that helps students involvement in the learning
experience using gaming to increase focus and promote competitive for better and faster
qualification results.
Organize the contents mixing theory and exercises to allow practice from the first day, while
enhancing the learning process and trainees' motivation and passion for what they are doing.
The tools can focus on a progressive non-linear learning model based on student´s skills,
motivation and level of knowledge instead of traditional model that is based on time.
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages
- This technology can attract students of all ages, including unemployed people and women to
different industries, transforming their traditional content delivery into entertaining, safe,
innovative, immersive and sustainable unique experiences.
- Makes possible to radically modernize education systems and boost results in terms of
qualification of students and educational resources return on the investment.
- User-friendly Teacher Software for training management.
- Enhances students motivation and promote women participation in traditionally male industries
as well as reduce environmental impact and training costs.
- SATT ZONE in the Website to provide best customer care to end users and Distributors
around the world.
Innovations
- Full educational technology platform in real time.
- A very flexible system enables the technology to be adapted to specific customer and industry
requirements.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research
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Keywords
Technology
001002012
001002016
001003012
001003017
001004006

Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Simulation
Didactic System
Serious Games
Visualisation, Virtual Reality

Market
002007010
007005005

Education
Education and educational products and materials

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
2006
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Certification Standards
ISO 9001
ISO 14001
other
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: Industrial companies, educational institutions, research centers, venture
capitalist.
Public or private educational and industrial entity interested in improving workforce skills and
qualification by promoting innovative health and safety experiences.
Task to be performed by the partner sought:
- Cooperation in the development of industry specific solutions based in the technology platform
hereby presented.
- Partners will contribute to dissemination and implementation of the technology according to the
education needs of Welding in their area. They will provide initial technical consultancy to new
potential users detected as well as implementation and service support.
- Financial resources to boost technology.
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Highly fluorescent / luminescent materials
Summary
A French research laboratory has developed innovative highly fluorescent materials enhancing
lighting luminosity properties & functionalities. That solution can be inserted into different kinds of
structures such as LED, lightings, printings, sensors, probes, luminophores; thanks to inorganic
nanoparticles (nanohybrids) as surface ligands. License agreement or R&D collaboration are sought
with industries dealing with the above-mentioned materials.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 January 2015
28 January 2015
21 January 2016
TOFR20150112002

Details
Description
Light emitting materials have a wide range of applications. Existing technologies show
limitations though: luminescence processes for organic luminophores and inorganic
nanocrystals are generally concentration-dependent; they can be weakened or even totally
quenched due to the formation of aggregates, and to toxicity of inorganic (cadmium)
nanocrystals. Size-control and stability of organic nanoparticles are also known issues.
A French laboratory has developed Aggregation Induced Emission (AIE) molecules as surface
ligands; consisting of nanohybrids enabling to enhance fluorescence properties of a surface
such as lightings, probes, printings. Aggregation Induced Emission (AIE) are inorganic
nanoparticles grafted with molecules as surface ligands. They can be processed into
nanostructured electrodes.
That solution enables to enhance fluorescence / luminescence properties of materials; for better
identification (under microscope) and utilization within LED.
Different types of partnerships are considered, depending on the sector and products: license
agreement and R&D collaboration (possibly co-funded) are considered.
Advantages and Innovations
- Tunable emission intensity
- Turn-on emission
- Size, shape and emission stability
- Wavelength and solubility tuning
- Compatible with microelectronics manufacturing processes
Stage of Development
Concept stage
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Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Proof of concept using ZnO nanoparticles and nanostructured ZnO layers.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002005004
002007012
002007030
002009019
004006007

Packaging for materials
Optical Materials
Lightweight materials
Lighting and signaling system
Lighting, illumination

Market
006001004

Chemicals and materials

NACE
C.25.9.2

Manufacture of light metal packaging

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industries, companies working in OLED (Organic Light Emitting Diode) display & lighting /
security printing / chemical sensors / biological probes / luminophores.
The aim of the partnership would be to use the nanohybrids in their activities through license
agreement, or jointly develop with the laboratory innovative fluorescent materials for market
launch.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

User-friendly software kinetics set for thermal analysis
and material characterization
Summary
A French university laboratory has developed and patented a complete software kinetics solution
enabling the simulation of industrial processes or natural phenomena of increasing complexity. With
experimental data, differential equations are solved and kinetic mechanisms are modeled. Data with
statistical analysis then validate models. Industries of chemical, electronics, metallurgy, cosmetics
and pharmaceutical sectors are sought for license agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

08 January 2015
26 March 2015
25 March 2016
TOFR20150108005

Details
Description
Kinetics is a term for the branch of classical mechanics and engineering that is concerned with
the relationship between the motion of objects and its causes, namely forces and torques.
Separated packages are available today for the simulation of processes or phenomena. But a
complete platform is not so common and often highly expensive. The solution’s key
differentiators of the technological solution (complete kinetic software solution) developed by the
French university, enabling the simulation of industrial processes or natural phenomena, are as
follow:
- Different methods provided to set up kinetic parameters with a database of experimental or
literature data.
- Eases the tuning of the kinetic parameters specifically to each application – the user can select
pre-set relevant calculation constraints
- Provides models of increasing complexity
- Facilitates the comparison of experimental and simulated curves
- Simple exportation of data results
First, experimental data are imported, then material kinetic parameters are set up and the
differential equations of heat exchange are solved. The kinetic mechanisms are modeled by
implementing models of increasing complexity. Models are eventually validated against
experimental data with statistical analysis, and exportable graphs are plotted.
Advantages and Innovations
User-friendly
Robust, flexible and reliable complete solution
Compatible with all calorimeters
Ref: TOFR20150108005
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Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
C++ Software
Operational prototype
Compatible with all available parameters
IPR Status
Copyright
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
002007009
009001002
009001010

Materials Handling Technology (solids, fluids, gases)
Analyses / Test Facilities and Methods
Thermal material testing

Market
002007014
008001015
009007008

Other industry specific
Other speciality materials
Manufacture of construction materials, components and systems

NACE
M.71.2.0

Technical testing and analysis

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
French
Client Country
France

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Industries of chemistry, electronics, metallurgy, cosmetics, pharmaceutics sectors.
After acquiring of the system through licensing, the company will have to bring information and
data to the system, in order to set models fitting the process of phenomena. The simulation will
serve the company according to its issues, projects requiring data analysis for modeling and
technical specifications.
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative Method for the Industrial Production of
Aptamers
Summary
A German technical university has developed a new technology by which it is now possible to
produce aptamers in the range of 100 n (number of bases) and beyond in unmatched quality and
quantity via a multi-copy-fragment using a combination of both in vitro and in vivo techniques
Partnership for licensing, further joint development or future manufacturing is sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 February 2015
05 March 2015
04 March 2016
TODE20140124002

Details
Description
A German technical university offers a new technology for the production of aptamers.
Aptamers are short, single-stranded DNA-molecules that can specifically bind proteins due to
their three-dimensional structure. Because of their ability to deactivate different protein functions
inside the cell, aptamers are already used successfully in the field of medical diagnosis, as
therapeutic agents and in environmental analytics.
So far the technical production of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) within the range of more than
60 n has been linked to a high percentage of abbreviated respectively functionless by-products.
Bigger aptamers with even 100 n or more have only been practicable facing great loss of
quantity of material. Within the case of aptamers, an exact sequence identity is essential for
technical application, though.
By use of the new technology it is now possible to produce aptamers in the range of 100 n and
beyond in unmatched quality and quantity via a multi-copy-fragment using a combination of both
in vitro and in vivo techniques.
The university is looking for a partner interested in a licensing agreement, further joint
development, or future manufacturing.
Advantages and Innovations
• Production of aptamers respectively ssDNA within the range of 100 - 200 n in unmatched
quality and quantity
• Accessibility for industrial processes and increase of efficiency in processes used so far
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• Affordable initial costs as well as material expenses in relation to already applied procedures
• Great market potential due to increasing demand for greater amounts of aptamers
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
European patent application has been filed, international patent application possible
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
006001006
006001009
006002002
006003002
006007009

Diagnostics, Diagnosis
Gene - DNA Therapy
Cellular and Molecular Biology
Gene Expression, Proteom Research
Bioprocesses

Market
004001002
004001003
004004
004014
004017

Industrial genetic engineering applications
Medical genetic engineering applications
Other Genetic Engineering
Gene Expression, Proteom Research
Genetic Engineering

NACE
C.21.2.0
M.72.1.1
Q.86.9.0

Manufacture of pharmaceutical preparations
Research and experimental development on biotechnology
Other human health activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Bio Chem Tech

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The research institute is mainly looking for biotechnology companies as producers of DNA and
DNA based products for licensing and / or who are able to further develop and up-scale this new
aptamer production process; the ideal partner has capacities for future manufacturing.
Research institutes are also welcome to co-develop the technology for research purposes.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Design, development and manufacturing of tailor-made
smart machines for original equipment manufacturer
Summary
A Belgian company is looking for services and manufacturing agreements in the field of robotics and
intelligent mechatronic systems. They offer their technological services in order to conceptualize,
develop and manufacture tailor-made robots.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 January 2015
11 February 2015
11 February 2016
TOBE20150108001

Details
Description
A Belgian company, specialized in mobile robotics and intelligent mechatronic systems, offers its
technological knowledge to conceptualize and manufacture smart machines. They can support
any project from early feasibility studies to manufacturing through prototyping.
It could include :
- Custom-made electronics circuits design ;
- New specific machines design
o For instance, the machine could be an autonomous cleaner robot for high building façade, a
robot-mower, a telepresence robot with audio/video recording, a robot who can move heavy
loads in warehousing, etc. They can be remote controlled or totally autonomous ;
- Control algoritms development ;
- Sensor fusion development ;
- Human-machine interfaces development ;
- Etc.
And it could be used in order to :
- Provide new services and experiences in entertainment or elderly care ;
- Reach and explore dangerous or hard areas remotely ;
- Reduce the labour and production costs ;
- Reduce the work risks and the insurances costs ;
- Improve the process ;
- Etc.
Advantages and Innovations
Thanks to its highly skilled experts in the main technological fields of robotics and mechatronics
(mechanical and electronic design, on-board computer, control technology), the company can :
Ref: TOBE20150108001
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- Develop new concepts from early feasibility studies to production ;
- Manufacture specifically custom-made.
Large expertise in autonomous or remotely controlled mobile platforms.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Comment Regarding IPR status
The company can help its partners to submit a patent application on technologies that were
developed during the project.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001002003
001002006
001002022
001006002

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Computer Software
Smart Appliances
Electronic engineering

Market
002007011
002007015
002007016
008002004
008002007

Manufacturing/industrial
Integrated software
Artificial intelligence related software
Robotics
Other industrial automation

NACE
C.26.1.2
C.26.5.1
C.27.5.1
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.9
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Manufacture of loaded electronic boards
Manufacture of instruments and appliances for measuring, testing and
navigation
Manufacture of electric domestic appliances
Computer programming activities
Other information technology and computer service activities
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2013
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Dutch
French
Client Country
Belgium

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type/Sector : All types of companies (services sector, manufacturing sector, transport and
storage, public administrations, etc.)
Role : The partner should be to look for a specific robot, machine or system in order to address
new markets, improve its process or reduce its labour/production costs.
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

(Geo)Thermal Power Plant technology for Licensing or
further Joint Development
Summary
A small company from Lower Silesia (SW of Poland) has developed thermal power plant (TPP)
based on the Earth’s heat. In comparison with other traditional technologies (heat pumps) this
technology supplies not only heat but allows to produce electricity, making it self-sufficient solution.
This technology can be licensed to potential production partners or may be subject to further
development upon research cooperation agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 September 2013
02 February 2015
08 April 2015
TOPL20130926004

Details
Description
A small company from Lower Silesia (SW of Poland) has developed thermal power plant (TPP)
based on the Earth’s heat. In comparison with other traditional technologies (heat pumps) this
technology supplies not only heat but allows to produce electricity, making it a self-sufficient
solution. The thermal power plant has been constructed in accordance with state of the art
technical solutions (it is available for demonstration), incorporating units of the highest quality,
which are produced by companies who are widely acknowledged within their fields. This means
longer technical durability and a low failure rate, as well as very low depreciation within the
solutions applied. The technology is field tested efficient and immune to power supply
disruptions.
The offering company is now seeking potential partners interested in market implementation /
mass production or further joint development upon research agreement.
Advantages and Innovations
Technology advantage concerns capability to produce energy from sources of heat that are
characterized by much lower temperate ranges than currently feasible and at higher efficiency
rates. Also:
- the main features of the product is a cheap operation & simplicity of design.
- possibility to use energy in places where it is impossible or uneconomical to receive supply
from the power network operator.
- the continuity of the power supply is not affected by weather conditions.
- less disruptions in the supply of power supply, when compared to the “power network” supply,
due to a very low failure rate.
It surpasses other solutions functionally, as the costs of heat production with the use of heat
pumps is very high due to high electric energy absorption. Described technology allows to
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benefit from Earth’s heat (constant 15oC) where the temperature is raised by a system of heat
pumps to over 60oC and used as a fuel to power turbines, which are integrated with a power
generator. This way it is possible to obtain a stable, independent source of power. Produced
electric power surplus system’s own power demands, which means that the given power can be
used entirely for other needs.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Exclusive Rights,Copyright
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004002008

Turbines, fluid machinery, reciprocating engines, combined heat and
power

Market
006009

Other Energy

NACE
D.35.1.1

Production of electricity

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
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Creative Industries

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2009
Turnover
1 - 10M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Potential partners interested in licensing and/or production of the thermal power plant are
sought. Also partners interested in further development of this technology are welcome to
cooperate
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
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Technology Offer

Device for supporting and for adjusting the position of a
patient's head during surgeries
Summary
An Italian research institute has fine-tuned a technology referring to a hybrid kinematics adjustments
mechanism, characterized by a peculiar partially decoupled five degree of freedom parallel
kinematics and one serial, properly controlled according to signals generated by external sensors or
manual commands, able to control just in time the patient's head position during surgical operations.
Licence agreements and technical cooperation agreements are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 November 2014
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
TOIT20141119004

Details
Description
The technology relates to a device for supporting and adjusting the position of a patient head
during surgeries or diagnostics; it allows a fine positioning and regulation and permits also
rotation only or translation only adjustment without simultaneously modifying the position and
orientation relative to remaining translation and rotation axes. The device regulates and adjusts
the patient's head in accordance with the natural mobility of the neck joints and muscles, with
high speed and precision, as well as with high support rigidity both during and after the
adjustments. Beside, the device allows to respond just in time to stress or sudden voluntary or
involuntary movements, as in "awake surgery", avoiding stress and severe pain in the patient.
Advantages and Innovations
The device allows a precise positioning and adjustment of the patient's head during surgical
operations; furthermore it guarantees natural movements of neck muscles and joints. It has free
side and top access above the patient's head to allow accessibility by surgeons and medical
personnel.
Other devices existing on the market for supporting patient's head ensure high stiffness but they
do not allow an easy and precise adjustement of its position during the whole surgical operation.
Manual adjustment of known devices is allowed unlocking mechanical constraints but it is not
assisted in any way and cannot easily be performed during the surgical operation by a single
surgeon. Moreover, their passive nature does not allow a quick, precise, easy and autonomous
real-time repositioning and control of the head position.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
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Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Executive drawings of the supporting device and adjusting mechanism are available, as well as
a very first prototype developed in a FP7 project. Experiments conducted with the prototype
have assessed the respect of functional and application requirements and proper control
algorithms are currently being developed.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
At national level patented has been granted and the patent has been extended at European
level with PCT procedure.
Profile Origin
FP7

Keywords
Technology
001003001
006001013
006001014
006001018
006006004

Applications for Health
Medical Research
Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Surgery
Sensors & Wireless products

Market
005007001
005007003

Electromedical and medical equipment
Surgical instrumentation and equipment

NACE
Q.86.1.0

Hospital activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
The technology. is useful to reduce surgical related risks due to human behaviour, in particular
during telematic surgery operations.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The partner sought should be directly interested to reduction of surgical risks. The partner
should be a subject operating in the field of Health Systems Services, both public and private, or
SMEs in the field of Biomedical Engineering, with particularly regard to the surgery support and
of E-health.
The role of the partner should be integrating the technology in integrating the system, as
innovative management tool, with other existing standardized technology, with regards to
telematic surgery systems.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,SME 51-250
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Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

CO2 Capture through Calcium Oxide at high temperature
in fluidized beds assisted by acoustic field
Summary
An Italian Research Institute has invented a technology aiming at the improvement of the Ca-looping
process based on the carbonation calcination of Calcium Oxide (CaO) at high temperature in a
fluidized bed, in order to capture the carbon dioxide (CO2) generated by the combustion of fossil
fuels. Application are into energy and environment fields, in particular to the reduction of the
atmospheric emission of CO2 from exhaust gases. Partners are required for research or license
agreeements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

18 December 2014
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
TOIT20141204002

Details
Description
The invention refers to a technology that aims at improving the Ca-looping process based on
the carbonation of Calcium Oxide (CaO) at high temperature in a fluidized bed, in order to
capture the carbon dioxide (CO2) generated by the combustion of fossil fuels. It consist in the
application of acoustic fields inside the fluidized bed made of CaO particles, with sound intensity
and frequency as high as about 150dB and 10Hz, respectively. This application allows the
increase of the CO2 capture capacity of the material during the rapid phase of carbonation and
reduction of the loss of its capture capacity as a result of successive cycles of
carbonation/calcination.
Advantages and Innovations
The reference topics of the invention are the energy and environment, aiming to the reduction of
CO2 emissions. The proposed technology can be useful to improve the effectiveness of the
fluidized bed Ca-looping process at industrial level, accelerating the carbonation of CaO and
reducing the loss of its capture capacity. Acoustic fields can be easily realized by the use of low
cost loud-speakers.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The efficiency of the proposed technology has been validated at laboratory scale by means of
an experimental apparatus equipped with a fluidized bed reactor (diameter of 50 mm) and a
system for the generation of acoustic fields of suitable intensity and frequency with an ad-hoc
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sound wave guide. The system has tested, and it is able to operate, at temperatures up to
1000°C.
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
PCT required
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
004003002
004009

Gaseous fossil fuel
Carbon capture and energy

Market
006010001
006014

Oil, gas and coal
Energy Storage

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
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Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type: Industrial or Research Partner
Role: Applications or implementation of the patented technology may be proposed by the
partners.
Fields of activities: energy, environment are expcted. Other cooperation will be evaluated.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Device for the rehabilitation of movements of the foot
Summary
An Italian researcher has developed a technology for the neuromuscolar rehabilitation of the ankle, a
device ensuring foot movement motion highly compatible with physiological movements of the ankle
musculoskeletal apparatus. This device applications are related to neuromuscular rehabilitation of
foot movements, therefore technical cooperation, research or licence agreements are expected with
public or private rehabilitation centers, for application of the device or further implementation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

31 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
TOIT20141230001

Details
Description
The technology relates to a device for neuromuscular rehabilitation, referring in particular to the
neurorehabilitation of the ankle. The device allows foot movements motions highly compatible
with physiological movements of the ankle musculoskeletal apparatus. To achieve this goal a
fully-parallel three-degrees-of-freedom spherical kinematic architecture has been exploited and
specifically configured in order to guarantee that the center of rotation of the foot support is
placed nearby the actual center of rotation of the foot, at the center of the ankle articulation. A
force sensor and additional feedback signals, as electromyography, can be integrated to be
exploited by the control loop implementing assistive control logics.
Advantages and Innovations
The device permits a control of active, passive and assisted movements,compatibly with the
natural anatomic conditions and physiological movements of the ankle articulation.
Existing devices for the rehabilitation of the foot with more than one degree of freedom are
typically characterized by the center of rotation of the platform which is not configured nearby
the actual center of rotation of the ankle; it leads compensatory and desired motions by the
patients and reduces the overall therapy effectiveness.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
The first prototype is completely assembled and is currently being tested in rehabilitation
centers. New functionalities of the control system are constantly being implemented. The
respect of required functionalities has been assessed exploiting a group of healthy subjects;
clinical trials with impaired people started recently.
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IPR Status
Patents granted
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
006001014

Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering

Market
005002001
005006006
005007004
005008001

Therapeutic services
Orthopaedics
Medical instruments
Patient rehabilitation & training

NACE
M.72.1.9

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Expected partner for cooperation: public or private rehabilitation centers, medical devices
manufacturing or sellers companies.
Technical cooperation, research or licence agreements are expected for application of the
device or further implementation.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Sensor for monitoring water contamination in water
supply network
Summary
Research team from a University in Poland has developed a biological sensor for monitoring of water
supply networks. The know-how concerning the biological sensor can be licensed to potential
production partners or further developed upon joint research agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 January 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOPL20140110001

Details
Description
The microbes present in water, tend to settle on the inner surfaces of pipelines, forming the
biofilm. The biofilm can constitute a serious sanitary threat. Efficient monitoring of water supply
systems allows to detect the biofilm formation (harmful pathogens). The sensor can be used for
biofilm detection directly in water supply system with the use of impedance spectroscopy at
frequency range 25Hz-1,8MHz and at temperature range 4-60oC. The sensor construction
allows adaptation to most of the water supply systems.
Potential cooperation can have a form of know how transfer for production purposes, licensing
or further development of technology on the basis of research cooperation.
Advantages and Innovations
This biological sensor detects the biofilm of bacterias (harmful pathogens) within water supply
systems. Its application into water supply system guarantees immediate notification concerning
the possibility of the separation of the biofilm fragments from the internal surface of the pipeline
The main advantages of this technology (know-how) concern:
• Short measurement period
• Real time parameter analysis
• Automation of measurement
• High sensitivity
• Selectivity
• Adaptation of the measurement sensor to existing systems
• No need for specialized staff
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
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Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Work on the miniaturization of measurement devices are in progress. Preparation for research
in real conditions has already started.
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
009001009

Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
008003007

Other industrial equipment and machinery

NACE
E.36.0.0

Water collection, treatment and supply

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Creative Industries
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Potential partners interested to produce the sensors are sought. Also partners interested to
further develop the technology are welcome for cooperation.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,Inventor,R&D Institution,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Innovative open source web framework
Summary
An Italian SME has developed an open source model-driven web application framework focused on
productivity and maintainability. It can be used to develop web applications for information
management, work flow and collaboration, front-office and back-office processes, customer
relationship management, and much more. The company seeks partners for technical cooperation
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 March 2015
14 March 2015
13 March 2016
TOIT20150225001

Details
Description
The proposed web framework allows software developers to build high-quality enterprise
information systems by defining the application's logical models and letting the framework
automatically translate them into a working system.
The solution can be used to develop web applications for information management, workflow
and collaboration, front-office and back-office processes, customer relationship management,
and much more.
The developer can create a fully functional application for his internal use or for his customers
by simply assembling and configuring a number of application models. The models are logical,
do not require coding and can be entered through a simple web interface.
The translation of the model into the application is automatic and requires very little time. The
developer can shape the application in real time and test it immediately, even with the customer
at a very early stage: during analysis, bid, or proof-of-concept.
As a result, the long cycles of traditional software development (days, weeks, or months) are
reduced.
Supported models:
- data (classes,attributes,relationship,inheritance,etc)
- workflows (finite-state-machine (FSM) model, states, transitions, guards, notifications,etc)
- permissions
- portlets
- reporting
- calculated attributes
- constraints
- operations
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The framework automatically generates the user interface based on your model definition. The
UI's features include:
- forms (create-read-update-delete operations)
- navigation of relationships
- searches with flexible multiple filtering
- full-text searches
- workflow operations
- breadcrumbs
- read/write fields based on permissions
- field-level and semantic validations
- cascaded selections
- user management
- binary files upload
- interactive dashboards/portlets with drill-down
- parametric reports in pdf and other formats
Advantages and Innovations
The proposed software Platform helps developers to create outstanding enterprise applications
by addressing specific needs in terms of:
Productivity: The software gives results quickly (by means of au wizard you can create a
webapp in 30 seconds) and allows developers to stay productive at all stages in a project.
Features: The software is packed with ready made features for matching common enterprise
needs and requirements.
Architecture: The proposed architecture is well layered, flexible, secure and simple to
understand.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Other
Comment Regarding IPR status
Open source LGPL license
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002010
001002013
001002015
001002018

Computer Software
Databases, Database Management, Data Mining
Information Technology/Informatics
Knowledge Management, Process Management
User Interfaces, Usability

Market
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002007002
002007004
002007007
002007008
002007022

Database and file management
Program development tools/languages
Applications software
Business and office
Software services

NACE
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.2
J.62.0.3
J.62.0.9

Computer programming activities
Computer consultancy activities
Computer facilities management activities
Other information technology and computer service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2002
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
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English
French
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Companies dealing with enterprise information systems, CRM, ERP are sought for a technical
cooperation.
The cooperation should focus on integrating the technology into existing solutions and possibly
developing new applications based on the proposed framework.
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Sensor for monitoring biofilm development in water
stagnation areas
Summary
A research team from the university from Lower Silesia (Poland) has developed a sensor for
monitoring biofilm development in stagnant water(s). The sensor monitors the biofilm growth in water
supply systems by constant measurement of impedance fluctuation. This technology is ready for
licensing (mass production purposes) or for further development under a research cooperation
agreement.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

10 January 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOPL20140110002

Details
Description
This technology available for licensing or further joint development concerns bio-active sensor
capable to delivering data concerning potentialy harmful microbes present in water which form
biofilms on the inner surfaces of pipelines.
Water delivery sytems (pipelines) tend to age rapidly. Poor technical condition of pipelines and
water supply network failures (leaks) may intensify the number of microbes. Prolonged water
stagnation within the pipelines may also have the same result. Network contamination can also
take place as a result of a system leak when soil microbes, which can be potential pathogens,
get into the water.
The offered technology can monitor water condition and detect microbiological contamination.
The sensor is built of polyvinyl chloride with the use of an indium tin oxide electrode and applied
within water supply systems, as well as pool systems and internal industrial water supply
systems (requiring water of higher quality, e.g. pharmaceutics, food industry, etc.).
Advantages and Innovations
Application of mentioned sensor(s) in water stagnation spots guarantees immediate notification
concerning microbes settlements. technology advantages are as follows:
• short measurement cycle / process
• parameter analysis in real time
• high sensitivity and selectivity of the sensor
• adaptation to various conditions (i.e. temperature)
Stage of Development
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Prototype available for demonstration
Comments Regarding Stage of Development
Miniaturization of the measurement devices is still in progress. research / utilisation in real
conditions has already started
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
009001009

Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
008005

Other Industrial Products (not elsewhere classified)

NACE
E.36.0.0

Water collection, treatment and supply

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Creative Industries
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Potential partners interested in producing the sensor are sought. Also partners interested in
further development of the technology are welcome for cooperation.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

System for generation of calibration gas mixtures
Summary
A research team from the university in Lower Silesia has developed system for generation of
calibration gas mixtures. System allows production of a mixture of gas compounds which may be
used to calibrate the gas sensors. The know-how can be licensed to potential production partners,
especially companies engaged in production and calibration of sensors; or producing gas mixtures.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

13 January 2014
11 March 2015
10 March 2016
TOPL20140110003

Details
Description
A research team from the university in Lower Silesia has developed system for generation of
calibration gas mixtures. System allows production of mixture of gas compounds which may be
used to calibrate the gas sensors. The gas mixture produced in the system may contain up to 6
different components. The developed prototype allows the use of:
- Carrier gas which can be derived both from the cylinder and laboratory air purifier
- Up to 3 independent sources of gaseous substances in pressurized cylinders
- Up to 2 sources of permeation devices with gases
- One source of diffusion vial with liquid gases
- Controlled relative humidity of generated gas, in the range of 5-99%RH
The parameters of the mixture include:
• Source in pressure containers – possible to reach the concentrations of the individual
components in a 5:50 range of output value with an accuracy of 1% of the measured value
• Permeation tube – the range of possible applications includes temperature 30-1000C with an
accuracy better than 0.2oC
• Diffusion vials – thanks to the use vials of various parameters there is the possibility to get a
generation of mixtures with concentrations even greater than permeation tubes.
Ultrasonic humidification allows operation in a mode where the obtained gas does not change
its temperature, regardless of the amount of added moisture.
Parts in contact with the gases are made entirely of steel enabling a generation of corrosive gas
mixtures. All control elements are connected to a PC, on which the appropriate software for
real-time visualization of the ongoing process parameters was created. Software allows
programming of the entire measurement cycle, while the process is available on the Internet
through a web interface. Thus it is possible to remotely control the process from any device with
Internet connection.
Possible forms of cooperation:
- know how transfer for production purposes,
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- licensing,
- further development of technology/research cooperation.
Advantages and Innovations
In this one system there is possibility for mixing gases, which are combined from different
sources (currently available in a variety of devices) resulting in unprecedented measurement
capabilities. Application of the ultrasonic humidification method allows control of the content of
gas moisture in a wide range and also helps temperature stabilization. Suitable software has
enabled virtually maintenance-free functioning, autonomous calibration of gas sensors, and
measurements 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
009001009

Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
008006001

Process control and logistics

NACE
M.74.9.0

Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Creative Industries

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Poland

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Companies especially companies engaged in production and calibration of sensors; or
producing gas mixtures. Potential partners interested to produce the measurement system are
sought.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Electronic solutions based on ARM technology focused
on products requiring low cost, high performance and
low power consumption.
Summary
A Spanish SME offers its expertise in embedded electronics and software development to design
System-On-Modules and Single-Board-Computers. These low-cost and low-energy solutions are
based on ARM technology. Although open to different kinds of collaborations, the SME is mainly
looking for technical cooperation with companies developing and/or distributing industrial/commercial
products needing to be controlled by powerful embedded electronics running GNU/Linux and/or Real
Time Operating Systems
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

26 February 2014
13 March 2015
12 March 2016
TOES20140226001

Details
Description
Nowadays ARM technology is gaining ground to x86 systems due to its low cost, low power
consumption, simplicity and a reasonable performance that satisfies the requirements of many
electronic devices traditionally based on PC and other technologies.
The fact exposed above is clearly shown in mobile devices where ARM covers almost 100% of
the market but also it can be seen in other markets such as automotive and robotics.
The aim of our company is to help our partners to implant ARM technology in their products.
Fields of action are two: migration from x86 systems and migration from microcontroller based
systems.
The first field is focused on products based on PC where an ARM solution could perform the
same tasks but featuring lower cost and lower power consumption. Products such as:
* Industrial robotics.
* Health Care Equipment and Devices.
* Scanners.
* Human Machine Interfaces.
* Point of Sale.
* Big Data.
* Milling machines.
* Radar.
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The second field is centered on products traditionally based on low cost and low performance
microcontrollers. Today's ARM processors perform high computing power and multimedia
capabilities for a cost similar in to 32bit microcontrollers. Target products are:
* Entertainment robotics..
* Unmanned aerial vehicles..
* Networking test and measurement.
* Automotive telematics.
* Automotive navigation systems.
* Set-top Box.High
Advantages and Innovations
The most important advantages of ARM technology compared to x86 architecture for embedded
systems are:
* Lower investment in development stage.
* Shorter time-to-market.
* Lower unit costs for low/mid volume manufacturing.
* Much better response to Real Time Operating Systems.
* Lower power consumption.
* No need of fan-cooled heat sinks.
* Higher scalability.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001001001
001001002
001006002
001006003
002002019

Automation, Robotics Control Systems
Digital Systems, Digital Representation
Electronic engineering
Embedded Systems and Real Time Systems
Micromachining, nanomachining

Market
003004003
003008004

Other electronics related equipment
Other electronics related (including alarm systems)

NACE
C.26.1.2
C.26.4.0
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C.29.3.1

Manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2012
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
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Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: enterprises and private research institutions.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: robotics, automation, home automation, networking and
electronic measurement.
- Task to be performed: to migrate the electronics of their current product from PC, or others, to
ARM technology; need to develop electronics for new products.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Manufacturing agreement
Distribution services agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel advanced technology for realtime physical activity
monitoring
Summary
A Spanish SME has developed a system (device + software tools) to monitor physical activity. The
system provides wealthy information that will contribute to improve and optimize the training process.
Companies, universities, end users and investors from the fields of Sport Science, Biomechanical
Science, Rehab, Health, Workers/Employees, Biomechanics Research, Training & Simulation,
Industrial and Engineering & Robotics are sought for technical cooperation, financial or commercial
agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

20 February 2015
25 February 2015
25 February 2016
TOES20150216001

Details
Description
A Southern Spanish Technology Based Company has developed an innovative system to
monitor physical activity. The system consists of a small device that captures and sends data
wirelessly to a flexible and easy-to-use data acquiring software application.
The application gathers data from multiple sensors, provides an accurate and a constant-flow of
data in real time about how the athlete performs the physical activity, synchronizes and
represents data graphically in real time. The system will provide wealthy information that will
help to improve and optimize the training process according to the analyzed information (at
collective and individual level)
Cinematic variables such as acceleration, speed, crossed distance or physiological ones such
as heart rate, impacts, among others; and tactical variables are collected by the sensors and
then displayed by the software provided with the device.
Therefore, the device incorporates several sensors like GPS (Global Positioning System), IMU
(Inertial Measurement Unit), Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Compass, Temperature and Wireless
connections.
The system can synchronize the session with video file automatically using a very easy method,
especially designed for this purpose. It also allows multi video streaming and has it own tool for
video edition: cut video files and add them into a session.
The system also includes a workout monitoring software that shows the most relevant data in a
friendly user way and in real time.
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The complete system is perfect to monitor: Sport performance, personal safety, rehabilitation,
health, workers, biomechanics research, training & simulation, industrial, engineering & robotics,
etc…
Advantages and Innovations
Advantages
- The system can collect data from external devices.
- Very cost-effective that enables many applications and has a very high precision of measuring.
Innovations
The module of GIS (Geographical Information System) can be used to create different layers of
data for a deeply analysis: select the information needed, establish relations according to
collected data, add the information from the sensors channels; establish space relations in the
field and combine data from multiple sessions.
- The system studies the improvement of quality of life for patients with cardiovascular disease,
through monitoring of physiological parameters and kinematics.
- It performs through analysis of the exercise being undertaken by athlete, patient… to
determine if the rehabilitation process is being conducted correctly.
- Allows to measure mechanical properties of the locomotor system of the human body and
quantify their functional deficits without altering the environment of the individual (athlete) or
force their features without the need to interact with the device.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Copyright
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001003001
006006004
010002007
011008

Applications for Health
Sensors & Wireless products
Remote sensing technology
Sports and Leisure

Market
005008001
007001005
007004002
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008002004

Robotics

NACE
J.62.0.1

Computer programming activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2008
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Experience Comments
Tech Based SME focused on the development of systems for recording and monitoring physical
activity and movement on real time.
Languages Spoken
Ref: TOES20150216001
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English
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Companies, Universities, End users and Investors.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
Sport, Health, Telecare or e-healthcare, biomechanical
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
Identification of potential clients in their area, implementation of the offered technology, technical
support at first level, joint cooperation to include new features, investment, use of the
technology.
Type of Partnership Considered
Financial agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Wireless child-saving safety system for motor vehicles
Summary
An Italian inventor has patented a wireless child-saving safety system for motor vehicles, enabled
automatically not requiring manual activation, to warn the driver about the presence of a child inside
the motor vehicle when he stops and get out without the child, even with the engine running. The
warning is repeated until the driver comes back to the vehicle and takes the child. An industrial
partner for a manufacturing agreement under licensing is sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

22 December 2014
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
TOIT20141222001

Details
Description
An Italian inventor has patented a wireless device for children's safety during stops of car trips,
designed to prevent the abandonment of children inside motor vehicles by drivers which
represents a mishap that unfortunately results tragically.
This device is enabled automatically, not requiring manual activation, as soon as the child is sat
in the child’s seat in the motor vehicle and the safety belt is fasten. The alarm, is activated when
the driver walks away from the vehicle, to remind him/her to take the child out of the car.
The device can allow the driver to walk away from the car up to a preset minimum distance
beyond which the alarm will alert him/her to pick up the child. The alarm can be heard by the
driver through the wireless connection to a portable element such as the keychain which he/she
carries with himself/herself. Moreover, if the driver’s return to the vehicle is delayed, exceeding a
predetermined period of time, despite the continuous warning provided to the driver by the
portable element, the safety system will activate an acoustic element located in the engine
compartment of the vehicle, in order to attract the attention of passers-by, and it will remain
active until it is turned off, meaning, until the child is not removed from the car, or until the driver
does not get back inside it.
Advantages and Innovations
It is wireless;
It is enabled automatically, not requiring manual activation;
It is not intrusive, in fact the alarm is activated when the driver walks away from the car, and not
immediately, to give the freedom to make possible operations, such as fuel, etc.
It doesn’t need a technician to install it, but can be done by everyone without technical skills.
The alarm can be activated, after a predetermined period of time, with the engine running, when
the driver intends to run a quick errand, planning to return immediately and avoiding the
consequences of what experts call a "Memory Blackout".
The alarm is addressed personally to the driver by a keychain even when he is far from the
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vehicle.
Stage of Development
Proposal under development
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
Patent granted in Italy
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002014
003004004
005006009

Internet Technologies/Communication (Wireless, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth)
Electrical Engineering and Technology / Electrical Equipment
Vibration and Acoustic engineering

Market
003004003
009001005

Other electronics related equipment
Motor vehicles, transportation equipment and parts

NACE
C.27.9.0
C.29.3.1

Manufacture of other electrical equipment
Manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment for motor vehicles

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Inventor
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
An industrial company in the field of children care products or spare parts for vehicles is sought
for a manufacturing agreement. In case of interest the partner should produce the device under
a licensing agreement
Type and Size of Partner Sought
251-500,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Manufacturing agreement
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Technology Offer

Wind turbine with vertical axis of rotation and oscillating
blades
Summary
An Italian spin-off will bring to market a high performances wind turbine with vertical axis of rotation
and oscillating blades. The product responds to a request for wind turbines that can guarantee low
cost, high performance,low noise and low aesthetic impact in the typical contexts of installation of
small wind turbines: houses, buildings and sheds. Partner sought:companies interested in further
development and commercialisation of the turbine with an initial license agreement for the patent.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

29 December 2014
07 January 2015
07 January 2016
TOIT20141229001

Details
Description
Wind energy is more competitive than photovoltaic in terms of cost per kW, however for a long
time the photovoltaic technology has been strongly supported by governments. In recent years
the funding for photovoltaic has been greatly reduced by opening the market to a real
competition between the two technologies. If the overall market for wind energy shows an
annual growth rate of 20%, the market of “small” turbines (turbines of less than 100kW) will
have an average annual growth rate of 29.7%. The main companies in the world producing
turbines of the category "small" do not produce vertical-axis turbines, which are best suited for
use in a market with an enormous potential as that represented by the mini or micro-generation
of energy at use of houses, buildings and sheds. The Italian spin-off will bring to market a
patented high performances wind turbine with vertical axis of rotation and oscillating blades.The
operation of the turbine has been verified successfully by building a small scale prototype and
subsequently testing it in a wind tunnel and in field. The initial target market will be that of the
mini and micro-generation of energy in the European Union countries. Customers of reference
will be 13.5%, “early adopters”, of two segments: private clients and business customers. The
two market segments are very well suited to the proposed product, which responds to a request
for turbines that can guarantee a low cost, high performance, low noise and low aesthetic
impact in the typical installation locations of small wind turbines.
Thanks to its construction scheme of new conception, Fig. 1, the novel vertical axis turbine
addresses the problem of maximizing the efficiency of wind turbines with a vertical axis. The
pairs of blades are oriented automatically, no electric motors involved, in the open position so as
to oppose the maximum surface to the wind when they move in the wind direction and are
arranged in the closed position when they move in the opposite direction to the wind minimizing
the resistant surface of the blades.
The operation of the turbine has been tested successfully by building three small scale
prototypes and subsequently testing them in the roof of a building and in a wind tunnel. The
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blades can be made of various materials: fiberglass, aluminum and fabric have been tested.
The most powerful and cost effective was the one with the blades made of fabric. In this case it
is sufficient to build a metal frame to be covered with inexpensive fabric sail resistant to the
action of atmospheric agents. The turbine has been tested in the wind tunnel mainly to assess
its performance compared to the forecasts provided by the theoretical calculations. The mode of
operation of the turbine and the geometric simplicity of the surfaces exposed to the wind, flat
rectangular blades, have allowed even before realizing the prototype to predict, with a high
degree of reliability, the power delivered by the turbine for various size of its blades and of the
wind speed.
It was important to verify that calculations were accurate since the same method will be used in
the design phase to determine the exact dimensions of the blades on the basis of the nominal
power that must be developed. The tests in the wind tunnel also helped to optimize the design
and construction in order to improve the performance and test the structural strength of
components with strong winds. The business innovation project is situated in the spectrum from
‘lab to market’.
Next objective is to design and build a 6 kW version of the oscillating blades wind turbine. A
careful design is demanded from the market because, in addition to complying with the
international standard IEC 61400-2 "Design requirements for small wind turbines", it should
ensure a very high durability over the years without yield losses and without any maintenance.
Advantages and Innovations
The first value to potential customers is the high productivity of the turbine. The second is
certainly its cost, the new mode of operation of the oscillating blades wind turbine allows an
inexpensive design. The realization of the turbine does not require the construction of expensive
molds or special processes in specialized companies but it can be done in any mechanical
workshop. In this way the company could reach standard margins above the industry average,
despite a policy of low-range prices. Finally, thanks to the deep knowledge that the design team
has of the formulas used to calculate the fatigue life of mechanical components.
To summarize the advantages of the innovative oscillating blades:
it works with wind coming from any direction, high annual energy production in presence of
weak and moderate winds, low cost, ultra-quiet operation even with strong winds, the formation
of ice on the blades does not compromise its performance;
it does not constitute a source of danger to birds, in the case of medium to large turbines it is
possible to make blades with advertising images;
iIt also starts with extremely weak winds and has an excellent ability to adapt to turbulence and
rapid changes in wind direction, two important aspects for installation in houses, buildings and
sheds.
In these contexts, the conventional horizontal axis turbines, which in order to have high
performances require non turbulent wind of constant direction, are penalized. Moreover
horizontal axis turbines produce too much noise to be installed on a roof or near a building.
Stage of Development
Field tested/evaluated
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
International Patent: "HIGH-EFFICIENCY OSCILLATING-BLADE WIND TURBINE”
Publication N.: WO2012041961
Classification: F03D3/00; F03D3/06
Research report from the International Searching Authority:
Novelty (N): YES for Claims 1-7
Inventive steps (IS): YES for Claims 1-7
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Industrial applicability (IA): YES for Claims 1-7
Note: the patent has 7 claims
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004002011
004005010

Turbines
Wind energy

Market
006005004

Wind energy

NACE
C.27.1.1

Manufacture of electric motors, generators and transformers

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
Year Established
2013
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Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Experience Comments
Type of client is a spin-off of an Italian University
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: company
- Specific area of activity of the partner:energy, wind turbine
- Role to be performed by the partner sought: Cooperating with for further development of the
turbine and for commercialisation with an initial license agreement for the patent ( the company
will pay royalties for each turbine sold).
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

An innovative sewage water treatment system
Summary
An Italian company has designed and produced a new generation of waste water purifier capable of
treating from 2500 up to 22000 litres per day. The system can process and purify waste water thanks
to physical and chemical treatments just before discharge water into the sea with a total respect of
enforced norms. An industrial partner in the shipbuilding field is sought for a commercial agreement
with technical assistance.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

27 February 2014
24 March 2015
23 March 2016
TOIT20140226001

Details
Description
An Italian company has designed and produced an innovative system which is a new generation
waste water purifier capable of treating from 2500 up to 22000 litres per day. This completely
automatic, technologically advanced system is equipped with a special chemical/physical
laboratory where waste water is purified, shredded, sterilized according to the enforced norms
regarding the discharge of waste water into the sea, at the same time avoiding from having
tanks of collection of waste water and long procedures of drainage in the authorized ports.
The waste water treatment system guarantees the elimination of bacterial pollution through an
oxide/reduction process and drastically reduces TSS (Total Suspended Solids), BOD5
(Biochemical Oxygen Demand), COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand), turbidity and the organic
and physical pollutants in waste water produced on boats, thank to a fine purification system.
The proposed system is delivered with characteristics that vary according to litres of waste
water treated per cycle.
Advantages and Innovations
Main advantages are:
compact design
possibility to be installed in limited space
remote control using an LCD (Liquid crystal display).
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
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Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
002009005
010003003
010004006
010004011

Shipbuilding
Land and Sea Disposal
Marine Environment
Wastewater Recycling

Market
008004003

Water treatment equipment and waste disposal systems

NACE
C.30.1.1
C.30.1.2
E.38.2.1

Building of ships and floating structures
Building of pleasure and sporting boats
Treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Maritime Industry and Services

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Italian
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
An industrial partner in the field of boat and/or ship building.
In case of interest the sought partner will integrate the offered equipment in the boats/ships
according to technical advice and with the support of the proposer.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
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Technology Offer

Inverted solar cell for thin film 3rd generation
photovoltaics
Summary
A Spanish research group has developed a new solar photovoltaic (PV) cell with inverted
architecture without leading to corrosion and air-stability problems. This novel PV cell uses low cost
materials and it is compatible with low-temperature manufacturing process. It is developed at
laboratory scale. European and PCT patents have been applied for but not granted yet. The
research group is looking for manufacturers of PV cells for licensing or technical agreements.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

25 February 2015
14 March 2015
13 March 2016
TOES20150225001

Details
Description
The conversion of solar energy to electrical current using thin film third generation photovoltaics
(PV) is being widely explored for the last two decades. Recently, the organometallic halide
perovskite based on tin or lead have been introduced as light harvester to replace traditional
metal-organic complex or organic molecules, leading to high power conversion efficiencies in
solid state devices. These solid-state solar cells involve conventional device architecture that
provides a limited number of configuration possibilities to be optimized. Main problems
associated to these devices are their air-stability of the top electrode (metal layer), the poor
long-term stability and life-time, and the efficiency and conductivity (separation of the charges)
of such a device. Also, in these solid state devices, the perovskite pigment is usually applied
from a solution by spin-coating on mesoporous TiO2 (Titanium dioxide) film, followed by low
temperature annealing step. From experience, the morphology of the perovskite crystals formed
during this kind of solution processing cannot be well controlled, and is one of the reasons for
the poor reproducibility of PV cell performance.
Researchers from Spanish and Swiss Universities have developed a new type of solid-state
photovoltaic solar cell that addresses the problems of corrosion and air-stability of the counter
electrode or metal layer and of the contact between different organic layers to improve the
conductivity without providing heterostructure.
The new solar cell involves inverted device architecture instead of a conventional one, which
results in the improvement of the efficiency as well as stability. The associated fabrication
method allows the application of the perovskite layer in one step and without solubilizing, by codeposition of sublimated components. This process allows a controlled deposition without
heating the other layers of the partially assembled solar cell, and keeping them at comparatively
low-temperatures manufacturing process, which are compatible with the use of flexible
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substrates for the support layer of solar cell.
The invention is applicable in solar photovoltaic cell manufacturing in the industrial sector of
renewable energy.
Advantages and Innovations
The most innovative aspect of this invention is that provides a new type of solid-state
photovoltaic solar cell with inverted architecture.
While, the main advantages of these solar cells are the following:
- Solid-state photovoltaic solar cell with inverted architecture (inverting the charges flow) to
address the problems of corrosion and air-stability of the counter electrode (metal layer).
- High stability and life-time.
- High power conversion efficiencies, currently 15% with improvements options.
- Use of readily available and low cost organic and inorganic materials.
- Use of very thin films of material, with the consequent reduction of costs and environmental
impact.
- Compatible with low-temperatures manufacturing process, allowing the use of a wide range of
substrates including flexible and very thin substrates.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patent(s) applied for but not yet granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
European and PCT patents applied for but not yet granted
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
004005005

Photovoltaics

Market
006005014

Photovoltaics

NACE
P.85.4.2

Tertiary education

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
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ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Enterprise in the specific area of solar photovoltaic cell manufacturing, for testing of
applications, adaptation to specific needs, production and marketing.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Integrated Physical Security Information Management
software
Summary
A small company from Turkey specialized in Security software systems has developed innovative
software system which enables central management of physical security systems, including CCTV,
Access Control Systems, Alarm Panels, Microwave Barriers, Fibre-optic Intrusion Detection Devices
etc. The company is interested in technical cooperation and/or commercial agreement, license
agreements or joint venture.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

12 September 2013
04 February 2015
04 February 2016
TOTR20130912001

Details
Description
A Turkish SME has developed a new software system which allows central management of
physical security systems, including Access Control Systems, Alarm Panels, Microwave
Barriers, Fibre-optic Intrusion Detection Devices etc.This new software allows integrated
security management with multi-site and multi-operator support. All IP enabled security devices
can be managed & controlled centrally as well as locally.Company offers to its clients; powerfull,
easy to use, IT-friendly integrated security management software.It can easily integrate different
DVR and NVR systems and monitor them from single user interface. Not only CCTV systems
but also other security systems such as Perimeter Intrusion Detection Systems are supported.
This enables end-users to have complete situational awareness hence protecting their assets
with less man power and more effectively.
Advantages and Innovations
Innovative part of the product is cross integration concept which enables different brands to be
integrated crossly. In contrast to traditional systems there is no need for one-to-one integration.
Once a external hardware/software system is integrated into system, it is automatically
integrated to all other systems. Its main advantage is facilitating management of physical
security systems of big campuses such as; petrochemical plants, banks, universities, military
bases etc. Fast, effective response, reduced costs.The company's products are offered at
reasonable prices with a good margin.The company offers training, know-how and support.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
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Secret Know-how,Copyright
Profile Origin
National R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002009
002006013

Computer Software
Data Protection, Storage Technology, Cryptography, Data Security
Security

Market
002007026

Other software services

NACE
N.80.2.0

Security systems service activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
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Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry >500
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
Turkish
English
Client Country
Turkey

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: security industry , software companies,private/public organisations, web
agencies. Task to be performed by the partner sought: integrating technology into existing
solutions, jointly developing innovative applications based on the current solutions or
commercial agreement with technical consultancy Specific area of activity of the partner: banks,
universities,military bases, banks etc.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Disruptive High Speed Wireless Internet Access via Light
Summary
A Scottish SME at the forefront of the utilisation of the light spectrum for wireless data
communications, offers its high-speed, bidirectional, networked and mobile LiFi communications
system. The system, based on patented technologies, enables partners to rapidly test and develop
high-speed data communication solutions that utilize commercial light emitting diode (LED)
infrastructures. The company is interested in licensing agreements with original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) among others.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

11 February 2015
18 February 2015
18 February 2016
TOUK20150211001

Details
Description
A Scottish SME at the forefront of the utilisation of the light spectrum for wireless data
communications, offers its high-speed, bidirectional, networked and mobile LiFi communications
system.
The system consists of an access point (AP) that connects with a commercial off-the-shelf LED
light bulb and a mobile station (STA) that connects to a laptop via a standard USB connection.
The AP has an Ethernet to input power and data. It connects to the LED luminaire and
modulates the light for the downlink. The STA is battery-operated (for mobility) and has a visible
light receiver and an infrared diode for the uplink transmission.
The system operates at 10Mb per second in half duplex at distances of between 3-5 metres.
The distance achieved by the system depends highly on the strength of the light source, i.e., the
LED light. The solution offers a simple plug-and-play system for secure wireless Internet access
with a wide range of LED luminaires, working seamlessly with large 600×600 panels, as well as
T5 replacement LED tubes or downlighters. Indeed, the solution is largely LED luminaire
agnostic, providing a diverse tool for deploying and exploiting the shifting, services based,
business model of the lighting industry. The sensitivity of the STA means that the system
functions with direct or indirect light, meaning that the light can be at very low levels without
greatly affecting the performance of the system.
The system provides secure and safe wireless access and generates an energy efficient
solution to data communications. Its unique properties make it applicable in various markets
including secure office/home, hospitals, airplanes, underwater communications and others.
Advantages and Innovations
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This solution is the only publicly available high-speed, bidirectional, networked and mobile
wireless communications system using light, with patents surrounding the technology.
In addition, contrary to other untethered access technologies, this solution can guarantee very
high security of the wireless data, which is inherently safe and can have sub-1m precision for
localization services.
Stage of Development
Already on the market
IPR Status
Exclusive Rights
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001005003
001005005

Mobile Communications
Network Technology, Network Security

Market
001004008
001006001

Other data communications
Defence communications

NACE
J.61.2.0

Wireless telecommunications activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com
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Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services
Restrict Dissemination to Specific Countries
Austria,
Belgium,
BosniaandHerzegovina,
Bulgaria,
Canada,
Croatia,
Denmark,
Estonia,
Finland,
France,
Germany,
Greece,
Hungary,
Iceland,
Ireland,
Israel,
Italy,
Japan,
Latvia,
Lithuania,
Luxembourg,
Macedonia,TheformerYugoslavRepublicof,
Malta,
Mexico,
Netherlands,
Norway,
Poland,
Portugal,
Romania,
Serbia,
Slovakia,
Slovenia,
SouthKorea,
Spain,
Sweden,
Switzerland,
Turkey,
UnitedKingdom,
USA,

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Macedonian
Bulgarian
Greek
German
Serbian
Bosnian
Croatian
Spanish
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought:
Industry - Original Equipment Manufacturers in the Telecomms market, Defence, Lighting,
Vehicle. In addition, network equipment providers, lighting manufacturers and installers as well
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as building management system providers.
- Specific area of activity of the partner:
License system to partner
- Task to be performed by the partner sought:
License technology from Scottish company to develop bespoke applications and co-develop
product to address dedicated market vertical
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
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Technology Offer

Highly-interactive e-learning technology
Summary
An Italian spin-off team developed several e-learning platforms. The spin-off is oriented towards
didactic innovation challenges through innovative methods and ICT tools as e-learning technology
services. The team is looking for educational institutes and SMEs interested in this solution and in
further joint developments.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

19 December 2014
09 January 2015
09 January 2016
TOIT20141219001

Details
Description
The spin-off is oriented towards didactic innovation challenges through innovative methods and
ICT tools as e- learning technologies, digital tv applications, portals and web-applications, webgames and multimedia products. These tools and outcomes are the core of our offer to the
world of University, scientific research, public administrations
and “third sector” organizations. The team offers specific skills, expertise and services in:
- e- learning, supporting education structures in the management of projects of open distance
learning;
- internet & intranet, planning websites, thematic web portals and multimodal applications for
services delivery;
- virtual reality and interactive labora tories, development of three-dimensional virtual
environments;
- interactive television (interactive solutions for the digital terrestrial television);
- graphic & web design (design and production);
- As ICT services provider specialized in youth inclusion and community participation, the spinoff manages telematic infrastructures for e-learning, supplying specific ICT services and
products to some Telematic Universities.
The spin-off also cares about transnational networking activities aiming to improve the use of
ICT in vocational educational training, higher education, upper specific training, master and
university courses.
Advantages and Innovations
• virtual assistance;
• advanced development of MHP (Multimedia Home platform) applications for interactive
visualizations and spots for the digital terrestrial TV and for Ip TV, achieving good results in the
services and communication activities;
• highly interactive educational materials for individual study;
• supports collaborative learning, online tutoring/mentoring;
• intelligent document handling.
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Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Private (in-house) research

Keywords
Technology
001002003
001004002

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
E-Learning

Market
002001006

Mini computers (small business)

NACE
J.63.9.9

Other information service activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Other
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Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
Italy

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: university, research organization, SME (software developer, consultancy
company)
Specific area of activity of the partner: education, human resource management, engineering,
training/coaching, software development.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME 51-250
Type of Partnership Considered
Services agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Individual prosthetic patella implants
Summary
A German research group has developed a method to manufacture an individual prosthetic patella
implant during the surgery. The method relies on a new simulation-based process, which allows for a
highly accurate manufacturing of the implant within minutes. As a result the patient is less likely to
experience postsurgical pain compared with conventionally manufactured implants. A partner with
expertise in the sterilization of implants is sought for further research cooperation.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

16 December 2014
27 January 2015
27 January 2016
TODE20141216001

Details
Description
About 25 percent of all patients with a prosthetic patella implant suffer from postsurgical pain,
which in many cases arises from an inaccurate positioning of the implant and an insufficient
adjustment to patient's movement.
In order to address this problem a German research group has developed a method to
manufacture a customized prosthetic patella implant - during the surgery. The group consists of
an institute for manufacturing engineering, a medicine school and an IT R&D association,
bringing together years of expertise from multiple scientific fields.
By analysing 3D and movement data of the patient's kneecap a simulation suggests a fitting
form as well as the suitable position for the implant to the operating surgeon. The surgeon can
then if needed adjust and modify these suggestions before confirming the automatic
manufacturing of the implant. A navigation tool of the system then assists the surgeon in
implanting the implant.
One of the remaining challenges to overcome is the sterilization of the implants. Companies and
research organizations with knowledge in that area are sought for further development of the
method.
Advantages and Innovations
This novel method has multiple advantages compared with current technique, benefiting mostly
from its cross disciplinary development. By combining expertise in biomedical engineering,
manufacturing engineering, optical measurement and industrial image processing a new level of
precision is gained, which cannot be reached be the usage of standardized implants. Yet most
importantly the method allows patients to fully and painlessly compensate their natural patella
after surgery.
Stage of Development
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Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Regional R&D programme

Keywords
Technology
006001014
006001018

Medical Technology / Biomedical Engineering
Surgery

Market
005001002
005002002
005002006
005003007
005006005

Medical imaging
Surgical instrumentation and equipment
Surgical implants
Computer-aided diagnosis and therapy
Surgery and Anaesthesiology

NACE
C.32.5.0

Manufacture of medical and dental instruments and supplies

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Healthcare
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Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
R&D Institution
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Industry, academy, research organization.
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Microbiologie
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Research on sterilization of implants under
research cooperation agreement.
Type of Partnership Considered
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Expertise in Big Data, High Performance Computing and
Cloud Technologies is sought
Summary
A German company developed a systematic concept for making precise quantitative (numeric) data
interoperable and searchable. It is a general approach and can be demonstrated. First possible
applications are interoperable eHealth, science, e-commerce, later also Web Search. The small
company searches a sufficiently large partner for development (fully scalable implementation in
professional web design), for application and advancement of the technology and / or joint venture.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

04 March 2015
22 March 2015
21 March 2016
TODE20150304002

Details
Description
Results of feature extraction (of complex information, e.g. sounds, pictures, patterns),
measurements, precise descriptions of products and other things, medical findings, technical
data, scientific data, economic data, commercial data - all these are examples for quantitative
(numeric) data. So quantitative data are important. But quantitative data are up to now not
searchable on the web (which is important also for grouping, classification and analysis), and
the analysis of huge amounts of data (Big Data) is complicated by missing identification of data
and inconsistent data structures. An efficient solution of this problem is up to now missing and
very desirable. The company developed a systematic procedure which allows users to provide
own data structured in precise, interoperable and searchable way. If the kind of data is new, the
users can provide also own definitions in structured way, where they can also reuse and
integrate existent definitions. The concept can be demonstrated in an implementation which
allows users to search in existing definitions and provide own definitions and own data. The
standard search procedure of data includes conditional search combined with similarity search.
Conditions are possible on every dimension and sorting of the search result is done according
to searched quantitative data. The found data are available for further processing, e.g. statistical
evaluation.
The company has expertise in:
- Development of complex innovative software algorithms within large projects
- Precise mathematical description of objects, prepared for further processing
- Software for processing of sensor data, computer aided manufacturing
- Software for Decision Support in medicine
Is seeking for a sufficiently large technology partner for
- Development of a fully scalable implementation of the project in professional web design,
attractive for data providers.
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- Application and advancement of the technology
Advantages and Innovations
It is a general approach to handle quantitative data in interoperable and searchable way, e.g.
measurement data, results of feature extraction, user defined data.
Range and precision of quantitative description is much higher than description by words. The
potential of quantitative description is large but up to not nearly used. Important reason for this
is that up to now quantitative data are machine-recognizable usually only within isolated
applications and not generally interoperable. This, however, is desirable in many areas, e.g. in
medicine. Therefore the approach guides users that they can publish own structured machine
readable definitions. Definition by users is essential due to so many different kinds of
quantitative data. Interoperable reuse and combination of existing definitions within new
(complex) definitions is possible. Data are provided structured according to existing definitions
and identified, so they are machine readable and interoperable. The identification allows
targeted selection and therefore efficient handling of Big Data. The search window is
automatically structured according to the selected definition of the user. Range conditions are
possible for all quantitative dimensions, additionally similarity conditions can be given to
determine the ordering of the search result. The precise search result is given in tabular form
and available for simple read (which can be sufficient e.g. in commercial applications) or for
further processing, e.g. scientific analysis. An example for this is statistical evaluation of medical
results in dependence of certain treatments, e.g. medication. Because the users make the
definitions of data, all topics of interest are covered.
Stage of Development
Prototype available for demonstration
IPR Status
Secret Know-how
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001002010
001002023
001002025
001003001
006001013

Databases, Database Management, Data Mining
Internet of Things
Cloud Technologies
Applications for Health
Medical Research

Market
002006004
002006006
002006009
002007012
002007028
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Data processing, analysis and input services
Databases and on-line information services
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Medical/health
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NACE
J.62.0.1
J.62.0.2
J.62.0.9
J.63.1.1

Computer programming activities
Computer consultancy activities
Other information technology and computer service activities
Data processing, hosting and related activities

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME <= 10
Year Established
2014
Turnover
<1M
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
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German
Client Country
Germany

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
The technology partner should have:
- hands-on experience in STRONG R&D around Web development, fully scalable high
performance computing and cloud technologies. This is important because we can provide
detailed structural information about the technology but have not enough programmers for
implementation of all details.
- Experience with Big Data, access to an interesting data source. This is advantageous to make
the new search technology attractive from the beginning

Type of Partnership Considered
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Joint venture agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Advanced geotechnologies applied to engineering and
architecture
Summary
A Spanish research group offers an innovative tool for 3D reconstruction for engineering and
architecture applications. This tool is based on the optimization and development of computer vision,
photogrammetric and laser scanning methods and algorithms for 3D reconstruction and visualization
of natural and man-made sites or objects. License, research, technical cooperation and commercial
agreements with technical assistance are sought.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

09 March 2015
20 March 2015
19 March 2016
TOES20140219001

Details
Description
The technology offered has been conceived as a tool that will make the sharing of the world in
3D a mainstream activity for engineers or architects. With this innovative tool, the photographic
dream of modelling the world in 3D at scale only using photographs comes true.
This tool is based on the optimization and development of computer vision, photogrammetric
and laser scanning methods and algorithms for 3D reconstruction and visualization of natural
and man-made sites or objects, based on terrestrial, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), aerial
photogrammetry as well as on laser scanners and gaming sensors.
The main objective of the tool is becoming the front end of a platform for the generation of 3D
point cloud models applied to several vertical markets (insurance, engineering, security,
architecture etc.) with new solutions for their current activities. The tool is useful for users buying
advanced services like scaled 3D models, CAD models ready for 3D printing, augmented reality,
measuring capabilities of objects, etc.
The Spanish research group offers this technology in order to grow a user base that will make
the 3D sharing of models a mainstream activity. The three main types of potential customers
are:
1. Individual customers interested in downloading a measurable 3D reconstruction of a domestic
object, pet, scenery, body, etc.
2. Professional users interested in saving a true 3D reconstruction of an exact moment.
3. Companies interested in the creation of 3D models of their products.
License, research, technical cooperation and commercial agreements with technical assistance
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are sought.
Advantages and Innovations
The tool encloses flexibility (coping with any type of images and camera), automation (passing
from 2D to 3D with one click), scalability (customizing the tools to multiple users and domains)
and quality (guaranteeing high-resolution models even better than the modern laser scanner
systems).
Several vertical applications have been envisioned for different sectors and some of them are
already a work in progress. Vertical applications customized with functional knowledge of the
specific domain include: insurance, police, utilities and civil engineering. These vertical markets
will also bring to the company consultancy work associated with the generation of very high
quality or complex 3D models.
These applications will be complemented with the occasional selling of complex 3D models of
complicated scenes like buildings, bridges, factories, industrial machines etc. built at scale from
2D photographs. Target customers are professional users (engineers, architects, etc.) interested
in saving a true reconstruction of a scene in a particular moment.
Stage of Development
Available for demonstration
IPR Status
Patents granted,Copyright
Profile Origin
FP7

Keywords
Technology
001002006
001002008
001002012
001004006
009001009

Computer Software
Data Processing / Data Interchange, Middleware
Imaging, Image Processing, Pattern Recognition
Visualisation, Virtual Reality
Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
002006004
002007007
002007014
002007022

Data processing, analysis and input services
Applications software
Other industry specific
Software services

NACE
M.71.2.0
M.72.1.9
M.74.2.0
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Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
University
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
No.
Languages Spoken
English
Spanish
Client Country
Spain

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
1. R&D institutions interested in creating a measurable 3D reconstruction of any object or
scene.
2. Large companies and SME interested in saving and/or creating a true 3D reconstruction of an
exact moment or interested in the creation of 3D models of their products.
License, technical cooperation and commercial agreements with technical assistance are
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sought. The research group is also open to research collaboration under european programmes
funded projects.
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
License agreement
Commercial agreement with technical assistance
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Adaption of innovative semiconductor chip-based
spectrometer towards new sustainable exploration
technologies and geomodels and within relevant H2020
bids
Summary
A UK photonics technology company experienced in co-developing miniature spectrometers and
optical sensors for a range of applications is seeking companies or researchers working in mining
that are developing new, improved, highly efficient and cost-effective, sustainable exploration
technologies. They are also interested in the H2020 call "SC5-11d-2015 New sustainable exploration
technologies and geomodels". They are seeking research and/or cooperation agreements with
companies/researchers
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

03 March 2015
12 March 2015
11 March 2016
TOUK20150303004

Details
Description
The EU is highly dependent on imports of raw materials that are crucial for a strong European
industrial base, an essential building block of the EU's growth and competitiveness. However,
Europe is confronted with a number of challenges along the entire raw materials value chain,
starting with exploration, to secure a sustainable access to raw materials, including Critical Raw
Materials (CRM).
The major challenges are the geological uncertainty, technological and economic feasibility of
mine development, and high and growing costs for exploration. In Europe, additional challenges
include difficult operation in densely populated areas (access to land) and the fact that the
majority of new deposits in Europe will be found at greater depths or in extreme environments
such as the Arctic and the oceans.
Europe is also facing the fact that it has been actively mined over many centuries so easy-toaccess mineral deposits are mostly exhausted, and exploration activity in the past decades was
too low to enable the identification of a sufficient amount of new resources. The major
opportunities to access the fresh raw materials within the EU are in greater depths or in smaller
deposits where larger mining operations may not be feasible.
The UK company has expertise in III-V and silicon semiconductors and their application in
photonics technology; design and simulation of photonics devices and optical systems, and
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licences to a suite of specialist semiconductor photonics and optics modelling software. They
also design optical sensors and highly compact spectrometer chips for a range of applications
and have experience in conducting market analysis for new technology and patents in the
sensors market. These innovations could be adapted towards more efficient and sustainable
exploration technologies.
The company is also interested in the H2020 call "SC5-11d-2015 New sustainable exploration
technologies and geomodels", which is aimed at addressing many of these challenges, by
funding the development of novel exploration technologies, such as new drilling techniques,
integrated drilling and analytical technologies, down-hole and cross-hole sensing, 3D and 4D
geochemical and geophysical (seismic, gravimetric, magnetic, electrical and electromagnetic),
automation, robotics, and other relevant tools.
The UK company is hoping to join an existing bid of companies or researchers working in
sustainable exploration, either in the field of mining or the processing of raw materials.
The company are also interested in joining other bids under the general theme of Waste,
including "SC5-04-2015 Improving the air quality and reducing the carbon footprint of European
cities"
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/2194sc5-04-2015.html) AND "WASTE-6a-2015-Waste - a resource to recover, reuse and recycle raw
materials"
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/2114waste-6a-2015.html#tab2). They are keen to join existing bids for both of these calls also, to
offer their unique technology.
The deadline for all of these calls is 21 April 2015 and the deadline for expressions of interest in
this profile is 2 April 2015.
Advantages and Innovations
Unlike grating-based or FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) the device uses a single
component to perform both wavelength selection and detection functions.
The spectrometer chip is a monolithic structure formed from a single semiconductor
heterostructure and is manufactured using standard semiconductor fabrication processes. The
main benefits of this approach include:
1. Larger economies of scale from the mass manufacture of semiconductor chips which enables
the same spectroscopy budget to develop built-in redundancy in challenging locations,
dispersed spectrometer networks and multiple chip arrays.
2. Minuscule, low mass for either covert operation, small spaces or 3D imaging with a
spectrometer chip array in hyperspectral imaging & remote sensing.
3. High performance spectroscopy capable of delivering wide area imaging at high spectral
resolution (<1nm Nyquist). The device offers enhanced spectral properties due to the potential
for low stray light as well as fast data acquisition.
4. Highly robust spectrometer chips since there are no electrically or mechanically moving parts
or separate wavelength selection and detection components.
5. Inherently low power budget due to novel approach and low mass
6. Thermal stability since the chips use III-V semiconductor materials rather than silicon they
can withstand temperatures -200°C to 200°C.
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7. Dynamically configurable functionality allows light throughput and spectral resolution to be
modified mid-operation, according to the application.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
UK patent and a number of unpublished British and international patent applications for the key
spectroscopy innovation.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001006012
005006010
005011
009001007
009001009

Semiconductors
Optics
Micro- and Nanotechnology
Optical Technology related to measurements
Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
003007001
003007003
004007
008002002

Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Ref: TOUK20150303004
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Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
Intelligent Energy

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
- Type of partner sought: Mining
- Specific area of activity of the partner: Exploration of Critical Raw Materials (CRM)
- Field of expertise/experience: Processing and sustainability
- Task to be performed by the partner sought: Co-development of new tools and geomodels
towards more sustainable exploration of CRM; the adaptation of the company's existing
technologies towards achieving this mutual goal.
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Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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Technology Offer

Novel semiconductor chip-based spectrometer with wide
range of applications, including within bids for the H2020
call “ICT Technologies for creative industries, social
media and convergence”.
Summary
A UK photonics technology company has developed a novel semiconductor chip-based
spectrometer that uses a single component to perform both wavelength selection and detection
functions. They are seeking to incorporate this into mobile devices for better calibration, colour
recognition and more, in particular towards the H2020 call "ICT-19-2015 Technologies for creative
industries, social media and convergence." They are seeking research and/or technical cooperation
with companies or academics.
Creation Date
Last Update
Expiration Date
Reference

24 February 2015
09 March 2015
08 March 2016
TOUK20150224002

Details
Description
The UK company has wide-ranging expertise in III-V and silicon semiconductors and their
application in photonics technology; design and simulation of photonics devices and optical
systems, and licences to a suite of specialist semiconductor photonics and optics modelling
software, which they feel could have applications in a bid to answer the call "ICT-19-2015
Technologies for creative industries, social media and convergence."
The demand is growing for high-quality content and new user experiences. At the same time,
thanks to ubiquitous technology adoption, widespread use of mobile devices, broadband
internet penetration and increasing computing power the consumption of content anywhere, any
time and on any device is becoming a reality. Consequently, developments related to content
creation, access, retrieval and interaction offer a number of opportunities and challenges, also
for the creative and media industries. In order to keep pace with the trends and remain
competitive, those industries need to explore new ways of creating and accessing content. The
opportunity to establish new forms of content and user engagement could be transformative to
many businesses in creative and media industries.
The focus of this call is on research, development and exploitation of new or emerging
technologies (e.g. 3D and augmented reality technologies) for digital content creation to support
the creative and media industries and for unlocking complex information and media and
interacting with them.
Ref: TOUK20150224002
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The company is offering a specific innovation for adaptation, expansion and co-development: a
novel semiconductor chip-based spectrometer consisting of an array of microdisk resonators
evanescently coupled to a central waveguide.
They also design optical sensors and highly compact spectrometer chips for a range of
applications and have experience in conducting market analysis for new technology and patents
in the sensors market.
The spectrometer has many advantages for mobile phone applications. Unlike conventional
approaches, there is no trade-off between size and spectral resolution. Its physical dimensions
(minuscule size, low mass and low power requirement) result in minimal impact on payload and
its highly robust structure provides insensitivity to vibrations, and extremes of temperature whilst
offering built in redundancy.
They are hoping to join forces with researchers and/or companies exploring working in mobile
phone hardware development, with the possibility of incorporating mobile phone based
spectrometer devices for artists to provide (for example) better colour recognition, screen
calibration and so on.
The deadline for the call is 14 April 2015 and the deadline for Expressions of Interest in this
profile is 2 April 2015.
They are also interested in finding out more about existing consortia applying for a range of
other ICT H2020 bids. These are:
ICT-24-2015 Robotics
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/9087-ict24-2015.html)
ICT-25-2015 Generic micro- and nano-electronic technologies
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/9088-ict25-2015.html)
ICT-30-2015 Internet of Things and Platforms for Connected Smart Objects
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/9091-ict30-2015.html)
ICT-10-2015 Collective Awareness Platforms for Sustainability and Social Innovation
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/9082-ict10-2015.html)
ICT-29-2015 Cross-cutting ICT KETs (Key Enabling Technologies)
(http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/topics/9090-ict28-2015.html)
They are very happy to respond to queries about these additional calls with a view to
contributing their skills and innovation to a successful application.
Advantages and Innovations
Unlike grating-based or FTIR (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy) the device uses a single
component to perform both wavelength selection and detection functions.
The spectrometer chip is a monolithic structure formed from a single semiconductor
heterostructure and is manufactured using standard semiconductor fabrication processes. The
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main benefits of this approach include:
1. Larger economies of scale from the mass manufacture of semiconductor chips which enables
the same spectroscopy budget to develop built-in redundancy in challenging locations,
dispersed spectrometer networks and multiple chip arrays.
2. Minuscule, low mass for either covert operation, small spaces or 3D imaging with a
spectrometer chip array in hyperspectral imaging & remote sensing.
3. High performance spectroscopy capable of delivering wide area imaging at high spectral
resolution (<1nm Nyquist). The device offers enhanced spectral properties due to the potential
for low stray light as well as fast data acquisition.
4. Highly robust spectrometer chips since there are no electrically or mechanically moving parts
or separate wavelength selection and detection components.
5. Inherently low power budget due to novel approach and low mass
6. Thermal stability since the chips use III-V semiconductor materials rather than silicon they
can withstand temperatures -200°C to 200°C.
7. Dynamically configurable functionality allows light throughput and spectral resolution to be
modified mid-operation, according to the application.
Stage of Development
Under development/lab tested
IPR Status
Patents granted
Comment Regarding IPR status
UK patent and a number of unpublished British and international patent applications for the key
spectroscopy innovation.
Profile Origin
Other

Keywords
Technology
001006012
005006010
005011
009001006
009001009

Semiconductors
Optics
Micro- and Nanotechnology
Optical material testing
Sensor Technology related to measurements

Market
003007001
003007003
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Chromatographs and related laboratory equipment (including
spectrometers)
Other analytical and scientific instrumentation
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004007
008002002

Micro- and Nanotechnology related to Biological sciences
Industrial measurement and sensing equipment

NACE
M.72.1.9
M.74.9.0

Other research and experimental development on natural sciences and
engineering
Other professional, scientific and technical activities n.e.c.

Network Contact
Issuing Partner
ASOCIATIA CENTRUL DE DEZVOLTARE ARAD
Contact Person
Nicolae Grosan
Phone Number
+40 743496018
Email
nicolaegrosan@gmail.com

Dissemination
Send to Sector Group
ICT Industry and Services

Client
Type and Size of Organisation Behind the Profile
Industry SME 11-49
Year Established
0
Already Engaged in Trans-National Cooperation
Yes
Languages Spoken
English
Client Country
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United Kingdom

Partner Sought
Type and Role of Partner Sought
Type of partner sought: Industry or Academic
Specific area of activity of the partner: ICT
Field of expertise/experience: Mobile phone technology
Task to be performed by the partner sought: Co-development of new applications for mobile
phone use (particularly at the convergence of ICT and the creative industries).
Type and Size of Partner Sought
SME 11-50,University,R&D Institution,SME <10,>500 MNE,SME 51-250,>500
Type of Partnership Considered
Technical cooperation agreement
Research cooperation agreement
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